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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

The present work was taken up for translation a t the suggestion and request
The Tibetan language being almost Greek to me,
of Dr. Alaka Chattopadhyaya.
the work of steering me safe through the complex Tibetan jargon of this brilliant work
obviously fell on her shoulders.
However, despite all care, certain discrepancies have still crept in into the present
publication, some of these having been reproduced in toto from the original Russian
edition.
Two different Russian words-kuritsa
(lit. "hen", "chicken") and prirsa (lit.
"bird", "fowl")-have
been used for the animal "Hen" of the Tibetan sexagenary cycle
[for example : god zheleza-pfirsa (Iron-Hen year ; A.D. 1681) on p. 113, but god zemlikurifsy (Earth-Hen year ; A.D. 1729) on p. 317, etc.].
Certain obvious misprints, when detected, were "silently" corrected : "bsTanpa-tshe-rin (b. 1678)" in place of "bsTan-pa-tshe-rin (b. 1668)"; "Fire-Mouse year
(A.D. 1696)" in place of "Fire-Hen year (A.D. 1696)" in f. n. 553 ; "336 years" in
place of "396 years" in f. n. 608 ; "fols. 236b 4..." in place of "fols. 263b 4 . " in f. n.
298 ; "544 years B.C." in place of "554 years B.C." in f. n. 342 ; "1928" in place of
"1927" in f. n. 673, etc. etc.
As will be seen, the work abounds in footnotes, and the footnote numbers follow
each other so closely that, in certain cases, I had no choice but to retain the very syntax
of the original sentence.

I would also like to take this opportunity of expressing gratitude to my
friend Professor Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya (theeditor of the series in which the
present translation has been published), for constantly putting me on the rails and
literally making me move whenever and wherever I got stuck up.
T o my friends Shri Ramakrishna Maitra, Professor Haridas Sinharay and
Professor Mrinalkanti Gangopadhyaya, I am greatly indebted for kindly assisting me in
seeing this book through the press.

November 7, 1970

Harish C. Gupta

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

Professor Andrei Ivanovich Vostrikov was one of the distinguished representatives of the Russian scholars of Oriental studies. He made an enormous contribution to
the study of the history and pl~ilosophyof Tibet and India, though his untimely death
put an abrupt end to this creative academic life.
In 1931, P1.ofessor Vostrikov prepared for publication his work 0 jilosoj'ii
Darmakirti [On the philosophy of Dharmakirti]. In 1933, he translated from Sanskrit
Kautilya's political and economic treatise-the Arthaiiistra-jointly
with Academician
Shcherbatskoi, Academician Ol'denburg, Professor Obernliller and B. V. Semichov,
and also compiled a terminological lexicon to it.
In 1934, Vostrikov published the article Logical Works of Vasubandhu, and the next
year he completed the moriograph Logic of Vasubondhu which is a comprehensive treatment
of the problem on the basis of all available sources. In 1934, he also published in the
"Indian Historical Quarterly" (vol. xi, No. 1, March 1935) his article The NyEyaviirrika
of Uddyornlcara and /he Viitlatlj~iyaof Dharrnakirti.
Towards the end of his life, Professor A. I. Vostrikov was engaged in the study
and translation of the ancient Sanskrit philosophical nlonument Kilacokra. He
prepared for the press a ccmposite text of the Kilricalira frcm tb.0 n;anuscripts (one
preserved in London and the other the southern edition of the hb-lucakm ; the latter
was brought from India by Professor I. P. Minaev) and a Tibetan translation. He
was also translating this work into Russian and writing a commentary on it, but he
could not complete these.
A. I. Vostrikov ,paid great attention to Tibetan studies. Ile worked on the
compilation of a scientific grammar ofthe Tibetan language, which was completed by
Shcherbatskoi in 1911. However, the problems of the Tibetan historical literature held
a greater attraction for Vostrikov. In 1934 was published his article Bibliograj'iya
ribetskoi literatury [Bibliography of Tibetetan Literature] in the journal "Bibliografiya
Vostoka" (Nos. 2-4).
This article contains a critical analysis of the article of van Manen (Corltribution
to the Bibliography of Tibet) and some new valuable information on Tibetan historical
literature. In 1936, this article was published in English (Some Corrections and Critical
Remarks 011 Dl..J. varl Manen's "Contribution ro the Bibliography of Tibetw,-"Bulletin
of the School of Oriental Studies", London, vol. viii, 1935, pp 51-76) when it attracted
a most lively attention of the Tibetologists of the whole world.
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A. I. Vostrikov ,paid great attention to Tibetan studies. He worked on the
compilation of a scientific grammar of the Tibetan language, which was completed by
Shcherbatskoi in 1911. However, the problems of the Tibetan historical literature held
a greater attraction for Vostrikov. 10 1934 was published his article BibliograJya
ribetskoi literafury [Bibliography of Tibetetan Literature] in the journal "Bibliografiya
Vostoka" (Nos. 2-4).
This article contains a critical analysis of the article of van Manen (Contribution
to the Bibliography of ti be^) and some new valuable information on Tibetan historical
literature. In 1936, this article was published in English (Some Corrections and Critical
Remarks 011 Dr. J. van Maneit's "Contribution lo tlre Bibliographj1 of Tibet ",-"Bulletin
o f the School of Oriental Studies", London, vol. viii, 1935, pp 51-76) when it attracted
a most lively attention of the Tibetologists of the whole world.

Of the remaining works of A. I. Vostrikov, niention must be made of the Letopis'
barguzinskikh buryat [Annals of the Barguzinsk Buryats] and the article S. F. Ol'denburg
i izuchenie Tibeta [S. F. Ol'denburg and the Study of Tibet],-which gives an outline of
the history of Tibetan study in Russia and of the history of the formation of tlie
collection o f Tibetan manuscripts and xylographs (the largest in the world) in the
Leningrad Branch of the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Academy of Sciences, USSR).
The present monograph on Tibetan Historical Literature is the result of all that
Vostrikov could do for a systematization and description of the vast and multifarious
literature of Tibet, which till then had not been much studied. T o this work is also
appended a special table compiled by him for the conversion of the dates of Tibetan
sexagenary cycle into European calendar.

14th June, 1958

N. P. Vostrikova

EDITOR'S NOTE

The Russian original of the present work was posthumously
published in 1962 in the revived Bibliotheca Buddhica series and
edited by G. N. Roerich.
On two points, the English publication differs from the
Russian original. First, in the Russian original the notes and
references are given at the end of the book while in the present
translation these are rearranged page-wise. Secondly, all the
Tibetan words are given here in Roman transliteration and this
based on the principles followed in the Tibetan-English
Dictionary by S. C . Das.
Po Dr. I. D. Serebryakov of the Institute of the Peoples of
Asia (now Institute of Oriental Studies), Academy of Sciences,
USSR, we are indebted for the copy of the Russian original
and for very much else besides.

TIBETAN HISTORICAL LITERATURE
A . I. Vostrikov
Translated from the Russian by
Harish C. Gupta
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE
The main theme of the work Tibetan Historical Literature was expounded by
me in March, 1935, at a session of the Academy of Sciences, USSR. The attention which
my communication received and the offer of the Academy to publish this work with
all the relevant materials in the Trudy Inslituta narodov Azii [Transactions of the
lnstitute of Peoples of Asia] encouraged me to enlarge considerably my original brief
work. I specifically endeavoured to study,, though briefly, the most important and
interesting monuments o f Tibetan historiography available in tbe collections of the
Institute of Peoples of Asia. Nevertheless, even in this enlarged and revised form, my
work has no pretensions t o being exhaustive. It is intended t o serve only a s a n
introduction of its kind t o the study of Tibetan historical literature.
In preparing this work for publication, I was very shaky in the matter of transcription of the Tibetan words. At first, I thought it possible t o restrict myself t o
writing the Tibetan words in Tibetan characters only. But this would have made the
present work totally obscure to a non-Tibetologist. The use of Roman transcription,
though simpler, would have been inadequate ; for the wide divergence between the
Tibetan words as written and pronounced would still have rendered the transliterated
names unreadable to the non-specialists. I t would, of course, have been most natural
to put such words in Tibetan script and also to give the transcripiion of their Lhasa
pronunciation. But this pronunciation has not so far been used i n the Russian
scientific literature ; its use, therefore, would have made many known names unrecognizable. Besides, this would have necessitated the use and hence explanation o f a
number of diacritical marks, which would have taken much space and diverted us from
our immediate task. Therefore, on the advice o f my teacher, Academician
F. I. Shcherbatskoi [Th. Stcherbatsky], I decided to retain the Mongolian pronunciation
of Tibetan words with its conventional simplified Russian tral~scription as heretofore
followed in our literature, bearing in mind that it is only this pronunciation (with some
variations) that is known in Mongolia and Buryatia. T o avoid any misunderstanding, the words have also been written in Tibetan alongside this transcriptjon of the
Mongolian pronuncia tion.
The notes in the present work mostly supplement and further the main theme
of the text and are often fairly large. These have, therefore, been put separately a t
the end of the book for the sake of convenience. Unfortunately, the distribution of
material between the text and the notes is not always consistent enough. There are
notes which could well have been put in the text, and there are, on the other hand,
materials in the text which could have safely gone as notes. The extremely short time
Vos. I/a
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that I got for giving final shape to this enlarged work prevented me from making
these changes. It is hoped that the presence of indexes will obviate these shortcomings
for the readers.
I consider it my duty to express my deep gratitude to F. I. Shcherbatskoi for
the constant attention with which he followed my work from the very beginning, and
to N. P. Vostrikova for her suggestions and selfless help in my work and in the
compilation of the indexes.

Leningrad
October, 1936

A . Vosrrikov
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INTRODUCTION
The history o f Tibet is one of the least studied fields of science. I t is only
the history of Western Tibet, or, to put it more precisely, the history of Ladakh,
that can be considered comparatively belter studied at present. Much work has
been done in this regard by A. Cunningharnl, E. Schlagintwei12, K. Marxa, and
specially by A. Francke, who is responsible for the best and most complete edition
of the Ladaklz Chronicle (La-dwags-rgyal-rubs) , the publication of a number of small
historical texts and for a general study of the history of Western Tibet4. The
-

-

1. A. Cunningham, Lndak : Physical, Statistical and Historical, with Notices
of the Surrounding Countries, London, 1854.
2. E. Schlagintweit, Die Konige von Tibet, von d4r Entstehung koniglicher Macht
der k. bayer.
in Yarlung bis zum Erloschen in L.udak,-Abhandlungen
Akademie der Wissenscbaften, I CI, X Bd, iii Abt., Miiocben, 1866.
3. K. Marx, Three Documents Relating ro the History of Ladakh. Tibetan text,
Translation and Notes,-JASB, vol. Ix. 1891, pt. i, N 3, pp.97-135 ; vol. lxiii,
1894, N 2, pp. 94-!07 ; vol. Ixxi, 1902, pt.1, N I , pp.21-34.
4. A. Francke has devoted a number of his works-mainly articles scattered in
various journals-to
the study of Tibetan monuments. Professor N. V.
Kyucer [Kuehner] who, after many years of persistent work, compiled a
comprehensive bibliography of Russian and foreign works in the field of
Tibetology published before 1935, has kindly supplied me with the alphabetical
list of A. Francke's historical works given below. Fclr this, I express my
deep gratitude to him.
Antiquities of Indian Tibet, pt. i : Personal Narrative, Calcutta, 1914
(A~.chaeologicalSurvey of It~dia,New Itnperial Series, vol. xxxviii).
n
pt. ii : The Chronicles of Ladakh and Minor
Antiquities of I ~ ~ d i aTibet,
Chronicles. Tibetan Texts and Translations with Notes and Maps. Edited
with foreword by F. W. Thomas, Calcutta, 1926 ( Archaeological Survey of
India, New Imperial Series, vol. I ).
Archaeological Notes on Balu-mkhar in Western Tibet. In trod uction
Antiquary", vol. xxxiv, 1905, pp. 203-210.
by Jane E. Duncan,-"Indian
Archaeology in Western Tibet, "Indian Antiquary", vol. xxxv, 1906,
pp. 237-241, 325-333 ; vol. xxxvi, 1907, pp. 85-98, 148.
Ein Dokument aus Turfan in tibetischer Schrifi, nber unbekannter
Sprache,-"Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften,
Philos.-hist. Klasse", 1927, N 12, SS. 124-130.
Dritte Sammlun,p vorl Felszeichnungen aus Unter-Lndokh. Leh, 1902
(lithogr).
Erste und Zweite Sommlu.ng ribetischer historiseher Inschriften, 1906
(Selbstverlag).
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history, ancient as well as modern, o f Tibet proper has not been studied much. It
is true that there have been some sporadic attempts in this direction. A p a r t . f r o m
Felsinschrifren in Ladakh,-"Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie
der Wissenschaften, Phi1os.-hist. Klasse", 1925, SS. 366-370.
Die Geschichle des Dogra-Krieges. Nach dem Manuscript C des Ladvags
rgyalrabs,-ZDMG, Bd. lxiv, 1910, S S . 537-552.
Historical Documents from the Borders of Tibet,-" A rchaeological
Survey o f India", Annual Report, 1909/1910, Calcutta, 19 14, pp. 104-1 12.
Historische Dokumente von Khalatse ilz West Tibet (Ladakh),-ZDMG,
Bd Ixi, 1907, S S . 583-614.
Die historischen und mythologischen Erinnerungen der Luhouler, Kye-lang,
1907.
A History of Western Tibet. One of the unknown empires, London, 1907.
The Kingdom of gNya khri btsairpo, the First King o f Tibet,-JASB,
191 1 , vol. v i , N 3 , pp. 93-99.
Kleine archaeologische Ertrage einer Missionsreise nach Zangskar in
Westribet,-ZDMG BD Ix, 1906, SS. 645-661, Ed lxi, , 1907, pp. 645-647.
Konigsnamen von Khoran (A-ma-ca) auf tibetischen Dokumenten der Turkestan-sammlungen von London und Berlin,-"Sitzungsberichte
der Preussischen
' ~ k a d e m i der
e Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist. Klasse", 1928, S S . 671-676.
List of Ministers' Names Found in the Tibetan Inscription in Front of the
Ta-chao-ssu Temple (Jo-khang) in Lhasa, 822, A.D.,-"Epigraphia
Indica",
vol. xi, 1912, pt. vi, pp. 272-276.
Antiquary",
Notes on Rock-Carvings from Lower Ladakh,-"Indian
xxxi, 1902, pp. 398-401.
Notes on Sir Aurel Stein's Colleclion of Tibetan Documents from Chi~zese
Turkestatt, -JRAS, 1914, pp. 37-59.
References to the Bhottas in the Rijjatararigini,-"Indian Antiquary",
vol. xxxvii, 1908, pp. 181-192.
Remarks on a Photograph, near Ating, taken by the Hon. Eric Upron,
during a Tour in Zangskar in 1907,-"Indian
Antiquary", vol. xxxvii, 1908,
pp. 332-333.
The Rock Inscriptions at Mulbe,-"Indian
Antiquary", vol.xxxv, 1906,
pp. 72-81.
Antiquary",
Some More Rock-Carvings from Lower Ladakh,-"Indian
vol. xxxii, 1903, pp. 361-363.
Ten Ancient Historical Songs from Western Tibet,-"Indian
Antiquary",
xxxviii, 1909, pp. 57-68.
Tibetarl Inscription on the Darkot Pass. ( I n : A. Stein, Innermost Asia,
vol. i i , pp. 1050-1051).
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the works of E. Schlagintweit and A. Francke, wbich also deal with the birtory of
Tibet on the whole, the Tibetan historical monumen ts have been studied, published
and translated with varying success by A. Csoma de Koros6, Sarat Chandra Dad,
Tibetan Inscriprion on the Stone Mo~iurnenl in front of the Ta-choo-ssu
Indica", vol. x, (1909-1910), part
Temple in Lhasa, 822, A. D.,-"Epigraphia
iv, pp. 89-93.
Tiberische Handschr[frenfunde aus Tw/hn,-"Sitzungsberichte
der
Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften", 1924, iii, SS. 5-20.
Vorbuddhistische Religion Tibets, A Ilgemeine Mission, -"Zci tsch ri f t",
xxviii, SS. 879-884.
5. A. Csoma de Koros, A Grammar of the Tibeton Language in English, Calcutta,
1834, pp. 181-198 (Appendix iv, Chronological Table). This tabk was published
later in an abridged form in the work : Prinsep, Useful Tables, pt. ii, Calcutta,
1836, pp. 129-131 : Table LIV, Buddhist chronology of Tibet. This work also
contains (pp. 131-132, Table LV) a list entitled Kings of Tibet, to the SubDivision of the Country in the Tenth Century compiled by Csoma de Koros on
the basis of Deb-ther-srion-po.
6. Though the works of Sarat Chandra Das, as we shall see later, suffer from
many errors and inaccuracies, we cannot and must not forget that it is precisely
to him that the world of Tibetology is indebted for its first familiarity with
the contents of a number of important historical texts which heretofore were
totally unknown or were known only by title. And in this lies his great and
indisputable service to scholarship. Even till loday, many texts used by
S. C. Das (often wit-bout naming them) remain unpublisl~ed,ur~translatedand
uninvestigated.
.
The most outstanding work of S. C. Das in the field of Tibetan historiography is the publication of the first two parts of the Tibetan text of dPagbsam-!/on-bzari-see
S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, pt. i : History of the Rise,
Progress and Downfall of Buddhism in India, PI. ii : Historjl of Tibet from Eorljl
Times to 1745 A. D., by Sumpa Khan-po Yeie Pal Jor, Calcutta, 1908. He also
published a n interesting Boo chronicle (see rG,r.al-Rab Bon Kyi Ju~rg-~!~as,ed.
by Sri Sarat Chandra Das, Calcutta, 1915) and some other texts. Besides. he
published a number of articles on Tibetan history which mostly are simple
translations or adaptations of Tibetan sources. These include Conrributions on
the Religion, Hisrory etc. of Tibet, JASB, vol. 1, 1881, pt. i, pp. 187-251; vol, li,
1882, pt. i, pp. 1-75, 87-128 ; Life of Sum-pa-Kl~an-po, also styled Ye-Ses
deal-'byor, the author of the Re'umig (Chronological table), JASB, vol. lviii,
1889, pt. i, pp. 37-84 ; Indian Pundits in Tibet, JBTS, vol. i, 1893, pt. i,
pp. 1-31 ; A short [lore on the origin of the Tibetans and their division into clans,
ibid., vol. v, pt. i, pp. 1-4 ; The Hierarchy of the Dalai Lama (1406-1745),-
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F. W. Thomas', L. Waddelle, E. E. ObermilIerO, and other scholars. Besides,
Iakinf Bichurinlo and later Bushelll1 translated very valuable Chinese documents
.-

7.

-

JASB, vol. Ixxiii, 1904, pt. I, Extra, pp. 80-93 ; Tibet under the Tartar
Emperors of China in the 13th Century A. D.,-ibid., pp. 94-102 ; The Monasteries of Tibet,-JASB, New Series, vol. i, 1905, pp. 106-1 16 ; Tihet, a depenpp. 152-155 ; Tibet under her last
dency of Mongolia ( 1 633-1 7 16 A. D.),-ibid.
Kings (1434-1 642 A.D.),-ibid.,
pp. 165-167. A short history of the house of
Phagdu, which ruled over Tihet on the decline of Sakya till 1432 A.D.,-ibid.,
pp. 202-207 etc.
Professor F. Thomas rendered outstanding service in the study of Tibetan
documents and narrative sources about Sinkiang. See F. W. Thomas, Tibetan
Documenfs Concerning Chinese Turkestan, pt. i : the Hfi-za,-JRAS, 1927, pp.
51-85 ; pt. ii : the Sa-cu Region,-JRAS,
1927, pp. 807-844 ; JRAS, 1928,
1928, pp. 555-595. See also
pp. 63-98 ; pt. iii : The Nob Region,-JRAS,
F. W. Thomas and Sten Konow, Two Medieval Documents from Tun-huang,"Royal Frederik University Publications of the Indian Institute", 1, 3, Oslo,
1929, pp. 121-160. One may also mention his The Language of Ancient
Khotan,-"Asia
Major", 1925, vol. ii, pp. 251-271 and Notes on the Tibetan
Manuscripts illustrated in Plates cxxx-cxxxiii (printed as a n Appendix to :
A. Stein, Innermost Asia, vol. ii, pp. 1084-1090). Recently, F. Thomas published Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents Concerning Chinese Turkestan, pt. i,
Literary Texts, London, 1935 (Oriental Translation Fund, New Series, vol. xxxii
See also his article Law of Theft in Chinese Kan-su : A IX-X Century Fragment
from Tun-huang,-"Zeitschrift f u r vergleichende Rechtswizzenschaft", L Bd,
1936, 3 Hft., SS. 275-287 etc.
See L. A. Waddell, Ancient Historical Edicts a t Lhasa, JRAS, 1909, pp. 923952,-JRAS, 1910, pp. 1247-1282, JRAS, 1911, pp. 389-435 ; Chinese Imperial
Edict of 1808 A.D. on the Origin and Transmigrations of the Grand Lnmas of
Tibet,-JRAS, 1910, pp. 69-86 ; Tibetan Invasion of India in 647 A.D. and Its
Results,-"The
Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly and Oriental and Colonial
Record", vol. xxxi, 19 1 1, pp. 37-65 (cf. also JRAS, 1911, p. 203) and other works.
E. Oberrniller, History of Buddhism (chos-'byun) by Bu-ston, pt. I : The
Jewelrj~of Scripture, Heidelber g, 1931 (Ma terialen zur Kunde des Buddhismus,
18 Heft), pt. ii : The History of Buddliism in India and Tibet, Heidelberg,
1932,-ibid., 19 Heft.
Istoriya Tibetn i Khukhunora s 2282 goda do R. Kh. do 1227 goda po R. Kh.
[History of Tibet and Kokonor from 2282 B. C. to A.D. 12271 with a map on
various periods of this history. Translated from the Chinese by monk
Iakinf Bichurin, pt. i & ii, St. Petersburg, 1833.
S. W. Bushell, The Ear-ly History of Tibet. From Chinese Sources,-JRAS, 1880,

.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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on the early history of Tibet. Finally, W. Rockhillln published the translation of
extracts from Chinese sources concerning the contemporary history of Tibet. However,
these rare publications are far from adequate for any idea of the history of Tibet, particularly when compared with the material which is still totally unstudied and unused.
The immediate task in the field of study of Tibetan history is undoubtedly the
publication and translation of historical texts. But the main hurdle here is the lack of
any clear and accurate idea of the volume, nature and type of the Tibetan historical
literature. Unfortunately, one has to accept that the historical works of Tibet are
little known to the academic world-and
that too not always in the very best specimens. I n a majority of cases, even the names of these works continue to remain
unknown.
Nevertheless, the study of Tibetan historical texts is of interest not to the
research student of Tibet alone. The history of the Tibetans is so closely linked to the
fate of a number of peoples of Asia that its study is necessary for any research in the
history of the Mongols, the Oirats, the Tangut kingdom, Khotan, and even India
and China on the whole. Besides, for a fairly long time, Tibet was the spiritual centre
for several peoples of Asia. I n the course of the last three centuries, the Tibetan literary language had acquired almost the same significance among the Mongols, Oirats,
Tanguts and other peoples, as Latin in medieval Europe, for, as the language of the
sovereign Buddhist order, it became a pre-requisite for feudal scholastic education and
the language of religion, philosophy and sciencelS. Therefore, in creating an extensive

pp. 435-541. An attempt to compare Chinese and Tibetan sources on the
early history of Tibet was made by Herbert Miiller in his article Tiber in seiner
gescltichtlickeri Entwicklung,-"Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Rechtswissenschaft",
xx Bd, H ft 2-3, SS. 279-344.
12. W. W. Rockhil I, The Dalai Lamas of Lhasa and Their Relations with rhe Manchu
Emperors of China 1644-1908,-"T'oung Pao", vol. xi, 1910, pp. 1-104. See
also an earlier work : E. H. Parker, Manchu Relations with Tiber or Si-rsang,
-JRAS, N Ch. B., 1886, pp. 289-304.
13. For the significance of Tibetan language, say in Mongolia, see : 9. Ya.
Vladimirtsov, Mongol'skii sbornik rasskazov iz PaZcafanrra [Mongolian Collection of Tales from Paiicatantra], Petrograd, 1921, pp. 50-51. "Tibetan
language", wrote B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, "is like a second literary language of
the Mongols of the 18th and 19th centuries, throwing Mongolian literary
language to a secondary position. In Mongolia, it is not the members of the
Buddhist Order alone who are beginning to study Tibetan language, write and
conduct theological disputes in it, the secular society too is now taking up
Vos. 2
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and multifarious literature in Tibetan language including also the historical literature,
a big role was played not only by the Tibetans themselves but also by the representatives o f other peoples who often achieved exceptional. fame and authoritj14. The
Tibetan language was so widely spread that various Tangut, Mongol and other nonTibetan scholars wrote even the histories of their own countries in full o r in part in
Tibetan. Such works certainly deserve most careful study even in cases where they
co-exist with the highly developed historical literature in their national language. This
is so in respect of the sources for the history of Mongolia, for they can really give
some additional information15.

this language. The Mongolian princes and officials-in fact, everyone trying
to become literate-ate beginning t o study Tibetan language" (Ibid , p. 51).
Cf. a similar report of G. N. Po tanin (Ocherki Severo-Zupadnoi Mongolii
[Essays o n North-Western Mongolia], i, pp. vi-vii, St. Petersburg, 1881).
See also M. I. Tubyansky, Nekororye problemy mongol'skoi literatury dorevolyutsiorzliogo perioda [Some Problems of Mongolian Literature of Pre-revolutionary Period],-"Sovremennaya
Mongoliya", Ulan Bator, 1935, No. 5 (12),
pp. 13-15.
14. As, for instance, Dandar Lha-rampa (bsTan-dar Lha-rams-pa) (b. 1759)-an
Alashan Mongol-who
has left two volutnes of works in Tibetan language
published in SKU-'bum and a Tibetan-Mongolian dictionary (compiled in 1838)
entitled brDa'-yig-min-dor~-gsal-bar-byed-pa~i-zla-bui-'od-sa
(107 fols.). Brief
information o n this author and his works has been given by Acad. F. I.
Shcherbatskoi in liis Tibetan translation of Dharmakirti's Santiir~Sintarasiddhi
and Vinitadeva's Santiinijntarasindhi-fikB published by him together with a
Tibetan commentary by Nag-dban bsTan-dar Lha-rams-pa, Petrograd, 1916,
pp. iii-xii (Bibliotheca Buddhica, xix). Another author that can be mentioned
is Cl~a-har-dge-bies bLo-bzan-tshul-khrims-also a Mongol-who
has left 10
volumes of works in Tibetan language, published in Peking. This author is
so famous that he is sometimes called second Tson-kha-pa. Besides, one can
mention the famous Urgin scholar Lama mKhas-grub mKhan-po and Iris
equally well-known pupil, dPal-ldan Chos-rje, who have bequeathed t o us
many interesting works, including a detailed comnlentary entitled Grub-mthnYchen-mo~i-mchan-'grel-dkn'-gnad-mdud-grol-blo-gsul-gces-nor
(in three volumes)
on the well-known work on Indian philosophical systems, compiled by 'Jamdbyans-bshad-pa-nag-dbai-brtson-'grus (1 648-1 722) in 1846. Another such
Urgin scholar is Lama bsTan-dar sriAgs-rams-pa.
15. F o r instance, in his work Obshchestrlennyi stroi mongolov [Social Order of the
Mongols], Leningrad, 1934, p. 19, note I , Academician B. Ya. Vladimirtsov
regrets the inadequate study of Tibetan sources on the history of the Mongols.
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Since these works are not Tibetan in respect of either their origin o r their subjectmatter, they cannot, of course, be included in Tibetan historical litcraturc without
reservations. In any case, their study has t o merit attention in future, n o t so much of
the Tibetologists as of the historians and litterateurs of the respective countries. But
now when the historical works in Tibetan language have just been taken up for study,
a survey of such works also becomes as much the task of the Tibetologist as that of
the Tibetan historical literature itself.
Generally speaking, the literature on the history of other countries is fairly well
represented in Tibetan language. The position of Tibet as Buddhist centre and the
universal character thus acquired by the Tibetan script among the Buddhists of various
countries have often been the reasons for Tibetan authors to study aud expound,-in
addition to the history of their country,-that of all those countries where, according to
their information, Buddhism was widely spread. Besides 'the works mentioned above
on the history of the Mongols and other peoples, and those on the history of Tibet
and other individual fields, we find, in Tibetan language, accounts of the history of
India and China as a whole. Unfortunately, the Tibetan literature on !he history of
other peoples is as little known as that on the history of the Tibetan peoples themselves.
The first and the only attempt to give a classified list of Tibetan historical works
was made by the founder of scientific Tibetology, A. Csoma de Koros, who published
in 1838, his remarkable article Enumeration of Historical and Gramrnatical Works to be
met with in TibePa. Some data given in this article (particularly the list of main types
of Tibetan historical works) were printed by him even earlier, in 183417, and repeated,
without any alteration, by Isaac Schmidt in the Russian and German versions of his
Tibetan grammarls.
Of course, this article by A. Csoma de Koros, written almost hundred years
back, suffers from serious shortcomings. The list of Tibetan historical works given in
it covers only a little more than a score of texts18. We find these to include also Tibetan

16. JASB, vol. vii, 1838, pp. 147-152.
17. A. Csoma de Koros, A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, p. 180.
18. I. J. Schmidt, Gramrnotika tibetskogo yazyka [Grammar of the Tibetan
Language], St. Petersburg, 1839, pp. 231-232 ; Idem., Gramarik der tibetischen
Sprache, St. Petersburg, 1839, SS. 2 16-217.
19. A, Csoma de Koros does not indicate the sources used by him in compiling
his list. I t is, however, not difficult to guess them. The main source from
which the titles of the historical works figuring in his list have been taken, was
obviously the historical treatise-not
entirely unknown-entitled rGyal-rabs
gSal-ba'i-nte-loir ("Royal Genealogy-A Clear Mirror") (For this work, see
Chapter 3, 3). The list of titles given by A. Csoma de Koros under the
Vos. 2Ia
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translations of Buddhist works in Sanskrit, like the famous poem Bodhisattviivadina-kalyalati and the canonical biography of Buddha-Lalitavisrara-siitra20. With
regard to the Tibetan works themselves, nothing more than the brief conventional
titles is mentioned. Not t o speak of their volume, their dates of co~npilationand sucb
other information, even tbe full titles of the works are lacking. T h e classification
--

heading "Histoiies" (lo-rgyus) has been compiled entirely o n the basis of
titles mentioned in this treatise. It is from this source only that A. Csoma
d e Koros has taken such titles as bKa'-tshigs-chetz-mo and rGyal-rcb-dpag-bsamIjon-;in (see rGyal-robs-gsal-ba'i-me-lon,sDe-dge edition, 1. 28 "2) which usually
are not even mentioned in other texts and which he could hardly have
consulted directly. From this again, he has obvious!y borrowed such title as
S e ~ - b ~ n - r a b - , ~(ibid.
s a l 1. 6 "4 though the latter is actually not a historical text
but a work of encyclopaedic nature, written by 'Phags-pa-bla-ma (for this
work, see footnote 537). The information on the Chinese historical treatise
rGya'i-yig-tshari translated into Tibetan language by Lama Rin-chen-grags-pa
has undoubtedly beer] borrowed by A. Csorna d e Koros from this source
(ibid., 1. 96b4-6). Besides, he has drawn on a number of other historical
texts. These include Deb-ther-srion-po (for this work, see footnote 431), from
which A. Csoma d e Koros has apparently borrowed the information
regarding the work on the history of Buddhism-which has not reached us
-written by Nel-pa-pandita (see Deb-ther-srion-po, A m d o edition, 1. 28 b6),
a n d ~a-mbha-la'i-rnam-biad-'phags-yul-gyi-rtogs-brjod
(for this work, see
footnote 334), from the colophon of which A . Csoma d e Koros has talten
the informat~onon the work on the history of India from ~ 6 o k to
a Pra~itasena
entitled Yig-gshun-chen-n~o,etc. However, his entire information is not from
Tibetan literary sources only. H e was of course also directly familiar with a
number of texts.
20. Bodlzisattviivaddna-Kulpalatii (Byari-chub-sems-dpa'i-rtogs-pa-btjod-pa'i-dpag-bsamgyi-'khri-iiri) is available i n DsTan-'gyur, Peking edition, mDo-'grel, vol. xciii
(ge). T h e Sanskrit text and the Tibetan translation of this work were published by S. C. Das and Hari Mohan Vidyabhusana in the series Bibliotheca
hldica.
Laliravistara-siirrn
( 'Phags-pa-rgya-cher-rof-pa-shes-bya-ba-theg-pachen-po'i-mdo ) is available in bKu'-'gyur, sDe-dge edition, mDo-sde, vol. ii
(kha), fols. 1-216. Sanskrit text of this work was published by Rajendralala
Mitra in Bihliotheca Indica and later by S. Lefmann (see S. Lefmann, Lalita
Vistara, vol. i : Text, vol. ii : Varianten-, Metren-, und Worterverzeichnis,
Halle a S., 1902-1908). The Tibetan text was published by Ph. Foucaux
along with a tra~lslationinto French (see Ph. Ed. Foucaux, Rgya tch'cr rolpa
ou Developpemetzr des Ycux, contenent l'histoire du Boud~llzaSakynmourti, i partie
-Texte ribetain ; ii partie-Tradnction francaise, Paris, 1847-1848)
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given by A. Csoma d e Koros is also inadequate and defcclive. Under the heading
"Histories" (lo-rgyus), he has put works of legendary nature like Ma-9i-bka'-'bumwhich even the Tibetans themselves d o not include in their historical literature-and
large historical works of the nature of compilations like Deb-ther-~rion-po,which indeed
must be classed under the special group o f historical works (separated ly Csoma d e
Koros himself), nnnlely the "History of Religion" (chos-'bjwri).
These and other similar shortcomings, fully explained by the fact that Csoma
de Koros was, in the full sense of the word, a pioneer in Tibetology, cannot belittle
the epoch-making importance of his article. These cannot make us forget that in the
course of a whole century of study of Tibetan literature that lias passed since this
article first appeared, only very little could really be added to the list of w o ks
~ given in
it. In any case, right upto the recent times, this article has served as a guide in this field.
After the article of A. Csoma de Koros, n o other serious step was taken to
survey a n d classify the Tibetan historical literature. With the exception of the article
by V. P. Vasil'ev, 0 nekotorykh knigakh, otnosyashchikhsya k istorii budclizma, v bibliotelce Kazanskogo ~ n i v e r s i t e t a [On
~ ~ Some Books Relating t o the History of Buddhism
in the Library of Kazan University], which gives an illuminating account of some
Tibetan historical works and which has not lost its importance even till this day, all
the later studies in this direction have merely made a passing reference to individual
historical works in the catalogues of Tibetan manuscripts and xylographsg2. Wtcin in
1904, in connection with the impending British intervention in Tihet, Professor

2 1. Uchenye zapiski Akademii nauk po pervomu i rret'emu otdeletiiyam [Scienti tic
Transactions of the First and Third Sections of Academy of Sciences],
vol Ill, St. Petersburg, 1855, pp. 1-33.
22. Johan van Manen gives a complete list of catalogues of Tibetan manuscripts
and xylographs in his work A Corttriburion to the Bibliography of Tibet, JASB,
New Series, vol. xviii, 1922, N 8, pp. 462-466. See also F. W. Thomas, Note
oft the Tibetan Collectior~s of the Itrdia Ofice Library, pp. 5-6. Later, this
number of the catalogues o f Tibetan texts (not taking into account the catalogues of bKd-'gyur and b s ~ u n : * ~ ~ was
u r ) increased with the work of J. Bacot
(J. Bacot, La colleclion ribetaine Schilling ron Coristadt a In Bib1ioflreqr;e de
l'Institut,-JA,
t. ccv, Paris, 1924, pp. 321-348.). As I have already mentioned elsewhere (see A. I. Vostrikov, K bibliografii tibeskoi lireratury [On a
Bibliography of Tibetan Literature],-"Bibliografiya
Vostoka", 1933, No. 2-4,
Leningrad, 1934, p. 21), these catalogues a r e mostly simple lists of titles. Of
these, the more important ones are : I. J. Schmidt und 0. Bohtlingk,
Verzeichttiss der tibetischen Hnttdsckr~etz und Holzdrucke im ~siutischen
Muscum-"Dulletin
historico-philologique d e I'Academie Imp. de Siences d e
St. Petersbourg", t. iv, N 6, 7, 8, St. Petersbourg, 1847 ; A. Schiefner, hrachrraze zu den volt 0. Boelrtliltgk tind I. J. Schmiilt verf~ssren Verzeiclrnisserr dcs
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F. W. Thomas tried to give an exhaustive list of Tibetan historical, biographical, and
some other texts known t o the European scientific literature23, he had to be content with
the above-mentioned articles of Csoma d e Kiiros and Vasil'ev and the catalogues of
various Tibetan collections-,mainly those of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The
list compiled by Professor F. Thomas, meant obviously to be a practical manual for
the direct quest of the respective literature in Tibet, does n o t give anything new a s
such. On the other hand, as I have already mentioned, he has sometimes reproduced
the data given in the catalogues so literally that he has also repeated the mistakes
occuring in them, taking even such texts a s those of collections of prayers and songs
etc in some monasteries for historical works24.
There have, of course, been isolated references to Tibetan historical texts from
time to time in various European works on Tibet ; but these are largely restricted only
to texts which have already been mentioned by A. Csoma d e Icoros in his list. We
shall not enumerate all these scattered references, but shall mention only
B. Baradiin's Statuya Maitrei v Zolotom khrame v LabraneZ5 [Statue of Maitreya in the
alif India und Tibet bezuglichen Handschr$ten und Halzdruclce im Asiatischen
Museum,-ibid , t. v, N 10 ; A. Schiefner, Bericht uber die neueste Buchersenclung aus Prking,-ibid., t. viii, N 1 , 2 ; Katalog knig i rulcopisei nu kitaiskom,
manchzhurskom, mongol'skom, tibetskom i sanskritskom yazyke v biblioteke
Aziafskogo departamenfa [ A Catalogue o f Books and Manuscripts in Chinese,
Manchurian, Mongolian, Tibetan and Sanskrit Languages in the Library of
Asiatic Department], St. Petersburg, 1844 ; G. Tsybikov, Spisok tibetslcim
izdcrniyam, privezennym Gonbozhapom Tsybikovym v 1902 g. i pozhertvovannym
Muzeyu I. R. Geograficheskim obshchestom [ A List o f Tibetan Publications,
Brought by G. Tsybikov in 1902 and Donated to the Museum of the
Asiatici Petropolitani
Russian Imperial Geographical Society],-"Musei
Notitiae", iv, v, vi, St. Petersburg, 1904, pp. 01-07 ("Izvestiya Alcademii
nauk", 1901, v. xxi, No. I ) ; E. 13. C. Walsh, .4 List of Tibetan Books
Brought froin Lhastl by the Japanese Monk, Mr. Ekai Kawa Gochi,-JASB, vol.
Ixxiii, 1904, pt. i , N 2; pp. 118-177 ; L. A. Waddell, Tibetan Manuscripts
and Books, etc. Collected During the Younghusband Mission to Lhasa,-"The
Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review and Oriental and Colonial Record",
3rd Series, vol. xxxiv, July-October, 1912, N 67-68, pp. 80-1 13 etc.
23. See F. W. Thomas, Note on the Tibeiart Collections of the India Ofice Library.
24. See A . I. Vostrikov, K bibliografii tibetskoi literalury (On a Bibliography of
T ~ b e t a nLiterature],-"Bibliografij a Vostoka", Leningrad, 1934, p. 21.
25. B. Baradiin, Staiuya Maitrei v Zolotom Ithrame v Labrane [Statue of Maitreya
in the Golden Temple in bLa-brati], Leningrad. 1924 (Bibliotheca Bud~lliica,
xxii). Pages 01-01 1 give a list of Tibttan literature including a number of
historical wol ks.
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Golden Temple in bLa-bran] and C. Bell's The Religion of Tiberze, wbich describe, in
detail, some of the works and also give general information o n Tibetan historiography.
However, the works described by C. Bell a r e largely those which are already known
t o us from the articles by Csoma d e Koros and V. P. Vasii'ev.
Thus, the article of A. Csotna d e Koros, written in the light of a scientific
study of Tibetan language and literature has not been surpassed even t i l l now either
in importance or in the number of texts enumerated ; the classification given by him
remains unique even now in spite of all its inadequacy.
Nevertheless, this list of A. Csoma de Koros, with all the additions made by
subsequent authors, does not include even one-tenth of the actual wealth of Tibetan
historical literature. In such circumstances, neither a choice of monumental works
worthy of publication nor a critical attitude t o the publisl~edmaterial is possible, for
each of these works presupposes a basic familiarity with the most important works in
this field, if n o t with all.
A study of the collection-the largest in the world-of Tibetan manuscripts and
xylographs in the Institute of Peoples of Asia, Academy of Scieaces, U.S.S.R. and
extensive travels in Buryatia for studying the Tibetan works available in the monasteries
there have shown what an enormous amount of historical and specially biograhical
works is available in Tibetan language.
Assuming that an expansion of our
knowledge in this field is likely to be fruitful, I tried to collect all the accessible
materials for having a more or less clear idea of the volume, nature and type of these
works.
This task was somewhat facilitated by some very valuable though laconic
bibliographical lists of Tibetan authors themselves. These are1) a fairly conlplete though not exhaustive list of Tibetan historical works
enumerating more than five-hundred titles-available
in the introduction t o the
voluminous work on the history of Buddhism in Amdo-Deb-ther-rg~~a-mtsl~o
(Seawritten in 1865 by Brag-dgon-shabs-drun dKon-mchog-bstan-pa-rab-rgyas
(b. 180
the forty-ninth Head of the bLa-brah (b~a-bran-bkra-kis-'khyi l )
monastery, and
-

--.

---- -

- .-

26. C. Bell, The Religion of Tibet, Oxford 1934, pp. 195-219.
27. More details about this text will be found below. Its full title is :
Ytrl-n~do-smad-lcyi-~ons-su-thub-bstan-rin-po-che-ji-ltar-dar-ba'i-tshuI-gsal-par-brjodpa-deb-ther-rgya-mtsho. It was published in the A-mchog-dga'-ldan-chos-'khorglin 'monastery in Amdo. ( A list of historical works is available in the first
volume, fols. 4a6-19a4).
28. The data of birth of the author has been established o n the basis of the colophon which states that the original short edition of the text of Deb-lher-rgyamtsho was written in the Water-Snake year-the thirty-third year of the life of
the author (see vol. iii fol. 272a 1). Considering that the author was the pupil
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2) a list of rare historical texts, comprising the flrst section of the special "List
of Some Rare Books"-dPe-rgyun-dlcon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig-don-gZer-yid-kyi-kundabs}rad-pa'i-rla-'od-'bum-gyi-sEe-ma2D,
compiled by A-khu-rin-po-che Ses-rab-rgya-mtrho
(1803-1875).'O
The latter considerably explains and partly supplements the former.
It is very unfortunate that none of the above two lists follows a strict order
(chronological or any other) in enumerating the historical works. Each of them essentially is only a bare list of abridged titles, by which these historical works are known
to the learned Lamas of Tibet. The date of their compilation, their size and subject
niatter are also not indicated. Even the names of the authors have not been given in
all the cases. Sometimes, their mere conventional names according to the places
where they were born o r where they worked aregiven. N o d a t a aregiven on the authors
themselves, so much so that it is simply impossible to form any idea of Tibetan

of dPal-man dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan (1764-1853), this date can correspond
only to the year 1833. The author was, therefore, born i!l 1801. For, while
mentioning the age, the Tibetans do not state the number of years that have
passed from the date of birth ; they mention the year of life that is running.
I n B. Baradiin's work (Statue of Maitreya in the Golden Temple in bLa-bran,
p. 05) and-taking
from him-even
in my article (Some Corrections and
Critical Remarks on Dr. Johan von Manerz's Contribution to the Bibliography of
Tibet, BSOS, vol. viii, 1935, pt. i, p. 58, n. 2), the data of birth of the author
is wrongly given as 1800.
29. This list is included in its author's "Complete Works" (gsun-'bum)-published
i n the mDsod-dge-dgon-gsar dGa'-ldan-rab-rgyas-glin monastery in Amdo.
A copy of this "Complete works" is available in the Institute of Peoples of
Asia in the Tibetan xylographs brought from Amdo by B. Baradiin (Baradiin
Collection, No. 7). The list referred to is in the sixth volume of the Complete
Works and covers 63 folios. The list of historical texts occupies fols. 1-9 a 1.
30. The dates of birth and death of A-hu-rin-po-che-Ses-rab-rgya-mtshohave been
taken from his biography entitled bKa'-drin-mtskuris-med-rdo-rje-'chaihbrjebtsun-Jes-rab-rgya-mtsho'i-shal-sno-nas-kyi-rnam-par-thar-pa-rhar-'dod-sr~id-mtshoche-las-sgrol-ba'i-gru-gziris,compiled in 1886 by ~Kal-bzan-thub-bstan-dbanphyug, the fourth 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa. The biography, which is in 148
folios, is available in the first volume of the Collected Works by A-hu-rin-poche. As stated in this biography, A-hu-rin-po-che was born in Water-Pig
year of the xiii cycle (see fols. 5 4-6) and died in the 73rd year of his lifethe Wood-Pig year (see fols. 129 5ff). He is regarded as the incarnation of
the famous kLon-rdol-bla-ma-hag-dban-blo-bzan (b. 1719)-see the abovementioned biography of A-hu-rin-po-che, fol. 4 2.
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historical literature on the basis of these lists alone. For this, it is necessary to
decipher the conventional titles mentioned, supplement them with necessary details,
and above all, of course, to have a first-hand acquaintance with the historical w o r b
themselves. But these lists are important, for they serve as excellent material for
beginning the study of Tibetan historical literature. They have been compiled by
leading and highly authoritative scholars, and are therefore all the more worthy of
attention.
Using the list of works given in the Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho as a guide for the quest
of Tibetan historical literature, and referring to another list for supplementing and
explaining the material in this one, 1 tried to trace the texts mentioned there, record
those not included in this list, and examine carefully each of the works that J could
discover. At the same time, I endeavoured to gather, from Tibetan sources, all the
necessary information on those historical works that are no longer extant-specially
about their authors, period, subject-matter etc, so that one may have a rough idea of
the chronological sequence of Tibetan historical literature and mark the main features
of its classification.
Besides the two lists mentioned above, I have found the following Tibetan
sources highly valuable for my present work :
1) the work on the history of Ruddhism iu India, China (including Tibet), and Mongol ia -'Phags-~yul-rg~~a-nag-chen-po-bod-dan-sog-yul-du-dam-pa'i-chos-byun-tshul.dpag-bsamljon-bzan31, written in 1748 by the well-known scholar Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-ies-dpal'byor (1704-1788)32. This work contains a chronological table (which is very important

31. More details on this work will be found below. Since the text, published by
S. C. Das is not complete and is full of mistakes, I have referred througbout
to the xylograph edition of this work and have also given, in brackets, the
corresponding pages of the publication of S. C. Das.
32. A detailed biography of Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-ies-dpal-'byor-entitled mKhanp o - e - r t e - n i - p u n d i t o r - g r o g s - p a ' i - s p - v o d - l n ( 258 +36
folios in volume )-is given in the eighth volume (nu) of the Complete Works
of Sum-pa-mkhan-po, published in Kuku-hoto (?). This biography contains :
an autobiography of Sum-pa-mkhan-po upto the 73rd year of his life
(fol 1-180b 1) and a continuation of this biography,-written, on behalf of
Sum-pa-mkhan-po, by his pupils,-ending with an account of his death and
of his suburgan (fol 180 1-258 6). This continuation is dated as WoodTiger year of xiii cycle, which corresponds t o A. D. 1794. Originally, this
autobiography apparently existed as a fully finished work, for the text is
followed by another 36 folios of author's conclusion and colophon. The
Vos. 3
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for a study of the history of Tibetan literature) and a store of valuable critical and
bibliographical information ;
2) the chronological table bsTan-rtsis-re'u-mig, compiled in 171683by one of the
most disti~~guishedTibetan scholars 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa f l a g - d b a n - b r t s ~ n - ~ ~ r u s
(1648-1722), the founder and the first head of bLa-bran monasterya4-which gives
the dates of compilation of some most important historical works ;
colophon states (fol 31 7 onwards) that this autobiography was started and
finished in 1776 (Fire-Monkey year of xiii cycle). Brief biographical data
on Sum-pa-mkhan-po are available in the Description of dGon-lun Monastery
which was headed by him (see dGon-lun-dkar-chug, f. 56 a 3-65 a 1 ; Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho, the edition of the A-mchog dGa'-ldan-chos-'khor-glin monastery,
V. 1, f. 74" 4-76 6).
33. F o r a description of this table, see Chapter 3. The majority of dates given
by me have been taken from this table and from the table given by Sum-pa
-mkhan-po. These tables are small and follow a strict chronological order.
Hereafter, for the sake of economy of space and time, these dates will be
quoted by me only after due conversion to European calendar without
mentioning every time how these dates appear in )Tibetan system of chronology. (Hereafter, these will be referred to a s "Chronological Tables").
Regarding the principles of conversion to Christian era and the mistakes
committed by a number of scholars from Csoma d e Koros onwards, see the
remarkable article by P. Pelliot-Le
cycle sexagenaire duns la chronologie
tibetaine, JA, 1913, v. 1, pp, 633-667. See also B. Laufer, The Application
of the Tibetan Sexage~zaryCycle,--"T'oung Pao", vol. xiv, 1913, pp. 569-596
and his supplementary note-The Sexagenary Cycle, Once More,-"T'ouog
Pao", vol. xv, 1914, pp. 277-279. Also see infra.
34. A short autobiography of 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa'i-rdo-rje sag-dban-brtson-'grus in verse-entitled rJe-btsun-~~m-dbyan-h~had-pa'i-rdo-rje'i-rnam-thar-bka'rtrom-tshigs-bead-mu ( 7 fol )-is available in the first volume of colleclion
of works of sag-dbah-brtson-'grus, published in bLa-bran. A detailed
biography of his, enti tlod n ~ K h a s - ; i n - g r u b - p u ' i - d b i l l i - p h y t ~ g - k u m m -db~~ans-bshad-pa'i-rdo-rje'i-rnam-par-thar-ba-o-mtsar-skal-bzan-ug-~liogs
(fol
123), belongs t o his incarnation dKon-mchog-'jigs-med-dban-po ( 1728-1791 )
and is included in the second volume of the Collection of Works of the latter,
published in bla-bran (see the copy of this Collection of Works in the
Institute o f Peoples of Asia, Boradiin Collection, No. 1). It is dated as 1758.
The same author has a1so coin piled Chos-kyi-rje-kun-mkhyen-'jam-dbj~aris-bshadpa'i-rdo-rje'i-rnanl-par-thar-pa.dad-pa-dan-1dan-pa-dag-a
gtum-du-byn-ba-rio-mtshar
-ganga'i-chu-rgyw (37 fol, ibid.)-a collection of biographies of persons,
who are regarded as previl~us incarnations of Rag-dhnn-brtsr:n-'grus. There
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3) the catalogue of collections of worke of the teachers of bKa'-gdams-pa and
dGe-lugs-pa sects-bKa'-gdams-pa-duri-dge-lugs-pa'i-bla-ma-rags-rim-gyi-gsun-bum~mtshun-rho, compiled by kLon-rdol-bla-ma sag-dban-blo-hzan (b. 1719)86; and various other
texts.
The work in this direction is still not over. The next step should be a detailed
scientific description of all the works including the historical, biographical and
historico-geographical ones, available in the collection of the Institute of Peoples of
Asia, and publication, with commentaries, o f the most important bibliographical lists
of historical literature of Tibet.
. In the present work, I would like merely to classify some general iofcrmation on
the nature a n d main types of Tibetan historical works, noted by me in the course of
my work on the study of Tibetan collection of the Institute of Peoples of Asia
and Tibetan bibliographical literature, and eliminate incidentally the discrepenciesfou~ld
by me in some European works on the authorship, dating and other detailr of
individual historical texts.

also exist other biographies. Besides, the biography of Nag-dban-br~son-'grus can be found in Deb-ther-rgya-mrsho (v. ii, fol. 1-10 a 4) and in other
works which give an account of the l~istoryof bLa-bran mnnabtery founded by
him. The dates of birth and death (Earth-Mouse year of xi cycle-Water-Tiger
year of xii cycle) are also mentioned in the Chronological Tabk of Sum pa-mkhan-po. In view of the fact that the translation of this table made by
S. C. Das in his article Life of Sum-pa Khan-po (JASB, vol. Iviii. 1889, pt. i,
pp. 37-84) is absolutely unsuitable for use (see Chapter iii), I have, in this
work, always referred t o the Tibetan text of this Table.
35. This catalogue is included in the Complete Works of kLoh-rdol-bla-ma
published in the Kun-bde-glib monastery in Lhasa and in Peking, and
comprises the twenty-fifth book (ra) of this work. In the publication of the
Kun-bde-glib monastery, it has 65 folios, but in the Peking edition-60
folios.
The date of birth of kLon-rdol-blii-ma (Earth-Pig year ol' xii cjcle) is
indicated in his biography dPal-lda~~-bl~-t~ru-d~m-pa-kun-.~p~n~-chc~~-po-irag410-bzari-dpal-bzair-p3.i-rnam-par-t-ugu,
conpiled by dKonmchog-'jigs-med-dbah-po ( 1728-179 1 ), the second 'Jam-db] ans-bshad-pa
(fol 2 a 3-4). The biography is available in the Complete Works of' its author,
published in bLa-bran (v. ii, klio) and covets 16 folios.

Chapter One

T H E EARLIEST HISTORICAL WORKS O F TIBET

Unfortunately, the earliest historical works of the Tibetans are no longer extant.
We can only know them to some extent mostly from the works dating from the last
five to six centuries. As regards the still older texts, our information about them is far
from being adequate.
Except a few specific texts, almost no historical literature of the 1 I th-13th centuries
has come down to us. These were the earlier three centuries of the so-called "period
of the later spread of Buddhism in Tibet" (phyi-dar), which replaced the period of
almost total extinction of Buddhism (bsfan-snubs) in the reign of glari-dar-ma (9th
cent.), the well-known persecutor of Buddhism in Tibet, and his successors. This
period was marked by great progress of translation ,activity. Nevertheless, the Tibetan
sources point to the existence of a number of historical and specially biographical works
dating from this period.
Properly speaking, many works of the 14th-16th centuries known to us from
various citations and bibliographical references are also not extant. Nevertheless, some
individual basic works of this period are available to us. The possibility of discovering
other lost works at a later stage is however not ruled out, for some of them have been
used by the Tibetan authors in 18th and partly even in the 19th century.
Considerably worse is the case of the still earlier literature-that
of the 7th to
early-9th centuries-the highly interesting period, when a considerable part cd Central
Asia was under the sway of Tibet. Whether this is because the historical works of
this ancient period-which the Tibetan historians call "the period of early spread of
Buddhism in Tibet" (sria-dar)--were lost in the subsequent years of disintegration of the
undivided empire and those of the civil war, o r because even originally these were
very scanty and little known, is very difficult to say ; the later Tibetan writers themselves had an extremely vague and overtly inadequate idea of them.
In any case, individual historical works in Tibetan language were already existing
in this early period. There also existed Tibetan translations of some works o f
historical significance-particularly
such as Gojyliga-vj-iikarana98, Vimalaprabhiipariprcchii37 and Arhnt-samghavardhnnn-vyiikaran~~~,
which give interesting information

36. See bKaa'-'gj)rtl-,sDe-dgc edition, niDo-sde, vol. xxxii(A1, fols. 220b 6-232" 7.
37. Ibid., vol. xv (ba', fols. 21 I" 1-259b 7.
38. See bsTnrt-'g~~ur,
Pekins edition, mDo-'g~.el, vol. xciv ( n e ) , fols. 435" 8-444" 2.
vos. 4
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on the history of Khotan. We find a reference to these translations in one of the
earliest catalogues of the Tibetan canon-sTon-than-ldan-dlcar-ma-con~piled towards
the end of the 8th centurysB. Of course, these texts cannot be directly reckoned in
Tibetan historiography, for they are not original Tibetan works. Their o r ~ l y relation to
Tibetan historical literature is that they are the sources of original Tibetan works on
the history of Khotan. One such work obviously is the so-called Propltecy of the Li
Country (Li-yul-lun-bstan-pa)40.This work is included in the Tibetan Buddhist canon
bsTan-'gyur and consists, as W. Rockhil141 and Prof. F.
have rightly pointed
out, of two different monun~ental works purely mechanically related to each other.
In fact, it contains Prophecy of tlre Li Country43 proper, which, according to Professor
Thomas, exists as an independent work in .two manuscripts of the 9th- loth centuries
discovered by A. Stein in K ~ n - H u a n g ,and
~ ~ the outstanding work Annals of the Li
Country (Li-yul-gyi-lo-rgy~s).~~
The later catalogues of bsTan-'gyur sometimes assume
that this work as well as the Arhat-spmghavardhana-vjGkarava (mentioned above)-the
been translated
latter work directly preceding the former in bsTarl-'gyur-"have
from the language of K l ~ o t a n ";~but
~ this is merely an assumption. Professor Thomas
rightly remarks that the Annals of the Li Couritry looks like an original Tibetan work and
that there are no grounds to regard the Prophecy of the Li Country, at least in the form
in which it has reached us, as a non-Tibetan work.47
The contents of the texts enumerated (except Vimalaprabhiiparip!-cchii) were briefly
expounded by W. Rockhilld8in 1884 and by Sarat Chandra Das in 1886 i n the article
Buddlzist arid other Legerlds about K h ~ t e n .Lately,
~~
Professor Thomas, who has devoted
- -

.

-

39. This catalogue entitled Pho-br.un-sfoli-than-ldan-dkar-gyi-bkL?-bsta/~-bcos'gyur-ro-cog-gi-dlcar-chagis available in bsTan-'gyur, mDo-'grel, vol. cxxvi (clto),
fols. 352b 5-373" 8. The works on the history of lchotan, indicated here, are
mentioned in this catalogue on fols. 361" 2, 356= 8 and 37Ib I . For details of
this catalogue, see irtfia.
40. See bsTan-'gyur, mDo-'grel. vol. xciv (ne), fols. 444" 2-468" 8.
41. W. W. Rockhill, The Life of theBuddha and ihe Early History of His Order,
London 1907, p. 23 1 .
42. F. W. Thomas, Tibefan Literary Texts and Documenrq Concerriillg Chinese
Turkestan, pt. i, pp. 73-74.
43. See bsTan-'gyur, mDo-'grel, vol. xciv, fols. 444" 2-44ga 3.
44. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts .., pt. i, p. 41ff., p. 73ff.
45. See bsTat1-'gyur*, mDo-'grel, vol. xciv, fols. 448" 3-468" 8.
46. See P. Cordier, Coralogue
find Tihetairi dc lo Bihlio(heque Natioriale, i i i
partie, 1nck.x ~ i uBstan-hgyur, 19 15, p. 433.
47. F. W. Thomas, Tibeta11 Literary Texls . , pt. i, pp. 50, 76.
48. W. W. Rockhill, The Life of the Butitll~a,pp. 230-248.
49. JASR, vnl. Iv, 1886, pt. i, N 3, pp. 193-207.
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many years to the analysis and translation of the Tibetan documents and literary
sources on Central Asia, has published the first part of his large and highly valuable
work Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents Concerning Chinese Turkestan (Part I :
Literary Texts), which includes the study and complete translation of all the texts
mentioned above in addition to the translations of various excerpts irom other works.
As an Appendix to this excellent work,b0 Professor Thomas gave the translation of
another Tibetan work on the history of Khotan, viz. Annals of the Religion of the Li
Country (Li-yul-chos-kyi-lo-rgyus), the manuscript of which was discovered by Professor
P. Pelliot in Tun-Huang.
To Professor F. Thomas, we are also indebted for the publication and translation of
a most interesting fragment of a Tibetan court chronicle from the finds of A. S t e i ~ , and
~'
for the information on individual extracts in original and in translation from another
comparatively larger Tibetan chronicle, one portion of which was discovered by

50. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts ...The only thing that causes some indignation is the way in which Professor F. Thomas has converted some Tibetan
dates into European calendar and vice-versa. According to him, for instance,
A.D. 644 and A.D. 740-741 are Hare years (p. 47) in Tibetan system. Actually,
A.D. 644 is a Dragon year, A. D. 740 is also a Dragon year, and the year 741
is Snake year (see, for example, the tables appended to P. Pelliot's article
cited above). Further, according to F. Thomas (p. 76), the year 1047
corresponds to the Dog year in Tibetan chronology. Actually, this year is the
Pig year. Similarly, the Hare year of Tibetan cycle corresponds not to
A.D. 646-647 as stated by F. Thomas (p. 69, note 10) but to A.D. 643 (the
year 646 is the Horse year and the year 647 the Sheep year). The date of birth
of Bu-ston, as given by F. Thomas (p. 4), is also incorrect. Bu-ston was born
in 1290 and not in 1288. This date was probably taken by Prof. F. Thomas
from the Chronological Table of Csoma de Koros (see A. Csoma de Koros,
A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, pp. 181-198) where-as pointed out by
P. Pelliot (P. Pelliot, Le Cycle Sexagenaire ..., JA, 1913, pt. i, pp. 642-645)all the dates quoted are two years behind the actual ones.
51. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Documents Concerning Chitlese Turkestan. 1. The Ha-za,
-JRAS, 1927, pp. 58-66 : This fragment contains an year-wise record of
events from 634 (Horse year-wrongly mentioned by F. Thomas as 635) to 643
(the year following the Tiger year, corresponding to A.D. 642) and gives much
interesting information. Unfortunately, it is very small (55 lines) and defective ;
about two-fifths of its width (i.e. 16-17 words in each line) are blank.
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A. Stein, and another by Professor P. Pelliot in Tun-Huang, prepared for publication in
complete form by Professor B a ~ o t . ~ ~
However, for the present this is all that we have of the earliest historical texts
written in Tibetan language. As I have already said, the later Tibetan historians known
to us are almost totally ignorant of the historical literature of Tibet of the 7th-9th
centuries. Only future archaeological finds in the Tibetan region itself and in the
countries where Tibetan language was wide-spread during this period can throw real light
on the ealier historiography of Tibet.
As regards the works, which the Tibetan tradition-oral
and written-usually
ascribes to this earliest period of Tibetan history, apparently there is only one such work,
and that too absolutely conjectural. This is the so-called Annals of the bSam-yas
Monastery (bSam-yas-lo-rgyus) or Great Record af the bSarn-yas Monastery (bSam-yasdkar-chug-chen-mo) which contains a general account of the history of Tibet and is,
therefore, known in Tibetan historical literature under the name of The Royal Genealogy,
Compiled by (rhe Minister from). Ba (rGyal-rubs sBa-bshed), or simply The Work of
(Minister from) Ba (sBa-b~lzed).~~
This work is ascribed to the Minister of the King Khri-sro~i-lde'u-btsan (8th
century), the well-known sBa gSal-snan, sBa Safi-gi, and otherss4 and erljoys great fame
and authority in Tibetan historiography. It has been referred to in the works of

52. Ibid., pp. 51-57. The fragment described by Professor F. Thomas contains 254
lines and is an year-wise record of events covering a period of 76 years without
break from 672 onwards. This fragment was discovered by A. Stein and its
previous part by Professor P. Pelliot.
The numerous Tibetan documents discovered by Professor P. Pelliot in
Tun Huang also include an interesting list of miscellaneous dates which gives
the names of some Tibetan kings. This list was very skilfully published,
translated and commented upon by Hackin (J. Hackin, Formulaire SanscritTibetain du x-e Siecle, Paris 1924).
53. sBa-bshed is mentioned in the "List of Historical Literature" in Deb-ther-rgyamtsho (vol. 1, fol. 4a 6). Besides the description of sBa-bshed, one also finds
accounts of rBa-bshed (see Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, the edition of bKra-&is-~hun-~o
monastery, fol. 104" 6 ; dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan, fol. 242" 6 (S. C. Das, Pug Sam
Jon Zang, p. 383) and even dPa'-bshed (see sKyes-hu-rlanz-pa-rmls-la-spririspu'i-yi-ge included in Sa-skya-b1ca'-'bum, sDe-dge edition, vol. xii, fols. 70-76" 2,
fol. 72b4) or dBa'-bshed (see Deb-ther-srion-po, vol. i, fol. 28" 1 ).
54. See dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, fol. 101" 5 (S. C Das, Pag Sain Jolt Zsng, p. 152here wrongly printed as spans-si) and "List of Rare Books" ( t l P ~ - r ~ ~ ~ / ~ - t l l i o
pa-'go'-shig-gi-tho-]jig), fol. 7h 3.
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Sa-skya-pandita Kun-dgaY-rgyal-mtshan ( 11 8 2 1 2 1 ,
Bu-ston
Rin-chen-grub
(1290-1364),68 'Gos-lo-tsP-ba gShon-nu-dpal (1392-1481)67,the Fifth Dalai Lama Nagdban-bLo-bza6-rgya-mtsho (1617-1682)68and his regent, the well-known scholar sDc-srid
Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho (1653-1705):8 Sum-pa Ye-6e~-dpal-'byor,~Oand other authors.
And, in fact, the chronology of the ancient history of Tibet as adopted in sEa-bshcd has,
according to Sum-pa-mkhan-poP1 served as the basis (rtsa-ba) for the chronology of Buston Rin-chen-grub and for a number of other historians as, for instance, dPaP-pogTsuglag-phreh-ba (1504- 1566), 'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po (b. 1527), Man-thos-klu-sgrub
(b. 1523),6a for the author of the historical work rGyal-rubs-gsal-ha'i-me-Ion(15th
century), for the author of Deb-(her-dmar-po (14th century) etc.
Unfortunately, this work sBa-bshed is not at our disposal. Even in the last
century, the Tibetan writers considered it a bibliographical rarity. We are,
therefore, not in a position to judge specifically about its contents or about the actual

55. See sKyes-bu-darn-pa-rriams-la-sprins-pn'i-ye
(Sa-skya-hka'-'bum, vol. xii, fol.
72b 4, which mentions the three "histories" : rGyal-hshed, dPa'-bshed and 'Bansbshed.
56. See Bu-ston, Cllos-'byuri, fol. 104" 6. In translating this text, E. E. Obermiller did not understand that here the reference was to the work entitled
rBn-bshed and trans!ated the expression rBa-bsked-nas as "According to the
opinion of Rba" etc. (see E. Obermiller, chos-'bjun [History of Buddhism],
pt. ii, p. 108).
57. See Deb-rher-srion-po, vol. i, fols. 22" 4, 28" 1.
511. See his historical work Garis-can-yul-gyi-sa- la-spyod-pa'i-mfho-ris- kyi-rgyal-blongrso-bor-brjod-pa'i-deb-ther (hereafter rGyal-ba-Iria-pa'i-deb-fher),the 'Brasspuhs monastery edition, fols. 32" 3, 3ja2-3, 37b2, 3Sa 3, 39b5, 40b4.
While noting the popularity o f sBa-bshed among the Tibetan historians, the
Fifth Dalai Lama also points out its discrepancies.
59. See his work bs~a~~-bcos-bai-dii-rya-dltar-po-las-dris-lan-~k~rul-sna~-g~~a~gj'i-bshin-ras-start-bj~ed (Bai-dii-rya-gj)a7-selin short), Shol-par-khan edition in
Lhasa (473 fol.), fols. 1Zb 3, 63" 2 etc. As 1 have already mentioned once (See A.
I. Vostrikov, K bibliogl*a$i ribetskoi literalury [On the Bibliography of Tibetan
Literature],-"Bibliogra6ya
Vostoka", No. 2-4, p. 42), this work is the
author's reply to ohjectioiis raised agzinst his famous astronomical treatise
known under the title Bai-du-rya-dkar-po.
60. See drag-bscrrn-ljoti-bzari, fols. 9gh 4, 101" 5, 102" 1, 108b2, 11 2a 6-7, 242b6
etc. (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zatig, pp. 153, 155, 157, 166, 172, 383).
61. See dPag-bsarn-Ijon-hznri, fols. 99b 4 and 101" 4. (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon
Zang, pp. 153, 154).
62. All dates gi\len here are taken from the "Chrotiological Tables".
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date of its composition. According to Sum-pa-mkhan-po,BS this work was written by
sBa gSal-snan, sBa Safi-ii and others as the chronicle of the bSam-yas monastery and
was later subjected to various interpolations and abridgements by the monks, kings and
ministers. This gave rise to three versions of the text : bLa-bshed, i.e. "The Work of
the Monks" ; rGyal-bshed, i.e. "The Work of the Kings" ; and sBa-bshed, i.e. "The
work of (the Minister from) sBa". Thus, we cannot normally expect ever to find the
actual original text of this work. But we cannot, of course, assert that it will not
turn out to be dating from a period earlier than that ascribed by the Tibetan tradition.

63. See dPag-bsarn-ljon-bzafi, fol.

10 1 5-6 (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, pp.
155-156). These three works are also mentioned in sK})es-bu-tlam-pa-mams-Inspritis-pa'i-yi-ge (Sa-skyn-b1ca'-'bum, vol. xii, fol. 72b4) and in "List of
i - , h7h
, 3).
Rare Books" ( d ~ e - r . ~ ~ r ~ n - d l t o r ~ - p n - ' g a ' - s h i g - gfol.

Chapter Two

'BOOKS FROM BURIED TREASURES'

The so-called "gter-ma books" or "books from buried treasures" (gter-chos)
which are usually regarded as the works of the earliest period of Tibetan history, have
a special place in Tibetan literature. However Tibetan authors themselves are often
very sceptical of these books.
I t is quite possible and even certain that the custom of putting books in various
sacred installations, as observed in Tibet, existed there even in the hoary antiquity.
Such immured works have probably been discovered more than once during a thousand
years and odd of Tibetan history. There have also been cases-and more than oncewhen out-dated and forgotten texts have been discovered in the archives and
various libraries. But apart from such actual discoveries and, may be, partly under
their influence, there have also been fake discoveries in Tibet when the compilations
of later authors have been passed on as works of celebrated men of the past. The
"gter-ma books" or "books from buried treasures" (g~er-chos),as quite rightly pointed
out by Waddell,64 are exactly of such .nature. Or, at least a majority of them is of
such type. Usually, these books are passed on as works of the king Sron-btsan-sgam-po
(7th cent.) or of Padmasambhava, and are supposed to have been discovered from
buried treasures (gter) where they had been kept buried deliberately (sbas) for
some time. These "gter-ma books" are sometimes made to look emphatically mysterious
and strange. Thus, for instance, in some of these texts, seals are affixed at the end
of the chapters ; a number of seals are enumerated in the end of the whole work.
The usual vertical line used in Tibetan script for separating sentences and their parts
is found replaced by two vertically arranged circles with a diametrical line drawn
between them, etc. hat these were hidden in the buried treasure6 is, as a rule,
stated in the works themselves ; sometimes whole chapters in them are devoted to
an account of the buried treasures supposed to be hidden in various places. It is
probable and even certain that in many cases, these works contain some borrowed
materials-and those too without any particular change-from really ancient sources;
but for ascertaining what exactly this ancient material is and what material has been
styled as old, a special and highly difficult investigatioil has to be made every time.
The "gter-m:r books" are quite numerous in Tibet. They belong en masse to

64. L. A. Waddell, Thc Pirrltll~ismof Tibet or Lamnism, London 1895, pp. 56-58,
3 65- 166.
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Buddhist religious literature though works of historical nature are also found among
them. As a rule, these works are of very little value as historical sources. But in
European Tibetology, after Csoma de Koros, some of these are accepted as monuments
fact which o f course could not but influence their
of Tibetan historical literature-a
general evaluation. Besides, many other hasty and erroneous judgements have been
passed on these works. I, therefore, consider it necessary to examine them at great
length.

Of the various apocryphal works, one that is relied upon in Tibetan historiography is the so-called bKa'-chems-ka-khol-ma i.e. the "Will" of the king Sron-btsansgam-po, supposed to have been preserved (bkol) near one of the pillars (ka-ba) in
the grand temple of Buddha at Lhasa and found there by the famous Atiia (982-1054).85
During his stay in the vicinity of sme-tha~, Atiia, according t o a Tibetan legend, is
believed to have been drawn by some supernatural occurrence to the grand temple
a t Lhasa which, the Tibetans think, was built by the king Srori-btsan-sgam-po and
his wife, a Nepali princess. Having expressed a wish to know the history of this
temple, and having been instructed by a heavenly fairy who appeared before hill) in
the guise of an old woman, Atiia is alleged to have discovered three manuscript scrolls,
two and a half sagenes from the pillar, with a cap of the shape of a vase (ka-ba-bumpa-can). One of these turned out to be a historical work (lo-rgyus) written by the
ministers and bearing the title Zla-ba-'dod-'jo, i. e. "Moon, the Grantor of
Wishes". The second one was also a work of the same type written by the queen
and entitled Dar-dkar-gsal-ba, i.e. "Shining White Silk". The third was the "Will"
(bKa'-chems) proper of the king Sroti btsan-sgam-po and, at the same time, a biography
(rnam-thar) of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara, whose incarnation this king was
believed to be. To distinguish this work from various other "Wills" attributed to the
King SroA-btssn-sgam-po, it was named as "The Will, hidden near the Pil!arW-bKa'c h e m ~ka-khol-rng This nsm:, howzver, call be applied some-times even to all the
three texts mentioned above, viz. to the "Three wills" (bKa'-chems-gsurn), as they
are together called.
As is clear from the accounts of Tibetan historians themselves, bKa1-chemrka-khol-ma was often subjected to alterations, additions and subtractions, and
was known to these historians in various enlarged and abridged editions.

65. Dates of birth and death of ~ l i S sare given in "Chronological Tables'.
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[ For details, see notes 6 6 and 6 7 below. ] But in the nineteenth century it apparently
began to go out of circulatian, for it is found recorded in the above-mentioned "List
of Rare Books".Be
The manuscript available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia of the Academy of
Sciences, USSR, is fairly old and is an abridged version of this workdo. It is written like
a dpe-yig, on a white thick glossy Tibetan paper, with six lines to a page, and consists
of 83 folios in 74 X 32 cm. format. The entire text is written in Indian ink, with the
chapter headings and some proper names being in red colour. Only one folioapparently the last one having the colophon-is
wanting. This manuscript is
entitled rGyal-robs-dun gser-gyi-Iha-~iikya-mu-~ii-bshe~s-nas-bod-yul-dbus-su-g~n-dra~
lugs-dun-rigs-gsum-mgon-po-mdsad-spyod rgyal-po-sron-btsan-sgam-po'i-rnam-tl~ar-bsduspa-legs-pa-gcig-bshugs-Iho. But in the text itself, in the introduction and in the
colophon, it has been called rGyal-po'i-bka'-tlterns, i.e. "King's Behest" and is
regarded as the last of the above-mentioned three texts supposed to have been found
by Atiia. At the same time, it repeatedly refers for details to the "Main Behest"
and is passed for an abridged account of what is contained in the "Main Behest"
and the first two treatises alleged to have been found by Atiia-viz. Zla-ba-'dad'jo and Dar-dkar-gsal-ba. The manuscript contains thirteen chapters besides the
introduction, which gives the legend (quoted by us here in brief) as to how Atiga
discovered these three texts. Of these thirteen chapters, the first three are devoted to
the myth of ~valokiteivara,the fourth-to the genealogy of Indian and Tibetan kings,
the fifth-to the story of advent of Buddhism in Tibet, and all others-to
the legends
on the life and expl6its of the king Sroii-btsan-sgam-po and his two wives, and to an
account of how the main temple of Lhasa was got-built by them, and finally the

66. See the manuscript (mentioned below) of the abridged version of this work,
rGyal-po'i-blta'-rhems, fols. 2b3-4a 6. See also the thob-yig-Zab-pa-don-rgyache-pa'i-dam-pa'i-chos-kyi-rhob-yig-g-n
0 1 . i i fol. 176a4-6compiled by the Fifth Dalai Lama.
67. See dPag-bsam-ljon-bzoii, fol. 101a 6 (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 156).
68. dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-rho-yig,
fol. 7 b 3.
69. This manuscript was brought from Buryatia in 1935 by S. D. Dylykov.
70. It will not be out of place to give here the table of contents of rGyal-po'i-bka'thems. The general introduction (fols. I-2b3) and the general account of as to
how this work appeared (fols. 2b3-4a6) are followed by :
I ) 'Phags-pa-spj~an-ras-gzigs-kyi-rnam-thaa
: Loris-sku'i-bkod pa-bstanpa'i-lc'tl. From the biography of Avalokiteivara : Chapter on his deeds
as Sambhogakiiya, fols. 4a6-6b4 ;
vos. 5
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So far as I can judge from the quotations from bKa'-chems-ka-khol-ma found in
the works of various Tihetan authors, the version as given in the manuscript mentioned
here is considerably different from the usual text of this work. In it, some accounts
are totally wanting ; others have been stated quite ~Iifferently.~~
It would therefore
2) 'Phags-pa'i-rnam-thar-las : sPrul-skus-'dul-ba'i-le'u. From the life of
~valokiteivara: Chapter on as tb how he preaches living beings after becoming
a n incarnate, fols. 6b4-16a 1 ;
3) 'Phags-pa-spyan-ras-gzigs-kyi-rnam-thar-las: Kha-ba-carz-gyi-sems-cansnod-du-ma-gyur - pa-rnams-sprul-bas mir-gyur-nus-de-cig-zari-zin
-gis-'d~rl - ba'ile'u. From the life of Avalokiteivara : Chapter on as to how, because of his
incarnation, the inhabitants of Tibet became people and were taught husbandry,
fols. 16a 1-20b2 ;
4) bKa'- thems-las Rigs-rgyud-bstari-pa'i-le'u. From the Will : Chapter on
genealogy (of Tibetan kings), fols. 20b3-23a2 ;
5) rGyal-po'i-bka'-thems-las Bod-du-dam-pa'i-chos-dbu-rZes-pa'i-le'u From
the Will of the king : Chapter on as to how the Buddhist religion originated in
Tibet, fols. 23a2-25a3 ;
6) rGyal-po'i-bkaY-thems-lasr Gyal-bu-sprul-pa' i-sku-bltams-pa'i-le'u. From
the Will of the king : Chapter on the re-birth of Avalokiteivara in the form of a
prince, fols. 25a3-26a4 ;
7) 'Phags-pa'i-rnam-thar-rgyal-bu-dbali-bskr-ba'i-le'u.
From the life of Avalokiteivara : Chapter on the accession of the prince to throne, fols. 26a5-27b I ;
8) 'Phags-pa'i-rnam-thar-dali-rGyaI-po'i-bka'-thems-las
Lha-spyan-drari~-~u'ile'u. From the life of ~valokiteivaraand from the Will of the king : Chapter on
the arrival of Buddha's statue in Tibet, fols. 27b2-33bl ;
9) Lha-cig-khri-btsun-spyan-dralis-pa'i-le'u. On the arrival of a Nepalese
princess in Tibet, fols. 33b2-44al ;
10) rGya-mo-'0-co-spyan-draris-pa'i-le'u. On the arrival of a Chinese
princess in Tibet, fols. 44a 1-60a2 ;
11) Sa-dpyacl-byas-pa'i-le'u. On selecting a site for the construction of
Lhasa temple, fols. 60 a2-62a4 ;
12) Lha-khan-brtsegs-pa'i-le'u. On the constructioil of the temple, fols.
62a5-77a4 ;
13) 'Phags-pa'i-rnam-thar-rgyal-po'i-blca'-thems-kyi-yi-gela
'Phags-paspyan-ras-gzigs-dbari-phyug-daliJo-mo-khro-gZer-can-& Jo-mo-sgrol-ma-gszrmgyi-gtsug-lag-khan-gi-rab-gnus. From the life of Avaloltiteivara and froin the
Will of the king : Chapter on consecration of the temple, fols. 77a5-81a2.
These are followed by Conclusion and Colophon.
71. See, for instance, the legend on the origin of Buddha available in the manuscript of rGyal-po'i-bka'-thems (fol. 10a4 f f ) along with the tale quoted from

-
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be pre-mature to evaluate the historical importance of the main edition of bKa'-chemska-khol-ma (which I could not manage to get) on the basis of this abridged and variated
version. All the same, the latter does no doubt give a general idea of the nature and
composition of this interestiug monument.
There is no doubt that this monumental work does not belong to the king
Sron-btsan-sgam-po, as i t is passed for. In fact, it dates from a considerably later
period. The work mentions the descendants of this king-Khri-sron-lde'u-btsan and
gLan-dar-ma-and also gives information on the latter's persecution of Buddhism and
~ this is not all. The very nature
later revival of the teachings of B u d d h i ~ m . ~But
of the legend of the miraculous discovery of this work calls in question the possibility of
dating it even from the time of A t i b and his pupils, and makes the assumption more
probable that it was, like many other similar apocryphal writings, compiled in
13th- 14th centuries.
Beyond doubt, b Kay-chems-ka-khol-mo already existed in the
15th century. For, according to the testimony of Lha-dban-blo-gros, the well-known
Tibetan historian 'Gos-lo-tsg-bagShon-nu-dpal (1392-1481) cites, in his work 'Khrul-sel
written in 1442-1443, the opinion expressed in the "Will" (bKa9-chems-kyi-yi-ge) of the
~~
the views on the date of Nirviica. Here, it is highly
king S r o n - b t s a n - ~ g a m - p oamong
interesting to note that these details given by him tally, on many points, with the text
of the manuscript described here and differ only partly from the main edition of
bKaY-chems-I~a-khol-rna~~
known to us from the quotations in other works. Moreover,

bKaY-chems-ka-khol-main dPag-bsnm-@on-bzan (fol. 89b I f f ; S. C. Das, Pag
Sam Jon Zang, p. 138). See also the manuscript of rGyal-po'i-bka9-thems
(fol. 7 5 a 5 ) and dPag-hsam-@on-hzari (fol. 11035 f f ; S. C. Das, Pag Sam Jon
Zang, p. 169) etc.
72. See rGyal-po'i-bka*-thems, fol. 78b l ff.
73. E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnung der Lehre. Eine Streitschrifi zw Berichtigung
der buddhistischrn Chronologie verfasst im Jahre 1591 won Suresematibltadra,"Abhandlungen der philosophisch-philologischen Classe der Konigl. bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften" ; XX Bd, 111 Abt., Munchen 1897, SS.
662, 3 (text), 621-622 (translation).
74. See rGya1-po'i-bka'-tkems, fol. 13b3 ff which gives an account of how the Lhasa
statue of Buddha was raised under the patronage of Bodhisattva Maitreya and
consecrated by Buddha himself and how after the nirviina of Buddha, it
remained with the Gods for 500 years and with the dragons for the same period,
in Udylna, with the riiksasa-s and finally in Magadha. This account may be
compared with the above-mentioned work of E. Schlagintweit and the legend
of origin of the statue of Buddha in bKaY-cltems-kn-khnl-ma-whichis quoted
Vos. 5/a
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bKa'-chems-ka-khol-ma is mentioned by name in rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-l~n,~~
which
also dates from the 15th century.
In Tibetan historical literature, bKa'-chems-ka-khol-ma is frequently mentioned
and quoted.76 However, the popularity of this work and the trust that it begets are
due not so much t o its historical worth, which is not much, as to the fact that the
compilation and the discovery of this text are associated witli well-known celebrities. The
fact that its discovery was attributed to Atiia, whom the dominant sect of Tibet-dGelugs-pa-honours as its fore-runner, has of course especially added much to tlie authority of this work. I t is exactly these circumstances coupled with some real merits of the
-work that have saved it froni the attack of the later Tibetan historiographers inclined to
treat the apocryphal gter-ma literature very critically.

Of all the "gter-ma books" (gter-chos), the apocryphal "biographies" of
Padn~asambhava-the so-called than-yig, or more respectfully bko'i-than-yig, or bka'rha~i-are highly popular. In the Tibetan literature, we find several such works. In
particular, as we see from the title and colophon of one later Tibetan biographical
compilation of Padmasambhava7' published by Professor A. Griinwedel, the term
in dPag-bsam-ljon-bzaii (fol. 89b 1 ff ; S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jorz Zang, p. 138)
and in B. Baradiin's Statuya Maitrei v Zolotom lchrame v Labrane [Statue of
Maitreya in Golden Temple in bLa-bran], pp. 19-21.
75. See rGyal-rabs-gsnl-ba'i-me-loii,
2 4 a , 28a2, 78a 3.
76. Apart from the works mentioned, it is also referred to h the biography of
Tsob-kha-pa, compiled b; Cha-har-dge-hies bLo-bzab-tshul-khrims (19th
century) and entitled rJe-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-tso~-kha-pa-cherz-pa'i-rnam-rltargo-sla-bar-brjod-pa-bde-legs-kun-gyi-'byun-g~ias,
Peking edition, Book vi, fols.
10a5 ff and 10b 6 ff and in various other works.
77. See A. Griinwedel, Padmasambhava urid Verrvandtes-"Baessler
Archiv",
Bd 111, Hft I, S. 3. Anm. 3, 4, which contains the Tibetan text of the title and
colophon.
The translation of the colophon made by Professor A. Griinwedel (S. 4)
is not at all faithful. The colophon reads :
'Gro-ba-yoris-kyi-skabs-nas-rin-po-che
o-rgyati-gu-ru-padma-'byuli-gnaskyis rnam-par-thar-ba-mtliofi-ba-don-ldan-'di
saiis-rgyas-bstan-pa-raii-shinrgyas-pa-dali rig-'dsin-padma'i-sku-drin-dran-pa-daii Sems-can-rnan~s-kyisans-rgyas-thob-phyir-dari
rjes-'jug-snags-'chati-rnan~s-kyi-don-pliyir-du
gnas-mchog-yar-lu~-~el-gyi-brag-phug-nas
o-rgyan-gliri-yas-znb-gter-gdandrans-pas o-rgyan-chen-po~i-rnam-thar-rgyas-pagter-ston-clien-po-nina'-
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bka'-than sometimes denotes the so-called "Will of Padma" ( P a h - b k d - c h e m s ) ,which
is supposed to have been found by the Tibetan king Ran-ral (b. 1136). The same term
bka'-than is also used for the biography of Padrnasambhava, which gives an account of

-bdag-:an-ral-gyis
gter-nas-spyan-drans-padma-bkd-chems-dan Iha-lcamman-dha-gi-ra-bas-mdsad-pa-yis rnam-thar-mdsad-pa-bshi-bcu-she-lna-nas
Iho-brag-gter-stan-gu-ru-chos-dban-gis bsdus-pas-rnarn-thar-mdsad-pa-bcugcig-ma gsum-po-gcig-tu-dril-nas-shu-len-dan gdams-nag-thor-bu-ma-'onslu A-bstan-rnams den-sa n-dus-na-snags-kyi-brgyud-'dsin-cin Padrna'i-zabgter-rnanis-la-lons-spyod-pas-'od-gsal-ro-rje-sin-po-mal-'byor-pas
dbanchen-sprel-zla'i- t she-bcu-la Yons-su-rdsogs-par-bkod-pa'i-dge-ba*-dis ...
The translation as given by Professor A. Griinwedel is : "Jenes allseitig
anerkannte kostbare Buch ( "Juwel" ), dessen Lehrtendenz *( d a r b n a )
die Entwicklungsgeschicl~tedes Padmasambhava von Udyana ist welches,
indem es die Lehre Buddhas fordert, weithin gilt und die Erinnerung
wachhalt, and die Segnungen des Vidyadhara Padma Korpers und zu dem
Zwecke bestelit, dass die Lebewesen zu Buddha gelangen, hat zum Nutzen
der angehenden Tantrahaller aus der Kristallhohle von Yar-lun, dern
erhabenen Orte, Udyanadvipin als tiefen Schatz ( "Urquelle" ) durch
Eingebung gefunden : dass diese ausfuhrliche Erzahlung vom grossen
Manne von Udyana (rNam-thar rgyas-pa) und ferner die vom grossen
Schatzefinder, den1 Landesfursten Rari-ral aus dem Schatze hervorgeholten
40, Geschichten (rdsad-pa) dcs rNam-thar von 45, namlich Padnia bka'chems, und von den Geschichten der Prinzessin Mandharavii, dass ferner
noch die vom Guru thos-dban, dem Schatzefinder von Lho-brag gesammelten Geschichten des rNam-thar, elf stucke umfassend, nun zu dieser
Zeit alle drei in ein Werk verarbeitet wurden : Zu-len, die Avadiinas
einzeln und die Prophezeiung uber die Zukunft : dies ist das Tugendverdienst Tantrahalters, eines Yogin 'Od-gsal rdo-rje s'iiin-po, welcher sich an
den Schatzbuchern Padmas ergotzend, in Wasseraffenjahr. in Affenmonat,
am 10 Tage alles zusamniengestellt hat".
It is difficult to imagine a more erroneous and obscure translation ! The
text is absolutely clear, although the confusion of the particles of genitive
and instrumental cases is there even in it. A correct translation of this
colophon is :
This biography-"Useful
for those, who will see it" (mThori-ba-don-ldon
is the proper title of the work in question)-of Padmasambhava, the teacher
from UdyHna (the word cbteacher"-gu-ru-is
omitted in Griinwedel's text),
the eternal gem for all the living beings, has been compiled in absolutely
finished form on the 10th day of Monkey month of the Water-Monkey year
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his eleven deeds (rNam-thar-mdsad-pa-bcu-gcig-ma).
This biography, compiled by Gu-ru
Chos-dban (1212-1273)78, is a remarkable abridged version o f the one that narrates the
forty-five deeds of Padmasambhava and is supposed to have been written by PrincessMandaravii (Lha-lcam-mandar-ba). But this term is specially applied for denoting the
by the yogi 'Od-gsal-rdo-rje-Gin-po, who has perceived various small sermons,
precepts and prophecies and is a t present the keeper of succession of tantra-s
and who revels in the much treasured (books) of Padma. It is compiled by a
combination of three books : (1) "A detailed biography of the great scholar
from UdyZna" (0-rgyan-chen-po'i-rnam-thar-rgyas-pa),discovered by (the
treasure-finder) U-rgyan-glin-pa from a deep store in Khrustal'nyi grotto in
the highlands of Ya r-kluns ; (2) "Will of Padma" (Pama-b1ca'-chems),
obtained from the treasures by the great treasure-finder, the ruler Ran-ral
and (3) "Biography of 1 1 deeds" (rNclm-thar-mdsod-pa-bcu-gcig-ma),
taken by
Lho-brag treasure-finder Gu-ru Chos-dbaii from the "Biography of 45 deeds"
(rNam-thar-mdsad-pa-hshi-bcu-she-ha),
written by the princess MandharavB.
I t hasbeen compiled so that the Buddhist faith be spread and propagated,
the memory of merciful VidyZdhara-Padma be retained, the living beings
may attain the state of Buddha and (finally) so that it may d o good to the
subsequent keepers of mantras.
The title of the text as translated by Professor A. Griinwedel is also not
correct. The text is called : 0-rgyan-gu-ru-padma-'byuri-gnas-kyi-rnam-parthar-ba gter-ston-chen-po-o-rgyan-gliri-pamrin'-gdag-Xan-ral gu-ru-chos-dbnibcas-nas-gdan-draris-pa'i-bka'-tha~-gter-kha-gsum-bsgregs-mtho~-ba-don-ldan.
A
Griinwedel has translated it as : "Ausfuhrliche Geschichte des Guru
von UdyZna Padmasambhva in Sitineder (ortodoxen) Belelirung (dars'ana)
zusammengestellt aus den drei Schatzquellen der "Ansprachen" (bka'-than),
welclie durch Eingebung herbcigeschait wurden von (solchen) Mannem wie dem
grossen Schatzefinder Udyiinadvipin, dem Latidesfursten Ran-ral und dem Guru
Chos-dban". The correct translation, however, would be : "Riography of
Padmasambhava, the teacher from Udyha,-compiled
from the three bka'thari-s, which were discovered by the treasure-finder U-rgyan-glin-pa, the ruler
entitled "IJsefi~lfor those wlio will see
Ran-ral and Gu-ru Chos-dbah-and
it".
78. The dates of birth and death of fiari-ral and Gu-ru Chos-dbati are available in
"Chronological Tables."
The date of birth o f 8an-ral, as given in the
chronological table of the first 'Jam-dbyalis-bshad-pa, is 1 124. Professor
A. Griinwedel, wlio borrowed these dates from the article by S. C . Das
(Life of Sum-pa khan-PO,-JASB, vol. Iviii, I . 1889, pt. 1, p. 46,51), has
repeated the mistakes of the latter : the date of birth o f mail-1-a1 has heen
given as 1 134 and that of Gu-ru Clios-dbah as 12 1 1.
'
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two works which are very close to each other-the one in verse, known as Padma-bka'thari, i.e. "The Story of Padma" proper ; and the other in prose, usually called Thanyig-gser-'phreri, i.e. "Yellow Rosary Stories".
The full title of the work in verse, which is briefly called Padma-bka9-thah is
~-r~~~~-~u-ru-~adma-'b~u~-gnas-kyi-skyes-rabs-mam-par-thar-ba
rgyas par - bkod-pa '@.
We come across this title in the head-lines of all its chapters. The title page gives an
indistinct title "in UdyZna language (u-rgyan-glin-pa)"-"Ru-akb-ha-ka-ra-na"-and
another in Tibetan-somewhat abridged as compared with the full title-Gu-ru-padma'byrrfi-gnas-kyi-skyes-rabs-rnarn-par-thar-ba.
Finally, the colophon gives three other
brief titles : Prrdrna-blta'i-than-yig ; rNam-thar-skyes-rubs-rgyas-pa
; and Khri-sroriIde'u-btsan-bka'-~herns.~OAs stated in the colophon, this work was supposed to have
been hidden in a treasure and sealed, but was found, in the Water-Dragon year, by the
treasure-seeker (gter-ston) otherwise known as U-rgyan-glin-pa, in the court of Phobreb-padma-iel-gyi-phug-pa in the fortress of $el-brag (he~-~~ihra~-ri'i-rdsofi)
in theYarklufis valleye1. Padrna-bkaY-thanconsists of 108 chapters and is extant in many xylographic editions and manuscript copies.e8
Many European scholars took up this work. In particular, it was used by Waddell
who includes it in the sources given by him for a legendary history of the founder of
l a r n a i ~ r n . ~E.~ Schlagintweit published, in Latin transliteration, the eighth (without the
introductory part) and the ninth chapters of the Tibetan text together with their German
translation. Besides, he also gave an account-partly in brief and partly in detail-of
the first fifty-four chapters of this texts4 with some occasional translations. B. Laufer
translated and published the colophon of the xylograph of this work8Vssued in Peking

-

--

-
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79. There are 258 folios in the copy (brought from Tibet by G. Tsybikov ; Tsybihv
Collection, No. 38) of this work, published in Shol-par-khan (?) in Lhasa.
All subsequent references in this work are to this edition.
80. Padma-bkaY-tlrari,fol. 252h 1.
8 1. Ibid.. fol. 252b 2-4.
82. The most important editions are indicated in the colophon to the Peking
edition of 1839, which was published and translated by B. Laufer. See
B. Laufer, Der Romarl eirter tibetischen Konigin, Leipzig 1911, S. 24C:ff. To the
editions enumerated in this colophon, B. Laufer adds that of the Kat-kuo
monastery discovered by him (ibid., S. 245).
83. L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet ..., p. 379, n. 6.
84. E. Schlagintweit, Die Lebensbeschreibung vorn Padmo Sambhava dem Begrunder
dcs Larnaisrnus I.T. ; Die Vorgeschichte, enthaltend die Herkunft und Familie
des Buridha S ~ k ~ a r n u n I1
i , T. ; Wirken und Erlebnisse in Indien,-"Abhandlungen der kaiser. bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften", I CI., xxi Bd,
I1 Abt., Ss. 417-444 u xxii Bd, 111 Abt., Ss. 517-576. Munchen 1899-1905.
85. B. Laufer, Der Romarl einer fibetischerr Konigin, Ss. 239ff.
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in 1839. Finally, Toussaint published a complete French translation of this work from
the manuscript brought by him from L i - t l ~ a n Besides,
.~~
small individual fragments referring to the places in Central Asia were translated and commented upon by Professor F.W.

tho ma^.^'
This work cannot at all serve as a historical source. It is of the nature of a
narrative and didactic work which has used historical legends and tradition for preaching
distinctive religious views not fully accepted by the predominant Order. And in this
respect, of course, it is not devoid of interest.
Waddell dates this monumental work to the 12th or 13th centuryse, Schlagintweit
-to the 10th centurye0, and Laufer-to the 9th-12th century.90 But these hypotheses
have no serious grounds. Waddell's opinion can generally be set aside, for it has been
expressed by him in a simple sentence and no grounds therefor have been given. As
regards Schlagintweit, his opinion is based on a clear misunderstanding. Presuming
wrongly that the Tibetan term kla-klo denoting "Muslims" is first met with in the
grammatical treatise Za-ma-t~g-bkod-paand convinced that B. Laufer was supposed to
have studied this treatise and regarded it as having been compiled in the I lth century,
Schlagintweit arrived at the conclusion that the absence of this term in Padma-bka9-tltafi
and also in the later (according to him) works on post-tenth century events permitted the
dating of Padma-bka'-thah to the 10th century. This conclusion, entirely resulting from
false data, was rightly refuted by B. Laufer in his time. He no longer dated Za-ma-togbkod-pa to 1 Ith century, but decided to date it to 151391 on the basis of the date mentioned in the colophon and other data. It is, therefore, not possible to take Schlagintweit's opinion seriously. Apparently, B. Laufer's opinion seemed more well-founded but
after due verification, this too was found to be based on errors and misunderstandings.
I n trying to determine as to what year of the European calendar the Water-Dragon year

86. G . C. Toussaint, Le dict de Padma. Padma thuiz yig. Ms. de Lithang, Paris
1933 (Bibliotheque de I'Institut des hautes etudes chinoises, vol. iii). Individual
portions of this translation were published by him earlier in the "Bulletin
de L'Ecole Francaise d'Extreme-Orient", xx, 1920, 4, pp. 13-56,-JA, cciii,
1923, pp. 257-328, and in "Etudes Asiatiques", t. ii, 1925, pp. 313-373.
87. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts . ,pt. 1, pp. 288-292.
88. L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet ..., p. 379, n. 6.89. E. Schlagintweit, Lebensbeschreibung vom Padma Sambhava ..., T . ii, SS. 521-522.
90. B. Laufer, Der Roman einer zibetischerz Konigi~i,SS. 9, 242ff.
91. B. Laufer, Die Bru-za Sprache und histo~*ischeStellui7g des Padmasambhaaa,"T'oung Pao", SQrie 11, vol. ix, 1908, p. I, n. 2. See also his Studietl Zur
Zprachwissenschaft der Tibeter Zamatog,-"Sitzungsberichte
der philos-philol.
und der histor. Classe der k. bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften", 1898,
Hft iii, S, 524.
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given in the colophon of Padma-bka'-thnti corresponds, B. Laufer found in Sum-pamkhan-po's Chronological Table, so negligently translated by S. C. Das, that the abovemei~tionedGuru Cllos-dban discovered the book-treasure in gNam-skas-brag in 1231.
Though there is no doubt that this information relates to other texts, for both the place
where they were found and the name of the treasure-findcr are totally dimerent, I).
Laufer hastened to date the "discovery" of Padma-bka'-than also to 1231 on thc wrong
assumption that the year 1231 as metitioncd in S. C. Das's translation exactly
correspoi~ds to the Water-Dragon
B. Laufer also tried to find out the date

It is necessary to note that B. Laufer erred in regarding the date of compilation of Za-ma-tog-bkod-pa as 15 13. Actually this text was compiled in 1514
(Wood-Dog year). Again B. Laufer is also wrong in fixing the dates of birth
and death of the author of this text-Sha-lu-lo-tsZ-ba Chos-skyon-bzan-po.
Following S. C. Das (see S. C. Das, Lvc of Sum-pu Khan-PO,-JASB, vol. Iviii,
1889, pt. 1, p. 66), B. Laufer gives this date as 1439, whereas this should
actually be 1441 (see "Chronological Tables"). The date of death of the
author of Za-ma-tog-bkod-pa given by him is actually the date,mentioned in the colopllon of Za-ma tog-hkod-pa,-on which this text had been
finally completed for press, namely the mi-zad-pa year (akpya) or in other
words the Fire-Dog year, i.e. A. D. 1526 (B. Laufer has wrongly given the
corresponding year as A.D. 1525). See the colophon of the manuscriptavailable in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (see I. J. Schmidt und 0. Bolitlingk,
Verzeichiss der. tiberischerl Ha~~dscirrifren
urid Holzdrucke, S. 62, N 31)-of this
work entitled ~od-kyi-brda'i-bstan-bcos-legs-par-biad-pa-rb-po-che'i-za-ma-togbkod-pa ( in Tibetan language with Mongolian translation ), fol. 44" 1-3.
Actually, as stated in the "Chronological Tables", the author of this textthe above-mentioned great translator ( lo-tsZ-ba ) from Sha-lu--died in
1527.
92. B. Laufer, Der Roman einer tibetischen Konigin, S. 242, Anm. 7, S. 245ff.
Regarding, after Csoma de Koros, the initial year of Tibetan calendar as
A D. 1026 instead of 1027, B. Laufer assumed that A.D. 1231 in the table
of S. C. Das-who followed the same principle for the conversion of Tibetan
dates-corresponded to Water-Dragon year. Without checking the conversion
made by S. C. Das with the original, B. Laufer could not remark that S. C. Das
had erred-even on the basis of the principle that he himself had acceptedin calling A.D. 1231 not the Water-Dragon year but, as could be expected,
Water-Snake year (which, according to this principle, should correspond to
A.D. 1232). In the Tibetan text, the report on the discovery of tlie treasure in
Vos. 6
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of the first xylographic edition of Padma-bkaY-ilan. Depending upon the information
of the colophon tliat this publication was brought oat with the help of tlie minister of
the king Phag-nlo-gru-pa, B. Laufer decidcd tliat this referred to the minister of the
well-known TZ'i Si-ti1 Byan-chub-rgyal-nitslia~~
(b. 1302), the founder of Phag-ino-gru-pa
dynasty, and hence dated this xylographic edition to the early fourteenth century.O3
However, this is absolutely incorrect. Actually, the first appearance of Padma-hka'r h ~ fand
i especially of its first xylographic edition both date from a considerably latcr
period.
Besides Padma-bIia'-thari, the treasure-finder U-rgyan-glin-pa is believed to have
discovered a number of "gter-ma books", particularly the so-called "Five LegendsmERa'-rhrrli-s(/c-lriaO"-wllich we shall discuss below. In this connection, it is important
to note that one of these "Legends",
namely "Legend of Translators and
Pandita-s",-Lo-pan-blca'i-than-yig-contains
a very interesting cl~ronological table,
which enables us to determine, with greater or less probability, the time
of appearance of this text itself and other works, the discovery of which is
attributed to the treasure-finder U-rgyan-glin-pa, including also Padma-blia'-fhari which
we are surveying here. This table covers about two folios and is at the end of Chapter
33, which is an account of "development and fall of Buddhist doctrine" (Saris-rgyasbstan-pa-dar-nub-bstnn-pa'i-le'u).05In this table, the date of events is measured by the
number of years that have passcd from the nirvana of Buddha. And for finding out the
date of nirvZt;la, as is seen from the whole context, the author follows the traditions of
scholars from Sa-skya, according to whom the r~irviina of Buddha took place in the
year which, on conversion t o European calendar, comes to 2134 R.C.O0 This table given

93.

91.

95.
96.

gNam-skas-brag is dated as Water-Snake year of the iv cycle. Thus, not only
the place of discovery and the name o f t h e treasure-finder but also the very
ycar of discovery is wrong.
Ibid., SS. 243, 246ff. The date of birth of TZ'i Si-tu Byali-chub-rgyal-nitshan
( A.D. 1302 ) as mentioaed by B. Laufer is correct. See "Chronological
Tables".
The Institute of Peoples of Asia has a complete collection of this "Five
Legends"-bKa'-ihari-sde-lriap~~blished
in Shol-par-khan in Lhasa in 1889 at
tlie initiative of the thirteenth Dalai Lama (1676-1934) and De-mo-khutukhta.
This collection was brought from Tibet by G . Tsybikov (Tsybikov Collccfion,
No. 51). Each "Legend" in this collectioll has its separate pagination. All
subsequent references made in this work are to this edition
Lo-pap-bka'i-tliari-yig,Shol-par-kliali monastery edition, fols. 6 g b 5-70".
According to this tradition, Buddha was conceived in Fire-Hare year, was born
in Earth-Dragon year and attained nit.vii!a on tlie bouiidry of tlie Fire-Pig and
Earth-Mouse years. It is this Earth-Mouse year that is regardcd as the first
year after the nirviino of Buddha. Sce the works-mentioned later in this
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as a prophecy covers the period upto A.D. 139307 quite accurately. This table mentions
inter alia the names of such well-known persons as raog-blo-ldan-kes-rab (1059-1 109).
Sa-skya-pandita Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan (1 182-125I), Karnia Ran-byun-rdo-rje (12841339)08and some others. It also gives the date of fall of the capital of Mongolian
volume (footnote 332)-of the scholars from the Sa-skya monastery : Chos-la'jug-pa'i-sgo, fol. 3 1 9 5 ff and
bLa-ma-rjr-brsun-pa-cken
po'i-rirum-rhar,
fol. 297" 3ff. See also the passages quoted from tlicse works by Bu-ston Rinchen-grub (Bu-ston, Cl~os-'byuti, fol. 10385 ff ; E. Obermiller, History of
Buddllism, pt. ii, p. 106), by Llia-dban-blo-gros (E.Schlagintwcit, Die Bcrechnung
der Lehre, text-S. 662 ; translation-S.
623), and by Sum-pa-mkhan-po
(dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan, fols. 79b 2-80a2 ; S. C. Das, Pug Sum Jon Znng,
pp. 123-124) etc. From the year of the nirviipa to A.D. 822 (both inclusive)
when the peace treaty was concluded between Tibet and China, there is a period
of 2955 years ; to A.D. 1167 when Chos-la-'jug-pa'i-sgo was written-that of
3300 years (see Chos-la-'jug-pa'i-sgo, fol. 3 16b 5) ; to 1216 when bh-ma-rjebtsun-pa-chen-po'i-rnam-tharwas written-that
of 3349 years ; to 1322 when
Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub wrote his historical work-that
of 3455 years (see
Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fols. 103b 5 and 244a 4 ) ; to 1592 when Lha-dbanblo-gros wrote his works-that of 3725 years (see E. Schlagintwcit, Die
Berechnung der Lehre, S. 670 ; see also A. Csoma de Koros, A Grammar of
Tibetan Language, p. 200) etc. Thus, on conversion to our calendar, his date
of nirva~acorresponds to 2134 B.C. This year in the sixteenth cycle is actually
the Fire-Pig year [ see, for example, the tables appended to the above-mentioned
article by P. Pelliot (Le cycle sexagenaire ...,- JA, 1913, vol. I , pp. 664-665) 1.
97. i.e. upto Water-Hen year occuring 3525 years after the nirviina ; see Lo-papbka'i-lhari-yig, fol. 70b 6.
98. The dates of tirth and death of these persons are mentioned in "Chronological
Tables". Lo-pan-bka'i-thaii-yig states that in A.D. 1215 (Fire-Mouse year-mebyi ; it is misprinted as me-bya in the xylograph) Sa-skya-pandita Kun-dga'rgyal-mtshan made his chronological calculations (fol. 70b 1) set forth in the
aforesaid work bLa-ma-rje-btsun-pa-clten-po'i-rnam-thar.
He also calculated
that in A. D. 1332, Karma Ran-byun-rdo-rje hoisted the "corolla" (properly
'-umbrella", gdugs-the upper projected ring of a subwgan) and the "rings"
(chos-'khor-13 rings forming the top, placed one over the other and forming
the neck of the suburgan) on the suburgar~ called Zuii-mkhor-rdo'i-mchod-rren
(fol. 70b 2).
Lo-pa?-blra'i-thari-yig also inentions the date of death of r&og bLo-ldanies-rab (70" 6) which-as distinct from the Deb-fher-snon-po (vol. 1, fol. 172" 3-5)
Vos. 6/a
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dynasty in China- Ta'i-du o r Peking-which
occurred in A.D. 1368.80 Thus, the
"Legend of Translators and Pandita-s" (Lo-pari-bka'i-thari.yig),
a t least in the form in
which it has come down to us could not have appeared earlier than 1393. On the other
hand, there are grounds t o assume that it did not also appear later than this date, i.e.
later than the end of the 14th century. This assumption is evidenced not only by the
fact that the chronological table of this text ends with the year 1393 and that the events

and "Chronological Tablesv-corresponds
not to the Earth-Cow year (A. D.
1109) but to Pig year. T o the Pig year date the death of rNog bLo-ldan-iesrab and such writers as Sa-skya-pa bSod-nams-rtse-mo (1 142-1 182) and Saskya-pandita Kun-dga9-rgyal-mtshan (1182-1251) . (See Chos-la-'jug-pa'i-sgo,
fol. 3 16b 4, and bLn-ma-rje-btsun-pa-cken-po'i-rnam-rhar,
fol. 298" 2). In the
extant xylographs of both these works, the date of death of rNog bLo Idanies-rab has been given as Earth-Pig year (sa-phng), but this obviously is a
misprint in place of Fire-Pig year (me-phag). It is precisely this last datecorresponding to A. D. 1107-that is mentioned in the bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyingter-'bum (E. Schlagintweit, Die Berecl~ung der Lehre, S. 662, Z. 36) where
these works are cited. According to the Deb-ther-sriolz-po (vol. 1 , fols.
170" 3-4 and 172" 3) and "Chronological Tables", the Earth-Pig year (1059) is
the date of birth of r&og blo-ldan-ies-rab.
99. Literally : Sa-pho-spre'u-lo bScm-yas-bgegs-bsos-rab-gnas-byasZla-ba-dgu-paiier-dgu'i-nub Hor-yul-pho-brari-ta'i-dti (wrongly printed as tal-du in the
xylograph) Sol (Lo-pan-blca'i-tlis-yig, fol. 7Ub 5).
Translation : "bSam-yas monastery, reconstructed after its destruction, will
be consecrated in the Earth-Female-Monkey year (1 368). Ta'i-du, the capital
of the Mongolian country will fall on the 29th day of the 9th n~onth". It must
be remarked here that neither the month nor the date mentioned in this
communication corresponds to what we know from the Chinese sources about
the date of fall of the Yiian dynasty and of the flight of Togon Timur from
Peking ... This information also does not literally tally with the respecthe
place in the Hor-chos-'byuri. However, some connection is certainly there
between the information of the latter and that of the Lo-pug-bka'i-than-yig.
According to the Hor-chos-'byuri, the above mentioned event took place on
the 28th day of the 8th month o f the Earth-Monkey year-Sa-sprel-lor-zln-babrgyad-pa'i-Eer-brgyad la (see G . Huth, Geschichte des Buddhismus in clcr
Mongolei, vol. i, Text, Strassburg 1892. S . 27, Z. 18 ff). The translation of
this portion as given by G. Huth (ihid., vol. ii, Uberselzung, Strassburg 1896,
S, 41) is totally incorrect. He has taken the date of the month for the age ;!)
of the Chinese Ju-ge and has translated : "Im achten Monat des Erde-AfknJahres, in seinem 28 Lebensjahre, lud namlich der Chinese Juge ..." etc.
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and the persons of a period later than this date were apparently totally unknown to its
author, but also by the fact that in this table-notwithstanding all its brevity-we
find such facts of the second half of 14th century mentioned as the repair and consccration of bSam-yas monastery in 1368 or the famine of 13931°0 which could be
significant only in the eyes of a contemporary. This is also confirmed by the direct
reference in the table that the treasure-finder, U-rgyan-glin-pa, to whom the discovery
of this text is attributed, worked in the second half of the 14th ccntury. This reference
states that when U-rgyan-glin-pa, on his visit to the locality of Scl-phug, reckoned the
number of years that had passed from the time of nirvana, it was found that it was
3500th year corresponding to A.D. 13671°1. Thus, this table included in the "Legend
of Translators and Pandita-s" (Lo-pa?-bka'i-than-yig) directly testifies that U-rgyan-glinpa lived in the second half of the 14th century.
All this enables us to determine as to which year of European calendar the
Tibetan date of discovery of Padma-bko'-tlzan mentioned in its colophon corresponds.
As we already know, the colophon of this work states that it was discovered in WaterDragon year by the treasure-finder U-rgyan-glifi-pa in the locality of ~ e l - ~ h u i.e.
~,'~~
in the locality in which the latter made his chronological calculations in 1367. As
compared with Lo-pan-bka'i-than-yig, the Pndma-bka'-rhari is unquestionably a n carlier
work, for the latter is directly referred to in the fornier.1O3 Under these circumstances,
the year Water-Dragon to which the colopllon of Padma-bka'-than assigns its discovery
can correspond to A.D. 1352 only and not to 1231 as supposed by B. Laufer o r to I412
as claimed, of course without any grounds, by Toussaint.lo4
Of course, the date of the fictitious "discovery" of an apocryphal work might
also not tally with that of its actual conipilation. The work might actually have been
written somewhat earlier than the date when it was "discovered". On the contrary, a
work compiled at a later date might be passed on as a find of the earlier period. In the
present case, however, the date of "discovery" of Padma-bka'-lhari is close to the
actual date of its compilation, provided it is true that the treasure-finder U-rgyanglifi-pa, who discovered this text, actually lived in the second half of the 14th century.
On the other hand, the presence, in Padma-bka'-than, of a long chronological list of
treasure-finders (gter-sron-s)lo5prior to U-rgyan-glin-pa-which also i~~cludes
the already
I

100. Lo-pap-bka'i-tltari-yig, fol. 70b 5-6.
101. U-rgyan-gliii .pas-!el-phug-brtsi.7
sum-sron-dah-rti-In 7-brgya-Ion (ibid., fol.
70b 4-5)
102. See infra.
103. Lo-pan-bka'i-fhan-yig, fols. 69" 2, 80b 6.
104. G. C. Toussaint, Le diet de Padma
p. 2.
105. This list comprises tlie 92nd chapter (fols. 196b 4-203" 1) of the text, which
i.e. "Chapter,
bears the heading : Sa-rtags-grer-gj~i-'byun-dus-bstan-pa'ieu,

...,
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familiar names of Guru Chos-dban (1 2 12-1273)lo8 and Ril~-chen-glin-pal~~
(who,
according to the information of the chronological table given in Lo-pan-bka'i-rhari-~i~,
had calculated the date of nirvdca in A.D. 1332108)-positiveIy eliminates any possibility
of the appearance of Padma-bka'-than earlier than the middle of the 14th century.
It is true that there is one fact which can shake the possibility of connecting the
text of Padma-bkn'-than, which has reached us, with the treasure-finder U-rgyan-glin.pa
and his period. The chronological list of treasure-finders given in this text as a
"prophecy" does not end, as olle would have expected, with U-rgyan-glin-pa. It continues further and it has been found that in Tibetan literature, there actually exist such
works that are considered to have been discovered by these later treasure-finders in the
same places which are mentioned in this list.loD Therefore, it is possible that the work
known to us under the title Padma-bka'-thaii is a counterfeit of the work bearing the
same title, mentioned in Lo-pan-bka'i-thari.yig. It is, however, more probable that what
we have here is simply a later addition. It is also pcjssible that the names of later
treasure-finders given in Padma-bkal-rhan were initially imaginary names which, however,
were used later by other authors with a view to pass their works as those discovered by
persons "prophesied" in Pcldma-b1ca'-thari. This assumption seems to me not less likely,
particularly if one takes into account the fairly artificial nature of the names of later
treasure-findersl1° enumerated in Padma-bka'-thnri. I do not, for the present, venture to

106.
107.
108.
109.

110.

Giving an Account of the Indications of Localities and Time of Appearance of
the Treasures". The list of the localities as given in this chapter is also reproduced by S. C. Das (see S. C. Das, A Tibetan-English Dictio~rary, Calcutta
1902, under the word gter-gnus).
Padma-b1ca'-thari, fol. 199".
Ibid., fol. 201" 1.
Lo-pan-bkn'i-tlzari-yig, fol. 70b 3.
Thus, for example, in the thob-yig of the Fifth Dalai Lama, we find an account
of the works studied by him and considered to have been discovered by the
treasure-finder Kun-skyon-glin-pa in the white suburgan (mclzod-rre~z-dlcar-po)
of the bSam-yas monastery (Thob-yig-gangZ7i-chu-rgyun,
vol. ii, fols. 292" 6,
294" 6 ff.), by the treasure-finder Shig-po-glin-pa in the locality of Khyuri-lshalibrag (ibid., fol. 215b ff.) and by others. In the list of treasuse-finders given in
the Padmu-b1cn'-rhan, the names of these persons are given after the nnlne of
U-rgyan-glin-pa.
The fact that the word U-rgyan has been added in the beginning of the names
of all the later treasure-finders except the two immediately following U-rgyanglin-pa seems to be rather suspicious. No such thing is observed in the names
of the earlier treasure-finders. Similarly we also do not almost observe the use
of expression gliti-pa in the end of their names. Generally, whereas the narnes
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assert any of these assumptions. But I think, we shall hardly be in the wrong if we
consider that the main text of Padma-bku'-than appeared about A.D. 1352, i.e. in the
year to whicll its colophon attributes its "discovery".
As regards the time of appearance of the first xylograph edition of Padma-bka'thari, the published colophon of the Peking edition of 1839 (the correspo~idingpart of
which was interpreted by 13. Laufer quite incorrectly) clearly ntates that Edilio princeps
was accomplished at the initiative of the treasure-finder ies-rab-'od-zer with material
the minister to the Tibetan king
support i r o n Hor-nii-dban-bsod-nan~s-stobs-rgyal,
Phag-rno-gr~-pa.l~~
Arbitrarily contrasting.tlle proper name of the patron of the publication or-mi-dbad-bsod-nams-stobs-rgyal connected with his family title with the title
of the minister of Phag-mo-gru-pa dynasty, B. Laufer assumed that the reference here
was to two persons-to the Mongolian prince and to the minister of TZ'i Si-tu Byanchub-rgyal-mtshan himself (b. 1302), the founder of Phag-mo-gru-pa dynasty. Thus B.
Laufer came to the conclusion that the first edition of Padma-bka'-than appeared in the
beginning of the 14th century.lla
Nevertheless, this Hor-mi-dban-bsod-nams-stobs-rgyal is, in fact, none else but
the successor of Hor-gshon-nu-bzafi-po, one of the famous vassals of the great TB'i Si-tu
Byan-chub-rgyal-mtsl~an. Just like his ancestors, he bore the title of minister (mdun-nu'don) of Phag-mo-gru-pa dynasty but be lived in the 16th century. The father of Hormi-dban-bsod-~~ams-stobs-rgyal-Hor-bsod-nams-dar-rgyas-was
a patron of the third
Dalai Lama, bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho (1543-1588).l13 Hor-mi-dban-bscrd-nams-stobs-rgyal
of the earlier treasure-finders are the usual Tibetan names, those of the later
ones are absolutely unusual.
1I I . See B. Laufer, Der Roman einer tiberischen Konigirt, S. 240. See also the colophon to the xylograph edition of Padma-bka'-ikari (fol. 255b 5 ff.) referred here.
1 12. B. Laufer, Der Roman einer tibetischen Konigirt, S. 243, 246 ff.
113. The dates of birth and death of the third Dalai Lama have been taken from the
"Chronological Tables". In nlany European works-because of the wellknown error of Csoma de Koros (see P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexagenoire . , -JA,
1913, t. I, p. 639 et suiv.)-the dates of this famous leader of Tibetan Buddhism,
who was the first to receive the title of the Dalai Lama, are one or two years
behind the actual ones (see, for example, L.A. Waddell, The Buddhism of
vol. ii,
Tibet, p. 577 ; G. Huth, Geschichte des Buddhismus in der Mo~~golei,
S. 201 ff. ; S. C. Das, Life of Sum-pa Khan-PO,-JASB, vol. Iviii, 1889, pt. i,
pp. 71, 74 etc.) Correct dates have been given by : Klaproth, Table chronologique des plus celebres patriarches et des everlements remarquables de la religion
bouddlziqr~e,redigee en 1678 (traduite du mongol),-JA,
1831, p. 168 and G.
Tsybikov, Buddisf-palomnik u svyatyrr' Tibeta. Po dnevnikam, vedennym v
1899-1902gg. [A Buddhist Pilgrim in the Holy Places of Tibet. From the
Diaries of 1899-19021, Petrograd 1919, pp. 256-257.
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is mentioned by his great-grandson, Fifth Dalai Lama B a g - d b a ~ bLo-bzari-rgyamtsho (1617-1682), who in his historical work known undcr the title Guns-~arl-yul-~~i-sa/a-spyod-pa'i-mr/ro-ris-kyi-rgyal-blon-gtso-bor-brjod-pn'i-deb-ther~-or
briefly rGyal-bn-Ifinpa'i-deb-ther-set~ several folios apart for the genealogy of the family of Hor-gslion-nubzafi-po.114 Here he directly states that this Hor-mi-dban-bsod-nams-stobs-rgyal
together with the treasure-finder Ses-rab-'od-zer brought out some xylograpll editions
as lie calls it, ~ e ~ - b r o ~ - ~ i - t h o ~ (par) including the edition of Padma-bka'-than-or,
i.e. "Legends Found in gel-brag".l15 Thos, Editio princeps of this text appeared not in
the beginning of the 14th century, as assumed by B. Laufer, but in the end of the 16th
century.
#

114. The genealogy of Hor gShon-nu-bzan-po occupies fols. 92b 6-97b 2. Information on Hor-mi-dban-bsod-i~ams-stobs-rgyal
is given on fol. 96b 2-6.
Fols. 96" 5-9hb 1 give a n account of his father, Hor-bsod-nams-dar-rgyas,
and of the relations of the latter with the third Dalai Lama. A brief and
extremly slip-shod exposition of this genealogy has bcen given by S. C. Das
(see S. C. Das, ContriOzttiorzs on . ,-JASB, vol. L, 1881, pt. i, pp. 246-248).
This exposition is not complete and ends abruptly with an account of bSodiiams-dar-rsyas and bSod-nams-stobs rgyal. Besides, the name of the latter is
distorted. Instead of "Sodnamtobgyal" (as it should be according to the
scheme of transliteration followed by him), S. C. Das writes "Sonamtarge",
i. e. he wro~lglyrepeats the name of his father. The genealogy ends with an
S. C.
account of the brothers and children of bSod-nams-stobs-rgyal-which
Das totally omits.
A more detailed account of the genealogy of Hor-gshon-nu-bzafi-po is
available ill the autobio~raphyof the Fifth Dalai Lama (pt. i, fols. 1 l a 5-20" 6 ;
see also i11j.a). The father of the Fifth Dalai Lama, Hor bDud-'dul-rab-brtan,
was a grandson to this Hor bSod-nanis-stobs-rgyal. I11 the autobiography of
the Fifth Dalai Lama, the account of Hor bSod-nams-stobs-rgyal is available
on fols. ISb 5-19a 5 and that of his father, Hor-bsod-nams-dar-rgyrls, on fols.
18'4-18'4.
1 15. rGyal-ba-ha-pa'i-deb-ther, fol. 96"-4.
This title o r a similar title bKaY-thariiel-hrag is used by the Tibetans as a short conventio~~al
title for this work to
distinguish it from its prose version,-which, in short, is called bKa'-than-gserphren. See, for instance, the list of books-compiled in Tibet a t his instancepublished by van Manen (J. van Manen, A Cotltributior~ to the Bihliog~.nphyof
Tibet,-JASB, new series, vol. xviii, 1922, pp. 479, 491). Unfortunately, van
Manell did not understand the meaning of this conventional title and, therefore made an absolutely wrong translation : "Crystal Rock of Plain
Words" (!).
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The second edition was brought out in 1675116 by the well-known scholar and
political leader-the regent of Tibet, sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho (1653-1705). The
colophon to this edition was written by the Fifth Dalai Lama1'' himself. Consecrated by
the high authority of the latter, this edition becanle the basis for a number of other
later editions.

The fact that Hor bSod-nams-stobs-rgyal published the Padmo-bkal-rlrnti
is repeated in tlic autobiography of the Fiftli Dalai Lama (pt. i, fols.
18b6-19a1) ; in this case, however, the work figures under its own tittle :
Padma-b1ca'- than.
1 16. Wood-Hare year. See the colophon in the Padma-bkal-thair, fol. 256" 5 and
B. Laufer, Der Roman einer tiberischen Konigin, S. 240. In Laufer's work as already pointed out by P. Pelliot (see P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexagenaire ...,JA, 1913, t. i, p. 658) -this date has been wrongly shown as corresponding
to A. D. 1674.
117. The colophon is quoted in full in the edition of the Padrna-bka'-rhan
(fols. 253b 1-256b4) referred to above. Besides, it is included as a separate
work in the Complete Works (gsuit-'bum) of the Fifth Dalai Lama published
in the 'Bras-spuhs monastery in Central Tibet. The xylographs of this edition
of the Colnplete Works are available in the Institute of Peoplcs of Asia,
Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R., in the Tibetan books brought by G. Tsybikov
(Tsybikov Collection, No. 6) and P. K. Kozlov (Nova). In the voluminous
compilation, the coloplion is available under the title sKrr-gsun-(hugs-rlen-gsarbshcits-ri~~-po-che'i-mcltod-rdsas-khuri-bzan-gi-dl~ar-chag-dan-thum-phud-deb-khrim
j~ig-gi-'go-rgya~s-sde-bshi'i-sgo-'phar-phye-ba'i-skal-bzan-gi-glegs-bam.
The compilation contains, in chronological order, various small works of the Fifth
Dalai Lama : prayers made at the time of installation of various objects of
the cult and their description (rgyab-yig and dkarchag), colophons to the
editions of the texts (par-bjvan), precepts (khrims-yig) etc. This compilation
consists of three books (glegs-bum). The first book occupies the entirc
16th (ma) volume of the Complete Works (312 folios), the second contains
whole of the 17th (rsa) volume (308 folios) and the third-the first part of the
18th (rsha) volume (1 10 folios). The colophon referred to here is available in
the 2nd book (17th volume), fols. 83b 3-86b 6.
In the prose part of the colophon of the Peking edition, as published by
B. Laufer (see B. Laufer, Der Roman einer tiberischerl Konigin, SE. 239-241),
the first, second and third lines also literally reproduce the second prose part
of the colophon of the Fifth Dalai Lama. Only the list of proof readers,
engravers, etc. given in the end of the original is wanting. The translation
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The full title of the prose versioil of the legend of Padmasambhava known under
tile title Tl~afi-yig-gser-'phreri ("Golden Rosary Tales") or Thai-yig-gser-'plr~.ch 11:arlam-gsal-byed ("Goldcn Rosary Tales, Illulnipating the Path to Salvation") is the same
as that of the versioil in versc discussed by us-viz. U-rgynn-gu-rt4-pad1na-'byuri-gnas-

-

- .
--

-...

-

..

made by B. Laufer is not correct. B. L3ufcr obviously did not know that the
expression par-byah was a tcchaical tcrm meaning "publisher's" or more
correctly "xylograpl~" colopl~on as distinguished from the term mdsad-byari,
which means "author's" colophon. H e also did not understand that the Fifth
mchog-'dus-pa-rtsalDalai Lama and Za-hor-gyi-rigs-las-snags-pa-rgan-po-cl
padma-sa-mi~-btags-rdo-rje-t1~ogs-med-rtsal-du-'bd-pa
nxntioned in the
colophon were one and the same person-the writer of the "publisher's
colopl~on'~
to the edition of the l>&n~o-bkn9-thariin the monastery of dGa9Idan-phun-tshogs-gliri. T h e fact is that the Fifth Dalai Lama, whose full name was ~ a g - d b a r i
bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho-'jigs-med-go-cha-thub-bstan-lan-'tsho[see, for instance,
the colophon to his six-volume biography started by him, but finished
by sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho, vol. vi (chn), fo1. 377" 6 ; see also the/
colophon to the account of the Lhasa temple (Lha-l~krn-sprul-pa'i-gtsug-lag
-khan-gi-dkar-chag-Jel-dkar-me-Ion),
fol. 21" 5-6 etc.] also had a number of
other nariles under which he very frequcntly wrote his numerous worksparticularly the s~naller ones. Thus, for example, in the compilation
mentioned above, we come across his real name Rag-dbai bLo-bzai-rgya-intsho
(pt. ii, fols. 115" 1, 212" etc.) and those names which he mentions in the
~010phoil to the Padma-hka'-than, viz. Clic-mchog-'dus-pa-rtsal (see pt. ii,
and rDo-rjefol. 117" 2-Za-hor-gyi-shags-'chan-che-mchog-'dus-art)
thogs-med-rtsal (see pt. iii, fo1. 29" 6-Za-hor-gyi-si~ags-smyon-rdo-rje-thogsmed-rtsal) and various others like Za-hor-snags-slnyon-zil-gdon-bshad-pa-rtsal
(pt. iii, fol. 28" 2 etc.), Za-hor-gyi-bancle-gdon-drug-bsiiems-pa'i-a-tho(pt. i,
fol. 286b 2), Za-hor-gyi-bande-'jam-dbyans-dga'-ba'i-bes-en
(pt. i, fol. 125" 6
etc.) and Za-hor-gyi-bande-tshans-sras-bshad-pa'i-rdo-rje(pt. ii, fcl. 177b 6,
200" 5, 266a 4 etc.). Cf. aiso the colophon to the above-mentioned historical
work of this a u t h o r - G a r i s - c a n - y u l - g y i - s a - l a - s p y o d - p m B l o n gtso-bor-brjo(Z-pa'i-deb-11zer (rGyal-ha-ha-pa'i-deb-thrr.,
fol. 1 13" 2).
But the
name of the Fifth Dalai Lama is more frequently replaced by his nick-name
Za-hor-bande (Vandya from Zs-hor). T11e fact that the same person has so
many names is explained by the custom, in Tibet, of adopting new names
a t the time of ordination into various systems of tanfra-s etc. Of the additional narncs of the Fifih Dalai Lama given above, the first three names belong
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kyi-skyes-rabs-rnam-thar-rgyas-par-hkod-p~.~~~
We also come across this title in thc
head-lines of the text and in the titles of all its chapters. In addition to this Tibetan
title, both the versions-in prose and in vcrsc-bear the title "in UdyZna language".
This title in the prose version is Ru-aksa-ia-ka-ri-ni, which is clcarly idcnt ical wit11 thc
analogous tille of the version in verse. According to the colophon, this prose version
was supposed to have been discovered in Pu-ri-phug-rno-che by the treasure-finder
otherwise known as S a n s - r g y a ~ - g l i n - p a . ~ ~ ~
In the European scieiitific literature, this work is far less known than the previous
one. Bcsides Waddell, who mentioned it in the sources of the Lege~rdary Ifisrorj~of
Founder of Lamaismlm compiled by him, this work was used by A. Grunwcdel who,
while publishing excerpts from the life of Padmasambhava written in Lepclla language,
incidentally translated and published a few chapters from the Tlian-yig-gser-'phren.lzl

118.

119.
120.

121.

to the category of tantric names, and the last thrce-to those adopted by
persons studying Sanskrit grammar and poetics.
The xylograph of this work is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia
among the books brought by G. Tsybikov from 'Tibet (Tsybikov Collection, No.
62). This xylograph contains 365 folios and bears the title : U-rgyan-gu-rupadma-'byuti-gnas-kyi-mam-tha,.-rgyos-pa-gser-gi-plrc~-ba-thar-lam-gsal-lyed.
All
later references in this work are to this edition of the Tllari-j.ig-gser-'phren.
Thari-yig-gser-'plrreti,fol. 363" 1 .
L. A . Waddell, The Buddliism of Tibet , p. 379, n. 6 ff.
See A. Griinwedel, Eirl Kapitel des Ta-she-sung, "Festschrift fur Adolf Bastian",
Berlin 1896, SS. 459-482, where chapter xviii (fols. 6gb 3-72" 6 in the Tl~ari-jig
gser-'phreri edition already referred to) and chapter xix (fols. 72b 1-73a5) of this
text have been published in Roman transcription. See also his : Drei L.eptscha
Texte mit Auszuge~~
aus dem Padma-fhari-yig und Glossar,-"T'oung
Pao", vol.
vii, 1896, pp. 526-561, which contains Roman transcription of the text, along
with translation, of chapter xliii (fols. 132a 4-133a 4 in the Tlzari-yig-gser-'phreri
edition referred to), last third of chapter xli (fols. 128b2-129b 3) and a portion
of chapter xliv (fols. 137" 1-13Tb 3), and Btrddhisrische Sfdien. E-vcurs ; Das
Supparadschataka in Padma-sambhava's Legendenbuck,-"Veroffentlichungen
aus dem koniglichen Museum fur Volkerkunde", v Bd, Berlin 1897, SS. 105126, which gives a translation and transcription of chapter xii (fols. 39"-44" 4)
and of chapter xiii (fols. 44" 4-47"'4). Besides, A. Griinwedel has also used
this text in his other works (see Myrlzologie drs Buddhismus in Tibet und der
Mongolei, Leipzig 1900, SS. 47, 99 u.s.w.; Padmasambhava urtd Ma~idarava',ZDMG., lii Bd., 1898, SS. 447-461 ; Padmasambhava rrrld Verwandtes,"Baessler-Archiv", iii Bd., I Heft, Leipzig und Berlin 19 12.
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In this connection, Griinwedel's assumption that this work which he often simply calls
Podma-thari-yig o r Padma-bka'-thori appeared a t the time of Yiian dynasty (1280-1367)
or still laterlZais not far from truth.
Without having on them the complete text of Thnri-yig-gser-'phreri and on the
basis of the excerpts from it as published by A. Griinwedel, E. Schlagintweit and B. Laufer
tried, however, to determine its relation to the version in verse and arrived at totally
different results. E. Schlagintweit thinks that the prose text is a revised version of that
in ~ e r . s e . 1 ~B.~ Laufer, on the other hand, opines that either the version in verse (i.e.
padma-bka'-than) sprang from the prose version (i.e. Than-yig-gser-'phrezi) or, as seemed
to him more probable, both the versions appeared independently-the prose one, however,
earlier than the other.lZ4 In this case, Schlagintweit was found to be right. A careful
conlparison of both the texts shows that Thari-yig-gser-'phreii indeed is a prose rendering
of the versified Padma-bIcay-than. It is true that after the twelfth chapter, this rendering does not observe the order of chapters as given in the versified text. Some chapters
have been merged together into one, a few new chapters have been added and, to
complicate the matters still further, the prose version has 1 17 chapters in place of 108
in the versified text. Despite these and other changes, however, the prose version
still remains largely a re-narration-that too often totally literal, retaining the whole
content, vocabulary and even its title and a great majority of chapter headings.
B. Laufer's opinion that the prose text is older cannot be accepted simply because in the
versified Padma-b1ca'-tlztlri, we do not find any indication to the existence of its prose
version. In the latter, however, there is a direct reference to the text in verse. In
Thari-yig-gser-'phreri, just as in Padma-b1ra'-than, there is a special chapter which
(gter-ston-s), indicating
gives, as a "prophecy", the list of "treasure-finders"
the places of their main finds.lZ5 The list given in Padma-bka'-than makes no
mention of the treasure-finder Sans-rgyas-glili-pa. The list in Than-yig-gser-'phrcii, on
the other hand, mentions Saiis-rgyas-gliil-pa to whom the discovery of this text is
attributed,128 and also U-rgyan-gli~i-pat o whom, as we know, the discovery of the
versified text of Pacltna-bka'-thori is attributed. It also names the place where the latter
was d i ~ c o v e r e d - 6 e l - b r a ~ . l ~I~t is interesting to note that this list, which has a
chronological order, puts the name of Sans-rgyas-glifi-pa before that of U-rgyan-gliiipa and even before Rin-chen-glili-pa, the predecessor of the latter. But this should be
122. A. Griinwedel, Drei Leptscl~a-Texle,-"T'oung Pao", vol. vii, 1896, S. 529.
123. E. Schlagintweit, Die Leberzsbesehreibung vo12 Padma Sambllnva,-"Abhandl.
der K. bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften", i. CI., xxi Bd, ii Abt., Miinchen,
1899, SS. 420-42 1.
124. B. Laufer, Der: Roman einer tibetischen Konigin, SS. 246-248.
125. Tl~nn-yig-gser-'phrei,chapter Ixxxix, fols. 284"-290b 2.
126. Ibicl., fol. 288b 5-6.
127. Ibid., fol. 289" 1-3.
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taken to be a subterfuge, by which the author of the latter prose version of the text tried
to raise its authority, passing this adaptation for a work discovered earlier than its
original in verse.
Being actually a later work than the Padma-bka'-than, this Thun-yig-gser-'phren just
surveyed by us cannot date from earlier than the 14th century. On the other hand, in
the middle of the 17th century, this work as well as Padma-bka'-lhuri were used by the
Fifth Dalai Lama who, in his gsnn-yig, names a number of persons who have subsequently written conlmentaries on these texts.'"
The cxact date of the appearance of
Tlzon-yig-gser-'phreri, therefore, lies between the 14th and 17th centuries.

Apart from the works already mentioned, the name than-yig o r bka'-than is also
applied to another five texts, the discovery of which is attributed to the same U-rgyanglin-pa. These texts, which are well known in Tibet and elsewhere, are the so-called "Five
Legendsu-Thuri-yig-sde-lna or bKa'-thari-sde-lri~.~~~
These five legends are : I ) "Legend
of Gods and Demonsw-Lha-'dre-bka'i-thori-yig ; 2) "Legend of Kings"-rGyal-pobka'i-ihari-yig ; 3) "Legend of Queens"-b Tsun-mo-bka'i-than-yig ; 4) "Legend of
Translators and Pandita-s"-Lo-pan-blta'i-thari-jig ; and 5) "Legend of Ministers
-bLoiz-po-bka'i-fltaiz.yig. Of these, "Legend of Kings", "Legend of Ministers" and
partly "Legend of Translators and Pandita-s" have some I?istorical value, though even
in these only the legendary and didactic materials are predominant. The other two
works, na~nely "Legend of Gods and Demons" and "Lesend of Queens", are didactic
narratives and have no historical value.

128. See Thob-yig-gangii'i-chu-rgyun,vol. iii (ga), fols. 243a 1-243b4 (which give
information on the treasur e-finder, U-rgyan-gliti-pa, and on the Padrna-bka'thari "discovered" by him) and fols. 26Sb 4-266a 1 (giving information on Thanyig-gser-'phreli "discovered" by the treasure-finder, Sans-rgyas-glib-pa). The
data on other 1rrork.s "discovered" by these treasure-finders are also given at
the same place.
129. As already mentioned, the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybikov Collection,
No. 51) has a xylograph copy of the "Five Legends" published in 1889 under
the orders of the thirteenth Dalai Lama and De-mo-khutukhta in Shol-parkhan in Lhasa (see the colophon of the last, viz. fifth "Legendw-bLon-po-bka'irhati-yig, fols. 76b 2-77" 5). This xylograph copy does not have any general
title page. Each "Legeud" has its orvn title page and separate pagination. Our
references are to this edition.
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I n European literature, these works were taken u p mainly by B. Laufer who
published and translated "Legend of Queens" (bTszm mo-bka'i-rhan-yig) and gave genera]
information o n the other four texts.130 I3esides, Professor F. Thomas tralislated some
excerpts (which were of interest for the history of Central Asia) from "Lcgend of ICings"
(rGljal-po-bko'i-thnri-yig)
and "Legend of Ministers" (bLon-po-bka'i-thati-yig).131
We are already definite that one of these five works, viz. "Legend of Translators and
Pandita-s" (Lo-pan-hlca'i-than-yig)did not appear earlier than A.D. 1 393.13* AS regards the
other four, though they appeared earlier than this work, for all of them a r e mentioned
in it,l33 there a r e n o grounds whatsoever t o consider that they appeared earlier than the
second half of the 14th century. B. Laufer's opinion that like the "Legend of Padma"
(Padmo-bka'-than), the "Five Legends" (bKaY-than-sde-ltia) appeared between the I1 th
and the 12th centuries, is based on a false conception (already discussed by us above) of
the date o f "discovery" and first edition of Padma b1cn'-thati, and cannot therefore be
taken into consideration. I t is true that Professor F. Thomas, who shared the opinion
of R. Laufer to some extent, stated that the historical, geographical and personal details
a s given in the two texts studicd by him-rGyal-po-blca'i-thari-yig and blon-po-bka'i-thariyig-were such as could not have been described accurately long after the Tibetan king
Mu-tig-btsan-po (who was crowned in the 9th century A.D.) and that certain accounts
in these "Legends" had been found to agree with the information of Tibetan documents
of Central Asia.134 This fact, however, can only testify that the author of these texts has
used-and perhaps without any spedific changes-some
ancient sources, the originals of
which have not come down to us. For, besides the information that is unquestionably
ancient in nature, we find, in these texts, accounts of events, persons and places relating
clearly to a later period. I t is enough to point o u t that what is given in the rGyal-pobka'i-rhnn-yig under the pretext of "prophecies" is a reference t o the king gLali-dar-ma
and his s u c ~ e s s o r s the
~ ~ subsequent
~~o
new spread of Buddhism in Tibet, to the founder
of 'Bri-guii-pn sect-the famous Rin-chen-dpal (1 143-1 2 1 7),136 better known by the title
'Bri-gun-skyob-pa-'jig-rten-mg~n-po,'~'
etc. In the bLon-po-bka'i-than-j~ig also, we find
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

B. Laufer, Der Roman einer tibetischen .Konigin.
F. W. T l ~ o m a s ,Tibeta11 Literary Texts ...,pt. i, pp. 264-288.
See supra.
Lo-pan-blca'i-thati-yig,fols. 69" 2-3, 81" 1.
F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts ..., pt. i, pp. 264-265.
rGyal-po-bka'i-than-yig,fol. 82" 2-3.
Ibid., fol. 82b 2-3.
In particular, h e is referred to by this title of his in the "Chronologica1 Tables".
~ i A ~ r a ~ h i cdata
a 1 on this eminent figure o f Tibetan Buddhism can be found in
brief in the Deb-ther-stion-po (vol. ii, fols. 16" 6-19" 1 ) and in a still more
concise form in Grub-mt1ta'-;el-gyi-me-Ion (book iv, bKa'-brgyud-pa'i-grz~bmtha'-hj~rrri-tshul,fols. 1 2b 3-1 3" 3).
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similar prophecies on the successors of the king g L a ~ i - d a r - m a ,and
l ~ ~ on such celebrities
of Tibetan Buddhism as 'Brog-mi-lo-tsI-ba (593-1074),la0 'Brom-ston pa (1004-1065),140
and Po-to-pa (1027- 1 105),l41 on the leaders of various monasteries Bya-yul-dgon-pa
(established in 11 1 3),ld2 Tshal-gyi-dgon-pa (cstd. 1175),143 'Bri-gun-dgon-pa (estd.
1179)144etc., on the great prince (dpon-chen) of the Sa-skya-pa dynasty-Byan-rinlCwho ruled in the end of the 13th century, etc. The prcsence in these texts, as also in the
Lo-pnv-blca'i-tkari-yig and Padma-bka'-than, of such later information, the statements of
the colophons that all the "Five Legends" and "Legend of Padma" were discovered by
the treasure-finder U-rgyan-gliti-pa who, as we have seen, worked in the second half of
the 14th century, and finally the obvious unity of language and style of these six textsall these facts taken together lead us to regard these works as belonging to the same
author who may have lived in about the second half of the 14th century. The possibility that this author was the treasure-finder U-rgyan-gli*-pa himself is not ruled out.
Of all the apocryphal works connected with Padmasambhava, the works enumeratcd
above are the most popular. There also exist other similar works, which we shall not
discuss here, for we know of their existence only from individual citations and bibliographical references in the works of Tibetan writers.

138. bLon-po-bka'i-thoti-yig,
fol. 57" 3.
139. Ibid., fol. 65.13. His dates are available in the "Chronological Tables".
140. Ibid., fol. 59" 6. The dates have been borrowed from the "Chronological
Tables".
131. Ibid., fol. 63" 4. The dates are taken from the "Chronological Tables".
142. Ibid., fol. 593 4. The date of establishment of the monastery is given in the
"Chronological Tables".
143. Ibid., fol. 29" 2. This date of establishment of the monastery is given in the
"Chronological Tables" and in the' Vaidiirya-dkar-po (fol. 20" 6). A. Csoma
de Koros (see A. Csoma de ~ b r o s ,A Grammar of the Tibetan Language,
p. 185) wrongly dates this event-like all others-from A.D. 1173, viz. from
two years earlier.
144. bLon-po-bka'i-rhari-yig, fol. 59" 2, 6. The date of establishment of the
monastery is taken from Va;diirya-dknr-po (fol. 20" 6). A. Csoma de Koros
(see A. Csoma de Koros, A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, p. 185) wrongly
gives this date as A.D. 1177.
145. bLon-po-bka'i-flzari-yig,fol. 58"6. In the Deb-ther-siron-PO,-which gives
a list of the great rulers (dpon-chen) of the Sa-skya monastery (vol. 1, fols.
112a 2- 113a 3),-Byafi-rin is mentioned as the last ruler appointed on the personal notion of 'Phazs-pa-bla-ma (1235-1280). It is also stated here that he earned
the favour of the emperor Kublai (1260-1294)-see Deb-ther-srion-po, vol. 1,
fol. 11la5-6. Byali-rin has also been referred to by the Fifth Dalai Lama,
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Before we end this survey of the so-callcd "gfer-ma bool<s"-gler-chos-we
must
mention one more apocryphal work of this type, namely the Ma-pi-bkaY-'bum. This
monumental work is exceptionally popular in and outside Tibet.
In the European scientific literature, it was known already in the carly 19th
century. The credit for this goes to P. S. Pallas who published an account, compiled
by the translator Erig, of the first few chapters of the first of the texts included in this
work.l46 Enumerating the Tibetan historical texts,14' Csoma de Koros also mentioned
the Ma-ni-bka'-'bum along with other apocryphal works that we have just discussed.
Since then, this work has long enjoyed, in European literature, the undescrved reputation
of a l~istoricalwork.14e A short analysis of this work was reproduced by E. Schlagint ~ e i t from
l ~ ~ the speech of a Buryat Larna Galsan Gomboev. This analysis, hwever,
cannot be called fully successful, for it represents Ma-pi-b1ca'-'bum as one single work,
whereas actually this monuiilental work is a collection of many separate works as is
clear from its title itself (viz. Ma-ni-bIcay-'bum or "Collection of the Works of Ma-ni"
-or rather, rGyal-po-srori-btsarz-sgam-po'i-'bum,i. e. "Collection of the Works of

146.
147.
148.

149.

who gives a list of the rulers of Sa-skya dynasty (see r.Gyal-ba-lna-pa'i-debrher, fol. 60b 2: in his historical work Gafis-cnn-yul-gyi-sa-la-spyod-pa'i-mrhoris-kyi-rgyal-blon-grso-bor-brjod-pa'i-rer. Sarat Chandra Das, in the third
section of his article (see S. C. Das, Contributions on ...,- JASB, vol. L, 1881,
pp. 21 1-251)--which mainly is an incomplete and slip-shod exposition of this
work-has distorted the name of this ruler. The Tibetan expression bskos-pa,
-which, in the Tibetan text, stands after tlie name Byafi-rin and means
"Elevated",-has
been wrongly read by S. C. Das as bslyos-pn (see pp.
240-211) with tlie result that the name of this ruler appears to be Chyanrin bskyos-pa (!). Nevertheless, the Tibetan text of the work of the Fifth
Dalai Lama simply reads : De-rjes-byan-rin-bslcos-pa..., i.e. "Byah-rin, Elevated
(to the rank of the ruler) after him" etc. (see rGyal-ba-lria-pa'i-deb-rher, fol.
60b 1-2). This ruler is also mentioned by Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-ies-dpal-'byor
-see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzon, fol. 103" 2,4 (S. C. Das, Pug Sam 5012 Zang,
p. 159).
See P. S. Pallas, Sammlungen historischer Nachrichrerz iiber die Mongolisclren
Volk~rschafterz, 11 Theil, St. Petersburg 1801, S S. 396-409.
A. Csonia de Koros, Er~umerarion of Hisloricol ancl Grammatical 11-orks ro be
met with in Tibet,-JASB, vol. vii, 1838, p. 148.
See, for instance, E. Schlagintweit, Buddhism in Tibet, London 1863, p. 83 ;
L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, p. x ; F. W. Tl~ornas, Notes on the
Tibetan Collections of the Ir~cliaOfice Library, p. 10.
E. Schlagintweit, Brrrldhism irr Tibcr, pp. 84-88.
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the King Sron-btsan-sgam-po".M The division of Ma-ni-bka'-'burn into twelve
chapters, as given by E. Schlagintweit, is due to the fact that he has not scea the text
itself. What he had on him was only a bricf description of this colleclion given by
Lama Gomboev, apparently on the basis of a Mongolian translation in which the whole
material of the collection is grouped in eleven separate books.lg1
There exist several editions of this work. So far as I can judge, they are distinguished from each otlicr nlainly in their arrangement and in the number of works
included in them. Among the various manuscripts and xylograph copies of Ma-ni-hka''Bum available in the collections of the Institute of Peoples of Asia, Academy of
Sciences, U. S. S. R., the text published in 'Bras-spuns monastery and brought from
Tibet by G. Tsybik~v'~"s the most complete. 'This text is in two volumes, each of
which has separate pagination. The first volume is in 377 folios ; the second has 331
folios of the usual Tibetan format. It also has a Table of Contents in the form of a
separate book of I1 folios, which gives the classification of works included in the Mavi-bka'-'bum. This Table of Contents is reproduced in full even in other editions
of the Ma-~i-Bka'-'bumknown to
According to this Table of Contents, the whole Ma-pi-bka'-'bum falls into three
sections (skor), namely : 1. mdo-skor, i.e. "Section of Siitra-s" ; 2. sgrub-skor, i.e.
"Section of Magical Accomplishn~ents (siidl~ana)"; and 3. shal-gdums-kyi-skor, i.c.
"Section of Personal Precepts"?j4
In the first place, the "Section of Siilra-s" contains the work entitled Lo-rgyuschen-mo, i.e. "Great Chronicle". This work consists of 36 chapters and covers 81 folios
150. This latter title appears on the title page of the second volume of this work
and on the title page of the table of contents.
151. See infra.
152. Tsybikov Collecrion, No. 36. Other copies of this work available in the
Institute of Peoples of Asia are : Vol. 1 in the Kokonor edition (Collectiott of
Asiatic Department, No. 503), 324 folios ; Volunle 2 in the Peking (Nova,
No. B, 1325) and sDe-dge (Inv. 1914, No. 25) editions. The Peking edition
has 229 folios. In the copy of the sDe-dge edition, many folios are wanting.
Theseapart, a number of manuscripts of this text is available (see I. J.
Schmidt und 0. Bohtlingk, Verzeichniss der fiberischcn Handschrifren urld
Holzdriicke im Asiatischen Museum, 29 1-29.5).
153. See the xylograph of Kokonor edition mentioned in the previous note and tlie
editions of Mongolian translation of this work mentioned infra in notes
163-167.

154. Ma-vi-bkoY-'bum, 'Bras-spuis
5 Iff.
Vos. 8

edition, table of contents (dkur-clrag), fol.
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of the first volume of this edition. It deals with tlie legends on the life and exploits of
the Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara and Buddha hlkyamuni. A summary of the first eight
chapters of this work and the beginning of the tenth chapter-published by P a I l a ~ 1 ~ ~ was made by the translator Erig apparently on the basis of a Mongolian translation of the
Tibetan text.15e Besides, the second, third and fourth chapters and the first two-thirds
of the thirty-fourtl~chapter of this work were excellently translated direct from Tibetan
by W. R o ~ k h i I l . ~ ' ~
This work is fcjllowed by 'Phags-pa-za-ma-tog-bkod-pa-sheJ-b~~a-ba-rhcg-pa-chen
po'i-mdo (vol. I , fols. 82" I-140b 4), which is a translation of the Sanskrit text Kiiraviav)+'jkasiitr.a ;Ibe and Piiyag-ston-spyan-stoh-gi-gzuiis(vol. 1, fols. 14Gb4-1'8!ia 5), the full
title of which is 'Pl~ags-pa-byon-chub-sems-dpo'-spyan-~~as-gzigs-dban-phyug-phyag-~toii
,~pyan-ston-rlaii-1dan-pa-t~1ogs-pa-mi-miia'-pa'i-1hugs-1je-chen-po'r-scmsrgya- chen- yoiis-surd,togs-pa-shes-bya-ba'i-gzuris. The latter is a translation froin Chin~se.1"~Both these
texts literally reproduce works bearing the sanle titles in bKd-'gyur ; this is why they
are dropped from some editions of Ma-vi-b1cu'-'bum and are only referred to the respectivc chapters in b I ( n ' - ' g ~ ~ u r These
. ~ ~ ~ texts have absolutely no connection with the king
Srori-btsnn-sgam-po. I heir inclusion in the Ma-vi-b1ra'-'bum can be explained only by
tlie fact that its conlpilcrs did not consider it possible to leave this collection, specially
devoted to the cult of Avalokiteivrlra and his avatara-s, without these two main canonical texts of the cult of ~valokitegvara.
The three works enumerated above are regarded as the main content of the
"Section of Siitra-s". But in some editions, including the one being surveyed by us, the
"Section of Sfitra-s" also contairls some more works which together con~prisea special

155. P. S. Pallas, Sammlutlgen Izisto~~ischcr
Nuchrichten , vol. ii, SS. 396-407.
156. Erig's expositioil corresponds to fols. 1-13" 2 of the 'Bras-spuns edition of the
Tibetan text of Ma-ni-bka'-'bum. It stops at the very beginning of the account
of the eighth deed of Buddha. The fact that the proper names in this
exposition are given in Mongolian version shows that Erig's source was the
Mongolian text and not the Tibetan one.
157. W. W. Rockhill, Tl~eLand of the Lamas, London 189 1, pp. 327-334 (translation
of the 2nd, 31.d and 4th chapters, corresponding to fols. 3" 1-8" 3 of the Tibetan
text of 'Bras-sputis edition) and pp. 355-360 (translation of tile first two-thirds
of chapter 34, fols. 59"-63"
of the Tibetan text).
158. bKa'-'gyur, mDo-sde, vol. vii (rla), fols. 200" 3-247" 7.
159. Ibid.,rGyud-'bum, vol. xvii (tsn), fols. 94" 1-129" and gZuns-!diis, vol. csx
(e), fols. 165" 6-205" 5. Cf. B. Nanjio, A Catalogue of tlze Chi~ese Trnnslntion
of !he Rucldhisl Tripitnka, Oxford 1883, N 3 18, 3 19, 320.
160. See supra note 152 (Kokonor edition) and all the editions of the Moiigolian
translation of this work enumerated infl.a (note 206).
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"Section of Biographies of the King Sron-btsan-sgam-po" (Chos-~kyon-ba'i-rgyal-posron-btsan-sgam-po'i-mdsud-pa-rnam-~har-gyi-skor).~~~
Here, the first biography is that
of the king Sroh-btsan-sgam-po-though a short one, in sixteen chapters only-bearing
(vol. 1, fols. 1 8 j b 2the title Sari.s-rgyas-Jii-kya-fhub-po'i-bstan-pa-la-mdsad-pa'i-1o-rgyus
222b 5). Then follow ten jiirakas of this king under the general title Saris-rgyas-gshmgyi-bsfan-pa-la-mdsad-pa'i-lo-rgyus
(vol. 1, fols. 222b 5-247b 2), the story of the prince
Loke6vara-rGyul-bu-'jig-rten-dbari-phyug-gi-skys-rabs(vol. I , fols. 247b 2-26 1 6)which is a highly enlarged version of the first of the ten jGrakas mentioned ; and finally
a biography of the king Sron-btsan-sgam-po under the title rGj~al-po'i-mdsadpa-Zi-;I(rtsa-gcig-pa, i.e. "Twenty-one Deeds of the King" (vol. I , fols. 26 1 6-286= 1). These
additional works are, by no means, available in all the editions of Ma-gi-blta'-'bum. In
particular, in the Mongolian translation of this work, only one of them, nanlely "The
Story of the Prince Lokeivara" is available.
The second section of the Ma-qi-bka'-'bum, viz. "Section of Magcal Accomplishments" (sgrub-skor), as the name itself shows, comprises special works sgrub-tllahs (in
Sanskrit, sSid/zana) intended to serve as a guide for calling in oneself or before onesclf
the image of Avalokiteivara. They cover the last 92 folios of the first volume of the
edition being surveyed here (fols. 286-377).
The third section o r "Section of Personal Precepts" (shnl-gdam-sa-kyi-skor)
contains a number of precepts and sermons on a wide range of subjects and covers the
whole second volume of the xylograph. The sel-alons arc given by the king Sron-btsansgam-po and addressed to various persons. They end u p with tlie dying will of this
king to all the Tibetan people-Rorl-'hali~-.~p~~i-rnfhu~r-la-~d~~tns-/,n
( vol. ii., fols. 309h 2330b I ) .
Ma-pi-bka'-'bun1 also contains mucli interesting material from the point of view
of studies in literature and folklore. Its fairly frequent deviations from the dominant
views of Tibetan Buddhism are of great interest. AS a historical source, however, it is
o f absolutely no value and cannot be classed under historical works. As regards the
date of compilation of Ma-pi-bkn'-'bum, 1 have no grounds lo disagree with Rockhill
who dated this collectiorl to the 15th century.lB2
Ma-pi-hko'-'hum was translated into Mongolian in 16441°3by the well-known
-

- -- -

-

-

161. See Ma-ni-bka'-'bum, vol. i, fol. 18Sa 5.
162. W. W. Rockhill, The t n n d of the Lamas, p. 327. Also see his The Life of the
Buddha, pp. 21 2-21 3, where he quotes V. P. Vasil'ev's opinion on the dating
of Ma-~i-hka'-'bum.
163. Accordiilg to the colophon, this translation was started in Water-Sheep year
and completed in Iron-Monkey year. Since Dsa-ya-pandita was born in 1599
Vos. 8/a
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Oirat scholar Dsa-ya-pandita (1599-1662).164 The Institute of Peoples of Asia has three
different xylographs of this translation, of which one was published in 17 1 2,1s5 anotherill 1717,160 and the third-ill
1735.1a7 As already stated, the Mongolian translation
consists of 11 separate books, cach having separate pagination. The first book contains
the translation of "Great Chronicle", the second and third-"Section
of Magical
Accon~~lishments"
; the next five bool<s from the fourth to the eighth-"Section of
Persol~alPrecepts" ; the ninth book-"Story
of the Prince Lokeivara"; the tenth,"The Dying Will to all the Tibetan People" ; and the eleventh-the Table of Contents.
As I have already pointed out, Tibetan authors themselves have the tendency of
being sceptical of the authenticity of "gter-ma books" described above. At the most
they are inclined to trust the antiquity of such texts as Padmo-b1cn'-tlicri and bKaY-thatisde-lrin, but in these texts too, they suspect later additions. As regards the Ma-ci-bka''Bum, it is obvious that the Tibctan authors treat it with indifference.
In his small b ~ i thighly interesting crilical and bibliographical work gyuri-rubmam-dag-chi~i-dri-mi~-sei-bj~cd-nor-bi~-lce-ta-ka,
written in 1782,168 Sum-pa-mkhan-po
ye-6es-dpak'byor devotes a special section to a survey of "various (texts), falsely
attributed to the teacher Padma from UdayZna".lR9 Here, he literally says170 : "We

163.
165.
166.
167.
168.

169.
170.

and died in 1652, the former of the two dates n~entioiiedin the colophon can
correspond only t o A. D. 1643. As regards the date of completion, it is
obvious that the "Iron-Monkey year" should be read as "Wood-Monkey year",
wl.lich corresponds. to A. D. 1644. During the life-time of Dsa-ya-pandita,
the "Iron-Monkey year" occurred only once, and this corresponded to A. D.
1520. K. F. Golstunsky also mentions that the translation of Ma-ni-bka'-'hum
was made by Dsa-ya-pandita in 1644.
The dates of birth and death of Dsa-ya-pandita along with a short biography
of his have been given by K. F. Golstunsky (ibid., pp. 121-130).
Mong. Xyl. K 8.
Mong. Xyl. K 9.
Mong. Xyl. J. 85.
The date of corrrpilation of this work of Sum-pa-mkhan-po-Water-Tiger year,
the 79th (wrongly put as 80th in the text) year of life of the author-is
mentioned in the colopllon (fol. 13b 6). This work con~prises the fourth
volume (no) of the Complete Works of Sum-pa-mkhan-po Yes-6es-dpal-'byor
and covers 13 folios of large format.
sL o b - d p o n - u - r g y a ~ i - p ~ - l a - r d s u ~ z - k h a g - b l i a l - b c ~ -(fol.
~ ~ ~I~l a- tI).
~hog~
Bod-kyi-bsam-yas- Iha-khan- tl~og-mar-bshetis-skabs- su- byon-pa'i-grub- cheiipadma-samblia-vas-gatis- can-du-bstan-bcos-~nati-po-brtsan~s-pa'i-gtam-n~i-s~ianyati. Padma-tha~-yig-dan-thati-yig-sde-lna-shes-pa-de'i-dus-su-byuti-na-yan-dcnsari-gi-de-la-ltad-shugs-ma-sliugs-sos-inciis
gshan-ma-ni-bka' - 'bum - dan
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have no information that the great Yogi Padmasarnbhava, who arrived a t the timc of
many treatises in
building up of bSam-yas monastery-the first in Tibet-compiled
this land of snow. Though the Pudma-rhcrri-yig and Tlruri-yig-sde-lria wcrc also cornpilcd
during his period, it is doubtful if there are no interpolations in them. As regards the
other works, for instance Ma-?i-bka'-'bum, Bar-do-thosgrol and tcxts included in the
gZuris-'dus-Nis-pa-kun-sel, rhru-sgra, and NUII-sriags-phyir-zlog-'khor-lo-alreadymentioncd171 and othcr similar numerous old books which are now used in Tibct, one can
casily understand evcn from the very first words that they have not been compiled by
those [authors, to whom they are attributed]. Any learned and sensible person who
looks on them will casily understand that these old books later attributcd to Padma
from UdyIna, and othcr books known as "sealed" and "treasured" were cornpilcd by
a personal survey by various foolish persons by adding some terms accepted in the
Buddhist texts". In his earlier work on the history of Buddhism in India, China
(including Tibet) and Mongolia, about which we have mentioned above, the same
author gives a number of propositions illustrating canonical and partly historical
unfoundedness of the Padma-thari-yig, bKu8-than-sde-lria and Ma-vi-bka'-'bum. He also
names many autllors who had earlier commented on these obviously apocryphal
w0rks.1'~
These very works were the first to be known to European scholarship-and
those too as historical works of Tibet. This is why an extremely pessimistic outlook
developed on Tibetan literature in general and historical literature of Tibet in particular,
which unfortunately was lolig enough known to a number of European sch01ars.l~~

Bar-do-thos-grol-shes-pa-clan Gon-smos-gzuns-'dus-na-yod- pa'i-Zis- pa-kun- sel
rfia-sgra fian-snags-phyir-zlog-'khor-lo-sogs-gans-can-d~-kh~ab-~a~i-de~-sa~r~in-chos-du-ma'ri-de-dag-gis-brtsams-pa-min-par-tshig-gi-zur-yan-chad-kyis-kyanies-sla-la r~i~-chos-de-dag-phyis-su-u-rgyan-padn~a'i-mtshan-'cha~-ba-da~-gshanbka'-ma-gter-par-grags-pa-s~in-kham-ca~-du-rnas-rgyal-gsufi-gi-tshig-'ga'-re-bsres~
nas-ga~-'dod-du-sbyar-bar-~es-rig-dan-ldn-pa-su-mtho~-yan-es-sla~o
(ihid., fol.
11" 1-4).
171. Ibid., fols. 6a 6-7a 3.
172. dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, fols. 24gb 2-250b 3 (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jorz Zang, p. 394,
1.20-p. 396, 1.2).
173. Cf. C. F. Koeppen, Die lamaiscke Hierarchic und Kirclze, Berlin 1859, SS. 278,
283; L. A. Waddell, Tile Buddhism of Tibet, pp. x, 157, 166-167; L. A. Waddell,
A~~cient
Historical Edicts at Lhasn,- JRAS, 1909, pp. 923-924 etc.

Chapter Three

MAIN TYPES
OF
TIBETAN I-IISTORICAL LITERATURE

I . General Remarks
Tibetan historical literature of the past is marked by all the characteristics and
shortcomings inherent in feudal historiography. Its first and foremost defect is its
sharply expressed religious and clerical character. Tibetan historical literature is not
only the literature of the dominant feudal class ; it is the literature created by Tibetan
Lamas, the eminent representatives of Tibetan Buddhism.
In the process of historical development of feudalism in Tibet, the ecclesiastical
feudals (the Lamas), aided by the Mongolian and particularly Manchurian dynasties of
China, which found it expedient to weaken the secular hereditary rulers of Tibet, havc
long had an upper hand in their century-old struggle against the secular feudals. This
is why the state structure of Tibet acquired distinctive theocratic features. The suprelne
power and the main riches of the Tibetan lands were conce~iil-atedin the hands of
Lnmas and Buddhist monasteries. Everything-education,
science, philosophy and art
- was in their hands. It is therefore quite natural that the Tibetan historical works,
written largely by the members of Buddhist Order who had a monopoly of literacy and
education, are ecclesiastical in character.
The Tibetan 'historiographers are interested not so much in the political history
of Tibet as in the history of Buddhist Order. The history of Tibet and other countries
was regarded by them pri~uarilyas that of the spread of Buddhism in these countries ;
the latter therefore usually dominates the accounts of the general political history inn
Tibetan historical literature. Thus the historical works themselves are often written
with the obvious intention of assisting the Buddhist religion to become more glorious
and widespread. In no other historiography whatever, d o we iind so sharp and outspoken clerical tendencies in spite of the fact that the religious stamp generally is a
fairly norinal phenomenon in feudal literature, including the feudal historiography of
various peoples. And this doubtless is the biggest defect of Tibetan historical literature.
In describing the past, especially far remote periods, Tibetan historians cannot
always distinguish facts from myths-what is historical from what is legendary-and
often mix one with the other. This is mainly observed in the works of Tibetan writers
on ancient India, on the initial period of history of Tibet and on the life and exploits
of more ancient and honoured teaehers of Buddhism.
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Despite the fact that in drawing their conclusions about the historical past,
Tibetan authors of the later historical works, as a rule, lean upon a careful study and
comparison of earlier sources, the references to these sources are generally not given.
Tibetan authors freely use the works of their predecessors and often literally reproduce
whole extracts from them. But in such cases, they either d o not usually indicate the
sources of their information or give a most general list of the sources-which is far from
exhaustive-in
the introductions or conclusions of their works. Such works of the
predecessors, with which an author does not agree, are mentioned somewl~at more frequently. But in these cases also, the names of the authors with whom they are not in
agreement or those of the titles of tllcir works are not given even in short ; they arc
instead frequently substituted by the vague expression "some" (kha-cig).
There also exist many other lesser and more general defects of Tibetan historical
works.
All this, however, does not deprivc Tibetan historiography of its scientific value,
though its marked weakness for the history of Buddhism and often inadequate attention
to "civil" history make it inferior to Arabic and Chinese historiography, for instance.
This nonetheless does not prevent it from being a very iinportant and authoritative
source in its field. I'ibetan historical literature is a basic and most important source
for the history of Tibet, for we have no real historical acts-inscriptions and archival
documents-at
our d i s p o s a l . 1 7 ~ B e d e s ,Tibetan historical works are, as a rule,
formulated on the basis of a fairly conscious study of earlier written monuments, reliable,
oral traditions and personal observations of authors and their contemporaries. Thus,

174. The inscriptions available in Ladakh in Western Tibet are co~uparatively well
studied. A. Francke who undoubtedly lias rendered a great scrvice to the
study of history of Western Tibet (see his works mentioned supra, note 4)
was able to collect and publish a fairly large number of inscriptions available
in this country. Of the inscriptions available in Tibet itself, only a few
ancient inscriptions available in Lhasa are so far known to us. See
S. W. Bushell, The Early History of Tibet. From Chinese Sources. Appendix I
(with facsimiles and restoration),-JRAS, 1880, pp. 535-538 ; L. A. Waddell,
Ancient Historical Edicts a t Lhasa,-JRAS, 1909, pp. 923-952 ; JRAS, 19 10,
pp. 1247-1282 ; JRAS, 19 1 1 , pp. 389-435 ; A. H. Francke, Tibetan I~~scriptio~z
on the Stone Mormlnent in front of the Tao-chao-ssu Temple it1 Lhasa, 822
A .D.-"Epigraphia
Indica", vol. x, 1909,19 10, pt. iv, pp. 89-93; A. 1-1. Francke,
List of Ministers' Names Foulid in rhe Tibetali Inscriptior? ill front of the Tuochao-ssu Temple (Jo-lchang) in Lhasa, 822 A.D.-"Epigraphin
Indica", vol. xi,
1912, pt. vi, pp. 272-276. In the field of study of Tibetan documents, a great
service has been rendered by Professor F. Thomas who published a number
of ancient Tibetan documcnts found in Sinkiang (see supra, note 7 ) .
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Tibetan historical literature alone can give an idea of the general course of cvcnts of
the history of Tibet. As our experience tells us, the works of Tibetan authors are also
an important and authoritative source for the history of other countries, particularly
for the history of spread of Buddhism in them.
Coming to a survey of various types of Tibetan historical works, we must state
beforehand thct it is fairly difficult to draw a clear line of demarcation between them.
These different types of Tibetan historical texts are so contiguous to each other that
sometimes it becomes almost i~npossible to decide as to under which division a
particular work should be classed.
Nevertheless, it is possible to have a classification of Tibetan historical literature.
And this has to be done to facilitate a survey and study of exceptionally large number
of really diverse texts.
Tibetan writers themselves have no complete, finished and elaborate classification
of historical works. However, they realize the difference between their various types
perfectly well, and use special more or less firmly established terms for denoting these
types. This makes it possible for us not only t o have a natural classification established
by 'practice itself but also to use the terminology introduced in practice.
'
The main types of Tibetan historical works are : chronicles (lo-rgyus-s) ;
various types of genealogical works (the so-called rgyal-rubs-s, jo.rabs-s, and gdurirabs-s) and allied histories of the Heads (gdan-rubs-s) and Incarnations ('khruris-robs-s) ;
chronological treatises (bstan-rtsis-s) ; and finally works of combined nature devoted to
a n exposition of history of religion, philosophy and partly scholastic science
(chos-'byuli-s). Besides, various other types of works are also classed under historical
literature : the vast biographical literature and memoirs (rrtam-thar-s, thob-yig-s, them-yig-s,
etc.), Ilistorico-bibliographical and historico-geographical accounts (dkar-chug-s, gnasbfad-s, etc.) and various historical narrations (lo-rgytts-s) and legends (glum-rgyud-s)
about individual events and persons.
We shall now give a brief description of these types, though it may be remarked
that our object here is not to compile an exhaustive list of Tibetan historical texts.

The earliest form of a historical work in Tibet, as in many other countries, was
probably a "chronicle" (lo-rgyus), i.e. an year-wise exposition of events. The extracts
from the earliest Tibetan chronicles-discovered by A. Stein and Professor P. Pelliot in
Tun-Hua11gl~~-published by Professor F. Thom,as are exactly of the nature of such
175. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Docttments Concerning Clrinese Turkeslan,-JRAS,
1927, pp. 5 1-66.
vos. 9
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annual record. However, this form did not apparently become widely popular in Tibet.
The very name lo-rgyus-though it can be translated literally as "chronicle"-has
long
been certair~lydissociated from the year-wise exposition of events, and is used instead
for denoting any historical work and, more broadly, any narration in general. It is,
of course, possible that somewhere in Tibet, there exist chronicles in their real form
too. But these have not come down to us ; and nothing is mentioned of them in the
Tibetan historical literature known to us.
Such works giving an year-wise account of liistorical events appeared again in
the 18th century, but these works are distinguished by their special tabular form. They
have their own special history and are designated quite differently. But more of these
works (they are called bstan-rfsis-s i.e. "cl~ronologiesof the doctrine") later.176

3. Genealogical Historical Wornks-Dynastic orrd Family Chronicles
(rGyal-rabs-s, Jo-rabs-s, gDuri-rabs-s)
One of the earliest and most "secular" forms of Tibetan historical works is the
so-called "Royal genealogies"-rgyal-rabs-s.
I11 more ancient and primitive form preserved right up to the recent times, these
works are simple genealogical lists of kings, sometimes supplemented with historical
dates. These apart, there exists another and more developed form of such works,
namely; brief dynastic chronicle which narrates-with or without the exact historical
date-various events celebrating the reign of some king or the other. An example of
such dynastic chronicle is Ladnklz Chronicle (La-dwags-rgyal-rabs), which was first
published by E. Sc11lagintweit.l~~Some parts of it concerning the history of Ladakh
proper were re-published, with considerable additions and corrections, by Marx178 on
the basis of other three manuscripts. Again, recently, it has been brought out in full
by A. Francke, who has published the text very accurately by collating five different
manuscripts.17e The main part of this chronicle apparently appeared in the first half

176. See infra.
177. E. Schlagintweit, Die Korrige von Tibet ..., SS. 797-1179 (the Tibetan text is given
separately in the form of an appendix in 19 pages).
vol. Ix,
178. K. Marx, Three Documents Relatirlg to the History of Ladakh,-JASB,
1891, pt. i, N 3, pp. 97-135 ; JASB, vol. Ixiii, 1894, pt. i, N 2, pp. 94-107 ;
JASB, vol. Ixxi, 1902, pt. i, N 1, pp. 21-34. The abthor of the latter part of
the translation is Theodora A. Francke.
179. A. H. Francke, Antiquities of Indian Tibet. Part ii : The Chrotzicles of Ladnlch
and Minor Chronicles. Texts and Trarzslations With Notes and Maps, Calcutta,
1926 (Archaeological Survcy of India, New Imperial Series, Vol. L).
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of the 17th century. It was then continued a t different times and completcd by the
end of the 19th century.1s0
As rightly rcniarked by A. Francke, the Ladaklr Cl~roniclepublished by him has
a fairly large number of features, which arc similar to Indian genenlogics-the so-called
Vam.kivali-s. This fact even made him suggest that the Indian Vamiiivali had served
as a model for early historians of Tibet.lel This suggestion, Ilowcver, has to be checked
particularly the Lodakh CI~ronicles-arc known to
again. Tibetan rgyal-rubs-s-and
us in the form of works of comparatively later period ; their similarities with Indian
genealogies,-therefore, cannot always testify to the presence of such similarities in the
earliest texts too, which have not reached us in original. Besides, the genealogies of
various peoples generally are so closely similar outwardly that any conclusion about
imitations and adoptions should be regarded with utmost caution. Of course, Tibetan
historiography did not develop in isolation. Like the entire Tibetan culture, it was
formed under the most powerful influence of two great cultures-the Indian and Chinese.

180. As remarked by A. Francke (ibid,, pp. 3-6, 10-1 l ) , the three main copies of the
Ladakh Chronicle-namely, the copy of E. Schlagintweit (S Ms.), which isa copy
of the manuscript belonging to the previous king of Ladakh, 'Jigs-med-rnamrgyal, the copy of Marx ( A Ms.) and the copy of the British Museum (L Ms.)basically agree with each other and give an exposition of the events up to the
reign of Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal (inclusifre), i.e. up to the twcnties of the 17th
century. The lists of the subsequent rulers of Ladakh available in the end
of copy of E. Scl~lagintweitand in that of the British Museum appear to be
later additions. The fourth copy (I3 Ms.) expounds the history of the whole
of the second dynasty of Ladakh-the rNam-rgyal dynasty. The first part of
this copy (which expounds the history upto Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal), according to
Marx (JASB, vol. Ix, 1891, p. loo), almost entirely agrees with the corresponding part of the copy of Marx (A Ms.) mentioned above. Lastly, the fifth copy
(C Ms.) contains, in its first part, an exposition of the whole fudakh
Chronicle from the most ancient times to war with Sikhs and the fall of the
second Ladakh dynasty, as compiled by Munshi (Mun-ii) dPal-rgyas in the
end of the 19th century. The second part of this copy gives an account of the
history of war with Sikhs and was written by him at the instance of Marx
himself. Mun-ii dPal-rgyas has also given an exposition of the later history
of Ladakh upto A.D. 1886 and the chronological and tax tables (compiled by
him in 1910)-see A. H.Francke, Anriquities of Indian Tibet, pt. ii, pp. 11,
53-59, 137- 148.
18 1. A. H. Francke, Antiquities of I~rdiarlTibet, pt. ii, p. 7.
Vos. 9/a
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However, the great influence that the Indian and partly Chinese ideas had on Tibetan
historical literature docs not eliniinate thc possibility of independent appearance of such
prinlitive llistorical worlts as thc genealogies. The origin of Tibetan rgyal-rubs-s is lost
in the remote past of Tibetan history. At psesent, we are not in a position to assign
their initial appearance to some specific date. We can o i ~ l y assunle that such works
were alrcady there during the time of thc king Kliri-sron-lde'u-btsan (8 th century) and
his nearest successors. This is obvious frorrl the very title of 1.Gjvz1-rabss0a-bslzcd, one
o f the earliest Tibetan historical texts, about wliich we have said above.le2 As already
mentioned, this text has not come down to us. However, from tlie writings of the later
Tibetan historians, we can conclude that it was a con~plex work in which the genealogy
of Tibetan kings (i.e. rgyal-rnbs in proper sensc of this word) was combincd with a
description and history of the building up of bSan1-yas monastery and a n account of the
career of P a d n ~ a s a r n b h a v a etc.
~ ~ ~ Cl~ronological dates of individual persons and
events18"ere
also givcn there.
The earliest "Royal genealogy" of Tibet (rgyal-robs), of which I could have firsthand-knowledge has a simple title-"Genealogy
of the Kings of Tibet" (Bod-kyi-rgyalrubs) and bclongs to Grass-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1 147-12 16), thc third great scholar from
n
102), thc founder
the rcmarkable family of 'Khon dI<on-mchog-rgyal ~ n t s l ~ a (1034-1
and chief of Sa-skya monastery (founded in 1073).le5 This text is available anlong
other works of the same author in "Co~nplete Works of Five Scl~olars from Sa-skya"
(Sa-slcja-bkal-'bum) published in sDe-dgelSOand covers a little more than three liundred

182. Sce supra, Chapter 1.
183. See dPag-bsnm-ljon-hz(/ri, fols. l O l a 5-6, 242a 6ff. (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jolz Zang,
pp. 155-156, 383).
184. See supra.
185. The dates given in the text are taken from the "Chronological Tables".
S. C. Das has wrongly advanced all these dates by one year (see S. C. Das,
Lije of Sumpn Khanpo,-JASB, vol. lviii, 1889, pt. i, p. 40ff).
186. "The full collection of works of scholars from Sa-skya" (Sa-skya-bka'-'bum)
consists of 15 volumes of usual Tibetan long format. The first two volumes
(ka-428 folios ; kho-419 folios) contain the works of Sa-chcn Kun dga'-siiitipo (1092-1 158). The next three volumes (ga-377 folios ; ria-326 folios ;
and ca-335 folios) contain works of his son bSod-nams-rlsc-mo (1 142-1182).
folios ;
The four volumes thereafter (clla-350 folios ;jrr-376 folios ; Za-400
and t(r-401 folios) contain worlcs of another son of his, Grags-pa-rgyal-mtsl~an
( 1 147-1216). The following three volumes (tha-3 12 folios ; da-286 folios ;
and no-308 folios) are occupied by the works of the well-known Sa-skyapandita JCun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan (1 182-125 1)-a nephew to the previous two
scholars. Finally, the last three volumes (pa-401 folios ; plia-430 folios
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folios of the usual Tibetan long format.le7 Eight lincs in verse (8ad) in the bcginning of
the text give the list of Tibctan kings according to thcir dynasties. Then follows a
genealogical list of Tibetan kings-partly in verse and partly in prose-bcginning with
their mytliological ancestor gga'-khri-btsan-po and ending with Ral-pa-can. Thcrcafter,
Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan passes over, as he himself says, to an exposition o r the dates of
birth, of accession to the thronc and of death of Tibctan kings in the usual Tibctan
calendar, indicating the total numbcr of years of their lifc and tl~oseof their reign. This
exposition, written largely in verses, includes Tibctan kings from Sron-btsan-sgam-po
(7th cent.) to dPal-'khor-btsan (10th cent.)-both inclusive-and also gives the places of
birth and death of tl~ese kings in addition to thc dates. This is followed by a brief
reference to the religious history of Tibet which covers about three l i ~ ~ c sTlic
. text ends
with a list of the nearest descendants of dPal-'khor-btsan along with their appanages.
The same author has, by the way, written the genealogy of the 65kya-s-S~-kJ~amamr-kyi-rgyal-rab~1~~-which
tells about the ancestors of Buddha hkyamuni.
The next genealogy in order of chronology is the "Genealogy of the Kings of
Tibet" (Bod-kyi-rgyal-rubs), compiled in 1275 by the famous associate of Emperor

and ba-409 folios) cover the works of another no less known scholar 'Phags-pabla-ma bLo-gros-rgyal-mtsI1a11 (1235-1280), the nephew of Sa-skya-pandita
Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan. Each work in this collection has its own scparate
pagination in additim to the continuous paging of the volume. For this,
small works are united into collections which, on thcir title page, bear the title
of the first of the works included.
The five authors enumerated here are held in high esteem in Tibet. They
together form the so-called "first five" o r "supreme" (gon-ma-mom-lna)
teachers of the Sa-skya-pa dynasty. Besides, the first three of these, who did
not take the highest spiritual vows, are called the "three white ones from
Sa-skya" (Sa-skya'i-dkar-po-rnam-gsum).The last two, as bhiksu, are known
as the "two red ones from Sa-skya" (So-skya'i-dmr-po-rnam-gzis).Cf. GrubmtkaY-;el-gyi-me-lori, book 6 (cha), fol. 7a 4-5. Cf. also G. Huth, Geschichte
des Buddhismus it1 der Mongolei, t. i, S. 102, Zz. 15-18 ; t. ii, S. 160.
Sometimes, to the last two is also added the name of bla-ma-dam-pa bSodnams-rgyal-mtshan (see bsTart-'dsin-g~vi-skyes-bu-rgj7a-bod-du-b~on-pa'i-miir-gigraizs, fol. 31a 6 ff ; for a detailed account of this work, see note 317 itifia).
The dates of all these authors are given in the "Chronological Tables".
187. Sa-sliya-bka'-'bum, vol. ix (ta), fols. 196b 6-200a 2.
188. Ibid., fols. 193-196b 5. This work is a collection of small works of the author.
These include the "Genealogy of the Kings of Tibet" (described by us) and an
extremely interesting work on the division of Indian and Tibetan Buddhist
schools-rGj)n-bod-kj~i-sdc-pn'i-ues-mdo
(fols. 200" 2-20Jb 3).
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Kublai-the
great Lama 'Phags-pa-bla-ma bLo-gros-rgyal-mtshan (1235-1280),lY0 the
fifth and the last representative of the above-mentioned galaxy of scholars from Sa-skya
monastery. This text covers only one folio of the usual Tibetan long format (i.e. I2
lines) and is included in the above-mentioned "Complete Works of the Five Scholars
from Sa-skya" among other works of this author and his messages to Kublai and
others.lD0 This text is a bare list of names of Tibetan kings from Sron-btsan-sgam-po to
dPal-'khor-btsan and his grandsons and great grandsons, with dates of birth, accession
to throne and death of every king in the usual Tibetan calendar. Resides, the age of a
king at the time of his accession to throne and a t the time of death and the duration of
his reign are also mentioned. This work of 'Phags-pa-bla-ma does not differ substantially from that of his relation and predecessor Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan ; it is however
more concise and better expressed.
Suin-pa-nlklian-po Ye-6es-dpal-'byorl" retells this work briefly in his historical
work. He even bases his own chronology on it assuming, as he himself says, that
'Phags-pa-bla-ma, who had a very close contact with the Mongolian-Chinese court,
had undoubtedly compiled his work in accordance with the ancient Chinese and
Tibetan sources.lg2
Of course, there existed even earlier rgyal-rabs-s than these two. The abovementioned'~ra~s-pa-rgyal-mtshan,
in the end of his text, directly states that he has seen

189. For biographical data on 'Phags-pa-bla-ma, see : G. H l ~ t h , Gescllichte des
Buddilism in rler Mongolei, vol. ii, S. 86, Z. 16-S. 102, Z. 18 ; vol. ii, SS. 138160 ; I. J. Schmidt, Geschichte der Ost-Mongoleiz und ihres FiL.stenhausrs verfrrsst voiz Ssaizang Ssetseil Chungtaidschi der Ordus, St. Petersburg, 1829, SS.
1 14-1 19 (Mongolian text and translation). See also the historical work of the
Fifth Dalai Lama : Gans-ca~~-yul-gyi-sa-la-spyod-pa'i-mlho-ris-kyi-rgj~aI-blongfso-bor-brjod-pn'i-deb-ther(~Gyal-bn-ltia-pa'i-deb-ther),
fols. 56a 4-57b 4. Here,
it should be kept in mind that G. Huth-as
already shown by Professor
P. Pelliot (see P. Pelliot, Le cycle s e ~ a ~ k ~ l a i ,-"Journal
re
Asiatique", vol. i,
1913, pp. 655-657)-has
wrongly advanced all Tibetan dates by one year by
following wrong principle of conversion of Tibetan dates into our calendar.
190. Sn-skyn-b1ta'-'hzrm, vol. xv (ba), fols. 360b 4-36Ib 4. The date of compilation of
this genealogy- Wood-Pig year corresponding to A.D. 1275-is mentioned in
the concluding remarks. The date given here is correct but the name of the
month is omitted. In the collection, the text of the genealogy is preceded by a
verse in praise of the Tibetan royal dynasty-Bod-kyi-rgynl-rabs-la-bsiiags-pa'itshigs-hcnd-compiled by the same author. It occupies folios 360" 1-360h 4.
191. dPag-bsam-Ijon-hznri, fols. 9gb 7-100" 3 (S. C. Das, Png Sam Jon Zang, pp.
153-154).
192. dPag-hsnm-ljotl-Dzoli, fol. I0 l h 3 (S. C . Dns, Pag Sam Jon Zang, p. 156).
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many inaccurate and a few accurate g e n e a l ~ g i e s . ~ these
~ ~ u have
t
not come down to
us just like other genealogies contemporary to the two mentioned above or chronologically immediately following them.
However, the "genealogies of kings" (rgyal-robs-s) are included in many works
o n the history of Buddhism in Tibct (rhos-'byuri-s), though they often retain their
complete independence. The genealogies of Tibetan kings can be found in the
historico-bibliographical work of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub wherc they arc closely interwoven with the history of Buddhism,lg' in Deb-rlrer-stion-po where even tlie genealogies of
the Mongolian Khans and Chinese emperors are added to it,Ig5 in the above-mentioned
historical work of Sum-pa-mkhan-po Yes-Ses-dpal-'byorlW where the views of other
authors are quoted in addition to the account of "genealogy of Tibetan kings" proper
(brief genealogical lists of the Chineselg7and Mongolianlge dynasties are also given)
and in other similar texts.
In spite of all this, they sometimes occupy so important a place in such general
synthetic texts and mix so much of varied "secular" material with religious history that
they pass on even their name-rgyal-rabs-s-to
these texts. One can point out a number
of such works which, like any general composite work of Tibetan historiography, are
mainly histories of religion but still contain a great deal of "secular" material and are,
in addition to being known as "histories of religion" (rhos-'bjjun-s), also called "Royal
genealogies" (rgyal-rabs s).
T o this category belong primarily rGj-al-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-loti
("Royal Genealogy
-a Clear Mirror"), which is also sometinles called rGj~al-rubs-rnams-kjpi-byuti-ts11ul-gsalba'i-me-loti-ch~s-'byuri~~~
and "A Clear Mirror of Royal Genealogy and History of
This work, as is obvious from
Religion" (rGyal-rubs-chos-'byuri-gsal-ba'i-me-l~ti).~~~
the title itself, is simultaneously a history of Buddhist faith and a genealogy of Tibetan
kings. The Institute of Peoples of Asia (Academy of Sciences, U. S. S. R.) has two
different editions of this text : an old and highly incomplete Lhasa edition201 and an
193. Sa-skya-bka'-'bum, vol. ix (ta), fol. 19gb 6 ff.
194. Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fols. 127" 4- 147" 1 ; E. Obermiller, History of Buddhism,
vol. ii, pp. 181-202.
195. Deb-rher-snon-po, vol. i, fols. 20" 4-3 1" 4.
196. dPag-bsam-ljon-bzali, fols. 9.5" 6-108" 7 (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jolt Zallg,
pp. 147-166).
197. dPag-bsam-ljorz-bzari, fols. 288" 1-292" 6.
198. Ibid., fols. 300b 2-312b 2.
199. This title is there on the title page of the sDe-dge edition of this text.
200. See C. Bell, Tlze Religion of Tibet, p. 207.
See A. Schiefner, Bericht iiber die neurste Biiclrer20 1. Old Collection, No. 438"
scndullg aus Pekirig,-"Bulletin
historico-philologique de IYAcad&miedes
Sciences de St. ~Ctersbourg",t. vii, N 1, 2.

.
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excellent sDe-dge edition (in Baradiin's collection). The work consists of 18 chapters
and covers (in sDe-dge edition) 104 folios of the usual Tibetan long format. The first
seven chapters (23 folios of the text) are like an introductory part. They deal with
the appearance and spread of Buddhism, origin of images of Buddha, history of the
neighbouring peoples,-the
Chinese, I'anguts and Mongols,-the sacred formula O m
maci padme hum, etc. ... Chapter 8 gives (in four folios) the genealogy of Tibetan kings
up to Sroii-btsan-sgam-po. The next nine chapters-from ninth t c seventeenth (53 folios)
-give an account of the king Sron-btsan-sgam-po and his period. Finally, the last,
viz, eighteenth chapter (in 23 folios) gives a brief history of the reign of kings from
Sro h-btsan-sgam-po to dPal-'khor-btsan and gives the genealogical lists of the descendants of the latter-various individual princes-right u p to those who lived in tlie 13th14th centuries.202
202. I do not consider it supesfluous to give here a full list of chapters of this
extremely interesting text. I am giving the folio and line numbers as per
sDe-dge edition.
Chapter I : Dan-po-bkal-pa-ji-ltar-chags-pa-nas rgya-gar-gyi-chos-rgyalrim-par-byon-pa-dan s t 0 n - ~ a - 6 5 k ~thub-pa-'jigarten-du - byon-nas - dam-pa'ichos-dar-pa'i-le'u (How the universe was formed, what kings ruled in India
and how, with the appearance of Buddha &ikyarnuni, the Buddhist creed was
spread), fols. 1-6" 5.
Chapter I1 : ~afis-rg~as-62k~a-thub-pa'i-sku-gsum-bshens-pa-dan-rab-t~gnas-par-mdsad-pa'i-le'u (How the three images of Buddha !hkyarnuni were
raised and how they were consecrated), fols. 6" 5-10" 2.
Chapter 111 : rGya-hor-gyi-yul-du-dam-pa'i-chos-dar-bad rGyal-pa'irnam-grans-ji-ltar-byon-pa-bstan-pa'i-leu (How the Buddhist creed was spread
in China and Mongolia and what sort of kings were there in these countries),
fols. 10" 2-12b 5.
Chapter IV : 'Phags-pa-padina-la-'khruns-pa-las Ye-ge-drug-pa'i-phan-yonbstan-pa'i-le'u (How Bodllisattva ~ v a l o k i t e h a r a was born in a lotus and the
use of six-syllabic formula Om mavi-padme-hum), fols. 12b 5- 17a 3.
Chapter V : 'Phags-pa-spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug-gisKha-pa-cnn-pa'isems-can-rnams-smen-grol-la-'khod-pa-dai-poi-le~u
(How the Boddhisattva
Avalokitesvara first called the inhabitants of Tibet to the path of salvation),
fols. 17" 3-19" 1.
Chapter VI : rTaYi-rgyal-por-sprul-nas-sems-can-gyi
don-nidsad-pa'i-le'u
(How he, incarnating liimself as tlie king of horses, helped the living beings),
fols. 19" 2-22" 3.
Chapter VII : Bod-kyi-mi-brgyad-spreyu-dati-brag-srin-mo-nas-chad-pa'i.le'u
(About the origin of the Tibetans from the monkey and the fiendess of a
rock), fols. 22" 3-24" 3.
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In its structure, "Clear Mirror'' (rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion) is very closely

Chapter VIII : Bod-rgyal-po'i-gdufi-rabs-dan-pa-ji-ltar-byon-ba-bstan-pa*ile'u (How the earliest Tibetan kings appeared), fols. 24" 3-28" 3.
Chapter 1X : *Phags-pa-spyan-ras-gzigs-kyi-sku-la-'od-zer-bshi-'phros-pa-las
Chos-rgyal-'khruns-pa'i-le'u (How four rays emanated from the body of
Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara, and how from one of these was born the king
Sron-btsan-sgam-po and from the other two his wives-the Nepali and Chinese
princesses), fols. 2ga 3-29b 6.
Chapter X : bLon-po-thon-mis-rgya-gar-nas-ye-ge-bsgyur-pa-las
rGyal-posdge-ba-bcu'i-khrims-bcas-pa'i-le'u (How the minister of Thon-mi-sa-mbho-p
borrowed the alphabet from India, and about the noble precepts of the king),
fols. 29b 6-34=4.
Chapter XI : rGyal-po'i-thugs-dam-gyi-lha-rgya-gar-danBal-po'i-yul-nasspyan-drans-pa'i-le'u (How the holy images were brought from India and
Nepal), fols. 34a 4-37b 2.
Chapter XI1 : Bal-mo-bza*-khri-btsun-gdan-drans-pa'i-le'u
(About the invitation to the Nepali princess), fols. 37b 2-43" 2.
(About the invitaChapter XI11 : rGyal-mo-bza*-kon-jo-gdan-drans-pa'i-leu
tion to the Chinese princess), fols. 43" 2-37b 2.
Chapter XIV : mTha9-'dul-yan-'dul-gyi-lha-khan-dan'Phrul-snan-ra-moche-rnams-legs-par-bsl~ens-pa'i-le'u(How the two temples of Lhasa-'Phrulsnan and Ra-mo-che-and
other temples of Tibet were erected), fols.
57b 2-65a 1.
Chapter XV : Lha-sa-rnam-gais-dan mTha'-'dul-dan-yan-'dul-gyi-gtsug-lagkhan-la-sogs-pa-legs-par-tshar-nas-rab-tu-gnas-pa-mdsad-pai-le'u
(How these
temples were consecrated), fols. 65" I-68b 4.
Chapter XVI : Phan-pa-dan-bde-ba-thams-cad-'byuA-bar-bya-ba9i-phyir
gTer-spas-pa-da~-bod-*ba6s-thams-cad-chos-la-bkod-par-mdsad-pa'i-le*u
(About
the buried treasures and about the conversion of all Tibetan subjects to
Buddhism), fols. 6Bb 4-73a 2.
RanChapter XVII : rGyal-po-yab-yum-gyi-mdsad-pa-yois-su-rjogs-te
byon-bcu-gcig-shal-gyi-thugs-kar-thim-paieu (How the king and his wives,
after completing their work, returned to the heart of Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara), fols. 73" 3-8 la 3.
Chapter XVIII : Tibetan dynastic history from Sron-btsan-sgam-po to his
distant descendants who ruled in the various parts of Tibet in the 13th-14th
centuries, fols. 81" -103b 5. This concluding chapter has no Tibetan title.
vos. 10
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allied to the apocryphal works described above,lo3 viz. "Legend of Kings" (rGyal-pobka'i-than-yig), the biographies of Sron-btsan-sgam-po included in Ma-vi-bka'-'bum,
and especially the "Will hidden near the column" (bKa'-chem~-ka-khol-ma~~o4
which
incidentally were some of the main sources of this
Like these apocrypha,
rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-lon,
for most of its part, is full of legends from the life of the king
Sron-btsan-sgam-po. However, it is different from the apocrypha in the sense that in
addition to the biography of Sron-btsan-sgam-po, it gives much accurate historical information taken from various authoritative sources, and has thus a place between an
apocryphal work and the historical work proper.
The Kalmuck edition of this work was known to I. Schmidt who, in the notes to
Setsetz-translated a number of interesting and
his history of the Mongols-Sagan
important incidents of Tibetan history from it.200 Thanks to the work of I. Schmidt,

-

203.
204.

205
206.

Immediately after this chapter are the colophons : author's (fols. 103b 6- 104"5)
and publisher's (fol. 104" 5-6).
As is seen from the above table of contents, the chapters of historical
interest are the third and the eleven last chapters from eighth to eighteenth.
Other chapters are only of literary and folkloristic interest. Again, in almost
all the nine chapters (from ninth to seventeenth), which describe the period of
Sron-btsan-sgam-po, the )folkloristic material dominates the historical one.
See Chapter 2.
Compare the table of contents (quoted supra, footnote 7 0 ) of another manuscript of bKa'-cherns-ka-khol-ma available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia
reproduced in note 202.
with that of rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-lon
The author himself names these apocrypha among his sources. See rGyal-rubsgsal-ba'i-nte-loti, sDe-dge edition, fols. 24a 4, 2Sa 2, 72" 3, 7Sa 3, 103b 2.
I. J. Schmidt, Geschichte der Ost Mongolen . , A~~merkzingen
und Erlauferungen,
SS. 316-371. I. Schmidt himself does not correctly indicate what parts of the
text he is translating. But this is not difficult to find because the Kalmuck
text which he used was, in all probability, an absolutely literal translation o f t l ~ c
Tibetan original. It is, however, possible that various small annotations of
explanatory and reference character-which are there in the text of the Tibetan
original (in Lhasa edition-in italics ; in sDe-dge edition-in
brevier)-were
wanting in the Kalmuck text, for these are not found in Schmidt's translation.
The rest of Schnlidt's translation clearly agrees with the Tibetan text if, of
course, the passages omitted by Schmidt himself are not taken into account.
In notes 4-9 and 11 to the second section (SS. 310-320) and in note 2 to the
third section (SS. 321-322). I. J. Schmidt consistently gives, with minor
omissions, the translation of the whole of eighth chapter of the text. In note
3 to the third section (S. 323), he gives a translation of the account (in verse)
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the rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ionbecame widely known (under thc titlc Bodhimor)m

in

of Sukhiivati paradise, which he borrowed from the 4th chapter. In the sDcdge edition of the Tibetan text, this occupies fol. 13b2-5. In note 4 t o the
salne 3rd section (SS. 323-325), 1. Schmidt gives a translation of tlie 4th
chapter. In notes 6 and 7 (SS. 327-330), he gives translation of the 10th
chapter (with many omissions). Note 10 (SS. 330-333) contains translation of thc
first and the larger part of the I1 th chapter. In note 13 (SS. 333-343), he gives a
translation of a number of passages from the 12th and 13th chapters and
expounds, in brief, the contents of the 14th and 15th chapters. In note 16
(SS. 314.347). he gives the translation of the concluding words of the 16th
chapter and of the whole of 17th chapter (with omissions). Finally, in notes
18-22, 29, 37, 38, 42, 46, 47, 49 and 53 (SS. 347-352, 354-371) to the same
third section, I. Schmidt consecutively gives the translation of the 18th chapter.
Unfortunately, the translation of this chapter-the most interesting in historical sense-is also full of various types of omissions.
See also I. J. Schmidt, Forschungen in Gebiete der alteren religiosen, polirischerl und literarischen Bildungsgeschichre der Volker Mittel-Asiens, vorziiglich
der Mongolean urld Tibeter, St. Petersburg, 1824, SS. 193-206, where the whole
of 4th chapter of the text (SS. 193-201) and the entire 5th chapter (SS. 202-206)
have been translated, though with minor omissions. The h'longolian text of
the first-the largest-part of the 4th chapter (this part, with omissions,
corresponds to fols. 12b 6-19'4 of the sDe-dge edition of the Tibetan text)
was published by 0.Kovalevsky (see 0.Kovalevsky, A Mongolian Chrestomathy, Kazan, 1837, pp. 32-37).
While giving its due to the high skill with which I. Schmidt-more than
hundred years back, a t the dawn of scientific study of the Mongolian language
and literature-completed his translation, one has, nevertheless, to wish greatly
for a new complete trailslation of this monument (so important in many
respects) direct from the Tibetan original. In this, of course, even the Tibetan
text ought to be published.
Personally, i t appears to me that I. Schmidt has used the name Bodhimor for
denoting the Kalmuck translation of the rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-loribecause of
some sad misunderstanding. The expression Bodhimor is an exact translation
of the Tibetan title "Stages of the Path of Glory" (Byari-chub-lam-rim). This
is how the celebrated work of Tsofi-kha-pa bLo-bzafi-grags-pa (1357-1419), the
foundcr of the dominant dGe-lugs-pa sect in Tibet, is called. This work
discusses, as its title itself indicates, the gradual pat11 of Bodhi and is one of the
Vos. 10/a
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Koeppen200,
~
W. W.
European scientific literature. It was used by E. S c h l a g i n t ~ e i t , ~ O
Rockhill,210 B. L a ~ f e r , ~ lA.
l Francke212 and many other scholars working on the
history of Tibet. So far as I know, G. Huth was the first to give the name of the
author and the year of conipilation of this work. In his opinion based exclusively on
tlie colophon of this work, it was completed in A. D. 1327 and was compiled by bSodnams-rgyal-mtshan, a Lama from Sa-skya monastery.213 This opinion was also
subscribed to by B. Laufer who, however, says that bSod-nams-rgyal-~iitsl~ai~
was from
bSani-yas monastery. I-le also corrected the date given by G. Hutli by one year,

most honoured works of the Buddhists of Tibet and Mongolia. The first part
of this work, in Moiigolian and Russia11 translations, was published by
G. Tsybikov in his work Lam-rim-cken-po (','Stages of the Path to Bliss"), vol.
1 , nos. 1 & 2, Vladivostok, 19 10-19 13. The use of this title-which is closely
associated with the work of Tson-kha-pa-for denoting rGyal-rubs-g~al-bu'i-meloti appears very odd to me, more so because even the meaning of this term is
far from being close to the latter text. In the words of I. Schmidt himself (see
I. J. Schmidt, Geschichte der Ost-Mongolen, S. 316), the monument used by him
was called Nom gharchoi todorchoi Tolli. One may even surmise that this
'name, being a literal translation of the Tibetan Chos-'byiin-gsal-bu'i-me-loti,is
the actual title of tlie text used by I. Schmidt.
208. E. Schlagintweit, Die Konige von Tibet, SS. 807, 81 1 , 803-855 (notes) and
Table 1 .
209. C. F. Koeppen, Die lumaische Hierarchic ulrd Kirche, S. 48 ff.
210. W. W. Rocl<hill, The Life of tlre Buddha, p. 211 ff.
2 1 1. B. Laufer, Skizze cEcr mongolischer~ Literatur,--"I<eleti
Szenile-Revue
Orientale", viii, 1907, pp. 213-214 (see also : B. Laufer, Ocherlc mongol'skoi
literotury [An Outline of Mongolian Literature], tr. by V. A. Kazakevich, ed.
with a preface by B. Ya. Vladiniirtsov, Leningrad, 1927, p. 48-49) ; B. Laufer,
Die Bru-za Spmche,-"T'oung
pao", vol. ix, 1908, p. 18 ff, 38-46 (on p.
39-46, B. Laufer gives a translation of the description, in verse, of tlie
consecration of bSam-yas monastery ; this descriptiori is available ill rGyalrubs-gsnl-b2i-me-loti (fols. 90" 3-91b 4) as a quotation from the work bKa'ithati-yig-chen-mo which is no longcr extant). Besides, see B. Laufer, Der
Roman einer tibetischelr Konigin, SS. 5 ff. and
Laufer, 7he Application of
the Tibetat? Sexagenary Cycle,-"T'oung
pao", vol. xiv, 1 9 13, p. 588.
212. A. H. Francke, Alrtiquities of Indian Tibet, pt. ii, p. 80 if.
2 13. G . Huth, Nachtragliche Ergebnisse bezugl. der ~hronologischen Al~setzutig der
Wcrke im tibetischoz Tntgrv, Abtheilung mDo (Sfitra), Bd 1 17-124,-ZDMG,
B3 xlix, 1895, S . 279.

a.
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dating this work as 1328a" instead of 1327 in accordance with the principles of conversion of Tibetan dates into European calendar as accurately determined by Professor
P. Pelli0t.~1~F. ThomasZ16 and Professor G. Tuccig17 also give 1328 as the date of
compilation of this text ; this is however totally incorrect. There is no doubt that the
colophol~states that the author of this work was Sa-skya-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan
and also gives the date of co~npilationof the text as Earth-Dragon year (Su-pl~o-'brug).~~~
But this is no more than a forgery. We know from the llistory of Tibet that Sa-skya-pa
bSod-nams-rgyal-111tshau was born i n 1312 and that he died in 1375.ZlY During this
l y Earth-Dragon year, i. e. the second year of Tibetan
span of t h e , there is o ~ ~ one
sexagenary cycle, which corresponds to A. D. 1328. But on this date, the person
supposed to be the author of this text- a text based on a study of vast liistorical
literature which has been indicated and cited in it -was only 16 ycars of age. This
fact alone makes the statement of the colophon doubtful. An examination of the text
itself finally strips this statement of the colophon of all its authenticity, for this text
could, in no way, have appeared earlier than the first half of the 15th century. The
exposition of the genealogy of the Mongolian Khansends with the last emperor of
Yiian dynasty, Togon Timur (Shun-ti), who is known to have reigned from 1333 to
1368, and gives besides the total number of years of his reignem (though there is a
mistake of 1 2 years). The gloss given here also states that after Togon Timur, the

214. B. Laufer, Skizze der mongoIisc.hen Literutrrr,-"Keleti Szernle-Revuc Orientale",
p. 213 (see also : 13. Laufer, Oclierk mor~gol'skoi lileratury [An Outline
of Mongolian Literature], p. 49 ; B. Laufer, Die Bru-za Sprache. ..,-" T'oung
pao", vol. ix, 1908, p. 38 ; B. Laufer, Der Roman einer tibefischen Konigin,
S. 5 ; B. Laufer, The Application of the Tibetan Sexagenary Cycle,-"T'oung
pao", vol, xiv, 1913, p. 588. In the first three works, the date of the Tibetan
cycle (Earth-Dragon year) nientio~edin the colophon was wrongly converted
by B. Laufer to A. D. 1327 (instead of A. D. 1328). In the last article,
,
however, this mistake was corrected by him.
2 15. P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexughnaive duns la chronolopie fil>hraine,- JA, 19 13, t. I ,
pp. 633-667.
216. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts . , pt. i, p. 292.
2 1 7. G. Tucci, Indo-Tibetica. Rill c'et~bzat~po e In rittascira del Buddhistno nel Tibet
intorno a1 mille, Rome, 1933 (Reale Academia d'italia. Studie documenri, i),
y. 93. On pp. 88-90 of this work, G. Tucci has published a small passage of
the Tibetan text of rGyal-robs-gsal-bdi-me-lori containing a list of descendants
of the Tibetan king dPal-'khor-btsan.
218. rGyal-rubs-gsal-bu'i-me-lon, fol. 10da 5.
2 19. See "Chronological Tables".
220. r Gyal-robs-gsal-ho'i-me-loi,
fol. 1 2b 3.
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throne passed on to the Chinese Ming dynasty. Moreover, the genealogy of the king who
reigned in Ku-ke covers the period up to about early 15th century, including the Ya-tse
dynasty founded by bTsan-phyug-lde, son of Na-ga-lde, and under the reign of whose
first cousin Lha-bla-ma-byah-chub-'od in the first half of the 11th century, Atiia (9821054)281was invited to Tibet. I n addition to 11 generations of Ya-tse dynasty, rGyalrabs-gsal-ba'i-me-lori mentions two more generations of another new dynasty of Ku-ke
rulers.22a
All this leads us to reject the idea of regarding rGyal-rabs-gsal-bn'i-me-loias the
work of Sa-skya-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan-more
so because the Tibetan sources
themselves name another person as the author. In his description of the main temple
of Lhasa, the Fifth Dalai Lama states incidentally that in this temple, there is an urn
of some dKon-gEer-dpon Legs-pa'i-ges-rab, the author (rfsom-pa-po) of a work entitled
rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-l~ri.~~~
Enumerating various historical works in the "Catalogue
of Collected Works of the Teachers of bKa'-gdams-pa and dGe-lugs-pa Sects", klon-rdolbla-ma Bag-dban-blo-bzan also states that the author of this work was bS11u-khan-pa
~ e ~ s - ~ a ' i - i e s - r a The
b . ~ ~same
~
name is also mentioned by a much later author of a
list of historical works, the aforementioned Brag-dgon-shabs-druli dI<on-mchog-bstanpa-rab-rgyas, who contends that the rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-lori
was carved out for the
press by dKon-gEer-dpon Legs-pa'i-ies-rab of Lhasa. He also states that this work,
according to its colophon, is supposed to have been composed by Sa-skya-pa bSodnams-rgyal-~ntshan.~~~

221. Ibic?., fols. 1 0 1 ~ - 1 0 2 2.
3 Atiia arrived in Tibet in the end of the 30's or in the
beginning of the 40's of the I l th century. The views of the Tibetan sources
differ on the exact date of his arrival. See the information in "Chronological
Tables" in this regard.
222. rGyal-rubs-gsol-ba'i-me-lon,fol. 102" 3-6. Cf. E. Sclllagintwcit, Die Konige ron
Tibet, Table I, where this genealogy is given.
223. Lha-ld~n-sprul-pa'i-gtsug-lag-khari-gi-dlcar-cl1ag-1-dlcor-me-lo,
fol. 6b5 . This
states : dKon-gZer-dpo~z-rgyal-rabs-gsaI-ba'i-me-lori-rtsom-pa-po-legs-pa'i-~es-~~
kyi-gduri-rten. See also translations of this text : L. A. Wnddell, Description
of Lhasa Carhedral, translated from Tibetan,-JASB, vol. Ixiv, 1895, pt. i, Nr.
3, p. 268 and A. G Iiinwedel, Die Telnple vo11 Lhasa,-"Sitzungsberichte
der
Heidelberger Alcademie der Wissenschaften", Philosophisch-historische Klasse,
Heidelberg, 1919, 14 Adhandlung, S. 27.
224. bKa'-gdnms-pcr-dari- dge-lugs- pa-bla-ma-rags- rim-gyi-gsuri -'bum-mtshan-rho, fol.
62" 4-5.
225. Deb-ther-rgya-mrsho, vol. I , fol. 8a 2-3, which states : rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-mclori '~i-lha-sn'i-dkon-~Zer-dpon-legs-pa'i-~es-rab-kyi.~-par-du-br.kos-J!iri
brTsoinsbyali-las-sa-skya-pa-bsod-nams-rgyal-mfshan-zer-ba-yod.
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The publisher's colophon (par-byari) of the first Lhasa edition of the rGyal-mbsgsal-ba'i-me-Ion actually states that this edition was brought out by Legs-pa'i-ks-rab,
the keeper of Lhasa temple (Jo-po'i-dkon-gaer) ; the date viz. Eartb-Dog year32eis
also mentioned. A scrutiny of this colophon rcveals that the author-the above-mentioned Legs-pa'i-ges-rab-was a contemporary of the Tibetan ruling prince dPal-'byorrgyal-po, for the colophon contains good wishes for the health and prosperity of this
This fact enables us to ascertain the date of publication of the
prince and his
text and besides, the date of its compilation, for the ruling prince, dPal-'byor-rgyal-po,
from sNel-ba dynasty, which alone could have been kept in view in the colophon, lived
in about the middle of the 15th century. His younger sons, Nag-dban bSod-nams-lhunpo and mag-dban bSod-nams-rgyal, lost their power after the capture of Ui province in
148 1 by the Tsang prince Rid-spuhs-pa D o n - y ~ d - r d o - r j e . ~ 'Under
~
these circumstances,
The text was
the date mentioned in the colophon can correspond only to A.D. 1478."
obviously compiled somewhat earlier-most probably in the middle of the 15th century.
An analysis of the text fully corroborates this hypothesis because the exposition of all
genealogies in this work ends up at the end of the 14th century o r a t the beginning of
the 15th century. Besides, while mentioning various sources written in the 14th century
or earlier, the author does not name even one of the numerous historical texts compiled
later.

226. rGynl-robs-gsal-ba'i-me-loti,
Lhasa edition, fols. 100'' 5- 101" 7. This colophor~is
not repeated in the sDe-dge edition.
227. Ibid., fols. 100b6-1018 1.
228. See rGyal-ba-ltia-pa'i-deb-ther,
fols. 98b 1-9gb6, which gives an account of the
ruling dynasty of gShis-ka sNel-pa. Information on dPal-'byor-rgyal-po and
his sons is given towards the end of this account (fol. 99b 3-6). This ruler is
portrayed as an extremely powerful feudal and as a patron of religion in general
and of dGe-lugs-pa sect in particular. The Tibetan ruling dynasty of sKyid.
god-pa was dependant upon him (ibid., fols. 103b6-104a I).
For date of capture of Ui province by the prince Rin-spuhs-pa Don-yod-rdorje, see dPng-bsam-ljon-bzaii, fol. 105" 3ff (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zung, p. 162).
229. The cyclic date, Earth-Dog year, should not be considered to date from a later
period, because already in the 80's of the 15th century, the rulers were the sons
of dPal-'byor-rgyal-po, who lost their power about the same time. This year
(the Earth-Dog year) also cannot date from an earlier period (i.e. from A . D.
1418), because in the second decade of the 15th century, the step-brother of the
grandfather of dPal-'byor-rgyal-po-prince Nam-rnkha'-bzan-po, whose main
spiritual teacher (rtsa-ba'i-bla-ma) was Tsofi-kha-pa (1 357-14 19) and who subsidized the construction of the 'Bras-spuns monastery (founded in 1416)-was
fol. 99" 4 ff.)
still ruling (see rCyal-ba-lna-pa'i-deb-III~I',
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C. Bell opines that the rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lori appeared later than the
Deb-ther-srion-po (14'76-1478),230 for it contains a reference to a deb-thcr which,
This opinion is
according to him, should be taken to mean the Deb-rher-srion-p~.~~l
based on a clear misunderstanding. The same place in the text, to which C. -Bell
refers, states quite clearly as to which text was there in view. The deb-tlzer in question is
the one compiled by Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros, a Lama from Tshal-ba n1onastesy.2~2
~ ~ ~ a contemporary
This author whose real [secular] name was K ~ n - d g a ' - r d o - r j e was
of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub (1 290- 1364),a34 whose historical work is also mentioned
The work of Lama Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros was
in the rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-l~ri.~~~

230. For more details on the date of compilation of Deb-ther-srion-po, see iifra
note 240.
I
231. C. Bell, The Religion of Tibet, p. 207.
232. This is directly stated in the place referred to by C. Bell (see rGyal-rubs-gsalba'i-me-Ion, sDe-dge edition, fol. 12b 4-Lhasa edition, fol. 12" 5). C. Bell has
erred in that he has paid attention only to the second half of the phrase. The
text reads : Tshal-pa-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-si-tu-dge-ba'i-blo-gros-kyis-deb-~her-dubsgrigs-pa-10s-zur-tsam-bsdus-pa-yin-gyisrgya-hor-yig-tsai-rgyas-puries-'dod-I-M~
deb-ther-de-Eid-la-gzigs-Jig.C. Bell translates as : "If you wish to know the
full details of China and Hor, look in Tep-ter", and assumes that "Tep-ter" is
Deb-ther-srion-po. However, a full translation of the entire phrase will read :
"Since (the present work) is a simple abridgement of what has been expounded
Tshal-ba Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros in Deb-ther, any one wishing
by the omnisce~~t
to know the history of China and of the Mongols in details may see in this
Deb-ther" [lit. : if any one wishes to know, in detail;, the history of China and
of the Mongols, let him look up in this Deb-ther].
233. See rGyal-ba-ha-pa'i-deb-rher,fol. 63" 2-4 ; dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, fol. 103b 1-2.
In the edition of S. C. Das (S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 159), Si-tu-dgeblo (abridgement of Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros) is misprinted as Si-tu-dge-slon
The view of the Tibetan writer bSod-nams-grags-pa (1478-1 554) that
Drun-chen Kun-dga'-rdo-rje and Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros are different persons
is totally unfounded and is considered an annoying conjecture of the author
('01-tshod-kyi-gtam) by the Tibetan historians. See rGyul-ba-llia-pa'i-deb-rI:er,
fol. 63" 5-6.
fol. 63" 4-5 and gSun-robs-rnam-dug-chu'i-dri-ma234. See rGyal-ba-lria-pa'i-deb-thev,
sel-byed-nor-bu-ke-ta-ka, fol. 3b 2. See also the Tibetan catalogue to the sNarthan edition of bKal-'gyur (bKa'-'gyur-rin-po-che'i-gsunpar-srid-gsum-rgyarzgcig-rdsu-'phrul-~iri-rta'i-dkar-chag-rio-mtshar-bkod-pa-rgya-mtsho'i-lde-mig,
fol.
26a 4).
235. rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-loti,
fols. 6" 3, 24" 6.
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called Deb-fher-dmar-po ("Red Annals") and was extremely famous in Tibet. This
work is mentioned, among others, in the Deb-rher-srion-po ("Blue Annals") under the
secular name of its
Unfortunately, C. Bell is not alone in his efforts to find, in the rGyal-robs-gsalba'i-me-loti, a reference to Deb-thcr-srio&po. A similar opinion was also expressed
by Professor F. W. Thomas,397 but this is based on a still saddcr misunderstanding.
Agreeing with B. Laufer that the rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ionwas written in 1328,
Professor F. Thomas contradicts his ownself by saying that this work appeared altcr
the Deb-ther-srion-po but earlier than Tson-kha-pa.48Vson-kha-pa, as is known, was
born in 1357 and died in 1419 whereas the Deb-thcr-srion-po-as positively and repeatedly
mentioned in the text itself-was begun in 1476.PaY 111 European literature, C. Bell
has already examined this date of compilation of the Deb-ther-snort-p0.m This
236. Deb-ther-srion-po, vol. 1, fols. 268 4, 27' 2, 308 3. See also rGyal-ba-lha-p'ideb-ther, fols. 52" 6-52b I. Besides, references to Deb-(her-dmar-po are also
met wit11 in Vaidijrya-gya'-sel, fol. 13n 3 and dPag-bsam-@on-bzari, fol. 101.4
(S. C. Das, Pag Sam Jon Zung, p. 155).
237. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts ..., pt. i, pp. 292-293. .
238. Ibid., p. 293.
239. Deb-tiler-snon-po, vol. i, fols. 34b 4-5, 214a 4 ; vol. ii, fols. 16" 1, 255b 1, 2 6 9 5.
In giving the cyclic date on which he began his work-Fire-Monkey year-the
author, in all these cases, mentions the number of years that have passed from
the time of particular events of Tibetan history. Besides, the date olcompilation of Deb-ther-snon-po is also available in the "Chronological Tables".
240. C. Bell, The Religion of Tibet, pp. 202-203. However, C. Bell errs in saying
that this work was completed in A. D. 1476 (ibid., pp. 203-204). In 1476, as
stated in the "Chronological Tables", this work was only begun (mgo-brtsams).
As quite specifically mentioned in its colophon (see Deb-ther-sfion-PO, "01. ii,
fols. 2708 6-270b 11, Deb-firer-srion-po was completed in 1478.. The colophon
states that this work was compiled in the year 850 from the traditional dare of
birth of the king Sron-btsan-sgam-po (629)-the year, bearing the cyclic symbol
"Earth-Dog". This corresponds to A.D. 1478. Thus, though Deb-ther-snon-po
was completed in 1478, the author, in calculating the number of years that had
passed from the time of a particular event, has-following the general rulereckoned the number of years up to the year of beginning (1476) and not up to
the date of completion. Unfortunately, this habit of the Tibetan authors was
apparently unknown to C. Bell. B. Baradiin (see Starue of Maitreya in the
Goldell Temple in b k - b r a n , p. 04) mentions 1478 as the date of compilation of
Deb-ther-srion-po obviously on the basis of the colophon.
vos. 11
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discrepancy, unfortunately, is not the only error of Professor F. Thomas. His major
error lies in that he regards a n entirely different work as rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lei.
Speaking all along of the rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion,Professor F. Tlion~asactually has
ill view the historical work of the Fifth Dalai Lama-Garis-can-yul-gyi-sa-la-spyod-pa'imth~-ris-k~i-rgyal-blon-gtso-bor-b~jorl-pa'i-deb-ther
o r briefly,
rGya1-ba-Iria-pa'i-debther-compiled
in 1643,e41 which we shall discuss later in greater detall. All the
passages from this work quoted and translated by Professor Thomas have been taken
from 'Bras-spuns xylograph edition of this work of the Fifth Dalai Lama which bears,
in margins, its coiiventional title rgyal-rubs. I t is probably this latter circumstance that
put Professor Thomas in confusion, thus making him niix two different works. The
historical work of the Fifth Dalai Lama actually contains-at the places referrcd to by
Professor F. Thomas242 and at other p l a c e ~ ~ ~ ~ - r e f e r e n c etos the Deb-ther-srion-po.
The rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lotihas no such references ; it also does not contain the
passages quoted by Professor F. Thomas.
The fact that the rGyol-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lotiis, in its colophon, attributed to a
person who could not have been its author does not deprive this work of its value. It
undoubtedly deserves to be carefi~lly studied and translated, for much inforlnation
recorded in it is wanting in other sources.
Another large work which also is often regarded as a rgyol-rahs is that of the
Fifth Dalai Lama Nag-dbali bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho (16 17-1682).2u Its full title is Gari~can-yul-gyi-sa-la-spyod-pa'i-mrho-ris-kyirgalblon-gtso-bor-brjod-pa'i-db-~her
rdsogs-Idungsho~z-nu'i-dgo'-sto~z-dp~~icl-kyi-rg~~al-mo'i-gl~i-dby~fis,
but it is better ltnown by its short
rGyal-ba-lna-pa'i-deb-tlleretc.
titles : Bod-lcyi-;~gyaI-rabs-deb-~I~er-rdsogs-lda~z-gshon-nu-ma,
This worlc (in 113 folios) is inclilded in the Complete Works (gsuri-'burn) of the Fifth
Dalai LamazJ5 It was written, as just stated, in A.D. 1643. The chapters in this work
are not numbered. Even the usual division of mnterial(sa-bead) inside the text itself-

241. This date is indicated in the colophon (see rGyal-ba-lria pa'i-deb-tlter, fol.
113" 3-5) and in the "chronological table" of 'Jam-dbyaris-bshad-pa &ag-dbaribrtson-'grus.
242. rGyal-ba-lrin-pa'i-deb-tlzer,
fol. 33" 5 ; F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Liternry Texts ...,
pt. i, p. 293.
243. rGyal-ba-lricl-pa'i-deb-ther,
fols. 7" 5-6, l l a 6, 36b 4, 52b 1.
244. The dates of birth and death of this most famous leader of Tibetan history are
given in the "Chronological Tables". These have been frequently quotcd in
European scientific literature. But unfortunately, the false dates have also been
mentioned together with the correct dates-sometimes in the same works (see,
for instance, C. F. Koeppen, Die Inmaische Hierarchic ur~d Kirchc, SS. 148,
173 ; L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 233, 577, etc.).
245. See the Collected Wor.lc.~of the Fifth Dalai Lama, vol. xix ( d , w ) .
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the division which, to a certain extent, replaces our table of contents-is not there, The
whole work constitutes a single account interrupted at times by dividing verses (bar-skabskyi-fshigs-su-bcad-pa). Being extremely refined conclusions to various topics in the
exposition of historical events, these verses divide the entire work of the Fifth Dalai
Lama into 21 parts o r subjects (not taking into account the introduction and the general
conclusion to the whole

246. The work begins with a prefatory note in verse (fols. 1-6" 6). This is followed
by the main text in prose, which gives an account o f :
I ) the life of Buddha and of spread of Buddhist doctrine, the origin of the Tibetans and the first Tibetan kings, fols. 6" 6-12b 4 ;
2) the king Lha-tho-tho-ri and his successors, fols. 12b4-14a 1 ;
3) the king Sroil-btsan-sgam-po, invention of Tibetan script and the laws of this
king, fols. 14" I-16b 3 ;
4) the marriage of the king Sron-btsan-sgam-po t o Nepalese and Chinese princesses, fols. 16b 3-23b 3 ;
5) the construction of Lliasa temples etc. by these princesses, fols. 23b 3-27b 6 ;
6) the successors of Sroh-btsan-sgam-po, fols. 27b 6-3 1b 2 ;
7) the king Khri-sron-lde'u-btsan, fols. 3 l b 2-37b 2 ;
8) the co~istructionof bSam-yas monastery etc., fols. 37b 2-39b 2 ;
9) the successors of the king Kliri-sron-lde'u-b(san, fols. 3gb 3-41b 3 ;
10) the king Ral-pa-can, fols. 4 l b 3-44" 6 ;
11) the king glaii-dar-ma and his successors upto Byan-chub-'od, fols. 44" 6-48b 5 ;
12) the invitation to A t i h for coming to Tibet and the later kings of tlre first great
Tibetan dynasty, fols. 4gb 5-52" 2 ;
13) the subjugation of China and Tibet by the Mongols and the dynasty of Saskya-pa which, under Kublai, held sway over the whole of Tibet, fols.
52a 2-61a 6 ;
14) the dynasties of Tshal-ba, 'Bri-gun-pa, Yar-'brog-khri-dpon and Byan-pabdag-po, fols. 61" 6-67b 5 ;
15) the ancestors of the founder of the Phag-mo-gru-pa dynasty, fols. 67b5-7Ib5 ;
16) the founder of this dynasty, the famous Si-tu Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan, fols.
71b5-81' 4 ;
17) his successors up to Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, fols. 8 l a 4-85" 3 ;
18) subsequent representatives of the Phaen~o-gru-pa dynasty up to Mi-pham
tisod-nams-dban-pliyug-grags-pa-rnam-rgy, the contemporary of the Fifth
Dalai Lama, fols. 85" 3-90a 5 ;
19) the largest feudal dynasties of Tibet : Rih-spuns-pa, fols. 90" 6-92b6, Hor
Vos. I lla
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In spite of its comparatively small size, this work doubtless is one of the most
important and interesting works of Tibetan historiography. Unlilce a great majority of
other Tibetan historical works, the rGyol-ba-Ilia-pa'i-deb-lher
pays a fairly good attention
t o the civil and political history of the country and briefly expounds the dynastic chronicles o f the Tibetan feudals that have not come down to us. It is therefore particularly
important that this text should be carefully studied, publislled and translated. It is true
that S. C . Das gave a brief exposition of this text,-without
specifically mei~tioning his
~ ~ this exposition,
source,-in the third section of his article Contriburiorts O I ~ . . . . ~ Dut
besides being far from complete, is so slip-shod that it can only lcad to all sorts of
furthcr discrepancies.
One could enumerate more of such general synthetic works of Tibetan historical
literature, in which the secular chronicles occupy an equally-and
sometimes even a
more-important place. But then we shall have to quote almost a whole list of suck
works, for none of their authors-though primarily interested in the exposition of the
history of Buddhism-can
do without the secular political canvas of this history.
However, since these works form a special class of Tibetan historical literature, namely
that of the so-called "Jiistories of religion" (chos-'byzrli s), we shall say more of these
later.
As we have referred to these works, we sliall mention here at least one of tliemthe Deb-tltei.-dmar-po-which apparently provides most copious information, particularly
on general political history of Tibet. Unfortunately, I could not obtain this work ; and
generally speaking, it is very difficult to procure it, for it now appears on the list of
biblingrapllical rarities.243 But some illformation from this work has been briefly set
in the Deb-thcr-~rion-po~~~
and again from the
forth in the rGyal-rahs-gsul-ba'i-me-l~ri,~~~
latter by the Fifth Dalai
From these expositions and their accompanying
annotations, nrc learn that the Deb-the/.-dmm-po was based on a study of not only the

20)
21)
247.
248.
249.
250.
25 1.

gShon-nu-bzan-po, fols. 92b 6-97b 2 ; Drun-clien Grags-pa-bzan-po, fols.
97b2-98bl ; gShis-ka sNel-pa, fols. 98bl-99bh, rGyal-mkhar-rtse-133, fols.
99b6-10 1" 2 ; sDe-pa '01-kha-pa, fols. 101" 2-101b2 ; Yar-rgyab-pa, fuls. 101b2102" 3, Bya-ba Khri.dpon, fols. 102n 3-103bJ and dGa'-ldan-pa dMag-dpon
bSod-nanis-rgyal-po, fols. 103b5- 105b2 ;
the prince Sa-skyon Llia-rgya-ri-pa, fols. 105b2-106b4 ;
Gu-slii Khan, the conqueror of Tibet, fols. 106b4-110" 5. The tcxt ends will1 a
conclusion in verse and a colophon in prose, fols. 110" 5-1 13" 5.
JASB, vol. L, 1881, pt. i, N3-4, pp. 213-2.51.
dPe-rgyun-dlro!t-pa-'gn'-sliig-gi-tho-yig,
fol. 3" 4.
rGyal-robs-gsal-bn'i-me-loti,
chapter.iii, fols. 10"- 12".
Deb-rker-srion-po, vol. i, fols. 26" 3-30" 4.
rGynl-ho-lria-pa'i-d~h-the~~,
fol. 52bl if.
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Tibetan but also Chinese sources which, it is found, were repeatedly translated into
Tibctan. A comparison of thc accou~ltof the T'ang dynasty and of its connections with
Tibet as briefly quoted from this work in the Deb-rhcr-srion-porn wi tll the Chinese history
of the T'ang (T'ung-sku) reveals a striking similarity between the two-so much so that
the names of some Tibetan kings are given not only in Tibctan but also in Tibetan
transcription of their distorted Cllinese p r o n ~ n c i a t i o n . ~ ~ ~
As stated in the Deb-ther-snon-po, the author of the Debther-dmar-po, the aforementioned Kun-dga'-rdo-rje (monastic name-Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros) from Tshal-ba
monastery himself establishes the date of composition of his work by stating that 700
years had passed from the time of departure to Tibet in Iron-Ox year (641) of the
i
married to the Tibetan king Sron-btsan-sgarn-po to
Chinese princess ~ h u n - in-kon-jo
the Fire.Dog year in which this work was ~ritten.~~"fcourse, there is a mistake in
the calculations of the author. Actually, the number of years to this date comes to 705
and not 700, for the Fire-Dog year corrcsponds to A.D. 1346 and not to 1341. This
inaccuracy is also noted by the Deb-ther-stion-po which slates quite justly that the pcriod
of seven hundred years ended five years earlier, namely in the Iron-Snake year which
corresponds to A.D. 1341.P66 This minor inaccuracy, however, is not significant because
it stands easily corrected from the names of thc years. This information of Si-tu dGeba'i-blo-gros that his work dates to A.D. 1346 fully tallies with the testimony of othcr
sources which state that the author was the contemporary of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub
(1 290-1 364).25e
According to the Deb-ther-stion-po, the author of the 1)cb-ther-dmar-poused, for
the exposition of Tibetan-Chinese relations, a translation made by some Lama Rin-cheng ~ . a g s - p a . ~I'he
~ ~ author of the rGyal-robs-gsul-ba'i-me-lo& on tllc other hand, states that
Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros used a t~anslation made by some scholar of Chinese and Mongolian
historical texts, Tsen-tshe slob-dpon g e ~ - r a b - ~ e - i e sWe
. ~ ~cannot
~
at present judge as
to which of these informations is correct. It is possible that both of these are correct.
Elsewhere, the rCyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion
also refers to the translation mentioned in
the Deb-ther-srion-po and states that bLa-ma-gu-iri Rin-chen-graps-pa published this
translation in the Wood-Hen year 2L8 which, in the present case, can correspond either
to A. D. 1285 or-as is most probable-to A. D. 1345.
Deb-ther-snon-po, vol. i, fols. 26" 3-29b2.
For example, Tha-mu together with Tibetan gLaA-dar-ma (Deb-[her-sfion-po,
vol. i, fol. 28b?), or Ju-tsa-btsan-po (ibid., fol. 28" 4).
Deb-tlzer-snon-po, fol. 27" 1-2.
Ibid., fol. 27" 2.
See supra note 231.
Deb-lher-srion-po, vol. i, fol. 26" 3-4.
rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lori, fol. 12b3-4.
Ibid., fol. 96b5-6.
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Apparently, apart from the Deb-ther-dmar-po, there also were other attempts
to expound the history of 'Tibet on the basis of not only tlie Tibetan but also Chinese
materials, for we find references to Chinese-Tibetan histories-rGya-bod-yig-tshari260 in the Tibetan historical literature. But, a t present, we know almost nothing of these
texts. One such text was in the hands of S. C. Das who mentions the rGya-bod-yigrshari in the list of literature given by him in his Tibetan di~tionary.~61It is possible
that this very text may have beer1 used by S. C. Das in his article Tibet under the Tarfar
Emperors of China in the 13th Century A.D.2m But whether this is actually so-and if so,
how f~ithfullyhe has used this text-is impossible to say, because S.C. Das had the habit
of not mentioning the sources from which he borrowed the contents of his articles. In
the present case, this is particularly distressing, because the article of S. C. Das is full of
most interesting information on the economy of Tibet in the 13th century. A complete
and correct scientific publication and translation of the monuments from which these
data are taken would have been utterly desirable.
The inclusion of parts of old chronicles in the Tibetan historical texts of general
synthetic character cannot, of course, compensate for the actual absence of these
chronicles. The authors of such composite texts, in their tendency to cover the most
diverse aspects of political and particularly ecclesiastical history of Tibet and sonletinies
even of the neighbouring countries, had t o abridge considerably the information of
their sources and sometimes to convert into a dry exposition what in these sources was
evidence. In a number of cases, what in the text of
lively and most valuable
the later works appears in the form of a simple list of rulers is actually a mere abridgement of some ancient chronicle-which
contained an accouilt of the life and work of
many (if not all) persons enumerated in the list. Thus, for example, before concluding his
exposition of the genealogies of Yar-luils princes (Yar-luns-kyi-jo-bo), the author of the
rGyal-rabs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion
directly states that "this is only a summary" and that "anyone wishing to know about the work of the successive princes of Yar-luns may read the
~ ~ latter was the son of
genealogy compiled by Lha-btsun T s h u l - k h r i m s - b ~ a r i - p o " . ~The
tlie Yar-luns prince, mNay-bdag Grags-pa-rin-chen, who was a contemporary of 'Phagspa-bla-ma and his associate in travels to the Chinese
For us, his clirol~icle
would have been of no small importance.
The author of the /.Gj?nl-rahs-g~al-ba'i-me-Ionmakes the same observation in

~ Jorz Zarzg, p. 156).
See dPag-bsnm-ljon-bzan, fol. IOlb3 (S. C. Das, P L ISam
S. C . Das, A Tibetan-English Dictionar.y, Calcutta 1902, p. xxxii.
JASB, vol. Ixxiii, 1901, pt. i, extra N, pp. 94-102.
rGj)al-rahs-g.~al-ba'i-me-Ion,fol. 103b I . Text reads : Yar-lun-jo-bo-r~im-po~~-byo~~
pa-rnams-lcyi-mdscrci-pa-'phriri-las-r.g~~as-pnr-'dod-~~a
Iha-btsun- tshul- kkrims- bzanpos-bsgrigs-pa'i-rgyal-rahs-ln-gzigs-~ig.
Cf. 1. J. Schmidt, Geschichte der OstMongolert., S. 371.
264. fbicl., fol. 93" 4 ff.

260.
261.
262.
263.
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respect of the historical work (yig-rshari) of some gSer-thog-pa Rin-chen-rdo-rje, from
which he borrows the list of names of the descendants of the king dPal-'khor-btsan
who ruled in Ya-tse and in other principalities and to which he refers for all information
o n their life and
The same is also repeated in respect of the Deb-ther-dmur
poaasand Chinese sources.2s7
Similar phenomenon is also observed in other historical texts-in the Deb-thersrion-po, iu the historical treatise of Sum-pa-mkhan-po, in the work of the Fifth Dalai
Lama etc. (not to speak of the less important works). But since in a majority of cases,
the chronicles expounded in these texts have not come down to us, we have to be satisfied only witJ such expositions that nevertheless do give us a general idea of the course
of events of Tibetan history.
All the Tibetan chronicles and genealogies mentioned by us bear a more or less
distinct Buddhist stamp. But these apart, there also exist chronicles writtcn in the spirit
of the ideas of ancient Tibetan religion of Bon. One such Bon chronicle-rGyal-robsbon-gyi-'byuri-gnus-was published in Darjeeling by Sarat Chandw Das. A snlall
portion from it was translated by B. L a ~ f e r .This
~ ~ ~work was compiled not later than
the 14th-early 15th century, because the genealogy of the successors of Genghis
[Chinghiz] as included here ends with the last emperor of the Yiian dynasty, Togon
Timur (1333-1368), and his son.2s9 This work, in its character, is similar to the works
of the Buddhist authors and deals primarily with the expcsition of the history of Bon
religion.
Besides the genealogies of kings (rgyal-rubs-s or rgyal-po'i-gclzlri-r.abs-s), there also
exist in Tibet the genealogies of various specific princes and rulers-the
so-called
jo-robs-s. The latter d o not substantially diffcr from the former, and are considerably
fewer in number. Normally, these are pure genealogical lists without the dates and
without any account o f life and work of the persons enumerated. Such genealogical
~~~
lists of petty rulers and their genealogical tables were published by A. F r a n ~ k e .All
these are of modern origin. But one may, no doubt, find in Tibet even more ancient
works.

265. rGyal-rabs-gsnl-ba'i-me-Ion,fol. 10Za 5-6, which states : 'Di-rnams gser-rltog-parit~-rdor-gyis-pig-fshari-la.s-zur-~sam-bris-pa-~~~-g~~is-rgyal-po-re-re-bshin-~
pa-'phrin-las-rnams-shibpa~~-ics-'ciod-pa-dc-~id-k~i-~~ig-tshari-la-gzig.~-iig.
266. Ibid., fol. lZb 3-4.
267. Ibid., fol. 96b 4-6. A brief exposition of these sources is give11 on fols.
95' 3-96b 4.
268. B. Laufer, Ubcr ein tibetisches Geschichts~verk dcr Don-PO,-"T'oung
Paow,
skrie 2, vol. ii, 1901, pp. 24-44. Of the twenty-six chapters of the Tibetan text,
Chapters 2 1,22 and 23 have been translated.
269. Ibid, pp. 33-35.
270. A. H. Francke, Antiquities of lrrdia~Tibet, pt. ii, pp. 172-182.
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Lastly, there also exist pure family genealogies, the so-called gdun-rubs-s or
"genealogies" in general. Compared with these, the afore-mentioned rgyal-rubs-s and
jo-rubs-s may be and ought to be regarded as individual spccialized forms. Strictly
speaking, the term gduri-rubs denotes any genealogy (royal or of any ordinary family) but
in actilal practice, this usually stands for genealogies which are not those of "kings"
(rgyal-rubs-s or rgyal-po'i-gdun-rubs-s), "princes" (jo-rubs-s) etc. Such fanlily genealogies are of very ancient origin. F o r an example, I can refer t o a brief chronology of the
afore-mentioned family of the founder and chief of the Sa-skya monastery. This
genealogy was compiled by a member of this family, Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1 1471216),2n in the sixtieth year of his life (i e in 1206) and is available in his letter to the
king of Gn-rin. This letter is included in the Complete Works of Grags-pa-rgyalmtshan under the title Ga-riii-rgyal-po-la-rtsis-bsdur-du-blar-ba'i-yi-ge
and covers 14 folio
o f thc usual Tibetan long f ~ r i n a t .I~he~ ~genealogy contained in it is a sinrple list of
names which begins with the famous 'Khon klu'i-dban-po (a contemporary of thc king
Khri-sroli-lde'u-btsan) and his younger brother rDo-rje-rin-chen, t l ~ efore-father of Saskya-pa family and ends with the nephews of the author. The dates of birth and death
are given only from 'Khon dKon-nichog-rgyal-po (grandfather to the author) onwards.
The history of this famous family has repeatedly attracted the attention of the Tibetan
authors, and can be found in the D c b - t h e r - s r i o n - p ~ ,in~ ~the
~ historical work of the Fifth
Dalai Lamz1,~74in the Grub-mrha'-iel-gyi-me-l~ri,~~~
in the Hor-chos-'byun276 etc. In the
special works which are now a bibliographical rarity, the history of the "line of Saskya" (Sa-skya'i-gduri-rubs) was expounded by the well-known sTag-tshan Lo-tsii-ba

--

--

27 I . See infra.
272. Sri-skya-bknY-'bum,vol. viii (Ea), fols. 209b 6-21 1" 5.
The date of the letter has been established on the basis of the information
given by the author himself on his date of birth and on tlie age attained by him
a t tlie time of writing the letter (see fol. 210" 5-6). The purpose of tlle letter
-as the very tit!e shows-is to make a request for "finding out" the future
on the basis of the data given. This request is contained in the second past
of the letter (fols. 210b 3-21 l a 4). The first part, fols. 210" 1-210b 3, is fully
occupied by the genealogy.
273. Deb-ther-snon-po, vol. i, fols. 109" 5-1 13" I .
274. rGyal-ba-lria-pa'i-deb-ther,
fols. 53b 3-61" 4.
275. Grub-mtlta'-iel-gyi-me-lo& dGon-lun edition, book 6 (chn), fi~ls.1" 4-fib 3. For
more details on this work, see illpa.
276. G. Huth, Gcschicltte clcs Budhismrts in (lev Mongolei, t. 1, SS. 67-85, 86-102 ;
t. ii, SS. 106-136. About the dates given in this translation, see szrprn
(note 189).
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Qes-rab-rin-chen (b. 1405), by the historian fior-pa dKon-mchog-lhun-grub (17th cent.)
and by other authors.277
Apart from the history of the line of Sa-skya-pa, there also are, in Tibetan literature, histories of other families. In our collections which as yet are not fully catalogued,
1 could not locate such works so far. But in Tibetan historical literature, one can find
a number of references to the chronicles of large feudal families of Tibet. From these
references we know that some bLa-mchog-rdo-rje is the author of the chronicle of
the ancient feudal family of rLahs in the same line to which TS'i Si-tuByah-chubrgyal-mtshan (b. 1302)ei8 belonged. T2'i Si-tu Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan was the rulcr
(khri-dpon) of the principality of Phag-mo-gru. From 1349, he became tlle ruler of
the entire Ui province and from 1354, also of the Tsang province and established the
supremacy of Phag-mo-gru-pa dynasty in Tibet.27e The chronicle of his line mentioned

277. See the list of works on the history of Sa-skya-pa dynasty in the Deb-ther-rgyamrsho (vol. 1, fol. 8" 4-6) and in the dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig(fol.
5b 4-6). The genealogy of the Sa-skya-pa house, compiled by Chos-rje (or
f ? ~ r - ~ adKon-mchog-lhun-grub
)
is given by the Fifth Dalai Lama (see rCyalba-lna-pa'i-deb-ther, fols. 53b 6, 61a 3-4).
278. The date of birth of Si-ti1 Bya~i-chub-rgyal-mtshan(the Water-Tigcr year of the
v cycle, corresponding to A.D. 1302) is given in the "Chronological Tables".
The date of his death is mentioned in the Deb-ther-snon-po which states that he
died in the Water-Cow year (1373)-in the twenty-fifth year from the time of
(
the capture of power (Earth-Cow year ; A. D. 1349) by him (see the Deb-rherstion-PO, vol. i, fol. 1 13" 2-3).
However, in the translation, as published by S. C. Das, of a passage from
some historical monument-not mentioned by him-dating from A.D. 1434
(Wood-Tiger year, wrongly converted by S. C. Das into A.D. 1432), the birth
of Si-tu Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan has been ascribed to the Wood-Tiger year,
i.e. A.D. 1314 (wrongly equated by S. C. Das to 1302). His death, it is stated.
occurred in the 63rd year from his birth-viz. in the Fire-Dragon year which
corresponds to A.D. 1376 (see S. C. Das, A Short History of the House of
Phagdu, which ruled over Tibet on the Declirle of Sakya fill 1432 A. D.-JASB,
New Series, vol. i, 1905, p. 204).
279. The biography of Tg'i Si-tu Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan is given by the Fifth Dalai
Lama (see rGyal-ba-lria-pa'i-deb-ther,fols. 73b 1-80,6). At the same place is
given a list of his ancestors (fols. 6ib 5-73b 1 ) and his successors (fols. 81" 490" 5). The history of his dynasty is set forth in brief by S. C. Das (see
S. C. Das, Contribtttions or1 -JASB, vol. L, 1881, pt. i, no. 3-4, pp. 242-245 ;

...,

vos. 12
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here is included in bibliographical rarities.180 Again, one mKhas-pa dKar-6ag-pa
compiled the chronicle of the ancient feudal family of R i t i - s p ~ n s - p a ~ ~ ~ - w h separated
ich
from Phag-mo-gru-pa and, in 1435, captured all power over the .Tsang province.282
Besides, there also exist family chronicles of other large vassals of P11ag-mo-gru-pa
dynasty as for instance, the chronicle of the line of Yar-rgyab-pa, compiled by Pan-chen
Byams-pa-gli~i-pa bSod-nan~s-rnam-par-rgyal-ba(b. 1400),283the chronicle o f the lines

280.

28 1.
282.

283.

see also S. C. Das, A Short History of the House of Phagdu,-JASB, New
Series, vol. 1, 1905, pp. 202-207).
Besides, some information on him may be found in the clPng-bsam-ljonbzan (fols. 104" 2 ff. ; S. C. Das, Pag Sam Jon Zarlg, pp. 160-161), which also
mentions the dates (quoted by us) of the capture of power by him over the Ui
and Tsang provinces. These dates are also available in the 'chronological table'
included in this work (fol. 278). The 'chronological table' of the first 'Jamdbyans-bshad-pa assigns the date of accessioi~ of power by Si-tu Byan-chubrgyal-mtshan over both the provinces t o 1349. The Vai-dii-rya-dkar-po (fol.
20b 4) also states that in 1349, Si-tu Byan-chub-rgyal-mtsl~an became the
sovereign of thc whole of Tibet (cf. A. Csoma de Koros, A Grammar of the
Tibetan Longuoge, p. 186).
This chronicle is mentioned in the bibliographical list included in the Deb-tkerrgya-mtslzo (vol. i, fol. 8b 1-2) and in the list of rare books dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa'ga3-shig-gi-tho-yig (fol. 5b 6). Along with this chronicle, both the lists mention rLaiis-kyi-ho-ti-bse-ru which obviously is another chronicle of the same
rLais [Lan] dynasty. Extracts from this work are quoted by the Fifth Dalai
Lama (see rGyal-ba-ltja-pa'i-deb-ther,
fols. 68" 4-5, 68b 1-2) and Sill-11-pa-mkl~anpo (see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzori, fol. 96" 6-7 ; S. C. Das, Pag Sam Jon Zang,
p. 148).
See Deb-ther-rgya-mrsho, vol. i, fol. gb 2 ; dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'go'-shig-gi-thoyig, fol. 5b 6 .
About the line of Rin-spuris-pa, see rGyal-ba-ltja-pa'i-deb ther, fols. 80" 6-92L'6.
A brief and extremely careless exposition of this account is given by S. C. Das
(see S. C. Das, Contributions on ...,-JASB, vol. L, 1881, pp. 245-246). Besides,
an account of the line of Rid-spufis-pa and of the wars which his reprcscntatives fought is given in the dPag-bsap-fjon-hzai (fol. 105" 1 if; S. C. Das,
Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 161 ff). The date when this dynasty captured all power
over the Tsang province has been taken by me from this latter source. This
date is also quoted in the very text of this work (dPag-hsam-ljon-bzati, fol.
105" 2-3 ; S. C. Das, Pag Sam Jon Zang, p. 161) and in the "Chronological
Tables".
See rGyal-ba-ltja pa'i-deb-ther, fol. 9 1" 4 ; Deh-ttie1.-rgyo-mlsho, vol. i, fol. 8b 2 ;
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of L h a - b y a - r i - ~ a sKyid-iod-paPe6
,~~~
and others.'fla Many of these chronicles arc briefly
expounded in the afore-mentioned historical work of the Fifth Dalai Lama.Lw There
also exists a special work devoted to an account, in verses, of the most important family
chronicles. This work belongs to A-kya-sku-skye bLo-bzab bsTan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan
and bears the title sTobs-kyi-'khor-los-sgyw-pa-sde-srid-pl~ag-mo-gru-pa-sog.~-bod-kyi
rgyul-blon-mr~n-po'i-gduiz-rabs-mdo-tsum-brjod-pa'i-rab-~u-bycd-pa-ya-rabs-mgul-rgyun.
It
comprises 12 folios in all, of the usual Tibctan format, and is included in the Complete
Works of the author publisl~edin Pekingga8The works e~~umeratcdhere do not, in any
way, exhaust the list of Tibetan gcnealogical chronicles (gdun-rubs-s). In Tibctan

284.
285.
286.
287.

288.

dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig,fol. 5b 6. The date of birth of the
author of this chronicle as given in the 'chronological table' of the first 'Jamdbyans-bshad-pa is 1400 and in the 'chronological table' of sum-pa-mkhan-po-A.D. 1401.
See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. tIb 4.
Ibid.. fol. 8b 3-4.
See the list of family chronicles given in the Deb-tlter-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, Tot.
8" 4-8b 6).
See supra. As is clear from the title of this work quoted by me in note 246,
the second half of it is largely an exposition of a number of chronicles of thc
largest Tibetan feudal dynasties. Unfortunately, this work scldom gives
the dates.
A copy of this Collection of Works is available in the Institute of Peoples of
Asia (Old Collection, No. 462b ). The text mentioned comprises the second
book (kha) in this collection.
This text contains, in verses, the chronicles of the dynasties of : Phag-mogru-pa (fols. I b I-3b 6), Tshal-ba (fols. 3b 6-4b 2), 'Bri-gun-pa (fols. 4b 2-5" 2).
Yar-'brog-khri-dpon (fol. 5a 4-4), Byab-pa-bdag-po (fols. 5" 4-6a 2), Rin-spunspa (fols. 6" 2-6b 6), sKyid-god-pa i.e. the dynasty to which dGa'-ldan-pa dMagdpon bSod-nams-rgyal-po belonged (fols. 6b 6-7b 5), '01-kha-pa (fols. 7 b 5-an 3),
Yar-rgyab-pa (fol. 8" 3-6), Thag-dkar-pa i.e. the dynasty to which Drun-chan
Grags-pa-bzai-po (fols. 8" 6-8b 5), Bya-ba-khri-dpon (fols. 8b 5-9b 3), Lha-rgyari-pa (fols. gb 3-loa S), 'Phyon-rgpas Hor-rigs-pa i.e. the dynasty to which Hor
gShon-nu-bzan-po belonged (fols. 10" 5-12a 3). As is seen from a coniparison
of this text with the work of the Fifth Dalai Lama described above (note 246)
-to which the former repeatedly refers-this text is an abridged account of
the latter.
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sources, we also find references to the chronicles of such feudal families as sTag-lufi-pa,
rDo-rib, sDe-dge etc.ase But we sllall not take these up here.

4. Mor~asrcryChrwiicles (g Dan-rabs-s)

Along with the "family chronicles" in which the axis (and sometimes even the
entire subject-matter) of the historical accoul~t is the change in gencrations of one
family (gdun-robs-s), there also exist, in Tibetan historical literature, "monastery
chronicles" in whicii tlie exposition is based on the successive change of Heads-gclanrubs-s. Such works have not at all been studied in European scientific literature,
though they are extremely important as historical monuiuer~tsand tell us not only about
the events of intcrnal life in the monastery but also about the events and persons of
Tibetan history in general-inson~uch as the monasteries and their Heads played an
important and sometin~eseven a dominant role amidst the ruling class of Tibetan
society.
In their sllortest form, these monastery chronicles are simple lists of names of
successively changing Meads. But whatever chronicles I could come across in this form
formed a part of general composite historical works and were cften accornpanicd by
all sorts of additional information. As separate independent works, the monastery
chronicles normally consist in a more or less detailed exposition of the history of the
origin of the monasteries and special schools or faculties and of an account of the life
and work of successively chaging Heads (often along with brief biographies or with a
simple list of previous and subsequent "incarl~ations" of these Heads. Sometimes, these
chrorricles also include accounts (dlcar-chug-s) of main sanctities of the monasteries.
A brilliant specimen of a chronicle of this type is the chronicle of the bLa-brafi
monastery in Amdo-m Do-smad-bston-pa'i-'byu~-gnas-dpal-lda~~-bkra-~is-~lclt~~il-gyi
rabs-roli-bshin-dbyalis-su-brjod-pa'i-lta~i-rlia-bo-che-compiled
by the twenty-fourth Head
of this monastery, dPnl-mati dRon-nichog-rgyal-mtshan (1761-1853).290This work covers
-

289. See Deb-iher-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fols. 8" 4-Sb 6 .
290. A detailed biography of dPal-man dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtsl~an,bearing the title
Yolis-rhogs-bstan-pa'i-mlia'-bdag-r 'cha~i- dkon- mcltcg-rgyolmtshun-dpal-bzan-po'i-shal-sria-~~as-kyi-rnam-hd-'dod-ug-liogs,
is compilcd in
1864 by his pupil, Brag-dgon-shabs-drufi dKon-mchog-hstan-pa-rab-rgyas. This
biography is included in the tenth volume of the Collected Works of dPal-man
dI<on-mchog-rgyal-mtshan published in 1 I volumes in the A-nichog-dlcon-pa
monastery in Amdo, and covers 282 folios (a copy of this work is available
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia ; Baradiin Collccrion, No: 6). Besides, brief
biographical data on dPal-man dKon-nlchog-rgyal-mtsl~an are given in the
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307 folios of the usual Tibetan format and is included in the Complete Workr of the
a ~ t h o r . ~ The
~ l entire second volume of the aforementionedge8 history of Buddhism in
Amdo-the
Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho-belonging to the forty-ninth Head of the same

Deb-rher-r~ya-mtsho(vol. ii, 101s.
historical work of the same author-the
5Ob2-56b4). Tlie dates of his birth and death arc taken from thew
sources.
291. See the Collected Works of dPal-man dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan ( vol. i )
mentioned in the previous note. According to the information of the
colophon (fols 306b 4-307" 4), this chronicle was compilcd in 1 8 0 (Iron-Monkey
year of the xiii cycle). Its xylograph edition was brought out in the A-mchogdkon-pa monastery in 1821 (Iron-Snake year of the xiv cycle ; see ibid,
(fol. 307" 4-5).
The contents of this chronicle of the bLa-bran monastery are :
1) an introduction in verse, fols. 1-3" 6 ;
2) a biography of the founder of bLa-bran-the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa
Nag-dba fi-brtson-'grus ( 1648-1722), fols. 3" 6-27" 3 ;
3) a biographyy of the second 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa dKon-mchog-'jigsmed-dbari-po (1728-1791), the chief builder of h l a ~ b r a n , fols. 27" 3-Mb6,
and apotheosis of his works, fols. 30b6-67" 2 ;
4) an apotheosis of the merits of the third 'Jam-dbyaxis-bshaddpa bLobzai-thub-bstan-'jigs-med-rgya-mtsho(b. 1752) who, at the time of composition of this work, was in the ninth year of his age, fols. 67" 2-77=2 ;
5) a history of the rise of the bLa-bran (foundcd in 1710). Tols.
77" 2-92" 6 ;
6) brief historical information on the teaching arrangement in the main
philosophical faculty Imtshan-%id-grwa-tshaA) of bLa-bran and on the five
disciplines studied there, fols. 92" 6-1 1 la 6 (i. e. Vinaya, fols. 97b3-99b3 ;
Abhidharmakosa, fols. 99b 4-IOlb 3 ; PrarnLnakgrtika, fols. 10lb 3-105" 4,
MZdhyamika, fols. 105" 4-107b4 and Paramits, fols. 107b4-1I l a I ) .
7) brief historical information on the fantra-s studied at the faculty of
occult sciences (rgyud-pa-grwa-tshari), fols. 1I 1" 6- 1 19b4 ;
8) brief historical information on tanrra-s studied at the astrological
faculty (dus-'kltor-grlva-tshori),fols. 119b4-136a3 ;
9) brief information on the history of medicine, fols. 136" 3-151" 5 ;
10) information on the arrangement of prayer and worship meetings, fols.
151a 5-15Sa 4 ;
1 I) biographies of first 22 Heads of bLa-bra6, fols. 158" 5-264" 6 ;
12) brief biographical data on 21 Deans of the faculty of occult sciences,
fols. 264" 6-281" 3 ;
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monastery, Brag-dgon-shabs-drud dKon-rnchog-bstan-pa-rab-rgyas (b. !801), is also
essentially a work of this type. This volume too is devoted to the history of bLa-brari
monastery and bears the sub-title Chos-sde-chen-po-bkr.a-~is-'kl~il-g~~i-cll~ar-clto~-~
rubs-kha-sgori-dun-bctrs-pa.The work runs to 216
Considerably shorter is the chronicle of the SKU-'bum monastery-the second
famous monastery of the Arndo province. This chronicle is entitled gDan-sa-chen-poIts author was the second 'Japsku-'bum-byams-pa-gliri-gi-gdan-rabs-n~u-tig-phre~i-ba.
The chronicle
dbyans-bshad-pa named dKon-mchog-'jigs-nied-dban-po (1728-1 79
This
chronicle
of the
is included in his Complete Works and occupies 42 folios.295

292.

293.
294.

295.

13) brief biographical data on 10 Deans of the astrological faculty, fols.
281" 3-289" 4 ;
14) brief biographical data on the first threc Deans of the faculty of
medicine, fols. 289" 4-29 1" 3 ;
15) an account of various sanctities of bLa-bran, fols. 291a 3-304b3 ;
Conclusion, fols. 304b 3-306b4 ; and Colopl~on,fols. 300b 4-307" 5.
See it~fra(Section 7 of this Chapter).
For the contents of this volume, see infra (note 498).
A detailed biography of dKon-mchog-'jigs-med-dban-po is available in the
first volulne of the collection of his works. This biography (in 278 folios)
was compiled by his pupil Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'i-sgron-me(17621823) in the 38th year of his life (i.e. in 1799), and bears the title Dus-gsumrgynl-bai 'i-spyi-gzugs-~je-bfsun- dkon-mchog-yigs-med-dbon-po'i-shal-sna-nus- Icyirnam-par-thar-pa-rgyal-sras-rg~~a-mtsho'i-'jug-riogs.A "secret biography" of
d Icon-mchog-'jigs-med-dba n-po-rJe-btsu~~-dkon-mchogs-med-db~n-po~i-rnam-tl~ar
(5 folios)-compiled by the same author is also available at the same place.
Besides, a short biograpl~yof dKon-inchog-'jigs-med-dbah-po is included in the
chronicle of bLa-brali monastery (fols. 27.' 3-30b 6 etc.)-referred to by us in
note 291-and in the Deb-ther-tgya-mtsho (vol. ii, fols. 10" 4-1 6b 4).
The Collected Works of dKon-mcllog-'jigs-nied-dban-po are published in 12
volumes in the monastery of bLa-bran in Amdo. A copy of this publication
is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin Collectio~i,No. I). The
chronicle mentioned here is available in the second voulume of this Collected
Works and is dated as 178 1 (Iron-Cow year of the xiii cycle)-sce colophon,
fol. 22" 4-5.
This chronicle of sKu-'bu111 monastery contains an introduction in verse
(fols. 1-3b 2), a short biography of Tson-kha-pa (fols. 3b2-6b 6 ) , a short history
of the rise of SKU-'bun1and a discussioil on the date of its inauguration (fols.
6b 6-1 2b 1), some biographical information on the first 33 Heads of this
monastery (fol.;. 12h2-33b I ) , brief information on its faculties of occult sciences
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SKU-'bum monastery is set forth in greater detail in a work entitled Chos-s&-chen-po-sku'bum-byams-pa-gliri-gi- gdatz-rubs-rten-dari-brtenpar-bras- pa'i- dkar-chug-ched-du-brjod-padon-ldan-tshafis-pa'i-dbyaris-siian,
written in 19032sd by the sixty-third Head of this
(b. 11)45).297
monastery, named gSer-tog-ho-thog-thu bLo-bmn-tshul-khrims-rgya-mtsho
The chronicle is included in the Collected Works of the author and covers 275
folios.28e

(fols. 33b4-34" 6) and medicine (fols. 34" 6-35" 2), a description of its various
sanctities (fols. 35" 6-4Ia 3), the conclusion and colophon (fols. 41" 3-42" 6).
This work continues in form of the description of SKU-'bum (mentioned
ir~fra which, in its turn, continues as the chronicle compiled by gSer-tog-hothog-thu bLo-bzan-tshul-khrims-rgya-mtsho
(see infra, note 298).
296. The date of composition of this work-Water-Hare
year of the xv cycle
corresponding to A. D. 1903-is correctly mentioned in the colophon (fol.
275" 3-4). Besides the cycle date (which the author quotes in four languagesSanskrit, Chinese, Mongolian and Tibetan), the author also indicates in the
colophon the number of years that had passed from the n i r v i i ~of Buddha
and other events (see fols. 274" 3-27S8 6),
297. The author himself gives his biographical data in brief (op. cit., fols. 10lb 6.
1 14b 2).
298. The Collected Works of gSer-tog-ho-thog-thu bLo-bzan-tshul-kbrims-rgya-n~tsho
are published in SKU-'bum. A copy (incomplete) of this publication is available
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin Collection, No. 18). The chronicle
mentioned is included in the sixth volun~e(cha).
The chronicle contains an introduction in verse (fols. 1-4b3), a biography
of Tson-kha-pa and various prophecies about him (fols. 4b 6-1 8b3), a description of the place where he was born and an account of as to how the monastery
of SKU-'bum was raised a t this place (fols. 19" 1-35" 3). Then follow the reports
on the life and work of 78 successively changing Heads of this monastery (fols.
35" 3-1 61" 3). on the establisment in 1612 of a faculty of pliilosophy, o n the
teaching programmes in it (fols. 161" 3-168b 5 ) , on the establishment in 1649 of
the faculty of occult sciences, on 75 successively changing Deans of this faculty,
on its teaching and theological programmes (168b5-208b I ) , on the inauguration
in 1757 of the faculty of medicine, on its 64 successively changing Heads, on
its teaching programmes and prayer meetings (fols. 208b I-236b4), on the
inauguration in 1820 of an astrological faculty, and on its 40 Heads and
teaching programmes (fols. 236b 4-249b 1). The text ends with an account of
various temples of SKU-'bum monastery (fols. 249b 1-1-273a ). In the end are
the concluding note in verse (fols. 273n 1-274" 3) and the colophon (fols. 274" 3275" 6).
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There exist such chronicles of a number of other monasteries too-particularly
the chronicle of 'Bri-gun monastery (a rival of Sa-skya), the chronicle o f gSali-phu
monastery and of many others.2se Such worlts are found dealt with in almost every
work on the history of religion (chos-'buri) as, for instance, in the Deb-rher-srion-po,YoO
in the historical work of Sum-pa-mkhan-posol etc.

5. Histories of Incarnations ('Khrutis-rubs-s)
The belief in re-birth, characteristic of all the religions of ancient India including
Buddhism, assumed particularly extreme and crude forms in Tibetan Buddhism. The
followers of the Tibetan Buddhism were not satisfied with a mere general theoretical
statement that consciousness (sems or rnam-ses) continues to exist even after the death
of a living bzing and that, on leaving a body, it has to acquire a new body conforming
to its previous activity (las). The Tibetan Buddhism brought this notion to its logical
end by giving it a n absolutely collcrete and practical shape. Regarding every person as
a link in the chain of countless manifestations of consciousness, the Tibetan Lanias
thought themselves capable of discovering, in historical and mythical figures of the past,
previous manifestations of this consciousness and of ascertaining beforehand where and
in what form this consciousness will be born again. Such investigations into the
previous and future incarnations of a person, made at his own request or a t the rcquest
of his relatives, teachers and admirers-and sometimes even a t the instance of the leaders
of Tibetan Buddhism themselves-were a regular function of the Buddhist hierarchs of
Tibet and constituted for then1 an equally important source of income. Besides, this
view served as a base for the formation of a large number of peculiar "dynasties" of the
[Buddhist] Order based not on thj: succession of blood relations in the line (gduri-rubs)which the celibate members of the Order of the dominant dGe-lugs-pa sect in Tibet
could not have-but on the succession of Heads in the monasteries (gdnn-rubs) and of
"incarnations" (skyes-rubs or 'khruris-rubs) who are looked for in the established order
after the death of individual representatives of such a "dynasty".
This fact could not but have its effect also on the Tibetan literature. Every somewhat noted figure of Tibetan history-particularly
from among the members of the
Order-began to be regarded not only as the descendant of a specific dynasty of a person
but also as a new embodiment of the person born again and again. I n the biographies
--- --- - - - .- .

-

-

299. See Deb-tller-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fols. bb 6-9"6 where many such clironiclcs are
enumerated. See also clPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'gay-shig-gi-tho-yig,
fols. 7" 5-7b 2.
300. Deb-ther-srion-po, vol. i, fols. 269b 4-27Qb2 ; vol. ii, fols. 1-16" 1 ; 2498 6-254b 5 ;
260b 2 - 2 6 9 5 etc.
301. See dPng-bsam-lion-hzori, fols. 1 7 Y 6-228a 5 (S. C. Das, Pug Snm Jon Zatig,
pp. 271-359).
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of various Tibetan leaders, therefore, one may often come across, along with the data
on their ancestors, similar accounts of their previous incarnations. Besides, there also
exist special works, the so-called "histories of incarnations"-skyes-rubs-s or, more
respectfully, 'khrunv-rubs-s-which give a consecutive account of such incarnations of a
particular person.
A proto-type of such works may, of course, be found in the Buddhist jifraka-sthe legends on the feats of Buddha in his previous incarnations, from which they have
derived their name. In Tibet, there exists a sufficient number of works, which arc
nothing but expositions of the Indian jiitaka-s (particularly, of the famous collcction of
34 jiitaka-s entitled Jiitakamiilii, belonging to the well-known poet Arya6iira~2)or their

332. The Tibetan translation of the Jiitakamiilii (sKyes-robs-kyi-rgyud) is available
in the bsTan-'gyur [see bsTan-'gyur, mDo-'grel, vol. xci (ke), fols. I-152b 11.
A translation of a commentary .on this work is also included here (fols.
152b 2-394* 8).
Original Tibetan commentaries on the Jiirakamiilii are, as a rule, its expositions-sometimes abridged and sometimes, on the other hand, extremely
extensive. The most remarkable of such commentaries-expositions is the
work entitled sK~~es-r.abs-so-bshi-pa'i-don-mom-par-bad-pa-~heg-chen-gsal-ba'i
sgron-me written in 1781 by the well-known Tibetan writer, Yons-'dsin Ye-iesrgyal-mtshan, the teacher of the eighth Dalai Lama. This work occupies the
first three volumes (vol. 1-388 fols., vol. ii-370 fols., and vol. iii-271 fols.)
in the Complete Works of the author. Besides, the first vol~lmecontains a
brief exposition in verse of 'the essence of the collection of 34 jiiraka-sentitled s Ton-pa-rhugs-rje-can-gyi-'khruris-rabs-so-bshi-pa'i-sZin-po-bsdus-pa'i-rshigs
su-bead-pa-rheg-chen-chos-kyi-sgra-dbya
(4 fols.). The third volume contains
a short survey of the works of the author, bearing the title bDag-Zid-chenpo-mkhas-mchog-dpa'-pos-mhad-pa'i-skyes
rubs-so-bshi'i-dod-rmm- par-biad-patheg-chen-gsal-ba'i-sgron-me'i-b~dus-don(66 fols.). A copy of the Collected
Works of Yons-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan is available in the Institute of Peoples
of Asia (Tsybikov Collection, No. 17). Besides, one may mention a much later
work en titled sLob-dpon-dpa'-pos-mdsad-pa'i-skyes-rabs-so-bshi-pa'i-'grel-biaddad-pa'i-rin-chen-'dren-pa'i-iin-rta(269 fols.). This work, which is considerably
smaller in volume, was written by Ku-ke-yons-'dsin bLo-bzan-bstan-'dsin and
in Buryatia. A copy of
published in Aginsky datsan (bde-che~t-lhun-grub-gliti)
this publication is also available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Nova
Collection).
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irnitation~.~O~
Such purely narrative works apart, there also exist, in Tibet, under the
same name, the skycs-rabs-s or 'khruris-robs-s and works of historical nature which are
either sin~pleenumerations or more 01. less detailed biographies of a n u ~ n b e r of really
historical persons. It is true that such works also contain, on the few pages in the
beginning, certain biographies of purely mythical personages, but this does not prevcnt
the ren~ainingbiographies of genuine pcrsons-purely
inccl~anicallyconnected with each
other-from being truly authoritativc historical sources.

303. Such imitations include the above-mentioned jiilaka-s of the king Sron-btsansgam-po included in the Ma-ni-bkal-'burn. Like the Indian jiitalta-s, these
stories of the previous re-births of the king Sron-btsan-sgam-po are also not
historical works but simply short stories-more didactic in spirit than their
Indian prototypes.
Of similar nature are the Tibetan stories of the previous incarnations of
the famous 'Brom-ston-pa rGyal-ba'i-'byun-gnas, the pupil and the associate
of Atiia. These stories are cumulated into a work known under its short title
Bu-cllos (i.e. "Book of the Son"). The full title of this work is 'L;t.om-sto~i-~argyal-ba'i-~b~~uri-gnas-kyi-skyes-rabs-blcu~-gdams-bu-ckos-le'u.Xi-~a-pa.
Along with
another treatise of didactic nature, entitled Pha-chos (i.e. "Book of the Father"),
with which it is textually connected, this work is included in a curnulati\/e w o ~ k
entitled bKa'-dams-rin-po-che'i-glegs-barn
(i.e. "Book of Precious Precepts")
which includes, besides, a biography of Atiia and various other works of the
bl<aY-gdams-pasect. This work was published in two volumes in the dGa'Idnn-phun-tshogs-glin monastery in Tibet. It was also published in the bKra;is-lhun-po monastery in Tibet-again in two volumes, but some of the texts
included were, in this case, separately paginated (a copy of this edition, though
incomplete, is available in the institute of Peoples of Asia ; Nova, B 2773-2777).
Again, this work was published from rnDsod-dge (mDsod-dge-dgon-tsar-dga'Idan-rab-rgyas-glili) in Amdo ( a copy of this edition is also available in the
Institute of Peoples of Asia ; Baradiin Colkction, No. 44). The Bu-chos
contains 20 stories expounded by Atiia himself n h o narrated them at the
request of his pupil rmog Legs-pa'i-ies-rab. After the name of the latter,
these stories are sometimes called rNog-chos. Besides, the bKa'-gdoms-rin-pocke'i-glegs-born contains two more such stories narrated at the requcst of
another pupil of ~ t i i a Khu-ston
,
brTson-'grus-gy~lli-dr~~n,
and lieilce naiued
Khu-chos. In the edition of the dGa7-ldan-pliun-tsl~ogs-glinmonastery, the
text of Bu-clzos covers fols. 1-308 of the second volume and that of Khzr-chos
fols. 343b I-39Rb 3. The stories in both the texts are narrated to explain the
didactic sentences given in verse in the aforementinncd treatise Pha-rhos. The
latter occupies Tols. 383-562" of the first volulne of the edition mentioned. As
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A most extensive work of this type is that containing the biographies of previous
incarnations of the sixty-first Head of dGa'-ldan monastery, Bag-dbafi-lshul-khrims (17211791),304 the famous regent of the eighth Dalai Lama. This biographical work ir
in the Indian jZtaka-s, one can, in these stories, distinguish five main parts :
(1) a story about present (paccupannavat~ltu),the outer frame of the jiiruka ;
(2) a story about tlie past (ariravatthu) comprising the very subject matter of
the work ; (3) a maxim in verse (giirhii) which, so to say, is the moral of the
jiitaka and a fornlal end of its exposition ; (4) identification (samod/iiina) of
the characters in the jiitaka-s with the persons figuring in the story about the
past, i.e. with Atiia himself and his pupils. The locale of the story, in most
of the cases, is India. Only one re-birth of 'Brom-ston-pa rGyal-ha'i-'hyu6-gnas
is shown in China (see Bu-chos, eighth jiitaka, fols. 190" 3-202b 1).
In European literature, S. C. Das was the first to pay attention to the
bKa'.gdoms-rin-po-che'i-glegs-barn. The biography of Atiia published by him
1893, vol. i, pt. i, pp. 7-31)
(see S. C. Das, I~zdian Pandits in Tibet,-JBTS,
and reprinted by him, without any annotations, in his India11 Pandits in rhe
Laltd of Snow (Calcutta, 1893, pp. 50-76) is based almost exclusively on
a
in this cornpila. materials taken by him from the biography of ~ t i i available
tion (fols. 2s-144b 5)-attributed to mChims-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa.
S. C. Das
also paid attention to the collection of jlifolia-s, Eu-cl~os, mentioned above.
Without specifying his source, S. C. Das, in his article The Lumaic Hierarchy
of Tibet (JBTS, 1893, vol. i, pt. i, pp. 31-38-also in his Itldiat~ Pandits it1 rhe
Land of Snow, pp. 82-92-and pt. ii, pp. 44-57) gave a translation of the
introduction to the first jiiraka (JBTS, vol. i, pt. i, p. 32, 1.27 ff), an abridged
translation (partly, a re-rendering) of the first jliraka (ibid., pp. 33-38), a
translation of the introduction to the second jiitaka (JBTS, vol. i, pt. ii,
pp. 44-45), and then suddenly (without giving any excuse) an exposition of the
sixth jiitalca without its introductory and concluding notes (ibid., p. 45,
1.4 ff.) and finally, a half-translation and half-exposition of the second jiitaka
(ibid., pp. 51-57).
304. The date of birth of Bag-dbaxi-tshul-khrims-Iron-COW year of the xii cycleis mentioned in his biography surveyed here (pt. 14, plta, fol. 9 b 2). The date
of his death, which occurred in the 71st year of his life-i.e. in Iron-Pig yearis also mentioned at the same place (pt. 15, ba, fols. 374" 5 ff.). He took over
the office of the regent (rgyal-tshab) in 1777 (Fire-Hen year of the xiii cycle)
after the death of his predecessor De-mo-no-mun-han gag-dban-'jam-dpal-bdelegs-rgya-~ntshowho had ruled from 1757 to 1777 (ibid., pt. 15, ba, fol. 12a 612b 3 and fols. 19" 2 ff.).
Cf. also infra-the
work of kLo6-rdol-bla-ma
Vos. 131a
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compiled by bLo-bza ti-thugs-rje,-otherwise known as Dad pa-rnkhan-p~,~O~-theHead
[~,pzd/iyzyn]o f the "lower" (smnd) d(1fsart in Se-ra monastery. The work is entitled
sKyes-rubs-rnam-thar-dad-pa'i-sgo-'byedand covers two large Tibetan volunies (75 1
foli~s).~OO
' It is composed of 15 parts, each of which has its separate pagination. The frst part contains a general introductiorl to the incarnations of gag-dbatitshul-khrims. Tlle next twelve parts expound the biographies of persons who are regarThe last two parts contain a biography of Nagded as his previous
dba~i-tshul-khrimshimself, and together cover 548 folios, i.e. almost three-fourths of the
entire text.
-

- --

-.
- - - .----.
.

entitled bsTan-pa'i-spyin-bdag-byun-tshul-gyi-min-gi-grans
( published from
Kun-bde-glin monastery in Lhasa, fols. 1 8b 2-19" 1).
The eighth Dnlai Lama, 'Jam-dpal-rgya-n~tsho[bLo-bzail-bstan-pa'i-dbanphyug-'jam-dpal-rgya-mtsho] was born in 1758 (Earth-Tiger year) and he died
in 1804 (see G . Ts. Tsybikov, Budclist-palomnik u svj~atytl' Tibeta [A Buddhist
Pilgrim in the Holy Places of Tibet], Petrograd, 1919, pp. 265-268. Both his
regents are also mentioned here).
305. See the author's colophon (mdsad-byan) of this work (pt. 15, ba, fols. 3973 5399" 3). See also the publisher's colophon (par-byari) written by the eighth
Dalai Lama (ibid., fol. 400" 3). According to the author's colophon, this work
was begun in 1796 (Fire-Dragon year) and completed in 1798 (Earth-Horse
year).
306. The biography is published in Se-ra monastery. A copy of this publication is
available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybiltov Collection, No. 67). The
references made by us are to this edition.
307. The second part (klto, 29 fols.) gives an account of the Buddha Krakucchanda ;
the third part (ga, 13 fo1s.)-of Svastika, the son of a grass merchant nientioned
in the end of the 19th chapter of the Lalifavistara [see Lalitavistara, herausgegeben von Dr. S. Lefmann. Erster Theil : Text. Halle a. S. 1902, SS. 285-287
n t jeux du contenant I'histoire du
and Rgya tch'er rol pa ou ~ 6 v e l o p ~ m e de
Buddha iakya-mouni, traduit dur la version tibetaine du aka'-'gyur et revu sur
l'originnl sanscrit (Lalitnvistara) par Ph. Ed. Foucaux. Premiere partie : Texte
tibktain, Paris, 1847, pp. 249-2521. The fourth part (nu) contains an account
of the sfhavi~-aVakula ; the fifth part (ca ; 1I fo1s.)-of the Indian gramnlar
of Vararuci ; the sixth part (chn, 15 fo1s.)-of the mahiisiddlia Kambala ; and
the seventh part (ja, 31 fo1s.)-of the multii.riddha Tailopa. The remaining six
parts deal with Tibetan historical leaders : the eighth part (%a, 17 fols.)
expounds the biograpl~yof Phag-rno-grub-pa rDo-rje-rgyal-po (1 110-1 170), the
well-known leader of bKaY-rgyud-pasect ; the ninth part (la, 9 fols.) gives a
short account, of Ri-phug-pa ; the teuth part (rlia, 19 fols.) expounds the biography of rDo-rih-pa Kun-bzan-chos-kyi-Ei-ma (1449-1 524) ; the eleventh part
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Then, one may mention the history of incarnations of the Pcking khutukhta
ICari-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje (17 17-1 786),a0B-compiled by the aforcrncn tioned second

(da, 13 fols.) contains a biography of the founder and first Head of Chab-mdo
(Chab-rndo-chos-'klior-gliA) monastery (founded in 1441), ByaA-sems kes-rabbzan-po (1395-1457), the pupil of Tsou-kha-pa ; thc twelfth part (no ; 7 fols.)
describes the ninth Head of b~ra-iis-lhun-po monastery (founded in 1447),
iafis-ston bLo-gros-legs-bzaA (b. 1491) ; and the thirteenth part (pa, 13 fols.)
gives an account of the closest pupil of the Fifth Dalai Lama, 'Jam-dbyabgrags-pa.
As is seen from these chapter headings, the account of "incarnations" as
given in this work does not follow a strict chronological sequence. Besides,
some "incarnations" described are partly contemporaries. Such peculiarities
are also observed in other works of this type (see, for instance, infra, note 31 I).
These are explained by the fact that the "histories of incarnations" ('khrurisrubs-s) are, as already stated, based on small texts of cultic nature-the
so-called 'khruris-rubs-gsol-'debs-s, i.e. "prayers to incarnations", which usually
have been compiled by persons who, though occupying high positions in the
Buddhist hierarchy, have most superfluous ideas of I~istory. As a rule, these
very texts serve as official acts specifiying the previous incarnations of a person.
The Tibetans do not pay much attention to the lack of chronological sequence
in the listing of incarnations. The fact that these texts ascribe, to the same
person, two c;r more simultaneous re-births in the past is also taken by the
Tibetan very lightly. This person is normally regarded by these texts as an
embodiment of the Buddha or Bodhisattva and, according to the Buddhist
ideas, the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas can be embodied simultaneously in
various places and in various persons.
308. Another name of his is 1Can-skya Ye-Qes-bstan-pa'i-sgron-me. A most detailed
biography of his is compiled by his pupil, Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzah-chos-kyi-Eima (1737-1 802). It bears tlie title Khyab-bdag-rdo-rje-sems-dpa'i-no-bo-dpalIdan-bla-ma-dam-pa-ye-iesbstan-pa'i-sgrori-me- dpal-bzati-po'i-mum-par- rhar-pamdo-tsanz-brjod-pa-dge-ldan-bsta11-pa'hdewgyan
and is included in tlie first
(241 fols.) and second (245 fols.) volumes of the Complete Works of Thu'ubkwan bLo-bmn-chos-kyi-Ei-ma. A copy of this Complete Works published
in dKon-lufi monastery in Amdo is available in the library of Leningrad State
University (Xy I. Q 314). Another detailed biography of 1Can-skya Rol-pa'irdo-rje is by Chu-bza fi-pa sag-dban-thub-bstan-dbai-phyug(b. 1736) who twice
held the post of the Head of SKU-'bum monastery (28th and 32nd)-see the
afore~neutioned chronicle of this monastery, written by gSer-tog-ho-thog-thu
bLo-bzan-tshul-khrims-rgya-mtsho-fols. 47a 3-47b 1 and 4ga 5-49" 3. This
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'Jam-dbyaris-bshad-pa dKon-n~chog-'jigs-med-dbali-poin 1776.308I'liis work entitled rJeb~sun-b/~-m~-~ha,ns-cu~!-mkhyen-pa-l~~-skarol-pu'i-rdo-rje'i- 'khruris-rnbs- kyi- phreri bagtam-d~r-hrjod-prr-rio.mtshar-da~J-pu'i-~ot~-~i~
is included in the Complete Works of dKonmchog-'jigs-med-dban-po and covers 121 folios.310 It contains biographies of 14 persons
regarded as the previous incarnations of 1Cari-skya Rol-pa'i-r~lo-rje.~"
Another similar work is that entitled Thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-chen-po-'jam-dLyahb s h a d - p a ' i - r d o - r j e ' i - y a h - s p r u l - m t h ~ ~ - b ~ o ' i
'khr~rris-rabs-rriam-yar-thnr-pa-ri~~-po-che'i-]ion-iiri-or
briefly, 'Jam-dbyails-b.tlzod-yrl'i'khrwris-robs-wliich contains tlie 1iistol.y of tlie incarnations of the third 'Jani-dbyansbshad-pa named bLo-bzah-thub-bstan-'jigs-med-~.gya-mtsho
(b. 1792).u2 It was written

309.
310.
311.

312.

biography is entitled r ~ o - t j e - ' c h o n - l c a r i - s l c y n - r o l - p a ' i - m a ' i - s g r o n
-ine-dpal-bzari-po'i-r~iam-par-~har-pa-dad-pu'i-padmarnam-par-'byed-pu-Xi-ma'i-'odzer (15 1 fols.). It was written in 1787 (Fire-Sheep year of the xiii cycle) and
published in Peking. A copy of this publication is available in the Institute of
Peoples of Asia (Old Collection, No. 436). Brief biographical data on 1Canskya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje are, besides, available in the Deb-ther-rgyo-mtsho (vol. i,
fols. 78" 6-7ga 5) and in the 'clironological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po.
See the colophon of this text, fol. 121" 4-6.
See the Complete Works of dKon-mchog-'jigs-nied-dban-po (vol. ii, I<lza) mentioned supra (note 295).
After a short introduction, which shows that 1Can-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje is the
embodiment of Buddha, this work gives an account o f : 1) arhat Cunda, fols.
4b 6-5" 6 ; 2) liciirya SZkyamitra, fols. 5" 6-5b 6 ; 3) mahiisiddha DarpagaEcZrya, fols. 5b 6-6ib l ; 4) the translator Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs, fols.
6b 1-6 ; 5) Lha-rje sGro-phug-pa (b. 1074), fols. 6b 6-8b 3 ; 6) one Si-si-ri-pa,
fols. gb 3-9a 3 ; 7) gLan-ri-thari-pa (1051-1 123), fols. 9" 3-1 1" 3 ; 8) 'Phags-pabla-ma bLo-gros-rgyal-nitshan (1235-1 280)' fols. I l a 3-22b 3 ; 9) bla-ma-dampa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan (13 12- 1375), fols. 22b 3-35" 3 ; 10) the well-known
Byan~s-chen-chos-rje g ~ k ~ a - ~ e - i(1354-1435),
es
the pupil of Tson-kha-pa and
the founder of Se-ra monastery, fols. 35" 3-40b 1 ; 11) Se-ra-rje-btsun Chos-kyirgyal-mtshan (1469-1 546), fols. 40b 1-60a 6 ; 12) 'Khon-ston dPal-'byor-lhungrub (1561 -1637), fols. 60" 6-85b4 ; 13) Chos-rje Grags-pa-'od-zer, fols. 65b487" 6 ; and 14) 1Cab-skya Nag-dban bLo-bzali-clios-ldan (1642-17 14), fols.
87" 6-121" 8. All these persons are regarded as the previous incarnations of
]Can-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje but the present dynasty of the incarnations of 1Cafiskya-khutukhtas begins only from this 1Cari-skya Bag-dban bLo-bzah-chos-ldan.
The date of birth of bLo-bzah-thub-bstan-'jigs-med-rgya-mtsto
as given in this
work is not correct. It mentions Iron-Mouse year, i.e. A.D. 1780 (see
fol. 70b 6) in place of Water-Mouse year which corresponds to A.D. 1792. This
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in 1837 by bLo -bziin-'jigs-med ,-o therwise known as Rigs-pa'i-ral-gri (b. 1764,"'-the
former Dean of the astrological faculty (dus-'khor-grwa-fshun-e-phe-cltos-'kh of
bLa-bran monastery. This work in 82 folios,s14 publislled in A-mchog dGa'-ldan-chos'khor-glin monastery in Amdo, contailis biographies of 17 persons regarded as previous
incarnations of the third 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa and a biography of the latter up to the
twentysixth year of his age.81h

error was noticed by gSer-tog-110-thog-thu bLo-bzan-tshul-khrims who, in his
chronicle of SKU-'bum monastery, gives some information on the third 'Jamdbyahs-bshad-pa, for the latter was the 55th Head of this monastery (scc this
chronicle, fols. 61b4-66"l). gSer-tog-110-thog-thu bLo-bzan-tshul-khrims
rightly remarks in this chronicle (Tols. 6Ib 6-62a 4) that the author himself
assigns the birth of this person to Water-Mouse year (1792) by stating that hc
was in his seventh year in the Earth-Horse year (A.D. 1798)--cf. 'Jam-dhyarisbshad-pa'i-'khruris-rabs, fol. 71b 3-in his twenty-fifth year in the Fire-Mouse
(A.D. 1816) year (ibid., fol. 808 I ) , and in his twenty-sixth year in the Fire-Cow
(I8 17) year (ibid., fol. 80" 3). At another place, however, the author again
errs in saying that in Wood-Dragon year (A.D. 1784), the third 'Jarn-dbyansbshad-pa was in his seventeenth year (ibid., fol. 74" 3) whereas this year actually
was the Earth-Dragon year (1808). In this case-as while giving the date of
birth-the author correctly names the animal of tlie sexagenary cycle bat errs
in giving the name of the element of the cycle.
The correct date of birth of the third 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa is also given
by Brag-dgon-shabs-drun dKon-nichog-bslan-IJa-rab-rgyas who expounds a
short biography of his in the Deb-ther-rgya-mrsho (vol. ii, fols. 78" 4- IOla 6).
The incarnation of the founder of bLa-brali monastery, the third 'Jam-dbyansbshad-pa, was the 27th Head of this monastery.
3 13. See the colophon of this work, fols. 81b I-H2n 4.
314. A copy of this work is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin
Collection, No. 2 1, 3).
315. I t narrates first about. five mythical personages, then about the four famous
Indian teachers : Buddhapllita, fols. 19b I-20b3 ; DignHga, fols. 20b3-24' 5 ;
Candrakirti, fols. 24" 5-2gb 6 and JetHri, fols. 29b6-31b6. The remaining nine
chapters are about various Tibetan leaders, namely : Po-to-pa Rin-chen-pal
(1027-1 105) fols. 3 1b6-35b l ; sTo-sde fiag-gi-dban-phyug, the pupil of Ma-gcig
Lab-kyi-sgron-me, fols. 35b1-37a5; bLa-ma dBu-n~a-pa dPa'-po-rdo-rje,
fols. 37a 5-40a 3 ; Shwa-lu-pa Legs-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1375-1450), fols. 40a 442b5 ; rGyud-chen brTson"grus-'phags, fols. 42b 5-44n 3 ; rGyud-chen dKonmchog-rgya-mtsho (1559-1628), fols. 44" 3-50" 1 ; the famous 'Jam-dbyansbshad-pa'i-rdo-rje hag-bdan-hrtson-'grus (1648-1722)' the founder of the
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From the writings of Tibetan authors, we know that the well-known regent of
Tibet, sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho (1653-1705), wrote the "History of Embodiments"
(entitled r~~al-ba-l~a-pa'i-'Ichruris-rabs-rmad-byu~-bskal-pa-ma,
in 13 folios) of tlie Fifth
Dalai Lama along with his commentary Mu-fig-chun-po (in 79 folios), and also compiled
in four folios a "history of his own embodiments" (known under the title Sans-rgyasr g y a - m t s h o - r a r i - g i - ' I ~ h r ~ ~ s - r a b s - t l ~ a - m a )Then,
. 3 1 e sTag-phu bLo-bzanbstatl-pa'i-rgyal-intshan cornpiled the "History of Embodiments" of kLon-rdol-bla-ma
Nag-dbafi-blo-bzan (b. 1719) and a history of his own embodiments, which is mentioned
under the title sTag-phu bLo-bzori-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtslzan-g~~i-ran-gi-skyes-rabs-pha~~btle'i-ljo,~-pa-bsIcyed-pa'i-sa-p0n.~1~
EIowever, I could not see these works.
One such work, namely the "History of Embodiments of Dalai Lamas" (rGyalba'i-'lchruns-rnbs) was composed by Lama Gun-than-pa, the minister of the thirteenth
Dolai Lama a t the instance of S. C. Das who published it as a n appendix t o his Introduction ro the Grammar of Tibetan Language.31e
Besides, brief expositions of such works may be found in general works on the
history of Buddhism.
to be distillThe histories o f incarnations-slcyes-rubs-s o r 'khruns-rubs-s-ought
guished from the so-called 'khruns-rubs-gsol-'debs i.e. "Prayers t o successive incarnations". The latter are special works of a small size, which are usually written by the
leading hierarchs of Tibetan Buddhism a t tlie request of the relations o r admirers of

dynasty of the incarnations of various 'Jam-dbyais-bshad-pa-s, the supreme
sovereigns of bLa-bran monastery, fols. 50" I-61b 5 ; the second 'Jam-dbyarisbshad-pa, the well-known dKon-mcliog-'jigs-med-dbafi-po ( 1 728-1 791 ), fols.
61b 5-70b 1 and finally, the third 'Jam-dbyalis-bshad-pa (b. 1792), fols.
70" 1-80' 4.
3 16. See bKa'-gdllms-prz-dnnuidge-lugs-pa-bla
-ma-rags -rim-gyi -gsuri-'bum -mtslran-tho,
fol. 59" 5-0.
317. See Deb-ther-rgya-intsho, vol. i, fol. 17b 2-3. The author of the history of incarnations of kLori-rdol-bla-ma is called, in the text, by a short name "sTag-phu".
But obviously, the reference here is t o sTag-phu bLo-bzan-bstan-pa'i-rgyalmtshan (mentioned in the text in a n earlier line) in spite of the fact that he
died during the life-time of kLod-rdol-bla-ma who, in his work bsTan-'~Is~IJ-gyiskyes-bu-rgya-bod-du-byorz-pn'i-miri-gi- (fol. 2 1 4), nalncs an incnl.nation
of sTag-phi1 bLo-bzah-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan. T h e histories of incarnations
were quite often compiled during the life-time of a person hy his senior
contemporaries.
318. S. C. Das, An Introduction to the Grammar of the Tibetan Laliguage with the
Texts of Situlti Sum-rtags, Dag-je Sal-wai Me long altd Situhi Shnl-luri,
Darjeeling, 1915, Appe~idixVII, pp. 18-23.
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some person with a view to glorify this person in his previous famous incarnations.
These works, of course, have no historical value by themselves, but they are sometimes
used by the Tibetan historians as a canvas on which the biographies of all sorts of persons
are mechal~ically combined into a history of successive incarnations of the same
person.31e In spite of the fact that there are plenty of such works in Tibetan literature
and that some of these are widely popular and authoritative, even the Tibetans themselves do not take the risk of assigning them to the class of historical texts. We shall
not therefore take these up here.

6. Chronological Treatises (bsTan-rlsis-s)
The so-called bstan-rtsis-s (the term bstan-rtsis, literally translated, means
a special place in
"chronology of doctriney'),-the special cl~ronolngicalworks-have
Tibetan historical literature.
These works originated in connection with the repeated attempts, in Tibet, a t
ascertaining the date of the nirvana of Buddha for finding out the number of years that
had passed from the time of the nirviipa inasmuch as each of the sources a t the
disposal of the Tibetan writers calculated this date in its own way. These calculations
were specially developed in c ~ n n e c t i o nwith the eschatological 11otions of the Buddhists
and the prophecies about the period of existence of the Buddhist religion on earth.
The famous bSod-nams-rtse-1110 (1 142-1182), the second of the "five great (scholars) of
Sa-~kya-pa"~~O
and, after him, other Tibetan authors give us a number of such calcu- -

319. Thus, for instance, the "history of incarnations" of the regent of Tibet, s a g dban-tshul-khrims is based on two "prayers to incarnations" ('khruris-rubsgsol-'debs-s). One of these was written during his life time by the third Panchen-bla-ma d~al-ldan-ye-& (1740-1780) and the other by the eighth Dalai
Lama 'Jyams-dpal-rgya-mtsho (1758-1804)-see the "history of incarnations"
of Nag-dbah-tshul-khrims, pt. i, fol. 6a 5 ff. and 6b 4 ff. Similarly, the "history
of incarnations" of Sans-rgyas Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje is based on the "prayers to his
incarnations", written by the same third Pan-chen-bla-ma dPal-ldan-ye-ies
(op. cit., fol. 4b 3 ff.).
320. The dates of birth and death of bSod-nanls-rtse-mo are indicated in the abovementioned letter of his younger brother Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1 147-1216)entitled Ga-r~iri-rgyal-po-la-rtsis-bsdur-du-btan-ba'i-~i-ge
(fol. 2108 4)-and in the
"Chronological Tables". Besides, brief biographical data on him are given in
the Hor-chos-'byuri (see G. Huth, Geschicl~redes Buddhismus in der Mongolei,
Vos. 14
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lations (rtsis). The earliest calculntion of the date of the r r i r v i ~ a was made
during the reign of Khri-gtsug-ldc'u-btsan (Ral-pa-can) in 822, when the peace
treaty between Tibet and Cliina was concluded. In 1136, in the cloister of kib-pe-cog-la
Tshal of Bru-sha country, one Bande Chos-kyi-blo-gros along with some other persons
calculated the number of years that had passed from the time of the nirriign. Again,
such calculation was made in 905 when tlie Tibetan king dPal-'khor-btsan was mourning
the death of his father.321
Obviously, one must see, in these calculations made from time t o time, tlie
nucleus of the special chronological 1itel.atul.e of Tibet (bslan-rtsis). As it was, these
calculations could hardly have aimed a t a s o m e ~ h a tdetailed chronological investigation.
Their object was nierely to ascertain the date of the nirviiga. However, since tliese
were based on a comparison of the data o n various events and corresponding similar
calculations made earlier, their purpose was not only and not so much tlie ascertaining
of the date of the nirriipa (a controversial question a s it was) as the establishment of the
exact date of the curreilt events. It is a pity that tlie earliest cl~rnnologicalcalculaticns
of the Tibetans have not reached us in the original ; we can only f o s n ~ some idea of
these on thc basis of the works composed later than the 12th century.
Of the Tibetan texts known to me, the earliest to contain a special chronological
study of tlie initial and last dates of the existence of the Buddhist doctrine-i.e. bstan-rtsis
in the real sense of the word-is the one entitled Chos-ln-'jlrg-pu'i-sgo [The D o o r Leadiug to the (Buddhist) Faith] written in 1 167322by the aforementioned bSod-nams-rtse-mo.
I t is included in the Complete Works of this author and covers 55 folios.323 AS is
clear from the title itself, this work esseiitially is a general introduction to the Buddhist
philosophy. T h e chronological investigation is included in it only casually (shar-lns'ofis-pa) and c:)vers nierely two folios in the end of the book.324 Here, the author
lists the ten periods of Buddhist era, points o u t the difference between the Tibetan and
the Indian and Chinese ways of reckoning time, cites data from the Indian clironology
up to and after Buddha, gives principal dates fro111 the life of Buddha himself and then
enumerates the cases in which the calculations, made in Tibet, of the number of years

321.

322.

323.
324.

T. I . , S. 70, Z. 13 ; S. 71, Z. 16), which, however, wrongly states that bSodnams-rtse-mo died in the 44th year from his birth. Actually, he died in the
41st year of his life as clearly mentioned in the letter of his brother.
See the work of Mod-nanis-rtse-mo, entitled Chos-ln-'jug-pa'i-sgo (fol. 316" 2 - 5 ) ,
included in the fourth volume (na) of the Sa-skya-bka'-'bum.
The date of composition (Fire-Pig year) when, according t o bSod-nams-rtse-mo,
3300 years had passed from the nirviiqtz-and which corresponds to A.D. 1167is mentioned in the text itself (fol. 316b 4-5).
See Sa-slcya-bkaY-'bum,vol. iv (fiq), fols. 263-317.
Ihid., fols. 314b 6-3 16b 6 .
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that had passed from the time of the nirviiva were in conformity with the tradition to
which the author belonged.
This brief chronological excursus is reproduced in full, with minor additions, by
the nephew of the author, the well-known Sa-skya-pandita Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan
(1182-1251),325in the biography of Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan compiled in 1216a26 (viz. in
325. A short biography of Sa-skya-pandita Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan is available in his
Collected Works [see Sa-skya-bka'-'bum, vol. xii (nu), fols. 279-2901 under the
title dPnl-ldan-sa-skya-pacgila-chen-po'i-rnamy4mr-p~.
The author of this biography is some Shan rGyal-ba-dpal, a monk from the
monastery of Gun-thati. It treats exclusively of the academic and scholarly
activity of Sa-skya-pandita and mentions no dates. Another biography of
Sa-skya-pandi ta, en titled Chos-kyi-rje-sa-skya-pa?
dita-kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshangyi-rtogs-pa-brjod-pa-dri-za'i-glu-dby
(7 fols.), is by the first Panchen Lama
[Pan-chen-bla-ma] bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan(1570- 1662) and is included
in the complete works of this author (vol. i ; ka). A copy of the collected
works of tke first Panchen Lama is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia
(Tsybikov Collection, No. 10). The list of historical literature given in the
~eb-rher-rgyalmtsho(vol. ,i, fol. 12b5-6) mentions five different biographies of
Sa-skya-pandita. Four of these are also mentioned in the list of rare books
fol. 4b5-6). Besides, a short bio(see dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig,
graphy of this famous Tibetan scholar is given in the Ifor-chos-'hyuri (see G.
Huth, Geschichre des Ouddlrismus in der Mongolei, vol. i, S. 73, Z. 14 ; S. 87,
Z. 17 ; vol. ii, SS. 118-136). Stray pieces of information on him and the dates
of his birth and death are found recorded in numerous historical texts including
the "Chronological Tables".
and is included
326. This work bears the title bta-ma-rje-btsun-pa-chen-po'i-mam-thar
in the Sa-skya-bka'-'bum (vol. x, tha) fols. 288b 1-29gb4. The date of composition of the work-Fire-Mouse
year, in which Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan passed
away and in which, according to the views of Sa-skya-pa school, 3349 years
had passed from the date of the nirvip-is mentioned in the text itself on
folios 298" 5-298b 2. (There is, however, a misprint in the xylograph, which
wrongly mentions 3350 years. But this error is clearly elinlinated on the basis of
the quotations and references available in other works which mention 3349 years :
Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fol. 103b4 ; Dus-'khor-!ik-cltert, pt. i, fol. 23a 1-2, and
d~ag-bsam-ljon-bzari,fols. 7gb 7-80" 1 ; S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 124).
See also the statement of the 'chronological table' of the first 'Jam-dbyansbshad-pa. The chronological excursus covers fols. 296a 6-299" 5 in this work
of Sa-skya-pandita.
Vos. 14/a
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the year in which the latter died). Among the other things that Sa-skya-pandita has
added are some works of Sa-skya-pa-~hos-rje~~'
which obviously should be taken to
mean Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, for only a few lines earlier, the author uses this respectful title for the
However, during all my travels, I could not trace the text from
which these words are taken. Probably, Sa-skya-pandita has referred not to a written
source but sinlply to something that he might have personally heard from his uncle,
Grags-pa-rgyal-m tshan.
The chronological calculations of the Sa-skya-pa scholars have been frequcutly
quoted in the later works as one of the main opinions on the dates of birth and death
of Buddha. I11 particular, these have been quoted, in fairly good details, by Bu-ston
R i n - c l ~ e n - g r u b , Yid-bznli-rtse-ba
~~~
('Gos-lo-ts3-ba gShon-nu-dpal) and, from him, by
L h a - d b a f i - b l o - g r ~ sSum-pa-mkhan-po
,~~~
Y e - i c ~ - d p a l - ' b y o r ~and
~ l others.

327. Sa-slya-b1ta'-'bum, vol. x (tha), fol. 29Yb 6 ff.
328. Ibid., fol. 298" 5.
329. Bu-ston, Chos-'byl~ti, fols. 103" 5-104a 6 (E. Obermiller, History of Buddhism,
pt. ii, pp. 106-108. This translation, however, is full of errors).
330. See E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnu17g der Lehre, Miinchen, 1697, S. 662, Z. 13-S.
663, Z. 16 (Tibetan text). Since there are numerous errors and discrepancies
in the translation mady by E. Schlagintweit and particularly in his annotations
to this translation, we have to refer only to the Tibetan text (bearing the
title bsTon-rtsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'blrm)publ~sliedby him as an nppe~~dixto his
work.
A survey of the chronological exposition of the Sa-skya-pa scholars as
included in this text reveals that, as compared with the chronology in the works
of Sa-skya-pa scholars themselves, the numbers of years that have passed
from the nirviiva to some particular events are throughout found increased by
one year. Thus, for example, the number of years from the nir15iina to
A.D. 822 is reckoned not as 2955 (as in the original texts) but as 2956 etc.
In other words, in all these cases, tlie current year of the happening of a
particular event is also included in the number of ycars reckoned to have
passed from the date of the nirviiva. The only exception is the figure for tlie
number of years that have passed from the nirlliip to the year of composition
of the text of Chos-la-'jug-pa'i-sgo-which somehow has becn left unchanged.
In the same way, the dates of composition of 'lihrnul-sel (A.D. 1442) and
bsTan-rtsis-'docl-spyin-gm-'bum (A.D. 1592) as reckoned from the date of
nii.vBpz do not include the year of the event itself.
331. dPng-bsam-ljon-bzati, fols. 79b2-80'2; S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Znng,
pp. 123-124.
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Besides the chronological calculations of the Sa-skya-pa scholar~,~~~-which
represent one of the best known trends in the Tibetan chronology of Buddhism,there have also been other attcrnpts to calculate the date of the rrirviip. These also
include such trends which, like the Sa-skya-pa school, assign the date of thc nlrvlQu to
a much remote period (25th-20th century B.C.). One such trend is represented in the
apocryphal bKa'-chems [Will] of the king Srcn-btsan-~garn-po,~~~
another-by Nel-pa-

i

332. As already stated in note 96, according to the Sa-skya-pa scholars, Buddha
was born in the Earth-Dragon year and he attained n i r v q a on the boundary of
the Fire-Pig and Earth-Mouse years. See Chos-la-'jug-pa'i-sgo, fol. 3 15b 5-6 ;
bLa-ma-rje-btsun-pa-chen-pa'i-rnam-thar,
fol. 297a 3-4. The Sa-skya-pa scholars
opine that from the date of the nirvZva up to A.D. 822 (inclusive) in which the
peace treaty between Tibet and China was concluded, there is a span of 2955
years ; up to A.D. 1167 in which the work entitled Chosla-'jug-pa'i-sgo was
written, there is a space of 3300 years, and up to A.D. 1216 when Grags-pa,
rgyal-mtshan passed away-that of 3349 years etc. Thus, as already remarked
(see note 96), the Sa-skya-pa scholars assign the date of the nirvii? of Buddha
to the end of the year 2134 B.C. (Fire-Pig year) and regard the year 2133 B.C.
(Earth-Mouse year) as the first year after the rtirvEp. They date the birth of
Buddha to 2213 B.C. (Earth-Dragon year). For the conversion of dates
according to Tibetan sexagenary cycle into European calendar and vice-versa,
see : P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexagk~~aire
.. , JA, 19 13, t. I, pp. 664-665 (Tclbknu des
dates cycliques arlterieurs a I'bre chrktienne).
333. As mentioned in the bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyin-gter-'bum published by E. Schlagintweit (see E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnu~tg der Lehre, S. 662, 2. 8-11),
there passed 3862 years (if the calculations of the "Will" of the
king Srofi-btsan-sgam-po be accepted) from the date of the nirva'p
to A.D. 1442 (inclusive) in which the work 'Khrul-sel was written, and
401 2 years up to A.D. 1592 when the work bsTan-rrsis-'dod-spyin-grer'bum itself was written. In the usual case, the nirviip of Buddha,
according to this calculation, should be assigned to 2421 B.C., for, in order to
obtain the ordinal number of the year before our era, it is necessary to add one
unit to the absolute value of the mathematical difference of the given numbers
1442 and 3862 (or 1592 and 4012). [For this rule, see W. Wislicenus,
Astronomische Chronologie, Leipzig, 1895, S. 46 ; F. K. Ginzel, Handbuch der
lnathenza~ischen und rechnischen Chrortologie, Bd i, S. 99 ; Bd 111, S. 1821.
It should, however, be noted that the Tibetans include, in this number, not ouly
the current year ji.e. the year to which t h . calculations are made) but also
the year of completion of a particular event as whole units. For instance, A.D.
1282 (Water-Horse year) is regarded as the third year from the time of death of
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~ a n d i t a . ~ ~Then
4
there are three closely allied trends wliich do, t o some extent,
approach the date of tlie nirvlipn (assigning it to the 14th-9th centuries B.C.). These

'Phags-pa-bla-ma, which occurred in A.D. 1280. The number of years as
reckoned from A.D. 1282 to A.D. 1442 comes to 16 1. Cf. bsTan-rtsis-'clodspyin-gter-'bum, E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnurig der Lehre, S. 664, Zz. 9- 10.
(This is like our expression "the third day", which means "two days hack").
This manner of calculation is followed by a majority of Tibetan writers
particularly by Yid-bzan-rtse-ba who applies it in his 'Khrul-sel and in the
Deb-tlzer-srion-po, Therefore, the number of years from the nirviipa to A.D.
1442 (inclusive), viz. 3862 years, as mentioned by Yid-bzan-rtse-ba-exactly
as the number of years from the nirviip to A.D. 1592, viz. 4012 years as
mentioned by Lha-dban-blo-gros-should be increased by one year for finding
out the date of this event. Taking into account all these facts, the nir11Epa
of Buddha should, from the viewpoint of the "Will" of the king Sron-btsansgam-po, be assigned to A.D. 2420 (Iron-Cow year according to the Tibetan
sexagenary cycle). This agrees with the testimony of Sum-pa-mkhail-po who says
that the Buddha was born, according to this viewpoint, in the Iron-Dragon
year and that 4247 years have passed from this event to A.D. 1747 (see dPagham-ljon-bzari, fol 281b 3). However, in the text of bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyi~z-gter'hum, the nirviipn is dated (obviously by mistake) to Water-Cow year which,
in the present case, can correspond only to 2408 or 2468 B.C. This error
was noticed and mentioned, in his annotations, by the anonymous scribe of the
Tibetan text of this work (see bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyin-gter-'bum,E. Schlagintweit,
Die Berechnung der Lehre, S. 662, 2. 1 , where the correct cyclic date-EarthCow year-is mentioned).
334. In accordance with bsTan-rrsis-'dod-spyin-gtc~r-'bum(Ibid., S. 662, Zz. 1 1- 1 3),
Nel-pa-pandita dated the nirlii9a to Wood-Pig year. If his calculations be
accepted, there is a span of 3588 years from this date of the ni~.viipato A.D.
1442 and that of 3738 years u p to A. D. 1592. Considering that the Tibctan
authors add, to this number, the year of completion of a particular event (see
tlie previous note), it may be gathered that the date of the nir.vEpa as ascertaincd
by Nel-pa-pandita, on conversioil to our calendar, comes to 2146 B.C. which
actually is the Wood-Pig year in Tibetan sexagenary cycle. From this
standpoint, the birth of Buddha-who,
according to the generally prevalent
tradition, passed away in the 80th (according to some other versions, in the
81st or 82nd) year of his life-can be dated to Fire-Dragon year corresponding
to 2225 B.C. However, the text-probably by mistake-mentions Water-Mouse
year (i.e.2229 B.C.). This error is also noted by the scribe of the Tibctan text
(ihid., S. 662, Anm. 2, 3).
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include the views expressed in : (1) the 'Khrul-sel by the well-known historian Yid-bzahrtse-ba who, as he himself says, has depended on the calculations of the Kbotan
chronicles translated into Tibetan ;336 (2) the astronomical works of gYun-ston rDo-rjedpalNeand other authors ; and (3) the works of the scholars of Jo-nan-pa school,

On the other hand, the Fifth Dalai Lama ascribes this last date to Ncl-papandita (see his work eiltitlcd r'I:~is-skor-nug-las-brrsams-pa'i-dris-Ian-i?i~~-b~~c
dban-po'i-snori-ha, fol. 43b 6. This work in 56 folios was written in A.D. 16:6
and is included in vol. xx (pha) of the Complete Works of the Fifth Dalai Lama).
This is also mentioned by Sum-pa-mkhan-po (see dPag-b~am-ljon-bzari,
fol. 287b 3). The original work of Nel-pa-pandita has not come down to us.
335. According to Yid-bzan-rtse-ba, Buddha was born in Water-Cow year and he
attained nirviiva in Water-Hen year (see bsTan-rfsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bum,E.
Schlagintweit, Die Berechnung der Lehre, S. 666, 2.3-S. 667, 2. 10, which
quotcs the relevant passage from his work 'Khrul-scl. The cyclic date of the
nirviiva- Water-Hen year- is also mentioned in another work of his-the Dcbther-siron-po (vol. i, fol. 13" 1-2). According to the calculations made by Yidbzan-rtse-ba, 2750 years had passed from the date of the nirvEt;la to A.D. 1442
(including the current year and the year of actual occurrence of the event).
This means that he has dated the rzirriiva to 1308 B.C. (on conversion to
European calendar),-which, in Tibetan sexagenary cycle, actually corresponds
to Water-Hen year,-and the birth of Buddha to 1388 B.C. (Water-Cow year).
336. Brief biographical data on gYub-ston rDo-rje-dpal are given in the Deb-rhcrsrion-po (vol. i, fols. 76b 3-77a 5). According to this text, he was the pupil of
Karma Ran-byun-rdo-rje ( 1 281-1 339) and Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub ( 1 290-1 364).
and was born in Wood-Monkey year which, in the present case, corresponds to
A.D. 1284. He died in the 82nd year of his life, viz. in Wood-Snake year,
which corresponds to A.D. 1365. In the 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhanpo, the dates of birth and death of gYuri-ston rDo-rje-dpal are given as A.D.
1287 and 1368.
As stated in the bsTan-rtsis-'don-spj~in-gter-'brml (E. Schlagintweit, Die
Berechrtung der Lckre, S. 664, Zz. 24-30), gYun-ston rDo-rje-dpal assigned the
birth of Buddha to Wood-Mouse year. It is further stated that if this .viewpoint of gYun-ston rDo-rje-dpal is accepted, it will be found that 2320 years
have passed from the nirvZ?p (which, according to him, was attained by
Buddha in the 80th year after his birth) to A.D. 1442, and that 2470 years
(including also the current year and the year of the occurrence of the event)
have passed up to A.D. 1592 (ibid., S. 664, Zz. 33-34 ; S. 670, Zz. 5-8 and the
table). This means that gYuh-ston rDo-rje-dpal dated the nirvijp to 878 B.C.
(ou conversion to our calendar) and the birth of Buddha to 957 B.C. I'his is
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etc.337 Finally, there also are opinions, which assign the nirviipa t o a much nearer
period (8th-6th century B.C.). One of these is set forth in the Tsan-dan-gyi-sliu-rgya-r1ugsa-11a-bshugs-ba'i-by11li-tshul
[Acount of how the sandal-wood irnage (of Buddha) in the
also corroborated by Sum-pa-mkhan-po who thinks that, according to gYu+
ston, 2704 years had passed from the birth of Buddha to A.D. 1747 (see
dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan, fol. 287b 3).
According to the bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyin-gter-'bum (ibid., S. 664, Zz. 30-34 ;
S. 670, table), even the famous Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub is a representative of this
trend in the Tibetan chronology of Buddhism. According t o other indications,
however, the latter's opinion in this regard agrees with that expressed by the
astronomers of the Jo-naA-pa school (see below, note 337). At the same time,
the view of gYun-ston was accepted by 'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po (see bsTunrtsis-'dod-spyin-gier-'bum,ibid., S. 670, Zz. 5-8).
337. According to bsTan-rtsis-'nod-spyin-gter-'bum(ibid., S. 664, 2.34-S. 665, Z. 5S. 670, Zz. 8-9), the three representatives of Jo-nan-pa heretic school-Phyogslas-rnam-rgyal (1366- 1386), the well-known astronomer (short biographical
data on him are given in the Deb-ther-sliotl-po, vol. ii, fols. 112" 5-1 13" l ) , from
wllom Tson-kha-pa heard the Kiilacnlcra doctrine (see Grub-mthaY-;el-gyi-melo& book '7, fol. 4" 2), 'Jam-dbyatis-chos-kyi-mgon-po, and by an-bdag rNamrgyal-grags-bzan, the representative of the large feudal Byan-bdag dynasty and
celebrated for his astronomical knowledge (see rGyal-ba-Ilia-pa'i-dob-ther,
fols.
66b 1-67b I)-think
that Buddha was born in Fire-Horse year and that he
attained nirviip in Fire-Hare year. This means that, from their point of view,
2276 years (as per Tibetan t node of calculation) had passed from the n i l a i i ~ a
to A.D. 1442, and 2426 years (wrongly put in the text as 2427) to A.D. 1592.
Thus, according to the Europcan calendar, they date the nirviil;la to 834 B.C.
which actually is the Fire-Hare year (in Tibetan sexagenary cycle) and the
birth of Buddha t o 9 15 B.C. (Fire-Horse year).
This view is fairly well-known in Tibetan literature. In particular, this
view is accepted by Sum-pa-mkhan-po (see dPog-bsam-ljon-bzari, fols. 272" 7,
316b 7). Again, it is the first of the two views accepted by fii-rna-thati-pa iesrab-spyin-pa in his work entitled Lun-dun-r,igs-pa'i-gte,-chen-po-legs-pat--biadpa'i-dus-tshigs-gsnl-bar-byed-pa'i-Zi-ma(briefly, Ni-thon-nus-lshigs), written in
1675. See the xylograph of this work published in Aginsky datsan in Buryatia
(fols. 5gb 3-69" 1). The second 'Jam-dbyatis-bshad-pa, dKon-mchog-'jigs-meddbati-po, in his catalogue of the Co-ne edition of bsTan-'gyur, regards Bu-ston
and mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzali-po (1385-1438), the closest pupil of Tsolikha-pa as the followers of this view.
This is also stated by Sum-pa-mkhan-po (see dPng-bsam-ljon-bzan, fols.
23" 7, 24"-7, 179" 3, 2R7b 3 ; S. C. Das, Pog Som Jon Zang, pp. 36, 38,277).
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Chinese land arrived] dating from 1263.a8e Another work belongs to the associate of
According to him, Bu-ston, like other followers of this view, dates the birth of
Buddha to 915 B.C. (Fire-Horse year) but the t~irviinanot to 834 B.C. (FireHare year) as is done by the astronomers of the Jo-nan-pa school but to FireTiger year (a year earlier). How far this information on Bu-ston's views is
correct is difficult to say, for his astrono~nical works are not at our disposal.
Besides, as we have seen above (see note 336), absolutely different vicws are
ascribed to this author. In his C'hos-'bjun, Bu-ston states that from the point
of view of the KZlacukra system, 2198 years should be reckoned to have passed
from the time when Buddha preached the "Main text" (Miilatanrra) of this
system to A.D. 1322 when the Chos-'byun was written (see Bu-ston, Chos-'bpri,
fol. 104b 2). This statement, however, is not adequate for our purpose. It
does not clarify whether, as mentioned in the bsTan-rfsis-'abd-spyin-gter-'bum
(E. Schlagiutweit, Die Berechnurlg der Lehre, S- 664, Zz. 30-34), Bu-ston considered the "Main text'' of the Kiilacakra system as having been preached by
Buddha a year before his nirviip or whether, like the astronomers of the
Jo-nan-pa school, he assumed that this sermon was delivered a year after the
h k y a m u n i became the Buddha. In the colophons to his historical work
(Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 244= 4-5) and in his commentary on Abhisamajii1amkZr.a entitled Luri-gi-sZe-ma (or more fully, ips-rab-kyi-plta-rol-ru-phyin-Pa'imon-fiag-gi-bs~an-bcos-mrion-par-rrogs-pa'i-rgyan-shes-byaba'i-grel-ba'i-rgya-cherbiad-pa-luri-gi-sZe-ma),-published by Aginsky darsa~l in Buryatia, chapter viii,
fol. 2gb 1-2,-this author depends upon the year of the nirvZp as established
by Sa-skya-pa school. As regards mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po, he
actually follows the point of view of the astronomers of Jo-nan-pa school. In
his famous work entitled dPal-dus-kyi-'khor-lo'i-'grel-chen-dri-ma-med-p'i-~od-kjirgya-chen-cher-bsad-pa-de-kho-na-Zid-snan-par-byed-p-whichis an extensive
commentary on Vimolaprabkii, the Indian commentary on Kiilacakraranrra-he
clearly mentions that, in his opinion, the SZkyamuni became the Buddha in
Water-Horse year. He further mentions that 1904 years had passed from this
moment which, according to him, should be regarded as the beginning of the
Buddhist era, to the end of the period of Me-mkha9-rgya-mtsho, i.e. up to
A.D. 1026 (inclusive) and that 2312 years had passed up to A.D. 1434 when
mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po wrote his work [see the above-mentioned
work of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po, pt. i (vol. ii of thecollected Works),
fols. 30" 6-30b 2, 390b 4-51. Thus, he has dated the event in question to 879 B.C.
-the year to which the astronomers of the Jo-nan-pa school dated this event.
338. The "Account of how the sandal-wood image (of Buddha) in the Chinese land
#
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Kublai, Lama Grub-chen U-rgyan-pa Rin-chen-dpal ( 1 230- 1309), who wrote his chronology in 1282.338 A third work is by a scholar from Kashrnir, hkya6ribhadra
(1 127-1225)540who calculated the date of the nirviipa many times-in 1204, 1207 and
arrived" is available in the bsTan-'gyur [rGyud, vol. lxxxv (ru), fols. 154" 1155.41.
339. A short biography of Grub-chen U-rgyan-pa Rin-chen-dpal is available in the
Deb-ther-srion-po (vol. ii, fols. 6Lib 5-72a 1). The dates of his birth and death
are also included in the "Chronological Tables". The 'chronological table' of
the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa mentions even the date of compilation of the
chronology. This distinguished leader of the 'Brug-pa sect,-who was invited
to the court of Kublai in 1292 (see A. Csoma de Koros, A Grammar of the
Tibetan Language, pp. 200, 202, n. 7 ; E. Schlagintweit, Berechnung der Lehre,
S. 627, Anm. 244, Ss. 629, 639, 641),-is often confused with Padmasambhava
who, as is well known, has the title "Gu-ru U-rgyan-pa". The very text of
bsTan-rrsis-'don-.~pyin-gter-'bumclearly states that Grub-clien U-rgyan-pa Rinchen-dpal calculated the date of the nirviina in Water-Horse year which, according to the Tibetan calculation, was the third year after the death of 'Phags-pabla-ma (1235-1280)-viz. in 1282 and that 161 years had passed from this year
to A.D. 1412 (ibid., S. 664, Zz. 9-10).
According to the bsTan-rrsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bum (ibid., S. 663, Z. 27S. 664, 2. 11) which contains the calculafions of U-rgyan-pa Rin-chen-dpal,
the latter thought that on the 5th day after the new moon of the
11th month of A. D. 1282, 1932 years 8 months and 5 days had passed
This means that he dated the
from the time of the nirvzpa.
nirviiva to 651 B.C. which, according to the Tibetan sexagenary cycle, is
the Iron-Horse year. It is true that on the basis of the information of the same
source, Yid-bzan-rtse-ba thought that from the viewpoint of U-rgyan-pa Rinchen-dpal, 2093 years (and not 2092, as would have been expected) had passed
from the nirviiva to A. D. 1412. In accordance with this, even Lha-dban-blogros assumed that 2243 years had passed from the date of the nirviiva to
, A.D. 1592 when his work bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyin-gter-'bum was written. But
this discrepancy of one year cannot affect our calculation of the year to which
U-rgyan-pa Rin-chen-dpal dates the nirviva. This is explained by the fact that
Yid-bzan-rtse-ba, following the general habit of the Tibetan authors (cf. supra,
note 333), reckoned 161 years from A.D. 1282 to 1442, added this figure to
1932 and thus got a total of 2093 years-a number which includes, as whole
units, the current year viz. 1442 and the year of the nirviiva. And this is what
he wanted.
340. A short biography of k ~ k ~ a i r i b h a d r is
a included in the Deh-ther-srion-po
(vol. ii, fols. 25Sa 1-259b 5). The principal dates are also mentioned in the
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1210.Wl His viewsau were cited, among others, by Sa-skya-panditaM8 ; the calculation
----- . - -

.

[Notes 342-3 : see infro]

"Chronological Tables". In Tibet, $Bkyabribhadra spent ten years-from 1204
to 1213 (see Deb-ther-stion-po, vol. ii, fol. 256" 1-2).
ra
one calculation in
341. As .stated by Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub, k ~ k ~ a f r i b h a d made
Khro-phu in A.D. 1204 (Wood-Mouse year), i.e. during the first year of his
arrival in Tibet. Thereafter, he made two calculations in A.D. 1207 (Fire-Hare
year). The first of these two calculations, made in Sol-nag-than-chen, is widely
prevalent. According to this calculation, 1750 years 2 months and 20 days had
took place on the 8th day after
passed from the time of the nirvZp,-which
the new moon in the month of KBrtika (smin-drug), the last month of the
autumn-up to the date of calculation. From this, it may be inferred that this
calculation itself was made on the 12th day after the full moon of MHgha (mchu),
, testified by the Tibetan sources,
the last winter month. S ~ k ~ a i r i b h a d r aas
reckoned the beginning of the year from the first day after the full moon of the
month of KBrtika (ston-zla-tha-chun-smit~-drug-zla-ba'i
mar-rio'i-fshes-gcig). The
same point of view was also accepted by Bu-ston and other authors (see Ni-thandus-i~higs,
fols. 13b 5-14" 1). Thus this calculation wasmade about two months
earlier than the second one which, as Bu-ston tells us, was made on the 5th day
h the same year, viz. of A.D. 1207. Finally, the last
of the middle spring ~ o n t of
calculation made by SZkyairibhadra was in Sa-skya in 1210 (Iron-Horse year).
What Bu-ston actually states in this connection is : Kha-che-bZkya-iris 6in-phobyi-lo la-khro-phur-brtsis-pa-dan me-yos-la-sol-nag-than-chen-du-brtsis-par smindrug-zla-ba'i-dkar-phyogs-kyi tshes-brpyad-nam-gun-miiam-pa-la zla-ba-ri-po-lanub-tshe de-rjes-lo-ni-ston-phrag-gcig bdun-brgya-dan-ni-lna-bcu-dan zla-ba-g3isdan-zla-ba-phyed de-bshin-iii-ma-lna-rabs-'das
lo-ni-ston-phrag-gsum-dan-ni
5s-brgya-dab-ni-bshi-bcu-dgu
zla-ba-dgu-dan-5-ma-bcu ma-'ob-bstan-pa'ilhag-mar-gnas shes m e - y o s - d p y i d - ' b r i h - g i - t s h e s - l n a - l a - b r t Icags-phorta-la-sa-skyar-brtses-pa'i-lugs-kyis
lo-ston-brgyad-brgya-drug-cu-rtsa-lna-chupho-phya-lo-yan-chad-la-'das (see Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fols. 103b 6-1048 3).
The last portion of this passage has been so distorted by E. Obermiller
in his translation that it makes no sense. Without understanding that the
reference here was to the views expressed on the date of the nirr@.a by one and
the same person who had calculated this date four times, E. Obermiller
converted the last two cases of calculation into independent theories. Thus he
deprived the concluding words of the text of all sense-the words in which
Bu-ston specilies the number of years that, according to the viewpoint of
$8kyairibhadra, had passed from the nirviina to the composition of his historical
Vos. 15Ia
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made by him in 1207 is quoted by B u - ~ t o n ,mKhas-grub
~~~
dGe-legs-dpal-bzafi-p0,346
Yid-b~ati-rtse-ba,~~0
L h a - d b a r i - b l o - g r o ~and
~ ~ ~others.
[Notes 344-7 : see infia]

work in 1322. E. Obermiller translates : "According to the point of view of
those who count (the time of the Buddha's attainment of nirviipa) to have been
the 5th of tlie middle-month of spring in the year of the fire-hare, and according
to the tradition of the Sa-kya which counts from the male-iron-horse year,1865 years have passed away up to the year of the male-water-dog" (see E.
Obermiller, History of Buddltism, pt. ii, p. 107). Such a translation is all the
more odd because the earlier portion of the passage has been translated correctly
(except that it has been broken off from the later portion and that the nun~erical
"five" has been erroneously substituted by "ten"). A correct translation of the
whole passage would be : "In accordance with the calculation made by
S5kya6ribhadra of Kashmir in the year of the Wood-Mouse (1204) in Khro-phu
and the calculation made (by him) in the year of the Fire-Hare (1207) in Solnag-thah-chen,-which reads : "In the bright part of the month of ICZrtika, on
the 8th day, in the midnight, when the moon set behind tlie mountain, the
sovereign of the hermits attained nirviina, (and) 1750 years two-and-a-half months
and five days have passed since then, (and that) the Doctrine (of the Buddha)
according to
is to exist (for) 3249 years 9 months and 10 days in future",-and
the calculation made (by him) on the 5th day of the middle-month of spring in
the year of the Fire-Hare (1207), and (again) according to the calculation made
(by him) in Sa-skya in the year of the Iron-Horse (1210), 1865 years have passed
to the year of the Water-Dog". The calculation made by kHkya6ribhadra in
1210 is also referred to by Sa-skya-pandita (see bLa-ma-rje-btsun-pa-chen-po'imom-ihnr, fol. 298b 4-5).
342. As already stated in the previous note, according to the calculation made in
1207 by &ikya6rihhadra, 1750 years had passed from the date of the nirl.iica.
Again, calculating the date of the nirvZpcl in 1210, he-in full agreement with the
previous calculation-reckoned that 1753 years had passed froni the nirviipa
(see bLa-ma-rje-btsun-pa-clzen-po'i-rnam-thar,
fol. 298b4-5). In accordance with
this, Bu-ston Rin-clien-grub also, in ascertaining the nu~nberof years that had
passed from the nirviiva of Buddha to 1322 when he wrote his historical work,
assumed (as we have already seen) that 1865 years had passed from the point of
view of ~ 5 k Y a i r i b h a d r a . This means that 6Hkya6ribhadra placed the date o f
the nirviipa at the year 544 B.C. (as converted t o our calendar). This is also
corroborated by other Tibetan sources, though it must bc kept in mind that
most of them, following the usual convention in Tibet, also include the year
then running and the year of colnpletion o f the event itself in the figure for the
number of years that have passed from the date of the event. This has already
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The nine trends enumerated here are expounded by the historian Yid-ban-rtse-ba-

.

343.
344.
345.
346.
347.

been mentioned by us in the previous notes. Thus, for instance, Yid-bzati-rtseba thinks that from the point of view of h5kya6ribhadra, 1986 years had passed
from the rtirvqa to 1442 when his work 'Khrul-sel was written (see the statement
of 'Khrul-sel quoted in the bsTan-rrsis-'dod-spyin-grer-'bum ; E. Schlagin twei t,
Die Bereclttlung der Lelrre, S. 604, Zz. 22-23-the text erroneously mentions 1987
instead of 1986 probably because ro, the symbol for number "6" has been
misprinted as ri, the symbol for number "7"). In the same way, Yid-bzanrtse-ba thinks that 2020 years had passed from thc n i r v d p to A.D. 1476 when
he wrote his historical work Deb-ther-sAon-po (see Deb-rher-srion-po, vol. ii,
fols. 255" 4-255b 1). Accordingly, Lha-dban-blo-gros assumes that 2136 years
had passed from the nirviitp to 1592, the year in which his work bsTan-rrsis'dod-spyin-gter-'bum was written (ibid., S. 670, Zz. 4-5). The Tibetan sources
regard this date of the nirvii? calculated by Slkyahibhadra as corresponding
t o the year of the Fire-Serpent in Tibetan sexagenary cycle (see Deb-fher-srionpo, vol. ii, fol. 255" 6 ; bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bum,ibid., S. 664, Zz. 22-23 ;
LP~S-bs'ad-nor-bu'ibati-mdsod, fol. 21Sb 1 etc.). And the year 544 B.C. actually
bears the cyclic symbol of "Fire-Serpent".
It is true that gTsug-lag-chos-kyisnan-ba, in his catalogue of the sDe-dge edition of the bKa'-*gj.ur (fol. 106" 6-7)
-and, after him, dKon-mchog-'jigs-med-dban-po, in his catalogue of the
Co-ne edition of the bsTarz-'gyur (fol. 236b 3-4)-believes that from the point
r a , Fire-Serpent year is the year of the birth of
of view of h ~ k ~ a ~ r i b h a d the
Buddha and that his nirvSit;za dates from the year of the Fire-Mouse. But this
is a clear discrepancy which is rectified by the statements of these authors
tllemselves on the number of years that had passed from the date of the nirlqi@a.
Sum-pa-mkhan-po rightly says that from the point of view of Sakyadribhadra,
the birth of Buddha dates from Fire-Hen year, from which 2370 years had
passed up to 1747 (see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, fol. 287b 3).
Examining the views of hlkyairibhadra on the date of the nirv-,
one
cannat help noticing the striking similarity of these views with the tradition of the
southern Buddhism, which also dates the nirviitp, as is known, to 544-543 B.C.
[see C. Lassen, Indische Alrertumskunde, ii Band (2 Auflage). Leipzig, 1874,
Ss. 53-67, which gives the various views expressed on the date of nirviir~.~].
bLa-m3-rje-btsun-pa-chen-po'i-rnam-tkar,
fol. 298b 4-5.
Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fols. 103b6-104a 3.
Dus-'khor-tik-chen, vol. i (second volume of the Complete Works of mKhasgrub d~e-legs-dpal-bza~i- fols. 23a 6-24b 1.
Deb-ther-srion-po, vol. ii, fols. 255" 4-255" 1.
bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyin-gter-'bum (E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnung der Lehre,
S. 664, ZZ. 11-18).
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or, as he is otherwise called 'Gos-lo-tsi-ba gShon-nu-dpal (1392-1481)34B-in his work
rTsi-kyi-b~ran-bcos-'khrul-sel
[Elimination of Errorsein Calculations] written during 14421443.340 In the work Pad-dkar-shal-lun which appeared in 1447360and which is attributed to the famous Tibetan astronolners mKhas-grub Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsho (1423151 3)351 and Phug-pa Lhun-grub-rgya-rntsh~,~~~
the number of trends described is

348. According to the 'chronological table' of the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa, the
work 'Kllrul-sel was written in 1443 (Water-Pig year). But the author himselfas already frequently stated-mentions
the year of composition of his work as
1442 (Water-Dog year).
The date mentioned by the author himself does not, of course, raise any
doubt. But this fact does not elirriinate the possibility of the former date (viz.
the date of the 'cl~ronological table') being also correct. This is because the
Tibetan writers often regard the date of beginning of a work as the date of its
composition. It is therefore quite possible that the year 1442 is the date when
the work was started and, besides, is also the date up to which the years that
had passed from the time of particular events have been calculated, while the
year 1443 is the date of the completion of the work.
349. Brief biographical data on this most celebrated Tibetan historian are given in
the bKa'-gdams-gsar-r'iiifi-gi-chos-'byun-yid-kyi-mdses-rgyan
(fols. 90a 4-9Cb 2) ;
the principal dates of his life are also mentioned in the "Cl~ronologicalTables".
350. The date of composition of the Pad-dkar-shal-luti is given in the Vaidfirya-dkarpo (fol. 21" 6), Vaidiirya-gscr-po (fol. 419b 3) and in the "Chronological Tables"
of the first 'Jam-dbyafis'-bshad-pa and Sum-pa-mkhan-po. See also the reference
work, entitled bZo-dan-gso-ba skar-rtsis-rnams-lns-byun-ba'i-mingi-a(fol.
17" 3)-by the aforementioned kLon-rdol-bla-ma-comprising the 16th (ma)
book of the Collected Works of ItLon-rdol-bla-ma published in the monastery
of Kun-bde-glin.
351. A short biography of Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsllo is given by Yons-'dsin Ye-6es-rgyalmtshan in the Lam-rim-bla-ma-brgyud-pa'i-rnam-thar (pt. ii, the fifth volume of
the Complete Works of Yons-'dsin Ye-Qes-rgyal-mtshan), fols. 333" 3-335" 6 .
Principal dates of his life are also mentioned in the "Cl~ronologicalTables".
352. The Tibetan sources differ on the authorship of the Pad-dkar-shal-lun. In the
'chronological table' of the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa, one Phug-pa Lhun-grubrgya-mtsho has been named as the author of the Pad-dkar-slzal-luri. The same
name is also given in some other sources ; for example, in the bZo-dun-gso-ba
skar-rtsis-rnams-las-byun-ba'i-mili-gi-gratis
(fol. 17" 3). But the Vaidiirya-&arpo (fol. 1 j a I ) mentions the Pad-dkar-shal-lun as the work of Nor-bzan-rgyanitsho and Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho, though a little later, while giving the date of
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t w e l ~ e . ~ 'This
~
also includes the view which even till now is widely prevalent in

this work, its author is again named as Phug-pa-pa only, i.e. Phug-pa Lhungr u b-rgya-m tsho (see Vaidiirjla-dkar-po, fol. 2 1 * 6). The Vaidiirya-gya'-sel
(fols. 149" 5-149b 3) also calls the Pad-dkar-shal-luri as the work of both these
persons but also mentions the name of a third author-some
Grwachun Yontan-rgya-mtsho. As stated in this text, the Pad-dkur-shal-lun was either written
by these "three rgya-m tsho-s" (rgj~a-mrsho-moms-gsm)o r was worked out
lnainly by Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsho but,-because of the fear that this work by a
representative of the dGe-lugs-pa sect, which was not so important at that time,
will not be accepted,-was
released by Phug-pa Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho (the
representative of the then prevalent Karma-pa sect) in his name.
The 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po states that Nor-bzanrgya-mtsho started writing Pad-dkar-shal-lun and that Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho
completed it. But in the text of his "history", Sum-pa-mkhan-po names one
more person as the third author of this work. This person, who is different
from the one mentioned in the Vaidiirya-gya'-sel, is some Karma Chos-gragsrgya-mtsho, the teacher of Phug-pa Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho (see dPag-bsam-ljonbzari, fol. 179" 3-4 ; S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 277). In the biography
of Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsho, the Pad-dkar-shal-luri is mentioned as one of his works
(see Lam-rim-bla-ma-brgyud-pa'i-rnam-fhar, pt. ii, fol. 335" 1). In the "List of
Rare Books", Phug-pa Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho is mentioned as the author of the
Pad-dkar-shal-lun, whereas Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsho is named as the author of a
secondary derivative text (bu-yig) of this work (see dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-*gas-shiggi-tho-yig, fol. 52" 2). These two texts of the Pad-dkar-shal-lun-the primary o r
the main text (ma) and the secondary o r derivative text (bu)-are also mentioned
in other sources (see, for instance, the Vaidiirya-dkar-po, fol. 629" 2, and dPagbsam-ljon-bzari, fol. 17ga 4 ; S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 277 etc.). All
this makes it clear that the compilation of the Pad-dkar-shal-lun is more firmly
connected with the name of Phug-pa Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho. But there is also
a firm tradition attributing the authorship or, at least, the joint authorship to
Nor-bzaA-rgya-mtsho.
353. See bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bum; E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnring dcr L-ehre,
S. 662, Zz. 1-2. These trends obviously include the nine trends enumerated in
the 'Khrul-sel, their own opinion by the authors of Pad-dkar-shal-lun which will
be set forth in the next note, the opinion of dbUs-pa bLo-gsal (14th cent.) and
the opinion of bLa-ma-dam-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan (131 2-1375). dbUs-pa
bLo-gsal dates the birth of Buddha to the Earth-Mouse year (corresponding to
2217 B.C.)-i.e. to a date which is four years earlier than that ascertained by
Sa-skya-pa scholars. This means that, according to him, the nirviiga dates from
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Ti be t.864
Unfortunately, 1 did not have the possibility of studying either the 'Khrul-sel or the
pad-dkar-shal-hri. Both of these works are on the "List of bibliographical raritiesW.966
I'he theses of these texts are briefly set forth in the bsTan-rtsis-'clod-sp),in.gter-'bum

2138 B.C. (see bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyin-gter-'bum,ibid , S. 663, Zz. 16- 17 ; S. 669,
Z. 41). bLa-ma-dam-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan assigns the birth of Buddha
to the Fire-Hare year and the nirviiva to the Fire-Pig year. There is, according
to him, a span of 1197 years from this Fire-Pig year to the first year of the
era-me-mkha'-rgya-mtsho-corresponding
to 624 B.C. (see bsTan-rtsis-'dodspyin-gter-'bum, ibid., S . 665, Zz. 7-10 ff). In this way, on conversion to our
calendar, he dated the nirrliiva to 574 B.C. which actually is the Fire-Pig year in
Tibetan sexagenary cycle. The period from this date to A.D. 1592 as reckoned
by Lha.dban-blo-gros by following the Tibetan mode of calculation is 2166 years
(see ibid., S. 670, Zz. 9-10 and the table).
354. From the point of view of the Pad-dkar-shal-luh, the birth of Buddha dates to
Iron-Monkey year and the nirviiva-to
the Iron-Dragon year. The number of
years from this last event to the first year of the Tibetan era (i.e. up to A.D.
1027) is generally believed to be 1907 (see bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bum,ibid.,
S. 667, Z. 33-S. 668, 2. 12). From this viewpoint, the nirviiva dates t o 88 1 B.C.
which actually is a Earth-Dragon year, and the birth of Buddha to 961 B.C.
which is a Iron-Monkey year. This agrees with the statement of Sum-pa-mkhanpo that, according to the Pad-dkar-shal-lun, 2707 years had passed from the
birth of Buddha to A.D. 1747 (see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, fol. 28ib 3). As regards
Lha-dban-blo-gros, there is a small error in his calculations here. He believes
that according to the Pad-dkar-shal-luri, 2474 years (in Tibetan cycle, mrsho-rirgyal-bn) had passed from the nirviiva to A.D. 1592, whereas actually by the
Tibetan mode of calculation as followed by this author, lie should have mentioned the number of years as 2172 (mig-1.i-rgyal-ba)-see bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyingter-'bum, ihid., S. 670, Z z . 10- 1 1 and the table.
In Tibetan literature, the view of the Pad-dkar-shal-luri is much more
prevaleilt than even the view of the astronomers of the Jo-nan-pa school. This
view is accepted, in particular, by the Fifth Dalai Lama in his work rTsis-skarnag-las-brtsams-pa'i-dris-lan-Zin-byed-dbari-po'i-snan-ha
(fol. 44" 1-2) and in the
colophons of his other works, sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsllo in his astronomical treatises Vaidiirya-dkar-po (fol. 18b 1 ff.) and Vaidiirya-gj9a'-sel (fol. 18b 4 ff.)
and by many other authors. This view is also accepted as a second possible
view (cf. supra, note 337) by mi-ma-thah-pa 6es-rabs-spyin-pa (see Ni-thari-dusrshigs, fol. 69" 1 ff.).
355. dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig,
fol. 52" 1-2.
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written in 1592 by L h a - d b a h - b l o - g r o ~ . ~
This
~ ~ work quotes-often
in the exact
words of the authors-all
the views expressed by Tibetan writers on the initial
dates of Buddhist chronology and cites, besides, the opinion of 'Brug-pa Padma-dkarpo (b. 1527). This last opinion is also shared by Lha-dban-blo-gros himself.a57The first
scholar to pay attention to this remarkable work was A. Csoma de KorosSm who, in his
356. In the colophon, the Tibetan name of the author, Lha-dban-blo-gros-bzan-po,
is given after conversion to Sanskrit-Sureiamatibhadra
(see bsTun-rtsis-'dodspyin-gter-'bum, E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechtrung der Lehre, S. 670, Z. 28). The
date of composition of this work-the Water-Dragon year of the x cycle
corresponding to A. D. 1592-is frequently mentioned in the text itself (ibid.,
S.658,Zz. 30-31 ; S . 6 6 2 , Z z . 9 - 1 0 ; S . ~ ~ ~ , Z Z . ~ - I O U . S . W . ) .
357. As stated in the bsTan-rrsis-'dod-spyill-gtcr-'bum (ibid., S. 670, Zz. 5-8), 'Brug-pa
Padma dkar-po first shared the view of the astronomer, gYun-ston rDo-rje-dpal,
mentioned earlier (note 336), but later formulated his own views which are
followed by Lha-dban-blo-gros. Continuing to place the birth of Buddha at
Earth-Mouse year and the nirviina at Water-Sheep year, as before, 'Brug-pa
Padma-dkar-po considered it necessary to assign these dates of Tibetan
sexagetiary cycle to a more remote period than done by gYun-ston rDo-rje-dpal.
Proceeding from the calculations made by 'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po, Lha-bdanblo-gros says that 2650 years had passed from the rrirviica to A.D. 1592 (inclusive)
-ibid, S. 670, Zz. 11-13 and the table. As already stated, following the general
convention of the Tibetan authors, Lha-dban-blo-gros included the year of the
event itself in the figure for the number of years that had passed. Thus, as
converted to our calendar, 'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po dated the n i r r i i p to 1058
B.C. which really bears the cyclic symbol of "Water-Sheep". Lha-dban-blo-gros
gives a detailed exposition of his calculations in the form of an opinion which
he himself shares (ibid., S. 649, Z. 8-S. 661, Z. 40). This opinion is not popular
in Tibetan literature.
358. The earliest information on the thirteen various views on the date of the n i r r i i p
a s expounded in the bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bum was published by A. Csoma
de Koros in the "Quarterly Oriental Magazine", N VII (Calcutta, 1826). In
1827, E. Burnouf printed, in "Journal Asiatique" (t. x, p. 140 ff) a French
translation of this report. Though, in this translation, the very dates of the
nirviica are wrongly given as the dates of birth of Ruddha, and the name of
the source is also not correctly indicated, the conversion of these dates into
European calendar as followed in this translation is generally much more
correct-with the exception of two dates (the 5th and l lth serially)-than in the
Grammar of Csoma de Koros. It is, however, possible that this error is due to a
Vos. 16
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Grammar, published a free prose rendering, into Tibetan and English, of the concluding
parts of the text-which
is a short summary in verse of all the opinions contained in
it.3" As regards the text itself, E. Schlagilitweit was the first to acquaint the academic
world with it by publishing its Tibetan original in Roman transcription along with a
German translation.g00 However, I might say frankly that the translation made by
E. Schlagintweit requires considerable corrections and even complete revision at many
places.3e1
simple misprint in the figures for the numbers of years that had
from the
nirvava to A.D. 1825 : 3123 instead of 3133, and 2390 for 2399. On subtracting
1825 from 3123 and 2390, one gets respectively 1298 instead of 1308 and 565
instead'of 574. There are minor inaccuracies (of one year) in the conversion of
some other dates too.
359. See A. Csoma de Koros, A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, pp. 199-201.
After ~nentioningthe number of years that, according to various theories, had
passed from the niriGva to the date of composition of the bsTan-risis-'dod-spyingier-'bum, A . C s o m ~de
. Koros tries here to find out the year at which various
authors placed the niri~Zipa. However, the very base of his calculations is
defective. First, Csoma de Koros errs in ascertaining the date of composition
( 1 59 1 instead of 1592) of the bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bum-up to which the
number of years that had passsed from the nirviiva is calculated. Then, he
assumes that this year, viz. the running year is not included in the figure for the
number of years that had passed from the time of the nirviiva as given in the
bsTan-rtsis-'don-spyin-gter-'bum. Thus he advances all the dates of the nirviiva
mentioned in this text by two years. Here. he totally ignores the fact that on
calculating the date of an event, from which a specific number of years (say 6)
has passed upto a certain year of our era (we shall call it a), it is necessary
to add "I" to the difference of these two figures (viz. 6-a)-Cf. W. Wislicenus,
Astroriomische Chronologie. S. 46. Csolna de Koros simply subtracts 1590 years
(1591-1) from each figure given in the text, and thus obtains all his dates.
However, this error of Csoma de Koros is practically insignificant, for the
author of the text includes the year of completion of this event also in the figure
given by him for the number of years that had passed fieom the nirviiva, and
each of these figures should therefore be reduced by 1. To this too, Csoma de
Koros does not pay any attention.
360. E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnung der Lehre. Eine Streitscltrift zur Berichtigurlg
der buddl~istisch Chronologie verfasst im Jahre 1591 volt Sureiamatibhadra,"Abhandlungen der konigl, bnyerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften," 1 CI.,
xx bd., iii abt., Miinchen, 1897, Ss. 589-670.
361. As is clear from the translation itself and from the annotations and introduction
to it, E. Schlagintweit simply did not understand many places of the text. It is
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The thirteen trends enumerated here d o not exhaust the whole diversity of views
of the Tibetan writers on the date of nirv@a. Besides, there also exist other trends.

enough to say that he did not even understand which 9 and 12 trends were discussed in the text (see ibid., S. 631, Anm. 274). This work 'Khrul-sel is ascribed
by E. Schlagintweit to Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho and Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsho (ibid.,
SS. 591-592) in spite of a clear statement in the text that these two autliors have
specially criticized the 'Khrul-sel. The text reads : De-ltarbkod-pa'i-bsran-r~sisthams-cad-dari-lhag-par-'khrul-sel-lamkhas-pa-lhun-grub-rgya-mrsho-&ri.nor-bzanrgya-mrsl~o-giriskyis-brgal-skiri-dpyad-asran ,lugs-bshag-pa et c. (ibid., S. 667, Zz.
33-35) which literally translated is : "The scholars Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho and
Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsho, having subjected to a critical analysis, all chronologies of
the doctrine thus expounded and particularly the "Elimination of Errors"
('Khrul-sel), set forth their own opinion" etc. However, E. Schlagintweit translates as : Die solcher Art begriindete Berechnung der Lehre beseitigt besser als
alle die Fehler. Pruft man die Streitpunkte der zwei Weisen Lhun grub rgya
mthso und Nor bzang rgya mthso, so sieht man die eigene Methode geordnet"
etc. (S. 635). Though the text leaves no doubt that its author, after 'Brug-pa
Padma-dkar-po, places the nirriiqa at I058 B.C., E. Schlagintweit believes that
he dated the rtirrGip to 51 3 B.C. (ibid., SS. 591-595). Similarly, confused with
the various views on the date of nirvlina, he states that bla-ma-dam-pa bSod.
nams-rgyal-mtshan dated the nirvZva to 653 B.C.(ibid., SS. 595, 631, Anm. 278),
whereas actually he liad dated this event to 574 B.C. The information of the
text that ~ t i g a Bu-ston
,
and Padma-dkar-po equally date the birth of the Buddha
to the Wood-Mouse year (ibid., S. 660, Zz. 24-26), has been so distorted in the
translation of E. Schlagintweit that it almost means that these three persons
themselves were born in the same Wood-Mouse year (ibid., S. 618).
The expression rnog-lo (ibid., S. 662, Z. 36), which is a mere abridgement
of the proper name rfiog-lo-tsH-ba bLo-ldan-Ses-rab (cf. this place of the text
with the original reports of the Chos-la-yug-pa'i-sgo, fol. 316b 4, and bh-ma-rjebtsun-chen-po'i-ram-thar, fol. 298a 2) has, in E. Schlagintweit's translation,
become rdog-lo, which makes no sense. As a result, the sinlple and clear phrase
de-nas-me-phag-la-rriog-lo-'das
(which literally means : "Then, Bog-lo-tsi-ba died
in the Fire-Pig year") acquires, in his translation, an absolutely fantastic form :
"Ferner : Das Schlussjahr [this is how he translates rdog-lo, regarding rdog (a
bead of a rosary) as rdog-'dsin (Schlusskugel im Rosenkranze, viz. holder of a
rosary)] Feuer-Scliwein war voruber" (ibid., S. 625). One could cite numerous
examples of such errors and discrepancies, not to speak of the fact that here too
Vos. 16la
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In particular, mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po (1 385-1438),30a in his commentary on
A

-

--

(as in all other works of his), E. Schlagintweit wrongly regards, as the first year
of the Tibetan era, A.D. 1026 (instead of A.D. 1027), and all dates of Tibetan
history quoted by him in European calendar are therefore one year behind the
actual ones. However, certain dates, which he has taken from the chronological calculations of the Sa-skya-pa school, have been quoted by him quite
correctly. This is explained by the fact that all these dates in the text of the
bsTan-rrsis-'clod-spyirr-gter-'bum are based o n the numbers of years expired from
the nirvana,-which also include the year of the nirvana itself.
On the other hand, the dates of composition of the 'Khrul-sel and bsTanrrsis-'don-spyin-grer-'bumas calculated from the numbers of years that had passed
from the nirvZna do not take into account the year of the nirvZ??a itself. In
establishing the former dates on the basis of the latter,-which,
as calculated
without noticing that the
by him, are one year behind the actual ones,-and
modes of calculation were different in both the cases, E. Schlagintweit arrived at
correct results [see ibid., SS. 624-625, Anm. 209, 212-215, 217, 219 (1 110
misprinted as 1 100) and 2231, thus contradicting the table which he had himself
compiled for the Tibetan dates (according to the sexagenary cycle) and their
corresponding years in our calendar (ibid., S. 644). As a matter of fact, in
dating the 'Khrul-sel to 1491 and not to 1492, E. Schlagintweit does not notice
that the difference between the figure 3575-which represents the number of
years that had passed from the nirvana to this date of composition of the work
(inclusive)-and any other figure taken from the chronology of the Sa-skla-pa
school as interpreted in the bsTan-rtsis-'dod-spyin-gter-'bumis one year less than
the actual figure ; and therefore by subtracting this difference from 1441, he
unexpectedly arrives a t correct results.
362. The biography of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po is available under the title
m K h o s - g r u b - t h o r n s - c a d - m l t h y e n - p a ' i m a m - r ( 14 fols. ) in
the first volume of his Complete Works published by the b~ra-&is-lhun-po
monastery. The author of this biography was some Svasti (in Tibetan,
bDe-legs).
Another
biography
entitled
mKhas-grub-thams-cod-mltltyenpa-dge-legs-dpal-bzaii-po'i-mam-par-rharba
( 1 3 fols.) was written by the second
'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa dKon-mcllog-'jigs-med-dban-po and is available in the fifth
volume (ca) of the Collected Works of the latter published in bLa-bran. We
learn from various bibliographical lists that there also are other biographies
of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzafi-po by other authors (see Deb-ther-rgya.nrrsho,
vol. i, fol. 1 l b 1 ; dPe-rgyun-dkol?pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig,fol. 4" 1-2). Besides, the
biographies of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-bzan-po are also enumerated in the Lamrim-bln-ma-rgyud-pa'i-rnam-thar( pt. i , fols. 439a 2-461b 6 ) , dPag-hsam-]ion-bzari
(fols. 179' 3-178" 1) [S. C. Das, Pog Sam Jon Zang, pp. 271-2751 and in many
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the K i i l a ~ o k r a t a n t r a ,includes
~~~
a chronological calculation (bsfm-rlsis) which was made
in 1051 by ~ t i and
b repeated in 1257 by mChims Nam-n~kha'-grags.~' This calculation

other historical texts. The principal dates of the life of mKhas-grub dGtlegs.
bzan-po are given in the "Chronological Tables."
363. The sub-commentary of n~Khas-grubdGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po on Ko'lacakrotaritru
bears the title dPal-dus-kyi-'khor-lo'i-'phrel-chet~-dri-ma-med-pa*i-'ud-k~~i-rgya-chc
biad pa-dd-lcho-no-Xidsnari-bar-byed-pa but is usually cited by its short name Dus'khor-[ik-chen. The author could not manage to finish the work himself. He
wrote a comtnentary on the first and second chapters and on the earlicr portion
of the third chapter of the main text which has five chapters in all. The date of
composition of this incomplete commentary-the Wood-Tiger year which, from
the point of view of the Sa-skya-pa school, is 3567 years after the ninvdp-is
mentioned in the text itself (part i, fol. 23" 4). This date, which corresponds
to A.D. 1434, is also mentioned in the 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po.
This commentary is available in the Collected Works of the author published in
bKra-iis-lhun-po monastery. Two more commentaries on the remaining part of
the text,-which are written by the pupils of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzai-po
and which complete this unfinished work,-are also available at the same place.
One of these commentaries was uritten in 1449 by Shad-shun-pa Chos-dban-gragspa (1401-1469) who later (from 1458) was the Upiidh~~o'ya
of the Chab-n~do
monastery (he was the second Upii(1hyo'ya). The second commentary was written
in 1455 by bLo-gros-chos-skyon ( 1 389-1463), the fifth Head of the dGa'-ldan
monastery in Tibet. Together with these two versions of its later part, the text
of the commentary of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po occupies almost full four
volumes (from second to fifth) in the Collected Works of this author published
i n b~ra-Qis-lhun-po
monastery. A copy of this Collected Works is available
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybikov Collection, No. 2).
364. See Dus-'khor-lik-chen, pt. i, fol. 22b 2-6. The date of ~ t i h ' scalculation as
mentioned in this text is available in the "Chronological Tables". According
t o this calculation, the Buddba was born in the Earth-Ox year and he attained
nirr5t;za in the Earth-Monkey year. It is believed that from this last event 3187
years had passed up to A.D. 1051 when ~ t i i amade his calculation and 3393
years up t o A.D. 1257 when this calculation was repeated by mChims Nammkha'-grags. 'This calculation places the nirr*
at 2137 B.C., which actually
bears the cyclic symbol of "Earth-Monkey", and the birth of Buddha a t 2216
B.C. (Earth-Ox year). These dates mentioned in the Dus-'khor-!ik-chen agree
with the report of Sum-pa-mkhan-po that 3963 years (counting also the current
year and the year of the event itself) had passed from the Earth-Ox year (to
which ~ t i i aand mChims Nam-mkhaY-grags assigned the birth of Buddha) to
A. D. 1747 (see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzait, fol. 287b 3).
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which differs from the chronology established by the Sa-skya-pa scholars by only three
~ ~ more trends are indicated by Sum-pa-mkhanyears is referred to by B i ~ - s t o n . ~Three
~

0

.

~

~

~

Chronological calculations of this kind seldom constitute independent individual
works ; more frequently, these form special sections of other historical or astronomical
works.
The historical importance of such calcuiations does not, of course, lie merely in
reckoning the date of the nirvlica (though this too is their immediate object), for, in this
respect, the Tibetan literature gives us no more than more o r less unauthentic traditional statements. These chronologies are significant because by giving the numbers of
years that had passed from the date of the nirviiva t o various events of the Tibetan
history, they enable us to form some idea of the dates of these events themselves by
comparing the data furnished. However, all chronologies of this kind (even the ones
discussed here) do not possess this advantage, for many of these give nothing more than
some unsubstantiated views.
Such chronologies (which continue to be compiled right to the present day)
apart, there also exist more advanced works of this kind, which aim nqt at a study of
the narrow question of the dates of birth and death of Buddha but at a comparative
study of a more or less broad chronology of the political and particularly ecclesiastical
history of Tibet. These works, which also are called "chronologies of the doctrine"
(bsran-rtsis), again usually quote the dates of the nirviiva. In these works too-like the
works with a narrower scope already surveyed by us-the starting point, viz. the "era"
of the chronology is, in a majority of cases, the year ~f composition of the work itself ;
that is, the antiquity of an event is determined by the number of years expired from the
date of this event to the date of composition of the chronological work concerned. But
unlike the other works,-which quote the results of some successive measurements of
the numbers of years expired from the date of one and the same event, viz. from the
nit%i?n,-these
warks give the numbers of years expired from the dates ofvarious
events to one singls date, viz. to the date of composition of the work itself. For this,
the events are arranged according to these numbers of years in strict decreasing order.
Quite frequently, the figures for the numbers of years are replaced by symbolic terms
which can be deciphered only by following the reverse order, viz. from right to left.
Sometimes, the names of the years are mentioned accordin to the animal cycle preva4
lent in Tibet. The chronological works in this form are quite prevalent in Tibetan
literature ; these exist as independent entities and also as parts of other works. In
particular, it is precisely in this form that the chronological calculations are entered in
special manuscript almat~acs,which were being regularly compiled every year for the

365. See Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fols. 103" 5-103b 2-3.
366. See dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan, fol. 287b 3.
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Heads of the large monasteries of Tibet and Mongolia, and which contain, besidee the
usual Tibetan calendar, a prophecy for the new year and a brief chronological report,
in verse, on the most important events in the history of Buddhism in general, and on
those in the history of a particular monastery.8e7
The chronological reports in this form are also included in the general works on
astronomy which, in this respect, show a definite influence of the literature formed in
India around the remarkable astronomical and astrological treatise, the KZlacakratantra.3ee One such report was publislled and translated by A. Csoma de Koros in his
Grammar.3e0 His publication essentially is, however, an extremely free prose rendering

367. I have, at my disposal, such manuscript almanacs from Aginsky and Tsugol
(b~ra-iis-chos-'phel-glin)datsan-s of Burya tia.
368. A Tibetan translation of the Kiilacakratantra is available in the bKa'-'gyur,
rGyud-'bum, vol. i (ka), fols. 22b 1-12Sb7.
369. See A. Csorna de Koros, A Grammar of rhe'Tibetan Language, pp. 181-198. One
cannot say that Csoma de Koros had absolutely no predecessors in the field of
study of the Tibetan chronology. Chronological reports of the Tibetan history
appeared in European literature even earlier. As early as 1762, Georgi tried to
give such a report in his work Alphabetum tibetanum missiortum apostolicarum
commodo editum (Rome, 1762, pp. 296-3411. In 1783, this report was translated-though in an abridged form-into Russian language and published in the
article Izvestiya o geograjicheskom, istorichmkom ifizicheskom sosrojanii Tibeta
[Reports on the Geographical, Historical and Physical State of Tibet] by Fedor
Haeckman (in "Sobranie sochinenii, vybrannykh iz mesyatseslovov na raznye
gody", pt. v, St. Petersburg, 1790, pp. 242-264). However, the dates given by
Georgi-like much of the other material in his book-are absolutely fantastic.
Fortunately, these were not reproduced in any subsequent work. Then, a small
and imperfect chronological table of Tibetan Buddhist history was translated
from some unknown Mongolian source and published by Academician P. Pallas
(see P. S. Pallas, Sammlungen historischer Nachrichten.. . , ii theil, St. Petersburg,
1801, Ss. 11-16). However, Pallas did not correctly specify the year up to which
the figures for the numbers of years expired from a particular event are given in
his source. He made no attempt to convert these figures and the accompanying
cyclic dates into European calendar. This deficiency was, however, made up by
Klaproth who published the same source (on the basis of a German translation
in manuscript form, obtained by him in Irkutsk in 1806) in his article Table chronologique des plus celebres patriarches et des evenements remarquables dc la religion
bouddhique ; redigee en 1678 (JA, t. vii, 1831, pp. 161-176). By paying special
attention to the cyclic dates of the text and following the correct principle of
their conversion into European calendar, Klaproth avoided many chronological
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of the Tibetan text. In the original, this report is written in verse with the numbers of
--

-- -

inaccuracies of the text in his work. Of course, some errors are still there in
his work. Besides the wrong identification of the cyclic name of the filst date
(Wood-Sheep year instead of Earth-Sheep year) as pointed out by P. Pelliot (see
P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexngkrraire, JA, 1913, t. i, p. 638, n. I ) , the same error is
noticed in ascertaining the cyclic name of A.D. 1012 (Wood-Mouse year in
place of "Water-Mouse"). Again, because o f the inaccurate calculations in the
text itself, A.D. 1290 and A.D. 1374 are wrongly mentioned as 1289 and 1375
[not to speak of another error of the text which dates the birth of the fourth
Dalai Lama, Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho, to 1599 (Earth-Pig year) instead of 1589
(Earth-Ox year), and various corruptions of certain names as, for instance,
"Kamra" instead of "Kaidub"]. But these minor inaccuracies apart, Klaproth's
work can be regarded as a model, though in the history of our scholarship, it
has not merited much attention. This is quite understandable because this work
contains very few dates and it is based on some anonymous Mongolian source.
A. Csoma de Koros distinguishes himself from his predecessors in that
he, for his work, has dependend on the original and hence extremely authoritative Tibetan source. He was the first to publish this Tibetan chronological
table (though, unfortunately, not in original but only in a free rendering), and
this fact alone explains the decisive influence that his work-particularly
his
principles of conversion of Tibetan cyclic dates into European calendar-had on
the subsequent scholars. F o r this influence, see P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexagknaire.. ,
-JA, 1913, t. i, pp. 639-663 ; B. Laufer, The Application of the Tibetan Sexagenary Cycle,-"T'oung
Pao", vol. xiv, 1913, pp. 569-596 ; and B. Laufer, The
Sexagenary Cycle,-"T'oung
Pao", vol. xv, 1814, pp. 278-279. It was o111y
many years later that Professor P. Pelliot established that the principle followed
by Csoma de Koros for conversion of Tibetan cyclic dates was wrong and that
all the dates given by A. Csoma de Koros (and by a number of other scholars
after him) were one year behind the actual ones. Professor Pelliot established
that the first year of the first Tibetan cycle was 1027 and not 1026 as accepted
by A. Csoma de Koros. Besides, Professor Pelliot also showed that on the
basis of this false principle, C s o ~ n ade Koros, in his chronological table, not
only erroneously assumed that the year up to which the numbers of years expired
had been calculated in the text was 1686 (instead of 1687) but also eliminated
this year as the current year from the numbers of years passed. This is why the
dates mentioned in his chronology are two years behind the actual ones. However, Professor Pelliot is not quite right when he says that "toute la chronol~gie
donnke dans la grammaire de Csoma doit donc etre abaissie de deux ans"
(ibid., p. 644). This is true only of the dates of our era, which constitute a
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years expired written over the lines in figures. It forms the third chapter of the wdlknown Tibetan astronomical treatise Vaidiirya-dkar-po (or, as it is called in full : Phuglugs-kyi-rtsis-kyi-legs-b4ad-mkhas-pa'i-mgul-rgyan-vc(idiiry~dkar-po'i-do-~al-dpyod-ldon-siiiir
nor) and covers five folios (fols. 18-22).w0 The author of this treatise was the aforementioned scholar and political leader of Tibet, sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho, who
In this report, the first year
has bequeathed to us many large and interesting
of the xii Tibetan cycle (i.e. A.D. 1687) is taken as the starting point for calculating thc
-

.

.

major-and undoubtedly the most important-part of the chronology. On the
other hand, the dates before our era, cited in the beginning of the table, are one
year (and not two years) behind the actual ones. This is explained by the fact
that Csoma de Koros assumes that the figure obtained after subtracting "16861" from the figure for the number of years expired as given in the text gives us
the required year before our era. Here, he forgets that in view of the special
nature of the chronological system before our era, this difference should be
increased by "I ". Since, in the table of Csoma de Koros, all the dates before
our era are advanced by one year and those of our era by two years (except one
date, viz. A.D. 906, which, because of some accidental misprint or slip of the
pen, correctly correspouds to the cyclic date of the text), it is not difficult to
correct this table in spite of the fact that the cyclic names of years appearing in
the original Tibetan text are throughout omitted.
370. See Old Collectio~t,No. 473 ; Tsybikov Colleclion, No. 29.
371. Apart from the aforementioned astronomical treatises, Vuidiirya-dkar-po and
Vuid~rya-gya'-sel,and besides the historical work Vaidiirya-ser-po which we
shall discuss in the next chapter, sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho has written a
very important and authoritative Tibetan work on medicine, which is briefly
known as Vaic$i,.ya-srion-po. The full title of this work is gSo-ba-rig-pa'i-bsranbcos-sman-bla'i-dgoris-rgyan-rgyud-bshi'i-gsal-b~~ed-i~aidiirya-snon-po'i-mllig.
It is
a commentary on a fundamental work of Tibetan medicine known under the
title rGyud-bshi, and like this latter original work, Vaidiirya-snon-po is also
available in many editions. Some of these are available in the Institute of
Peoples of Asia (see Old Collecrion, No. 486-492 ; Tsybikov Collection, No.
27, Nova). Other works of this author are : the well-known medical manual,
Lhan-thabs (see Old Collection, No. 475-477 ; Tsybikov Collecfion, No. 49, Nova);
the work on the history of Tibetan medicine, entitled dPa1-idon-gso-ba-rig-pa'ikhog-'bugs-legs-biad-vaidiirya'i-me-10-aton
(see Tsybikov Collection, No. 74) ; biographies of the famous physicians gYu-thog-pa
Yon-tan-mgon-po (senior and junior), the aforementioned "histories of incarnations" of the Fifth Dalai Lama along with his own, the works on eristics,
Vos. 17
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numbers of years expired, though the work itself was written a little earlier. It was
begun in 1683 and completed in 168S.S7g
One brief chronological report of this type-though in prose-may be found in a
stnall work composed in 1738 in the Co-ne monastery by the Head of this monastery,
.

-

grammar, etc. A short list of printed works of this Tibetan polyhistor is available in the bKa'-gdams-po-don-dge-lugs-pa-bla-ma-rags-~~im-g~~i-gsuri-'bunt-mtsha
tho (fols. 5gb 6-5gb 6).
372. See Vaidiir'ya-dkar-po, calophon, fols. 63In 5 ff. The date when this work began
to be composed-viz. the Water-Pig year of the xi cycle (A.D. 1683)-is given
in the 'chronological table' o f Sum-pa-mkhan-po. Thus, Professor P. Pelliot
is not right in blaming this 'clironological table' for giving wrong date of
composition o f the Vaidiir)~a-dliar-po(see P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexag6rraire , p.
652, n. 2). Professor P. Pelliot was misled by the wrong interpretation that A.
Csoma de Koros gave to the last paragraph of the Tibetan exposition of the
third chapter of this text as publisl~ed by him in his Grammar. This Tibetan
rendering printed ell regard with a translation states : De-nus-(as-so-bshi-'das-parah-byuri-bcu-giiis-pa'i-hog-ma-pra- bha-la-shes-me-mo-yos-la-vaidiirya-dkar-po'irtsis-g~lzi-mdsad-do. C s o ~ n ad e Koros translates as : "Thence thirty-four years
being elapsed, in the beginning of the twelfth cycle, in the year (called in Sans.)
Prabhava (in Tibetan) Me-mo Yos, (this) Bai-'d~irya dkarpohi rtsis dzhi (ground
work in computation) was written" (see A. Csoma de Koros, A Grainmar of tlte
Tibetart Language, p. 191). However, what is stated here is not that the work
Vaidii~.ya-dkar-poitself was written in the Fire-Hare year but that in this year,
the calculations of the dates were made and that this year served as the basisthe starting point-for chronological calculations (rtsis-gslti) of this work. The
original text of the Vaidiirya-&at.-po (fol. 22b 3-4), of which the phrase quoted
above is an extremely free and imperfect rendering, clearly states that the FireHare year of the xii cycle is the limit to which the years expired are reckoned
and which is the beginning (of the era) of calculations of this treatise under the
title Legs-b&d-vaidii:.ya-nkar-po-'ni'i rtsis-'go'i-'das-lo-bzuri-psi-mtshains. In the
Fire-Hare year of the xii cycle, i.e. in A.D. 1687, sDe-srid Saris-rgyas-rgyamtsho started composing his refutations of the objections raised against this
treatise (see Vaidiirya-gya'-sel, fol. 472b 2).
The odd interpretation which Csoma de Koros gives in this case to the
Tibetan rendering of the original as published by him makes us suspect that
this rendering was made not by him but by some one o f his Tibetan informants.
This suspicion is all the more probable because it is otherwise difficult to explain
why Csoma de Koros translated and published a free rendering instead of the
original text if the latter was available and understandable to him. If, on the
other hand, Csonia de Koros himself wrote this rendering, it is impossible to
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Grags-pa-b6ad-sgrub ( 1675-1748)."= This work is en titled bsTan-rtsis-'phrosdon-da+
bcas-pa and is specially devoted to the problems of chronology and astr~nomy.'~'

understand why he did not pay any attention to the cyclic dates mentioned in
the original text for each event and did not notice that these dates did not
correspond--even from his point of view-to those dates of the European
calendar which he gives.
373. An autobiography of Co-ne Grags-pa-biad-sgrub, bearing the title slob-dponbJud-sgrub-mrsha~~-can-g~~i-rnam-~har-rg~~u-skar-rnam-par-r~se-ba
( 1 5 folios), is
available in the Collected Works of this author published in the Co-ne monrstery (Co-ne'i-dgon-pa), vol. 7 (ja). The Institute of Peoples of Asia has two
copies (Old Collection, No. 312-322 and 446-456)-though
both these copies are
incomplete-of this "Collected Works" (in 11 volumes). Of these, only the
second copy contains this autobiography. Another autobiography (in verse) of
Co-ne Grags-pa-biad-sgrub-entitled
sLob-dpon-biad-sgrub-miri-can-gyi-mumthar-zur-pa-gzur-gnus-dga*-byed
(16 fols.)-is included in the eleventh (aa) volume
of this "Collected Works". Besides, a short biography of his is available in the
Deb-rher-rgya-mrsho (vol. iii, fols. 132b 5-1 33" 4 ) . The dates of birth and death
of Co-ne Grags-pa-biad-sgrub are taken by mc rroni this text, which states that
he was born in the Wood-Hare year of the xi cycle (1675) and that lie died in
the Earth-Dragon year (1748) in the 74th year of his lire. The date of birth is
also mentioned in the first (fol. 2b 2) of the two autobiographies of his mcutioned above. This date fully agrees with the repeated references by Grags-pabiad-sgrub to his age in the colophons to his works. See, for example, his
works (available in the aforesaid "Collected Works") : 'Dul-ba-rgya-mrsho'isiiin-po'i-dgon-rab-tu-snan-bar-byed-pa'i-sgroti-me,
vol. 7 (ja), fol. 16" 2 ; Ri-bodga'-ltan-pa'i-bstan-pa-bla-rahr-dan-bcas-pa-chos-'byun-gsalbar-ston-pa'i- ston-me,
vol. 10 (Z), fol. 16a 3-4 ; r J e - b f s u n - r e - m n a ' - b a s - r j e - l a - b s k u l - n w m
dbyaizs-la-drios-su-shus-pa'i-sirogs-phyogs-kyi-Xams-len-las-brrsams-p'i-dri-lan-g~i'grel-pa, fol. 3 Y 3-4, etc. Because of some absurd discrepancy, the date of birth
of Co-ne Grags-pa-biad-sgrub as given in my article K bibliografii tibetskoi
literatury [On a Bibliography of Tibetan Literature]-in "Bibliografiya vostoka",
Nos. 2-4, p. 32, note I-is absolutely wrong. The year 1675 is misprinted there
as 1727. This unfortunate error was also mechanically repeated in the English
version of the article (see A. Vostrikov, Some Corrections and Critical Remarks
on Dr. Johan van Manen's Conrribution to the Bibliography qf Tibet, BSOS, vol.
viii, 1935, p. 75).
374. This work of Co-ne ~ r a ~ s - p a - b g a d - s g r uisb available in the sixth (cha) volume
Vos. 17la
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As is well known, for measuring time in their every-day life, the Tibetans use a
12-year a~iilnalcycle, which is quite widely prevalent among the various peoples of Asia.
A combination of the twelve animals of this cycle with the five elements-corresponding
to the combination of 12 "branches" with ten "stems" followed in the Chinese
chronology, in which, in one sexagenary cycle, the ten stems are repeated six times and
the twelve branches five times-constitutes a 60-year cycle used for measuring larger
spans o f time. As frequently and quite specifically mentioned by the Tibetan sources
tllemselves right froin the aforementioned Chos-lo-j'ug-pa'i-sgo (A.D. 1167), the Tibetan
and Chinese systems of reckoning time are identical, and the years of the Tibetan animal
cycle fully coincide with the corresponding years of the Chinese ~alendar.~'b The
erroneous opinion of E. Schlagintweit that, previously, the Tibetan animal cycle did not
possibly agree with the Chinese one and that only from the beginning of the 18th
century, the years of the Tibetan cycle were, under pressure from tlie Chinese powers,
brought in conformity with those of the Chinese3'6 has been fully refuted by
P. P e l l i ~ t . ~ " The Tibetan chronological system differs from that of tlie Chinese not
in that the years bearing the same names in them do not tally with each other-in this
respect, on the other hand, complete unity is observed in them-but in that the Tibetans,
without changing anything in the sequence of the years of the sexagenary cycle of

of the Collected Works of the author. It occupies 7 folios. The date of composition of this work (Earth-Horse year of the xii cycle, corresponding to A.D.
1738) is mentioned in the text itself (fol. 2" 1-2 ff.). The chronological table
occupies fols. I b 1-2" I in this work.
375. See Ciros-la-ywg-pa'i-sgo, fol. 3 15(53)" 5, which states that the Hindus do not
reckon time by twelve-year cycles as the Tibetans and the Chinese do (spyirrgya-gnr-gyi-lugs-10s-bod-dari
rgya-~~ng-bshin-lo-skor-bcu-gitis-su-brtsi-ba-~~i-medde), and that Buddha was conceived in the year wliicb, in the Chinese and
Tibetail chronological systems, is called the year of the "Fire-Hare"-rGya-daribod-kj~i-lo'i-miri-ni-me-mo-yos-la-l~~ums-su-shugs
(ibid., fol. 3 15b 5). This early
evidence of the agreement of the Tibetan and Chinese chronological systems is
extremely important, for such early positive statements are wanting in the
remarkable article of Professor P. Pelliot (see P. Pelliot, Le cjx-le sexogknaire.. )
for a more convincing proof of absolutely fantastic nature of the statement of
E. Schlagintweit (see E. Schlagintweit, Buddhism in Tibet, p. 278) that earlier,
the Tibetan system of chronology did not supposedly agree wit11 the Chinese
system and that only froni the early 18th century, it was brought in conformity
with the latter.
376. E.. Schlagintweit, Bztddl~ismin Tibet, p. 278.
377. P. Pelliot, Le cjlcle se.xagt!oaire,
J A , 1913, t. 1, pp. 616-648.

...-
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animals and elements consider, as the first year of this cycle, not the year of the WoodMouse as the Chinese do but the year of the Fire-Hare which, in China, is regarded as
the fourth one. This is due to the iilfluence, on Tibetan chronology, of the Indian
literature on Kiilacakra system-which is based on the 60-year cycle of Jupiter and which
regards, as the first year of each such cycle (called p r a b k a ~ ain Sanskrit and rub-bjwn in
T ~ b e t a n ) ,the year which in the Chinese sexagenary cycle of animals and e l e m e ~ ~ist s the
fourth, i.e. the year of the Fire-Hare. From the name of the first year, in the Kiilacakru
system, the Jupiter cycle itself came to be known as rub-byun.
Introducing their chronological system on the basis of the rob-b),un-s, the Tibetans
also accepted the numerical order of the latter. As the first rub-byuh or rather the tirsl
year of the first rub-byuri was taken the year 1027-the year in which, according to the
Kiilacakra system, Kulika Siirya (Rig-ldan-Ei-ma) ascended the throne in the legendary
country of iambhala. This was the year when, according to some, the K l a c o k r a r a r ~ r r a ~ ~ ~
was delivered to India, and when, according to others, it was translated into libetan by
a translator from G y i - j ~ . ~ ~ @
The adoption of a chronological system in Tibet made it possible for the Tibetan
historians to specify the date of a particular event not only by the number of years
passed but also by the name of the cycle and the year. This ultimately led to the
emergence of a special class of chronological works-namely,
that o l the so-called
"Chronological Tables of the Doctrine" (bsran-r(si.r-~e'u-mig-s),
which have a close
resemblance to our European chronological tables.
As a specimen of works of this type, we can take the bsTan-pa'i-gsal-bjled-ch~n-pobod d~~-rim-gyis-byun-ba'i-lo-tshig-re*u-mig-tu-bkod-pa'i-tshigs-/uri
-r.sltigs-clturi-rlags-byed-gsergyi-7ii.m 1-'od-zer-bkra-ba, written by the first6Jam-dbyalis-bshad-panamed Bag-d ban-brtson'grus (1618-1722). This work, already mentioned by Ine as one of the sources of the present
work, was coinposed in 17 16.380 It is included in the Complete Works of the author
published from the monastery of bLa-bran (founded by him) in A r n d ~ .This
~ ~ work
~
is
in two parts, each having its own pagination. The first part covers 11 Tibetan folios
of the usual size and contains, besides an introduction, an exposition of the events prior
378. See the 'chronological table' of the first 'Jam-dbyans-bsliad-pa.

373. See the 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po.
380. The date of compilation of the 'chronological table' of the first 'Jam-dbyansbshad-pa (Fire-Monkey year of the xii cycle, corresponding to A.D. 1716) is
mentioned in its colophon (fol. 26b3) and in the 'chronological table' of Sumpa-m khan-po.
381. Unfortunately, the Con?plete Works of the first 'Jam-dbyaris-bshad-pa are not
yet available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia. What in the "List of Tibetan
works, brought by G. Tsybikov in 1902" (see Musei Asiatici Petropolitani
Notitia, iv, no. 22) is mentioned as 'Jam-dbyais-bshad-pa'i-rdo-rje-sku-gori-ma'igsuri-'bum (i.e. Collected Works of the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa) is actually a
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to A.D. 1027. The-second part covers 26 folios and contains, besides six lines of
concluding note, the chrotlological tables beginning from 1027 and ending at 1715.
Each year it] this table is entered in a separate cage which gives the name of the year
according to the Tibetan sexagenary cycle and a list of events that took place in this
year. The cages are arranged from left to right along the length of the Tibetan folio
and are in two rows. Every time that a new cycle is begun, its ordinal number is given
-rub-byun-dun-po, rub-hyuli-giris-pa (rub-byun I st, rub-byun 2nd) etc.
A still more complete chronological work is the table included in the frequently
quoted work of the well-known Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-ies-dpal-'byor on the history of
B u d d h i s n ~ . ~This
~ ~ table occupies 12 folios of large format. Besides, one folio in the
beginning gives a short exposition of the events prior to the Tibetan era (i.e. up to
A.D. 1027) and the three folios in the end contain critical comments on the chronology
followed in other Tibetan historical texts. This table begins from A.D. 1057 and ends
at A.D. 1746, i.e. covers full twelve cycles (rab-byun-s). The text of this table has not
been published so far. It was, however, translated-independently of each other-by
Academician V. P. Vasil'ev and S. C. DaL The translation made by V. P. Vasil'ev3B3
was not publishxd. As regards S. C. Das, he published his translation in an article
entitled Lije of Sum-po khan-po, also Styled ~eies- pal-'hyor, the Author of the Re'umig

collection of text-books (yig-cha) used in the sGo-man datsan of the 'Brasspuris monastery, in which the chief place is occupied by the works of this
author. The 'chronological table', however, is not included in this collection.
382. dPag-bsom-ljori-bzdri. fols. 272" 4-287b 7.
383. The translation of the 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po as made by
V. P.Vasil'ev is preserved in manuscript among other works af this author
available in the Asiatic Archives of the Institute of Oriental Studies, Academy
of Sciences, USSR (see Musei Asiatica Indica 111, 665 Nova 111). Cf. M. 1.
Tubyansky, Plvdvarirel'ttoe soobshchenie o budclologicheskom rukopisnom nasledii
V. P. Vasil'eva ; V. V. Gorskogo [ A Preliminary Report on the Manuscript
Heritage of V. P. Vasil'ev and V. V. Gorsky on Buddhist Studies],-"Doklady
AN SSSR, 1927, pp. 61-62 ; and S. A. Kozin, Bibliograficheskii obzor izdann))kli
i neizdannykh rabot Akod. V. P. Vasil'eva po dannym Aziatskogo muzejqa
Akademii nauk SSSR [A Bibliographical Review of the Published and Unpublished Works of Acad. V. P. Vasil'ev on tlre Basis of the Data of the Asiatic
Museum, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R.1,-Izvestiya
A N SSSR. Otdelenie
obshcestvennykh nauk", 1931, p. 762, no. 12. This translation forms the third
and the most important chapter of V. P. Vasil'ev's unpublished work, Isroriya
Buddizma v Tibete [History of Buddhism in Tibet]. The first chapter of this
work contains "some preliminary remarks". The second chapter comprises
"extracts from the work of Sum-pa kliutuktu", of which some have been
-
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(Chronological T~ble),~8'
but this translation is absolutely unsatisfactory. Evcn limiting
himself to a translation of the actual tables only without the introductory and concluding
parts, S. C. Das accomplished this task very negligently. Despite the fact that the
original text correctly gives the names of the years every time they occur, S. C. Das
found it possible to do abay with them and was satisfied with his own conversion of these
into the European calendar. Not only that the conversions made by him are not correct
even from the general principle which he followed in this regard ; he has also digressed
from these principles for no reasons whatsoever. Following Csoma de Koros and
E. Schlagintweit, S. C. Das regarded the first year of the Tibetan era as 1026 instead of
1027 and therefore, as correctly shown by Prof. P. Pelliot, all the dates cited by S. C. Das
should be advanced by one year for obtaitiing the true dates.S85 But even without

translated and others only expounded. These extracts are taken from the
section on the political history of Tibet (rgyal-rubs) in the same work of Sumpa-mkban-po (see dPag-bsam-ljo11-bzari, fols. 95' 6-108" 7 ; S. C. Das, Pag Sum
Jon Zang, pp. 147-166). V. P. Vasil'ev refers to this work of his in the preface
to the first part of his famous work Buddizm : ego dogmutjl, istoriya i litcrurura
[Buddhism : Its Dogmas, History and Literatue ; St. Petersburg, 1857, p. iv]
However, it was only in 1899 that the Academy of Sciences decided to publish
it as a monograph. The responsibility for reading the preofs was, at the
request of V. P. Vasil'ev, passed on to Professor A. 0. I\ranovsky (see the
minutes of the meeting of the Historico-Philological Department of the Academy
of Sciences, held on 29th September 1899, p. 150). In the papers of A. 0.Ivanovsky
i n the Asiatic archives of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 1 could discover t l ~ e
proofs of the first and of the earlier portion of the second chapter of this work
(see Musei Asiatica Indica, Sect. iii, 588 Nova). As regards the translation of
the "Chronological Tables", this too obviously was not finally prepared for the
press. A. 0.Ivanovsky had compared it with the translation made by
S. C. Das,-a tedious and thankless task, because tbe translation of S. C. Das
cannot at all be taken seriously.
A close acquaintance with V. P. Vasil'ev's translation shows that it is not
free from errors, but this is quite understandable and pardonable in view of
the fact that this translation was made so long ago. Much information
expressed laconically in the original text with the use of all possible conventional
abbreviations remained obscure to V. P. Vasil'ev and was therefore distorted in
his translation. He did not explain these abbreviations and did not give any
notes or indices to his translation. Nevertheless, this old and incomplete
translation is far better than that published by S. C. Das.
384. JASB, vol. Iviii, pt, i, no. 2, 1889, pp. 37-84.
385. P. Pelliot, L e cycle sexagenuire,-JA, 191 3, t. 1. pp. 650-652.
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comparing the true dates with those mentioned by S. C. Das after conversion, P. Pelliot
has pointed out a case when S. C. Das digressed from thc actual date not by one but
~ a fact, there are several such cases in the conversions made by
by two y e a r ~ . ~ In
S. C. Das. In particular, the events which he has dated to the years between 1225 and
1253 (yearwise) actually happened from 1227 to 1255. In the same way, the events
marked 1269 and 1270 respectively actually took place in 1271 and 1272 etc. The events
which, in the originak texts, are shown to have taken place in the same year, have beell
ascribed by S. C. Das to different years, and vice versa.3e7 But the matter does not end
-

-. ---

386. Ibid., p. 652, no. 1.
387. For example, in the original text, the date of birth of sPyi-po-lhas-pa and that
of death of 'Khon-pliu-pa is regarded as A.D. 1144, whereas in the translation
of S. C. Das, the first of these events is dated as 1143 and the second as 1144.
In the original text, both the birth of Mun-me-brag-kha-pa Grags-sen and the
death of spyan-sna Grags-'byun are dated A.D. 1255 ; in the translation of
S. C. Das, the former is dated A.D. 1253 and the latter A.D. 1254. In
the original text, both the birth of Bya-yul Saris-ston Tshul-khrims senge and
the death of Chag Chos-rje-dpal are assigned to 1265 whereas in the translation
of S. C . Das, these dates are 1263 and 1264 respectively. In the original text,
the birth of Bya-yul gShon-nu-smon-lam and the death of sTag-luli Salis-rgyasyar-byon are dated 1272 but in the translation of S. C. Das, the former is
dated as 1270 and the latter as 1271. In the original text, the death of iahsston Tshul-mgon and Tshul-mgon and the death of Grub-chen U-rgyan-pa are
assigned to 1309 but in the translation of S. C. Das, the first of these events is
assigned to 1308 and the second to 1309 etc. Such errors are found throughout
the entire translation of S. C. Das. Of the two events dated as A.D. 1344 in
the original, S. C. Das, in his translation: has dated one as A.D. 1343 and the
other as A.D. 1344. The erection of the "Red prayer-hall" (mchod-ktron-dmarpo) in the sTag-luti monastery, dated in the original as 1384 has, in the translation of S. C. Das, also been dated to 1384, but all the remaining events of this
year have been assigned to 1383. The events which, in the original, are shown
against A.D. 1423 have, in the translation of S. C. Das, been assigned partly
to 1421 and partly to 1422. The events of A.D. 1620 in the text have been
put by S. C. Das against 1619 ; but one of these-the death of Khri Dam-chosdpal-has
been assigned to 1620, etc. On the other hand, the original text
dates the death of rfiog Jo-bsod to 1145 and the death of rNog Jo-'od to 1146,
but in the translation of S. C. Das, both these events are dated as 1145. In the
original text, the death of the Mongolian Khan Huluk has been dated to
131 1 and the birth of bLa-ma-dam-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan and the death
of Bya-yul-pa Sahs-rgyas-jo-ba to 1312 ; but S. C. Das, in his translation,
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at these chronological errors only. A considerable portion of the information available
in the original text is totally omitted by S. C. Das. In certain cases, S.C. Das translates
only half the sentence and omits the remaining parte3@ What is stated in the original
has assigned all these events to A.D. 1310. Again, in the original text, the
birth of bLo-gros-rnam-dag and some other events are dated 1322 and the
birth of a Mongolian Khan as 1323 ; but in the trans la ti or^ of S. C. Das, all
these events are found assigned to A.D. 1321. In the original text, the birth
of Kun-spans-chen-po bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan and Se-skyil-pa ~ 2 k - b s o d ,and
the death of dPal bLo-brtan are all dated to 1342. Again, in the text, the
accession of bLa-ma-dam-pa to the headship of the Sa-skya monastery and the
death of Dwags-po gShon-smon, &in-ma Ku-mar and Jo-nad-pa Mun-me-bragkha-pa are all dated to A.D. 1343. But in the translation of S. C. Das, all these
events (except the last one) are dated to 1341, and the last one-the death of
Mun-me-brag-kha-pa-is dated to 1342 etc. The events of A.D. 1 182 in the
original text have, in the translation of S. C. Das, been assigned partly to 1180
and partly to 1181. Tlie birth of gZi-brjid-grags and spyan-sda Rin-chcn-ldan,
along with some other eveuts, is, in the origil~al text, assigned to 1202
but in the translation of S. C. Das, tlie first of these evei~tshas been included in
the events of 1200 and all otllers in those of A.D. 1201.
388. I11 the translation of S. C. Das, such omissions are found literally a t every step.
T o be specific, S. C. Das omits, as a rule, the reports vf the original text on tlie
accession to the headship of Se-ra, 'Bras-spuns, Chab-mdo and other monasteries. These reports are mentioned in the translation of S. C. Das only
casually. Again, there are many omissions in the accounts of the accession to
the headship of dGa'-ldan monastery (cf., for example, the information of the
text under the years 1438, 1450, 1493, 151 1, 1516, etc. with the respective portions in the trahslation). The reports on the heads of the dGon-lud and bKraSis-lhun-po monasteries are the most complete in the translation of S. C. Das,
but even these are not without unnecessary omissions (cf. the statements of the
text under the years 1404, 1487 and 1516 with the corresponding places in the
translation). It is interesting to note that such omissions are more frequent in
the middle portion of the table than in the beginning (2nd-3rd cycles) or in the end
(9th-12th cycles). The account of the accession of various persons to the headship of the monasteries are, in the original text, often mixed with the account
of the death of their predecessors, and set forth in a single sentence. But this
does not prevent S. C. Das from omitting the former while he duly translates
the latter. Besides, various data on the birth and death of some persons and on
other events are also found omitted in the translation of S. C. Das. Such
Vos. 18
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a s a hypothesis o r as the view of someone else, of the authenticity of which the author
is not quite sure, appears, in the translation of S. C. Das, as a categorical statcnicnt
of the a ~ t h o r . ~ e ONumerous references by the origi~ial authors to the views of
other historians are almost invariably omitted by S. C. D~s.~OOFinally, in certain cases,
even the very facts stated in the text have been distortcd by S. C. Das beyond ideiltific a t i ~ n . ~Two
~ l names of the same person have been shown by S. C. Das as those of
on~issionsinclude the reports on the death of the famous rGyal-tshab Dar-marin-chen (1364-1432), the pupil and successor of Tson-kha-pa, those on the
composition of the works Pud-dkar-shal-luri (1447) and Deh-ther-siion-po
(1476) etc.
389. Many statements in the original text are accompanied by an interrogative particle
(som etc.) o r by the expressio~i"it is said" (zer). See, for instance, the relevant
portions of the text against the years 1053, 1064, 1075, 1083 etc. But S. C . Das
pays no attention to this.
390. The author of the Tibetan text, frequently enough, refers to the views of other
sources o r argues against them (see, for example, the portions of the text relevant
to the years 1031, 1033, 1039, 10-10, 1041, 105 1 etc.). However, S. C. Das does
not, as a rule, translate such references.
391. I t is enough to quote some striking examples. Under A.D. 1044, the Tibetan
text states : ma-cig-sha-ma'i-mdsa'-pho-la-stod
pa-rma- lo- tsB-ba-chos-'Bar-'khruris.
S. C. Das, dating this event to A.D. 1043, translates : "Machig Sha-nia's
husband was born. Rma-Lo-ch5va Chhos 'bar of La-stod was born". A correct
translation would be : "rMa-lo-ts5-ba Chos-'bar, famous as the 1iusba1:d (rndL\aVpho-la-stod-pa) of Ma-cig-slia-ma, was bornw-for an account of ].Ma-lo-tsZ-ba
Chos-'bar (1044-1089) and his "secret wife" (gsari-yum or iakti) Ma-cig-sha-ma
( 1062-1149), see Deb-lher-srion-po, vol. i, fok. 113b 1-1 17b . 111the original text,
the portion against A.D. I052 states : khams-pa-luri-pa-lab-sgron-yu-rno-phyi-dargyi-rziri-ma- sba- sgom- ye- bynri- rnams- kyi- slob-ma-'dseri- dl~arrna-bodhi-'khruris.
S. C . Das, dating this event to 1051, translates : "Machig Lab sgron of Khampa L u n was born. Machig Yumo becanie the pupil of Sba-sgom ye-byah and
others of the later Rniti-ma school. Dharma Bodhi was born". An accurate
translation reads : " 'Dsen Dharma-bodhi-the pupil of Khams-pa-lun-pa (10251 1 15 ; different dates are also found), Ma-cig Lab-sgron ( 1 055-1 143 ; other
dates are also found), Y u-mo and sBa-sgom ye-ies-byan-chub, the representative of the rRifi.rna sect of the period of later spread (of Buddhism in lmibet)-was born" (About 'Dsexi Dharma-bodhi (1052-1 168), see Dcb-ther-siion-po, vol.
i, fols. 91b 3-47" 3 ; his teachers are also named there). Under A.D. 1144, the
S. C. Das,
Tibetan text states : Sa-pan-gsari-ston-spyi-bo-lhas-pa-'lchruiis-zer.
dating this report to A.D. 1143, translates : "Gsan ston spyipa chaspa, one of
the Pan chclien of Sa-skya was born". A correct translation is : "It is said that
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two different personsa09nd, on the other hand, the names of two different persons have
sPyi-bo-lhas-pa, 'the secret confessor' (raho'nu4Zsaka) of Sa-skya-pandita, was
born". A "secret confessor" (gsan-sfon) is one who hears confessions from a
person who has taken holy orders (from one ordained to the dGe-tshul o r d G e
sloh order). I n the modern Buddhist order, this person is also called "a
teacher" (slob-dpon). However, the Hor-chos-'hyun (G. H uth, Gesc/~ichfedes
Buddhismus in der Mo~igolci,vol. i, p. 76) states that at the time of the ordination of Sa-skya-pandita to the dGe-slon order, the aforementioned sPyi-bo-lhaspa was the "teacher" and someone else was the "secret confessor". Under A.D.
1160, the Tibetan text states : rma-lo-fsii-ba-don-ma-cig-sha-mu'i-chos-brgyud'dsin-pa'i-sprul-sku-yari-dben-pa-'khru.S. C. Das, dating this event to A.D.
1159, translates : Rma LochZva and Ya3 dnenpa, the emanations of Machig
S'ama were born". A correct translation reads : "The incarnation Yan-dbenpa, the follower of the teaching of rMa-lo-ts8-ba and Ma-cig-sha-ma, was born".
Under A.D, 1201, the Tibetan text states : lo-bya-yul-gjfis-ka-satis-rgyas-sgompas-bskyaris. S. C. Das, placing this statement against A.D. 1200, translates :
"Sans rgyas sgom-pa protected the LochIva of Bya yul". A correct translation
reads : "Sans-rgyas-sgom-pa took, under his patronage, both (the monasteries)
-Lo (Lo-dgon-pa, founded in 1093 or 1095) and Bya-yul (Bya-yul-dpon-pa,
founded in 11 13)". There are many such distortions in the translation of
S. C. Das.
392. Thus, for example, under 1059, the original Tibetan text states : Dol-buier-rgyama9-rog-dmar-shur-'khruris.S. C. Das, dating this event to A.D. 1058, translates :
"Do1 bu ier-rgyama was born." Actually, the reference here is to a person
called Dol-ba kes-rab-rgya-mtsho or Rog-dmar-shur-pa (1059-1131). This
leader of the bKa'-gdams-pa sect-the author of the Be'u-bum-snon-po, the
well-known didactic work in verse-is mentioned in the Deb-ther-srion-po
(vol. i, fol. 14Gb 1-5) and in the dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari (fol. 133" 4 ; S. C. Das,
Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 201). Under A.D. 1067, the original text states : Grubthob-yu-mor-grags-pa 'i-slob-ma- @is- kyi-khuri-pa-hub- jo-sras- 'jorn-dpal- 'khruns.
S. C. Das, dating this event to 1066, translates : "H Jam-Dpal and skyi khun pa
Hab-jo, the two disciples of the Crubthob Yumo, were born". Actually, the
expression gfios-skyi-khufi-pa Hab-jo-sras-'jam-dpal, from which S. C. Das
makes out names of two different persons is the name and nick-name of one
person (see Deb-ther-srion-pa, vol. i, fol. 97" 1). Under A D. 1077, the Tibetan
text states : " B y n - j r u l - b a ' i - s l o b - m a - g f s u n - b u - r i n - 0 .
S. C. Das, dating this event to 1076, translates : "Gtsali-pa Rin-po chhe, the
disciple of Bya-yul-pa, was born. Nam kha rdorje was born". Actually, the
expression gTsan-ba-rin-po-che Nam-mkha'-dpal, which S. C. Das breaks up
into names of two different persons, is the name of one person. It is interesting
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been turned into those of the same person e t ~ . ' ~ ' I t is no use enumerating and rectifying all the defects of the translatioil of S. C. Das. It is simply necessary to make a
fresh translation of the entire text of the chronological table of Sum-pa-rnkl~an-~o.
When the original text is available, it is better not to use a t all the translation of S. C.

to note that mentioning later about the death of this person (see the text under
A.D. 1161, the translation under A.D. 1160), S. C. Das himself correctly
translates this expression as the name of one person. Under A.D. 1400, the
Tibetan text states : dGe-'dun-grub-pa'i-slob-ma-'dul-'dsin-blo-gros-spas-pa-grag~-p~
dpnl-Man-lo-sria-ma-kka-cig-zer-yan-'dir-'khrzins. S. C. Das, assigning this report
to 1399, translates : "Gragspa dpalldan of Sbas and Hdul-hdsin Blo-gras, t l ~ e
disciple of Dge-hdun grub, were bornv-A
correct translation would read :
" 'Dul-'dsin bLo-gros-spas-pa-grags-pa-dpal-ldan, the pupil of dGe-'dun-grub-pa,
was born, though some also say (that this event) perhaps (occurred) in the
preceding year". This very name occurs again in the text-though in a somewhat
abridged form ('Dul-'dsin bLo-spas-grags-dpal)-under A.D. 1475 (the year,
to which tlie death of this pupil of the first Dalai Lama is dated). But this time,
S. C. Das correctly understands this name a s that of one person. Under
A.D. 1455, the original Tibetan text states : Phyogs-rgyal-skyes-pa-zer-pa'i-ka
rZiil-clpu'-po-d'ln-po-clros-dbaS. C. Das, dating this event to
1454, translates : "Phyogs las rnam rgyal and Chhos d ~ a nLhun-grub were
born';
A correct translation reads : "First dPa'-po (by nanie) Chos-dbaiiIhun-grub ( ~ h m aof the) Karma-pa and rRi111-ma-~a(sects)-also
called the
incarnation of Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal-was
born".
In the translation of
S. C. Das, there are many such cases of the names and nicknames of the same
person being treated as names of several persons. However, we shall not
enumerate all these cases here, for we do not intend to correct the absolutely
low-grade work of S. C. Das.
393. Under A.D. 1129, the Tibetan text reads : rNog-jo bsod-shes-pa-jo-'od-gcuri'khruri~. S. C. Das, dating tliis inforination to 1128, translates : "Jo hod gchun,
also called Rnog jo va-son (sic) was born". A correct translation reads : "The
younger brother of Jo-'od, named rBog Jo-bsod, was born". The dates of birth
and death of both these brothers are mentioned in the present 'chronological
table' and also in the 'chronological table' of the first 'Jam-dbyans bshad-pa.
r&og Jo-'od was born in 11 22 and he died in 1 146. rNog Jo-bsod was born in
1129 and he died in 1145. Then, under A.D. 1303, the Tibetan text states :
dPari-lo-blo-brtan-dbon-po-bya~-chub-rtse-mo-'khrus.
S. C. Das, dating this
information to 1302, translates : "Dvari lo-chZva Byan-chhub rtse-mo, also
called Blo-brtan dpon-po was born". However, a correct translation reads :
"Byan-chub-rtse-mo, the nephew (dbon-po) of dPan-lo-ts8-ba bLo-gros-brtan-pa
was born".
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. Das as it lacks the necessary critical apparatus and does not identify the proper names
included. Without the original text, on the other hand, it is risky to use this translation because it is full of errors.
S. C. Das prefaced his translation of the chronological tables with a short biography of their author, Sum-pa-mkhan-po, without, in any way, specifying the sources
on which this biography is based.384 As rightly remarked by Prof. P. P e l l i ~ t S.
, ~C.
~
Das errs in this biograpl~ytoo. The date of birth of the author as givcn in this biography (in European calendar) is different from that given in the text of tile chronological table. In his tables, the date of birth of Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-6es-dpal-'byor is
given as 1702-1703 and in the biography, it is shown as 1702, whereas actually, it is
1704. This error can, however, be easily rectified as S. C. Das gives here the number
of the cycle and the name of the year in Tibetan calendar-the Wood-Monkey year of
the 12th cycle, corresponding to A.D. 1704. It is much more difficult to verify the
remaining dates given in this biography as S. C. Das does not give the Tibetan names
of the years. Nonetheless, some of these dates are certainly ta be rectifiedag6-particularly the date of death of Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-ies-dpal-'byor. S. C. Das simply states
that Sum-pa-mkhan-po died at the age of 73 whereas he actually died in 1788 (EarthMonkey year of the 13th cycle), i.e. in the 85th year of his life.sQ7 In 1782 (Water-Tiger
year of the 13th cycle), he compiled his critical and bibliographical work gSun-rob-momdug-chu'i-dri-ma-sel-byed-nor-hu-ke-ra-l~a.~~~
394. S. C. Das, Life of Sum-pa-khan-PO,- JASB, 1889, pp. 37-40. This biography is
repeated by S. C. Das in the form of a preface to the text of dPag-bsam-ljonbzari (see S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang, pp. i-iii).
395. P. Pelliot, Le c)*clesexagenaire.. ., -JA, 1913, t. 1, p. 650 er suiv.
he received
396. The date of travel of Sum-pa-khan-po to Tsang province-when
ordination to the highest monastic stage from the second Panchen Lama-as
given by S. C. Das is also not correct. These events took place not in 1725 but
in 1723 (Water-Hare year of the 12th cycle)-see the aforementioned autobiography, fols. 2gb 7-32" 3.
397. See the aforementioned autobiography, fols. 242b5-243a 1. See also the Debther-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fol. 76" 5). S. C. Das erred probably because the main
text of the autobiography of Sum-pa-khan-po ends with an account of the 73rd
year of his life and the former colophon of this work states that it was written
in 1776 (Fire-Monkey year of the 13th cycle) in the 73rd year of the life of the
author (see the autobiography, supplement, fol. 34" 7 ff).
398. See supra.

Vos. 19
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7. Histories of Religion or Doctrine (Chos-'byuri-s)

The so-called "histories of religion o r the Doctrine" (chos-'bywi-s) form an extensive class of Tibetan historical literature. By this name, in Tibet, are meant not only the
works on the history of religion proper but also general historical works of reference,
which give, besides the exposition of the history of religion, that of the secular history
of the country too. Such composite works are usually compiled from materials drawn
from various types of Tibetan historical works enumerated above, as well as from
biographical, historico-bibliographical and geographical literature. Frequently, these
materials are put together so arbitrarily that one can easily take away from the text
dynastic and genealogical chronicles, monastic annals and lists of incarnations,
biographies of i'ndividual persons and sometimes even the chronological tables without
any particular damage to the coherence and completeness of the text.
There is a great diversity in the contents of the "histories of religion"
(chos-'byuri-s). Sometimes such works are devoted either to the history of Tibet
and of Buddhism in Tibet or to that of the spread of Buddhism in China
as a whole, in India, in Mongolia etc., o r finally to the exposition of the
secular and ecclesiastical history of all o r some of the peoples of these countries
together. In the last case, the exposition of the history of each people is usually given
separately and can essentially be studied independently and irrespective of the remaining
text. Besides, the term "history of religion" is also applied t o works devoted t o the
history of the spread of Buddhism in some particular province or locality and also
t o works expounding the history of some -Buddhist sect o r monastic school. Finally,
by the same title are denoted the numerous works on the history of Buddhist mystic
cults.
So far as we can judge from the citations and from the fragmentary references
of the later Tibetan authors, the history of Buddhism in Tibet was, t o some extent,
already expounded inthe rGyal-rubs sBa-bshed which by the Tibetan is regarded as one
of the earliest works of Tibetan h i s t ~ r i o g r a p h y . ~ ~ ~
We did not have the possibility of seeing personally the historical works written
by Khu-ston brTson-'grus-gyun-drun (1011-1075)400and known under the title Lo-rgyuschen-rno or Log-gnon-chen-mo, to which Brag-dgon-shabs-drun d K o p - m ~ h o ~ - b s t a n - ~ a rab-rgyas refers in his list of Tibetan historical works.400'

399. About this work, see supra.
400. The dates of birth and death of Khu-ston brTson-'grus-gyun-drun are given in
the "Chronological Tables".
40 1. Deb-fher-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 4b 1.
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Of the texts of which I have first-hand knowledge, the earliest one which-though
not being of a nature of special historical study-nevertheless includes a short exposition
of the "history of religion" (chos-'byuti) is the aforesaid work of the fanlous
bSod-nams-rtse-mo ( I 142-1182)- entitled Chos-la-'jug-pa'i-sgo [The Door Leading to
the (Buddhist) Faith] written in 1 167402 In this work, after the prefatory verses and
a discussion on as to what the doctrine is (fols. 263-266b 5) and how to attain the main
tenets of Buddhism (fols. 266b 6-273" 3), the author tells how salvation is attained
by this Doctrine and also who expounded this Doctrine. Thereafter, the author
describes the twelve deeds of Buddha (fols. 273" 3-30Ia 3), the three Buddhist Councils
(fols. 301" 3-31 l a 4), further development of Buddhism in India (fols. 31 l a 4-312a 2) and
lastly the spread of Buddhism in Tibet. The work ends u p with the aforementioned
chronological note on the period of the existence of Buddhism (fols. 314b 6-310 6) and
concluding verses.
Some attention to the "history of religion" is also given by 'Phags-pa-bla-ma
bLo-gros-rgyal-mtshan (1 235-1280) in his encyclopaedic work entitled &es-bya-rah-gsal.
This work, covering 35 folios of usual Tibetan format, was written in I278 a t the
orders of Chingim [Jim-gyirn], the son of K ~ b l n i , ~ and
O ~ is divided into five chapters
which describe : ( I ) the inanimate world (snod-kyi-'jig-rtet~), fols. 2b 1-Sb 6, (2) the
animate world (bcud-kyi-'jigrten), fok. ga I-26b 3, (3) the path (lam), fols. 26b 3-28a 5,
(4) the result ('bras-bu), fols. 28" 5-34" 5, and ( 5 ) the unrevealed elements of existence
('du-ma-byosl, fols. 34" 5-34b 5. In this, to the historical problems are devoted about
29 folios of the second chapter (fols. 1 7b 4-lga ]),-which
expound the genealogy of
!kkyamuni from Mahisammata to RZhula, a short history of Buddhism in India and
in Tibet and a genealogy of the Mongolian Khans from Genghis [Chinghiz] to Kublai
and his children.
Of the large historical works of Tibet known to us, the earliest one is that
entitled b~e-par.-g8~~s-pa'i-bstan-pa'i-gsal-hyud-chos-kyi-'byun-gr~as-gsuli-rab-rin-~o-che
mdsod (briefly, Chos-'byuri) by the famous Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub (1290-1364).404 This

402. See supra.
403. This work is available in thc Complete Works of the Sa-skya-pa Scholars
[see Sa-skya-bka'-'bum, vol. xiii (pa), fols. 1-35]. The date of its compositionEarth-Tiger year (A.D. 1278)-is mentioned in the colophon (ihid, fol.
35" 5-6). The name of the client-Prince
Chingim (Jim-gyin1)-is also nientioned there.
404. The biography of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub-entitled
mKlian-chen-tham5-tadm k h y e n - p a - s t o n - l o - t ~ a - b a ' i - m u m - p ~ p a ' i - m e - t(55
o g fols.)-was
written in 1366 (Fire-Horse year) by his pupil Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal. This
biography was published in bLa-bran. A copy of this publication is available
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Bnr.adiit~Collection, No. 34). An abridged
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Chos-'byun covering 244 folios was written in 1322.'06 It consists of four parts, which
expound successively : ( I ) general introduction to the Buddhist creed (fols. 3" 3-39.2).
(2) history of appearance of the Buddhist creed on earth and of its development in
India (fols. 398 2-137' I), (3) spread of Buddhism in Tibet (fols. 137" 1-1 59" 5), and
(4) a systematic catalogue of literature translated into Tibetan (fols. 15ga 6-241b6).
Such contents of this work enable us to compare it with the so-called "catalogues of
which we shnlll discuss later,
the Buddhist canon" (bKal-dun-bsfan-'gyur-gyi-dkar-chug)
since these catalogues are compiled on approximately the same s ~ h e m e . From
~
these
works, however, Bu-ston's work is distinguished in that it discusses the canon in general,
and not any one particular collection o r redaction of it. That is why it does not
contain an account of the compilation of any single specific collection This historicobibliographical work of Bu-ston enjoys great fame and authority among the Tibetan
historians. References to this work can be found almost in every large historical work
of Tibet. In Europe, too, this Chos-'byun of Bu-ston has merited repeated attention
right from the time of A. Csoma de K o r o ~ . This
~ ~ ~work was used by V. P. Vasileev,
biography of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub is also available in the thob-yig composed
by bLo-bzan-'phren-las (see Thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion, Peking edition, vol. iii,
fols. 1-13b 5). This abricdged biography is based on the above-mentioned
biography compiled by Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal to which it directly refers by the
name of its author (ibid., fol. 13b 5 ; also cf. fol. 12b 1-2). The colophon of
the first detailed biography mentions only the nick-name of the author-Gratshan-pa-instead
of his full name. In the Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fol.
13b 3) are mentioned two other biographies of Bu-ston, but I could not find
them. Both these are named in the "List of Rare Books" (see dPe-rgyun-dkonpa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig,fol. 6" 1). The biograpllical materials on Bu-ston may
also be found in many general works on the history of Buddhism in Tibet.
The principal dates of his life are, however, given in the "Chronological
Tables".
405. The date of composition of the Chos-'byuir of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub is given
in the colophon (fol. 244" 4)-Water-Dog year, 3455 years from the nirvZva
(following the method of the Sa-skya-pa scholars), and 33rd year of the life of
the author-and in the "Chronological Tables". This work was published in
the monastery of bKra-iis-lhun-po. A copy of this publication is available in
the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Old Collection. No. 368).
406. See, for instance, the catalogue of the Co-ne edition of the bsTan-'gjyur
described below.
407. A. Csoma de Koros, Ellurneration of Historical and Grammatical Works to be
met with in Tibet,-JASB, 1838, p. 149.
Vos. 201a
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who was the first to evaluate it highly.'Oe Individual passages from this work were
translated by Academician F. I. Shcherbatskoi [Th. S t c h e r b a t ~ k y ] . Sarat
~ ~ ~ Chandra
Das,OlO L. A. Waddell,411Charles Bel141aand other authors referred to it as an important
monument of Tibetan historiography. In 1931-32 was published a complete translation
of the first three parts of this text as made by E. E. O b e r m i l l ~ r . ~ lIn
~ this translation,
~ on the whole, it gives an accurate idea of
one comes across several m i ' s t a k e ~ . ~ 'But,

408. V. P. Vasil'ev, 0 nekotoryklt knigakh, otnosyashchikhsya k istorii hlrddizma, v
biblioteke Kazanskogo universitefa [On Some Books Relating to the History of
zapiski
Buddhism in the Library o f the University of Kazan1,-"Uchenye
Akademii nauk", 1855, vol, iii, No. i, p. 13. See also : V. P. Vasil'ev,
Buddhizm, ego dogmaty, istori~jai literarura [Buddhism, Its Dogmas, History
and Literature], pt. i, p. 319 and pt. iii, p. 5, 10, 11, 42-44, 58, 61, 66, 67 etc.
(see the index to this part). Almost all the references to Bu-ston in this latter
part are reproduced in the German translation of A. Schiefner (see Schiefner,
Tdranitha's Geschichte dcs Buddhismus in Indien, St. Petersburg, 1869, SS. 5,
40, 109, 214, 276, 284, u.a ; see Register under the word "Bu-ston").
409. F. I. Shcherbatskoi, Notes de 1ittel.ature bouddhique. La lifterature Yogccara
d'apres Bouston-"Le
Museon", 1905, vol. vi, N I, pp. 144-155. This apart,
Academician Stcherbatsky also translated Bu-ston's communication on the
Abhidharma literature of the Sareiistiviidn school. This translation was published by Takakusu in his articles (see Takakusu, On the Ablzidharma Literalure
of the Sarviiitividins,-"Journal
of the Pali Text Society", 1964-1905,
pp. 75-77).
410. See S. C. Das, Indian Pandits in Tibet,-JBTS, 1893, vol.
i, pt. i, pp. 2-7. This
I
article includes a translation of Bu-ston's nccount of SBntaraksita and tlie first
major part of his account of ~ a m a l a i i l a (cf. Bu-ston, Chos-'b~uri,fols. 139b 6-

14Jb 5).
41 1. L. A . Waddell, Ancient Historical Edicts a t Lhnsa,-JRAS,
1903, p. 923, n. 3.
See also L. A. Waddell, The Buddl~ismof Tibet, p. 166.
41 2. C. Bell, The Religion of Tibet, pp. 200-201.
413. E. Obermiller, History of Buddhism, pp. i-ii. The hst part was translated
under the direct guidance of Academician F. I. Shcherbatskoi.
414. I take this opportunity of rectifying some errors and discrepancies found in
the translation of E. E. Obermiller. In particular, many errors and discrepancies
are discovered in the section devoted to the calculation of the period of
the existence of Buddhism (E. Obermiller, History of Buddltisnz, pt. ii, pp.
102-108 of the translation). The Tibetan text states that according to the
calc~~lations
of the scholars of the Sa-skya-pa school, 100 years had passed
from the king Nandin (dGa'-bycd) to the king Candragupta (Zla-sruri)-see
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the original text and is a valuable contribution to the study of Tibetan historiography.
It is a pity that in the portioi~ccncerning the history of Tibet, the translation is almost

Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fo1. 103. 6 ff. Though this figure is clearly fantastic, it
cannot a t all be replaced by the figure "108" (brgya-brgyad) as done by E. E.
Obermiller (ibid., t. ii, p. 106),-primarily because the original works of the
scholars of the Sa-skya-pa school (see Chos-la-'jug-pa'i-sgo, fols. 3 15b 6-3 I@ 1,
and bLa-ma-rje-brsutl-chen-po'i-rnm-thar, fol. 297' 5) and the works of other
authors, which quote the chronological calculations of the scholars of the Saskya-pa school (see Dus-'khor-rik-chen, vol. i, fol. 22.6, and bsTan-rtsis-'dodspyin-gfer-'bum, E. Schlagintweit, Die Berechnung der Luhre, S. 662, Zz. 16-17)
throughout men tion 800 years (brgyad-brgya). Besides, if "GOO" be replaced
by "IOh", it breaks down the whole chronological notion of this school, for
the figure "800" is one of the components of the sum of 2955 years which, in
the view of the representatives of this school, had passed from the nirra'na to
the conclusion of a peace treaty between Tibet and China in A.D. 822. Further,
the Tibetan text (fol. 103b I ) has the expression : De-nus-lo-bdun-brgya-Zi-jurrsa-bshi-nas-'phro-bzgit-nos lo-brgyad-brgya-bcu-bshi-nu-bal-bar
rgyal-po-'od-zergo-cha-byuit. E. E Obermiller translates : "from 724 to 814 years after himthe king ~ m h v a r r n a nin Nepal" (E. Obermiller, History of Buddhism, pt. ii,
p. 106). A correct translation would be : "After him, after 724 years (. . .)
and then after another 814 years, there appeared in Nepal the king Amiuvarman". This phrase simply wants the information as to what happened "after
724 years"-viz.
the appearance in Nepal of the king Dharmavarman (cf.
Dus-'khor-!ik-chen,
fol. 22b I). The name of mChims Nam-mkha'-grap,
which in the Tibetan original (fol. 103b2-3) is given i n full, has been abridged
by E. Oberiniller to mChims Nam-mkha' (ibid., p. 106). Again, the Tibetan
original (fol. 103b4) states : Du-t~as-me-mo-glori-la-chu-mig-chos-'khor-g)~i-dussu-bla-ma-chos-rgyal- gyis-brrsis-pas- sum-stori- bshi-brgya-dari-bcu-lon-par-brrsispas. E. E. Obermiller (ibid., p. 106) translates : "Thereafter, in the year of
the fire-cow, at the time of the installation of the prayer-wheel moved by
water, the Lama Cho-rgyal has counted 3410 years". A correct tr~nslation
would be : "Thereafter. when Lama DharmarZja (an epithet of the famous
'Phags-pa-bla-ma) made (his) calculation in the year of the Fire-Cow (i.e. in
A.D. 1277) at the time of preaching (dharma-cakrcc-pravartana)at the source,
(he) reckoned 3410 years (from the nirva'na)". Information on this famous
preaching is given in the Hor-chos-'byuri (see G. Huth, Geschichre des Buddhismus in drr Mongolei, vol. i, S. 101, 2. 6, ff.), in the Dus-'khor-lik-clren (fol.
23" 2), in the rGyal-ba-lria-pa'i-deb-ther (fol. 57b 1-2), in the "Chronological
Tables" and in other texts. Further, the Tibetan original (fol. 103b5) contains
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absolutely without any annotation.

Besides, no attempts have been made to convert

a phrase : Chu-pho-khyi-lo-la-bla-ma-ti-~r~i-kun-dga'-blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan-dpa
bzan -PO-bod-dubsiiet~-rdsogs-la-byon-pa'i-lo-yan-chad-la-sum-ston-bshibrgya-lnabcu-rtsa-lria-'das rtsa-drug-pa'i-sten-nu-yod-pas.E. E. Obermiller translates :
"Accordingly up to the male-water-dog year, when the Lama Matiiri Kun-g2lo-do-gyal-tshan-pal-zan-po came to Tibet in order to become ordained,-3455
years had passed away and the 3456 th year (of the Doctrine) was lasting"
(ibid., p. 106). A correct translation would read : "up to the Water-Dog year,
when the Lama ~ i - 6 r i(Chinese title) Kun-dga'-blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan arrived
in Tibet for being finally ordained, 3455 years had passed away ; and now
3456 th year (from the nirviiqa) is running". The Water-Dog year referred to
here corresponds to A.D. 1322 and is the same year in which Bu-ston wrote
his historical work. As regards Lama Kun-dga'-blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan mentioned in this phrase, apparently he is none other than the elder brother of
Sa-skya-pa bSod-nan~s-rgyal-mtshan(13 12-1375)-who is already known to us
and who figures in the historical texts under the name of Kun-dgaY-blo-gros
(1299-1327) and bears the title "Ti-hi" (see Deb-iher-srion-po, vol. i, fol. 1 10b 4
and "Chronological Tables"). He was one of the teachers of Bu-ston (see the
aforementioned biography of the latter, compiled by Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal, fol.
1Ob 1-2). Finally, the original Tibetan text (fol. 104b 2) states : Des-na-dus'khor-lugs-kyi-rtse- rgyud-bstan-nus chu-pho- khyi- yan-chad- 10-lo-Zis-sioli-clrigbrgya-dgu-bcu-rtsa-b~~gyad-'das-par-ies-par-byao.
E. E. Obermiller translates :
"It is necessary t o know that, according to the teaching contained in the chief
tantra of the Kiilacakra system, up to the male-water-dog year, 2198 years have
passed away" (ibid., p. 108). A correct translation would read : "It is therefore necessary to know that, according to the Kiilacakra system, from the
time of the preaching (by Buddha) of the cllief ranlra of this doctrine" etc.
Other errors found in the translation of this special section of the text have
already been mentioned (see supra). Similar discrepancies are also found
in other places of the translation of the historical part. Thus, for instance, in
the exposition of the genealogy of Tibetan kings in the original text, (fol.
khri-thog-rje137 4-5) there is a phrase : De'i-sras-lde-snol-gnam-nus-bzuri-ste
rlzog-btsan- gyi-bar- yan-chad- rgyal-rubs- Zi- iu-rtsa- drug-na Iha-tho-tho-ti-giranbisan-byon-pu'i-rshe. E. E. Obermiller translates : "The son of this one-Denol-nam. From the time of the latter and up to Thi-thog-je-thog-tsen there
was a long succession of kings. As the 26th of this line there appeared the
king Tho-tho-ri-:an-tselI"
(ibid., p. 182). A correct translation would be :
"The son of this one-sDe-snol-gnam.
From him, (the succession of Tibetan
kings continues) up to Ichri-thog-rje-thog-btsan who was the 26th 'Tibetan
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the Tibetan dates into European calender-not to speak of the critical comparison of
the data of the text with those of other historical works of Tibet.
Other subsequent works (chronolegically),-which to some extent can be and are
classified under the heading "Histories of Religion" (Chos-'byun-s), as composite works
-are the so-called "Will-book" (bka'-chems-deb-lher) which is attributed to Si-tu

king (counting from gRa*-khri-btsan-po). Then appeared Lha-tho-tho-rig'iian-btsan". Cf. nod-kyi-rgyul-robs compiled by Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan,
fol. 1978 4-5 ; rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion,fols. 24b 3-6 and 26" 6-2hb 3 ;
and Nor-chos-'byun (see G. Huth, Geschickte des Buddhismus in der Mongolei,
vol. i, S. 3), where Khri-thog-rje-thog-btsan is regarded as the 26th and his
son, Lha-tho-tho-ri-g5an-btsan, as the 27th Tibetan king from gffa'-khribtsan-po, their mythical ancestor. (According to another version, they are
regarded as the 27th and 28th Tibetan kings respectively-see Dcb-rher-srionpo, vol. i, fols. 20b 6-2Ia 3 ; dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, fols. 97' 3-91b I, S. C. Das,
Pug Sam Jon Zang, p. 150). Towards the end (fol. 146' 5-6) of the chapter on
the initial spread of Buddhism in Tibet, there is an account of how the
elder wife of the king gLan-dar-ma passed the child of someone else for her
own new-born child despite the fact that this child already had teeth and
how the ministers agreed with her. The text reads : bLon-po-rtiams-nu-re
mdari-skj7es-pa'i-bu-chuli-la-so-nti-'bjvuri-ste
j um-gyi-bka7-brtan-du-clrug-gsulis-pus
yum-brran-shes-grags-te. Considerii~g the text a bit vague, E. E. Obermiller
translates : "The ministers said to this : A child born a day before
cannot have teeth. Let him carefully preserve the instructions of his
mother ! Accordingly the boy became known by the surname of
'Yum-tan' (preserving his mother's word)"-ibid.,
pp. 199-200. However,
the context is clear. A correct translation reads : "The ministers said :
A child born yesterday cannot have teeth. But since the mother says
so, let him be brought up. And so he was called 'Yum-brtan' (i.e. brought
up by the mother)". This account is also repeated in other texts, particularly
in the rGyal-robs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion(fol. 99" 4-6). In the Kalrnuck translation of
this text, the name "Yum-brtan" is correctly trarislated (see I. J. Schmidt,
Geschichte der Ost-Mongolen , S. 365, which gives the Kalmuck expression
and its correct translation into German : "der von der Mutter Erzogene").
This account is also repeated in the rGyal-ba-lna-pa'i-deb-rher(fol. 49" 2-31,
from where it has been borrowed and re-told in his own words by S. C. Das
(see S. C. Das, Contributions on ,-JASB,
vol. L, 188 1, pt. i, p. 235). who
also translates this name as "one upheld by his mother". Such minor errors
d o not, of course, belittle the general merits of E. E. Obermiller's translation,
particularly because Obermiller was a patient suffering from paralysis.
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Byan.chub.rgyal-mtshan (1302-1373), the founder of P h a g - m o - g r ~ - p a , ~Deb-ther-dmarl~
po, and rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lori (which we have already examined). With the
l~
such
exception of the last work, the other works are bibliographical r a r i t i e ~ . ~Other
rare works include the one on "History of Religion" written in 1417 by Kam-knm-pa
Don-grub-dpal (b. 1 355) and another en titled Chos-'byuri-bstan-pa-].in-po-che'i-gsal-byc~d~17
by Nel-pa-pandita sMon-lam-tsl~ul-khrims,~~~
etc.
One of the most remarkable works of Tibetan historiography is the so-called
"Blue Annals" (Deb-ther-stion-po). The author of this work is 'Gos-lo-tsii-ba Yid-bzailrtse-ba gShon-nu-dpal (1 392-148 I), whom the Fifth Dalni Lama and other Tibetan
writers give the epithet of the scholar "not having his equal among the historians"
(lo-rgyus-smra-la-zla-med).419
This work was begun in 1476 and finished in 1478. In
the text itself, the year before its compilation,-which is the starting point for calculating the numbers of years that have passed from the time of various events-is taken,
as usual, a s the year of the beginning of the work (i.e. 1476).420 In spite of the fact that
this work,
certain data in the Deb-ther-stion-po have been disputed by later historian~,4~1
even today, continues t o enjoy, in Tibetan historical literature, exceptional fame as one
of the works richest in information. The "Blue Annals" was thrice published in

415. See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 4b 2. The Fifth Dalai Lama also refers to
~ d n - p o - c h e * i - b l ~ a ' - ~ h e m s - d e b -(see
t h e rrGya1-ba-liia-pa'i-deb-ther,
fol. 63b 5 ) .
41 6. See dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig,
fols. 3a 4 and 7b 2.
417. See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. db 4, and also dPe-rgyun-dk~n-pa-'~a'-shi~gi-tho-yig, fol. 3a 2-3. The date of composition of this work is given in the
"Chronological Tables".
418. See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 4b 3-4, and also dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'shig-gi-tho.yig, fol 3= 1 . This work of Nel-pa-pandita is also refferred to in
the Deb-ther-stion-po (vol. i, fol. 2gb 6).
419. See rGyal-ba-ltia-pa'i-deb-ther,fol. 36b 4. At another place in the rGyal-ba-ltiapa'i-drb-ther (fol. 7" 5-6), Yid-bzan-rtse-ba is called the "ornament of the head
of all historians of the sinful period" (Gigs-dus-kyi-lo-rgyus-smra-pa-kun-gyigtsug-rgyun). The well-known scholar, Lama bSod-nams-grags-pa, says of
Yid-bzan-rtse-ba that after the death of Bu-ston, he was the person who
expanded the knowledge of history (see bKa'-gdams-gsar-r.2'in-gi-chos-'byr1ri-yidkyi-mdses-rgyan, fol. 90" 6-9!Jb I ) . According to Sum-pa-mkhan-po, he is
reputed as the "most learned of (all) historians" (lo-rgyus-smra-mlthas-.,u-gr.agspa)-see
dPng-bsam-ljon-bzcti, fol. 100" 3 ; S. C. Das, Pug Scrm Jon Zang,
p. 154. Similar comments may also be found in the works of other historians.
420. See supra, note 239.
421. See dPag-bsam-ljon-bzoti (fols. 285" 1-285b2), which quotes and repudiates
numerous reports of the Deb-ther-srio11-po.
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xylograph. The first edition, the blocks of which perished at the time of TibetanNepalese war, was accomplished in the monastery of Yans-pa-can.'2a Thc second edition
was accon~plishedin the monastery of Kun-bde-glin in Lhasa ; the colophon to this
edition was composed by the Head of this monastery, rTa-lshag-pa Yc-ies-blo-bzan
bsTan-pa'i-mgon-po, in the 18th century."= In this edition, the texl consists of 15
separate books corresponding to the main sections of the work-each having separate
pagination. In all, they cover 485 folios of large format.dz4 Lastly, the third edition
was accomplished in the monastery of A-mchog dGa'-ldan-chos-'khor-glib in Amdo.
The second edition served as the original for this work ; however, es distinct from the
former, the text in the third edition is divided into two volumes : the first volume having
297 folios and the second 271 folios of usual f ~ r m a t . ' ~
In European literature, the first scholar to pay attention to the Deb-rher-srion-po
was A. Csoma de Keros, who borrowed from it the genealogical list of the Tibetan
kings published by Prinsep."" Besides, this work was referred to by V. P. Vasil'ev,'Z'
Sarat Chandra Das and B. Baradiir~.~*@
The "Blue Annals" was used by Charles Bell"@

422. This edition is mentioned in the colophon-see Deb-rher-srion-po, vol. ii, fol.
270b 4-5.
423. This c o l o p h o ~is~ appended to the edition referred to here as a separate folio.
-pa
(see DebIt is also repeated in the edition of the ~ - ~ n c h o ~ - d ~ o nmonastery
ther-stion-po, vol. ii, fol. 270b 1-6).
424. A copy of this edition is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Old
Collection, No. 286).
425. Copies of this edition are available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin
Collection). All our references are to this edition.
426. Prinsep, Useful Tables, forming an Appendix to the Journal of the Asiatic
Society, pt. ii, Calcutta, 1836, pp. 13 1-132.
427. V. P. Vasil'ev, 0 nekotorykh knigukh, otnosyashchikhsya k isrorii buddizma v
biblioteke Kazanskogo universiteta, [On Some Books Relating to the History of
Buddhism in the Library of the University of Kazan1,-"Uchenye
Zapiski
Akademii nauk", vol. iii, No. 1, p. 13.
428. S. C. Das, Contributions on ...,-JASB, vol. L, 1881, pt. i, p. 21 2. Also B.
Baradiin, Stafuya Maifrei ...[Statue of Maitreya in the Golden Temple in
bLa-bran], p. 04 ff. -The place of the latter edition of the Deb-rher-snon-po
as given by B. Baradiin (viz. the monastery of mDsod-dge-dgon-pa) is not
correct. The colophon (vol. ii, fol. 271a 6) mentions A-mchog-dgon-pa
monastery.
429. C. Bell, The Religion of Tibet, pp. 201-207 and Appendix.
Vos. 21
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who expounded its brief table of contents, and by Professor G. Tucci, who published
several small passages from it.430
In its subject-matter, the Deb-ther-srion-po is primarily the history of Tibetall
Buddhism. But it also gives a great deal of information on general secular history of
the country. The first book of t l ~ i s work expounds : the genealogy of the Buddha and
his deeds, brief information from the history of Buddhism in India, the genealogy of the
Tibetan kings, brief information from the history of the initial spread of Buddhism in
Tibet and the "prophecies" with regard to Tibetan kings, the genealogies of the Chinese
dynasties and a chronology of earlier Tibetan history, the genealogy of Mongolian
Khans, etc. The second book describes "the later spread of Buddhism" in Tibet (phyidar). The subsequent books expound the histories of various lineages of sects o r schools
o f Tibetan Buddhism, special secret doctrines, cults,

430. G. Tucci, Indo-Tibetica, ii : Rin chen bzan po e l a rinascita del buddhismo
intorno a1 mille, Rome, 1933, pp. 77-84. .
431. I d o not consider i t superfluous t o give here the titles of the fifteen books
which comprise the Deb-ther-srion-po, along with the folio numbers of each
of these in the edition of the Kun-bde-glin monastery. Besides, I am also
giving, in parentheses, the numbers of the folios which each of these books
occupies in the edition of the A-mchog-dgon-pa monastery. Tlie translation
of these titles as published by C. Bell in his The Religiott of Tiber (p. 219,
Appendix) is absolutely unsatisfactory.
1. Cltos-'byun-gi-rtsa-ba rgyal-rubs bstaiz-pa-dar-gyi-skabs, 28 fols.
(vol. i, fols. 1-32" 6). Chapter on the origin of the history of (the Buddhist)
religion, 011the dynasties of kings and on the initial spread of Buddhism in'
Tibet.
2. hsTa12-pa-pilyi-dar-gjli-skabs,
17 fols. (vol i, fols. 32" 6-5 In6). Chapter
on the later spread of Buddhism in Tibet.
3. gSnn-snags-sria-'gyur-gyi-sknbs, 46 fols. (vol. i, fols. 51" 6-106" 3).
Chapter expounding the history of the tradition of "ancient translations of
manlro-s" (i.e. of t'he main trend of the rRi*-rna-pa sect).
4. gSari-snags-gsar-ma lam-'bras-rjes-'brari-dcri bcas-pa'i-slcabs, 16 fols.
(vol. i, fols. 106" 4-124b 5). Chapter expounding the history of the school of
"new translations of mantra-s" (i.e. of the second new trend of the rfiin-ma-pa
sect) and the history of the "teaching o f path and result" (main teaching of
Sa-skya-pa sect).
5. Jo-bo-rje-brgytrd-pa-dari-bcas-pa'i-skabsy
38 fols. (vol. i, fols. 124b 617Ib 6). Chapter expounding the history of ~ t i and
h his followers.
dbu- tshad- byams-chos-sogs-ji-Itar-bJwfi
6. r Nog-lo-pa- tsl~ab-brgyud-pa-dariba'i-skabs, 10 fols. (vol. i, fols. 172" 1-183").
Chapter expounding the history
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The Tibetan sources tell us of some works on the history of Buddhism in I'ibet,
the appearance of which dates back to the 16th century. These are : C b - ' b y u l t - m k h o
--

-

.
.

- --

.-

of raog-lo-ts8-ba bLo-ldan-6es-rab (1059-1 109) and his successors, the history
of Pa-tshab-lo-tsZ-ba Ri-ma-grags-pa (b. 1055) and his school, and giving an
account of the spread of the teaching of the sceptical philosophy (Miidhyamika),
logic (Pramiinaviirrika), and the five treatises of Maitrcya etc.
7. rGyud-sde'i-bSad-srolji-ltar-byun-pa'i-skabs, 20 fols. (vol. i, fols.
183b5-206" 6). Chapter on how the commentaries on the rantra-s appeared.
8. m Na'-bdag-lo-tsii-ba-chen-po-mar-pa-nas-brg~d-dc-dwags-p~bka~-brgyud
ces-grags-pa'i-skabs, 142 fols. (vol. i, rol. 206' 6-vol. ii, fol. 84b 6). Chapter
expounding the history of the sect known as Dwags-po bKa'-brgyud-pa,
beginning from Mar-pa-lo-tsZ-ba Chos-kyi-blo-gros (I012-1097).
9. KO-brag-pa-dori Ni-gu'i-skabs, 13 fols. (vo. ii, fols. 85' 199b 2).
Chapter expounding the history of KO-brag-pa bSod-nama-rgyal-mtshan
(1 182-1261) and his school, and the history of the sect beginning from Ni-guma, the sister of the yogi Niropa, and her pupil Khyun-po rNal-'byor (b. 990).
This sect is known under the name of Sans-pa bKaY-brgyud-pa.
10. Dus-kyi-'khor-lo'i-skabs, 41 fols. (vol. ii, fols. 99b2-144b6). Chapter
expounding the history of the KGlacakra doctrine.
I I . Phyag-rgya-chen-po'i-skabs, 13 fols. (vol. ii, fols. 145" 1-158b6).
Chapter expounding the history of the Mahiimudri doctrine.
12. Shi-byed-brgyud-pa-sna-phyi-bar-gsum-gyi-as, 50 fols. (vol. ii,
fols. 159" 1-213b6). Chapter expounding the history of the ancient, middle
and new sect of the Shi-byed-pa sect.
12 fols. (vol. ii, fols. 2 1 4' 1-226b6).
13. gCod-yul-dun-kha-rag-pa'i-skab~,
Chapter expounding the history of the gCod doctrine and the history of
Kha-rag-pa-sgom-chun.
25 fols.
14. Thugs-rje-chen-po'i-skor-dan-rdo-rje-phreri-ba-~ogs-kyi-skabs,
(vol. ii, fols. 227" 1-254b6). Chapter expounding the history of the cult of
~valokitegvara,the history of the Vajrarnili-siid11a11acult, etc.
15. Tshogs-mde-bshi-sogs-dge-'dur~-g)d-sde-ji-ltar-byun-pa-dair
shu-Ian pardu-bshetis-pa'i-skabs, 14 fols. (vol. ii, fols. 2 S a Iff ). Chapter which expounds
the-biography of the Kashrniri scholar, gakyairibhadra-to whom go back
two of the four traditions of Vinaya existing in Tibet-and which gives replies
to the questions which were put to the author, and gives an account of the
preparation (undertaken in 1481) of the printing blocks of this work (the
latter account comprises largely of genealogies of the Tibetan feudal Bya'i-khridpon bKra-gis-dar-rgyas, the patron of this publication). This chapter also

-
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pa'i-dgaY-ston written by dPa'-po gTsug-lag-phrei-ba (b. 1 566),43a Chos-'byuh-bstan-pa'ipodma-rgyas-pa'i.Zin-b~~ed
written by 'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po (b. 1527),433 etc. A.
~ ~ ~about
~ the work of 'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po. A small passage
Csoma d e K o r o knew
fro111this work was published by Professor G. T u c c ~ .Unfortunately,
~~~
these works are
not as yet available in our collections.
O f much later works-apart
from the afore-mentioned work of the Fifth Dalai
Lama,dS6which surveys the secular and ecclesiastical history of Tibet-one ought to
mention the work entitled Dam-pa'i-chos-kyi-byuri-tshul-bstan-pa'i-rgya~~~or-~ug-pa'igru-chen, the author of which was Nor-ba dKon-mchog-lhun-grub. The author himself
could not manage to finish this work. H e only wrote about half of the text, viz. the
first introductory part (fols. 2a 2-4ila 7) and two chapters of the second main part
(chapter on Buddha, f0ls.44~7-80" 7 and chapter on the spread of Buddhism in India,
fols. 80a 7-1 15b 7). The third chapter-spread of Buddhism in Tibet-was only begun ;
the period of initial spread (sna-dar) has been described (fols. 116" 1-126" 4), but the
exposition of the period of later spread (phyi-dar) o f Buddhism (fols. 126b 4-129" 6) has
only been begun. The remaining portion-the end of the second part devoted to the
history of Buddhism in Tibet (fols. 12ga 6-19ga 6), the third concluding part devoted to
the finding out of places and periods of the activity of Buddhist religion (fols. 199a 7227b 6) and also the introductory verses (fols. lb 1-2a 2) and colophon (fols. 227b 6228" 5)-was written by Bya-bra1 Sans-rgyas-phun-tshogs. This supplement (kha-skoh)
bears its own title : Legs-bbud-nor-bu'i-brrn-mdsod.This was compiled in 1692.437 Both

432.

433.

434.
435.
436.
437.

contains a history of the dGe-ldan-pa o r dGe-lugs-pa sect (a new sect at that
time) and histories of the Ng-landa (Nalanda, founded in 1435) and rTsesthan (f. 1351) monasteries,
See Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 4b 3, and dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-rhoyig, fol. 3" 1-2. This historian is referred to by the Fifth Dalai Lama (see
rGyal-ba-lrio-pa'i-deb-[her,
fols. 40b 3 and 41a 5) and Sum-pa-mkhan-po, who
disputes some of his reports (see dPug-bsam-ljon-bzaii, fol. 286" 1-3). The date of
birth of dPa'-po gTsug-lag-phten-ba is given in the 'chronological table' of
Sum-pa-mkhan-po.
See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 4b 2, and dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-thoyig, fol. 3" 2. Certain reports made by this author are disputed by Sum-pamkhan-po (see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan, fol. 286" 3-41.
A. C s ~ m ade Koros, Enumeration of Historical a ~ l dGrarnmarical Works
JASB, 1838, p. 149.
G . Tucci, Indo-Tiberica, ii, pp. 84-88. G. Tucci mentions (ibid., p. 93) that the
xylograph used by him was printed in the monastery of sPulis-thali.
See supra.
The colophon of this supple~nent (fol. 228" 2) m ~ n t i o n s the cyclic date of the

...,
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the works -the beginning and the end-were published together in sDedge and cover
228 folios of large
After this, one must metion a short work entitled rGyal-rubs-doh-'brel-ba'i-rgyabod-kyi-chos-'byuii-dgos-'dod-kun-'byuri, written by Co-ne Grags-pa-bhad-sgrub (16751748). This work is included in the Collected Works of the author published in Co-ne
monastery. It covers, in all, 31 folios of usual Tibetan f ~ r m a t . " ~ In this work, to the
history of Buddhism in Tibet has been devoted only one folio (fol. 29b 5-30b 4). All
the remaining folios are devoted to the history of India and of Buddhism in this country.
Of the works, which besides the secular and ecclesiastical histories of Tibet and
India also expound the secular and ecclesiastical history of other countries, it is necessary
first of all to mention the oft-quoted work 'Phags-yul-rgya-nag-chen-po-bod-don-sog-yuldu-darn-pa'i-chos-byuri-~shul-dpog-bsam-ljon-bzari
(or dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan) written in
1748440 by Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-ies-dpal-'byor (1704-1788). This work is included in
the Complete Works of the author and contains 3 17 folios of large farmat.a It
consists of 4 parts. The first part contains a general introduction (fols. l b 1-41a4) and
recounts the history of Buddhism it1 India (fols. 41" 4-9Y 6). The second part expounds
the secular (fols. 95" 6-108" 7) and ecclesiastical (fols. 108' 7-287b 7) history of Tibet.
The third part briefly deals with the history of China (fols. 288" 1-292b6) and of
Budhism in China (fols. 292b 7-300b2). The fourth part is a short account of the
history of the Mongols (fols. 300b2-312b 2) and of the history of the spread of

438.
439.
440.
441.

composition of this work-Water-Monkey
year-but does not mention the
ordinal number of the cycle. Fortunately, the text itself gives us correct indication of this date, f i r the section on the periods of existence of Buddhist
religion sets forth calculations of number of years that had passed from the
nirviiqa to this date from the point of view of various schools. In particular,
he mentions that, according to the Sa-skya-pa school (which, as is known,
dates the nirviiya to 2134 B.C.), 3825 years had passed up to the year of the
Water-Monkey (fol. 21 8b 5). Thus, the Water-Monkey year mentioned here
corresponds to A.D. 1692.
A copy of this edition is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin
Collec~ion). Our references are to this edition.
It is available in the 8th volume (%a)of the complete works of the author.
The date of composition of this work-Earth-Dragon
year of the xiii cycleis mentioned in the colophon (see dPog-bsam-(ion-bzan, fol. 31Ta 2-3).
As already stated (note 32), this work comprises the first volume of the
Collected Works of Sum-pa-mkhan-po published in Kuku-hot0 (?). However,
this volume often circulates as a separate work in the same edition. Such a
separate volume is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Old Collecfion,
No. 286a ).
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Buddhism among them (fols. 312b2-3168 1). The account of the history of Tibet ends
with the chronological table (bstatl-rlsis, fols. 272" 4-287b 7) already described above.
T o the history of the Mongols are appended the genealogical tables of the descendants
of Genghis [Chinghiz], the Dsungar p'rinces Gushi [Gu-hi] Khan and Ho-urlyuk.
In European literature, the first scholar to pay attention to this remarkable work
was V. P. Va~il'ev,4'~who gave it an extremely high evaluation and undertook a
translation of the chronological table given in it and of the chaptei expoundiug the
secular history of Tibet. This translation was, however, not printed.443
The world of scholarship is indebted to Sarat Chandra Das for its closest
acquaintance with this work, for it was he who published the Tibetan text of its first
and second parts and translated selected passages from it.444 Unfortunately, this edition,
like many other works of Sarat Chandra Das, is very slipshod.445 TO begin with, one
442. V. P. Vasil'ev, 0 nekotorykh knigakh, ... [On Some Books Relating to the
History of Buddhism in the Library of the University of Kazan1,-"Uchenye
Zapiski Akademii nauk", vol. iii, No. 1, p. 14.
443. See supra, note 383.
444. S. C. Das, Pug Sam Jon Zang-pt. i, History of the Rise, Progress and Downfall of Buddhism in India ; pt. ii, History of Tibet from Early Times to 1745
A.D., by Sumpa Khan-po Yeie Pal Jor, Calcutta, 1908.
445. As already stated, an English translation of the 'chronological table' of this
text was published by S. C. Das in his article entitled Life of Sum-pa Khan-po,
also styled Yeies-dpal-'byor, the Author of the Re'umig (Chronological Table)JASB, 1889, pp. 37-64. Some other small passages of this text were also
translated and expounded by S. C. Das in various articles. Thus, the whole
of his article entitled Tibet, a Dependency of Mongolia (JASB, 1905, pp. 152155) is nothing but a translation (with a minor omission) of pages 164 (line 4)166 (line 2) of the tcxt published by him, though S. C. Das does not disclose
his source. In the same way, his article Tibet under Her Last Kings (JASB,
1905, pp. 165-167) is a translation (with certain omissions) of the pages 161
(line 26)-164 (line 3) of the text, which, too, S. C. Das does not mention.
The article Some Historical Facts Connected with the Rise and Progress of the
Mahiiyiina School of Buddhism (JBTS, 1893, vol. i, pt. iii, pp. 18-21), published
anonymously but obviously written by S. C. Das, is a peculiar amalgam of
reports given on pages 44 (lines 17-20), 82 (line 19), 83 (lines 15, 24-29), 91
(line 23) and 92 (line 14) of the text. Finally, the article A Short Note on the
Origiri of the Tibetans and Their Division into Clans (JRTS, 1897, vol. v, pt. i,
pp. 1-4) is partly a translati011 and partly an exposition of pages 148 (line 13)
and 149 (line 31) of the text, about which, too, S. C. Das mentions nothing.
Besides, as S. C. Das himself indicates, his articles The Hierarchy of the Dalai
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may mention that the publication of the second part is abruptly brought to an end-for
n o reason whatsoever-in the middle of the survey of the contents of the bsTan-'gyur.
Again, this edition contains neither the last portion of this survey (though this, in the
271" 5-272a 4) n o r the chronooriginal, occupies less than one Tibetan folio-fols.
logical table,-nor evcn the critical conclusion to it. The text itself as given in this
edition abouiids in lacunae, misprints and all sorts of mistakes wl~icll sometimes totally
distort the meaning. Nevertheless, we must be grateful to Sarat Chandra Das, for he,
by his work, has made this important monument accessible to the wide circle of
Tibetologists, laying thereby the foundation of its study.
T o the class of extremely interesting works of Tibetan historiography, there
pertains the work entitled rGya-bod-hor-sog-gi-lo-rgyus-Xun-nur-brjod-pa-byi.~-p~~ug-pa*i
'bab-stegs by dPal-man dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan ( 1764-1 853). This work often called
simply dPal-man-tshan-gi-deb-lher, is included in the Collected Works of the author
published in A-mchog-dga9-ldan monastery in Amdo and covers 93 Tibetan folios of
usual format.44o It is in two main parts-the
general and the special. The general
part recounts the spread of Buddhism in India (fols 2b 2-7b 2) and in the mythical
country of karnbhala (fols. Tb 3-lob 2) and gives a brief idea of the history of Tibet
(fols. lob 2-21" 6) and of China as a whole (fols. 21" 6-24b 2). The special part gives
Khan (1582-1654)447and of his descendants
an account of the conquerer of Tibet, GLISII~

Lama (1406-1745) (JASB, 1901, Extra No., pp. 80-93), The Monasteries of Tibet
(JASB, 1905, pp. 106-116) and The Origin of Mankind (JBTS, 1896, vol. iv,
pt. ii, pp. 3-5) are also largely based on this text. These articles also, to some
extent, have the discrepancies which we pointed out in other works of S. C.
Das. In particular, one has invariably to rectify all the dates mentioned by
him according to the European calendar and some dates mentioned by him
according to the Tibetan sexagenary cycle (for instance, JASB, 1905, p. 162,
line I I from below : Read 'Earth-horse' instead of 'Eart h-ox' ; ibid., p. 167,
line 12 from above : Read 'Iron-dog' instead of 'Iron-dragon' ; ibid., line 25
from above : Read 'Earth-horse' instead of 'Earth-hare'). About the article
Life of the Author appended to the edition of the dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan i r ~lieu
of the preface-which,
as already stated, is a literal repetition of the article
Life of Sum-pa Khan-po, also styled Yeies dpal-'b)!or, the Author of the Re'umig
(Chronological Table) (JASB, 1889, pp. 37-40)-see supra, note 394.
446. This work is included in vol. iv (ria) of the Complete Works of the author, but
is also often found separately.
447. The dates of birth and death of G u - h i Khan are borrowed from the 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po. These are also available in the work being
surveyed here (see dPal-mori-tslrari-gi-deb-fker,fols. 54b 3 and 6ab 3), but the
date of birth of GU-QriKhan (the sixth year from the time of departure of the
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and also states as to how they patronized Buddhism (fols. 24b 2-52a 5 ) . This part also
expounds the history of Tibet up to the time of-and particularly after Gushi Khan (fols.
52n 5-92b 4). Here it ought to be mentioned that dPal-man dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan
used only the Tibetan sources, for he, as he himself confesses, was weak in Mongolian
language and
A special place among the Tibetan historical works of analytical type goes to
the famous historico-philosophical \vork Grub-m~ha'-thcms.can-X.yi-khuns-d~;ri-'dod-tsh~lsron-pa-legs-biad-iel-gyi-me-lon
(or, in short, Grub-mtha'-iel-gyi-me-lon),which expounds
the history of the origin of various philosophical and religious doctrines of India,
China (including Tibet) and of other countries, and the main tenets of these doctrines.
The author of this unique work of its kind was Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-%-ma
(1 737- 1802), a n incarflation and the Head of the dGon-lun (dGon-lun-byams-pa-glin)
monastery in A m d ~ .This
~ ~work
~ was completed by him in the bgginning of 1802
in the 65th year of his life. However, he stopped correcting it only two days before
his death, which took place on the loth day of the 6th Mongolian month of Water-Dog
year of the xiii cycle.450
\

third Dalai Lama to Mongolia) has been mentioned here as Water-Tiger year
(chu-stag) instead of the Water-Horse year (chu-rta). This evidently is a
misprint.
448. See dPal-man-tshari-gi-deb-ther,fol. 27b I , which states : bDag-sog-po'i-skad-dun
yi-ge-la-rtul-ba'i-stabs-kyis 'dir-blcod-pa-rnams-bod-yig-tu-bris-pa-'ga'-shig-lus-btuspa-yin-pas. Translation : "In view of the fact that I am weak in Mongolian
language and script, the information given (by me) here is taken from the
sources written in Tibetan".
449. A detailed biography of Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-iii-ma, entitled Rigsdun-dkyil-'lthor- rgya-mtsho'i- mnaY-bdag-rje-bfsun-blo- bzon-chos-liyi-Xi-ma'i-gsuigsum-rmad-du-byuh-ba'i-rtags-brjod-padmdbqo,
was written in 1815 by Gunthan dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'i-sgon-me ( 1762-1823), a Lama from bLa-bran.
The biography is appended to the Complete Works of Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzanchos-kyi-Ei-ma published in dGon-lun nionastery and covers two volums-vol.
xv (ba), 400 fols. ; and vol. xvi (ma), 350 fuls. Besides, this biography is
available in the Complete Works of its compiler (Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstanpa'i-sgon-me) published in bLa-bran, where again it occupies two volun~esvol. vi (cita), 35 1 fols. ; and vol. vii ( j a ) , 3 15 fols. Stray biographical data on
him are also available in the Deb-fltere-rgya-mtsho(vol. i, fols. 77a' 1-78" 3).
450. See Grub-mtha'-iel-gyi-me-loti, dGon-luh edition, book 12, fols. 20b 2-4 alrd
21b 1-22a 2. See also the aforementioned biography of Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzaxichos-kyi-'ii-ma, bLa-bran edition, vol. ii, fol. 262b 5. The date of composition
of the Grub-mtha'-iel-gyi-me-lori
as given in the author's colophon is the 8th
day of the bright half of the month of Pausa (rgyal-zla) of the Iron-Hen year.
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This work consists of 12 individual chapters. The first chapter expounds the
history of origin of philosophical systems (Buddhistic and non-Buddhistic) of ancient
India and the main tenets of each of them (29 folios). The second chapter contains the
history of the initial and later spread of Buddhism in Tibet and of the origin of the sect
of "Ancient ma,ltraW-gSah-snags-rEin-ma (or, in short, rf%n-rna-pa)-and also the
doctrine of this sect (21 folios). The third chapter gives the history of origin of bKa'gdams-pa sect and its teaching (17 folios). The fourth chaptcr recounts the history of
bKa'-rgyud-pa sect and its teaching (34 folios). The fifth, sixth and seventh chapters
give respectively the history of Shi-bycd-pa sect and its teaching (I I folios), history of
Sa-skya-pa sect and its teaching (24 folios), history of Jo-nan-pa sect and its teaching
and the history of origin of some ephemeral (Ze-(she-ba) doctrines (I 5 folios). The
eighth chapter contains the history of dGa'-ldan-pa or dGe-lugs-pa sect and its teaching
(87 folios). The ninth chapter is an account of the history of Bon religion of ancient
Tibet and its literature (8 folios). The tenth chapter gives the history of the philosophical systems of China and the main tenets of these systems (18 folios). The eleventh
chapter contains the history of Buddhism in China (17 folios). The twelfth chapter
gives the history of Buddhism in Mongolia, in Khotan and in the mythical country of
iambhala, besides including the general concluding note (22 folios).
The Grub-~ntha'-;el-gyi-me-lori enjoys great and fully deserved fsrne in Tibetan
literature as the first attempt at expounding not only the history but also the systcln of
views of various philosophical and religious strcams of Tibet and neighbouring couctries. It exists in three xylograph editions. The first edition was acconiplished in the
dGon-lun monastery, where were prepared the xylograph ~IicIikof the Complete Works
of the author.4a In this edition, the work is divided into twelve separate books-each
chapter of the work colnprising a separate book and having separate pagination.
Another (the second) edition-in one volume (209 folios)-was accomplished in the

This date is the beginning of the year 1802 of our calendar, though the year
of the Iron-Hen actually corresponds to A.D. 1801. This is explained by the
fact that the bright part of the month of P a u p (which is regarded as the last,
twelfth month, in the calendar adopted by the Tibetans) generally corresponds
to January.
451. The Grub-mtha'-;el-gyi-me-lon
is included in the Complete Works of Thu'ubkwan bLo-bzan-chos-kgi-Ei-ma published in 16 volumes in dGon-lun, wliere it
covers the entire fourth volume (ria). A copy of the Con~plete Works is
available in the library of the Leningrad State University (xyl. Q 344). In
dGon-lun, the Grub-mthal-;el-gyi-me-Ion
was also published as a separate
monograph.
vos. 22
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sDe-dge monastery.45s Lastly, the third edition-analogous to the first one-was realized in the b~ra-iis-chos-'pheldatsan of the dGa'-ldan monastery in Urga (now Ulan
Bator) in Mongolia.453
As already stated by B. Ya. Vladimirt~ov,~"a portion of the work-devoted to
the history of Uuddliisn~in Mongolia-was translated into Mongolian and published as
a separate xylograpl~.
In European scientific literc?ture, V. P. Vasil'ev4" was the first to pay attention
It was, then, taken up by S. C. Das who-indepento the Grub-mt1ta'-iel.gyi-me-Ion.
dently of V. P. Vasil'ev-published
(along with a translation into English) chapter 9
devoted to the history of Bon religion458 and a portion o f chapter 12 touching the
history of Buddhism in
Besides, he translated chapters 10 and I I (devoted
t o Chinese pliilosophy and to the history of Buddliism in C11ina)~~"and the f rst half of

452. A copy of the sDc-dge edition of the Grub-mtha'-;el-g).i-me-lori is available in
the Institute of Peoples of Asia (hruva ; acquired from B. Baradiin).
453. A copy of the Urgin edition of the Grtib-1ntha'-;el-gyi-me-luiz is available in the
Institute of Peoples of Asia ( N o v a ) .
454. B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, Natlpisi nu skalalclr khalklzaslcogo Tsoltlutaitlzhi. sfat'ya
pervays,-"lzvestiya
AN SSSR", 1926, pp. 1272.1273.
455. V. P. Vasil'v, 0 nelco~otylthkrigalth,
[On Some Books Relating to the History
of Buddliisnl in the Library of the University of Kazan1,-"Ucl~enye Zapiski
Akademii nauk", 1855, vol. iii, No. 1, p. 7. The inforniation on T8ranA1ha as
quoted by V. P. Vasil'cv in the preface to his translation of Tgra~~iitha'sHistory
o f Buddhism in Indie (see Ruddizni, ego dogmary, istorija i 1iferarw.a [Buddliism :
Its Dogmas, History and Literature], pt. iii, pp. xix-xx) is borrowed, in full,
/un
7 and 12).
from the ~ r u b - m t h a ' - ~ e l - ~ j l i - m e - (chapters
456. S. C. Das, Contrihurio;~~
011 . , -JASB,
188 1, pp. L87-205.S. C. Das erroneously
calls this chapter a s the eighth.
457. S. C. Das, Colrtriburio~rs012 ..., JASB, 1882, pp. 55-73. S. C . Cas wrongly calls
this chapter "eleventli". The translation made by him is lacunar.
458. S. C. Das, Contrihulions on . , -JASB, 1862, pp. 87-1 14. S. C. Das wrongly
calls these chapters "ninth" and "tenth".
The trarlslation of the last (the
eleventh) chapter abruptly stops at tlie portion where the teachers of the
are eounlerated ; eben
fifth school of Chi~lese Buddliism (siiiit-pu-don-B~.gj~t~d)
this list of teachers has not been campleted. The translation is meclianically
stoppcd at the end of the 12th folio of the dGon-lu~iedition of the text. All the
subsequent portion (from tlie beginning of fol 13" to the end of fol. 17b 5),
which is a continuation of the account of the fifth school and which describes
the appearance of Tibetan Buddhism in China, is wanting in the translation.
Even in the translated portions, there are oniissions and insertions.

...
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chapter 2 (which expounds the history of the spread of Buddhism in Tibet and of the
origin of rRi~i-ma-pasect).46B
However, this work of S. C. Das is not free from mistakes and various inaccuracies. In particular S. C. Das himself erred and put others in confusion in calculating
the dates of birth and death of the author and the date of appearance of the work
itself. According to his statement, the author was born "in the year of the Fire-Serpent
of the xii cycle, i.e. 1674 A.D., and died in the year 1740 A.D." He also datcs the
work itself to A.D. 1740, affirming-despite the correct information of the colophonthat the author completed his work "about a week before his death."@O The Tibetan
date of birth of the author as given by S. C. Das is absolutely correct ; the author was
actually born in the Fire-Serpent year of the xii cycle.4a1 But this year does, in no way,
correspond to A.D. 1674, because the xii cycle itself began only from 1687. Being the
5lst year of the sexagenary cycle, the Fire-Serpent year of the xii cycle corresponds to
A.D. 1737. In other words, in converting this Tibetan date into European calendar,
S. C. Das has erred not only by 1-2 years (as he usually does) but by a whole cycle of
sixty years by dating the death of the author not to A.D. 1802 (as it should have been)
but to A.D. 1740.
Strange though it may seem, nobody has hitherto paid any attention to this
sharp divergence between tlie Tibetan date as quoted by by S. C. Das and the Anno
D ~ m i n whicb,
i
according to him, corresponds to it. It would, however, have been easier
to discover this discrepancy, for only a few lines later, while giving a short biography
of Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzali-chos-kyi-Ei-ma. he names, as one of,his teachers, the fa~nous
1Cail-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje ( 1 7 17-1786), the court Lama of the Chinese emperor (who
reigned from 1736 to 1759).402 Ignoring this fact, B. Laufer, however, not only repeats
the mistake of S. C. Das that tlie Grub-mt1tu'-;el-gyi-me-lori was written in 1740, a week
before the death of the author, but also draws a further conclusion from this erroneous

-

459. S. C. Das. Conrributions on ..., JASB, 1882, pp. 1-14. The translation is full o f
omissions, insertions and transpositions. For example, the report on the
rDsogs-chen-pa sect set forth by S. C. Das a t the end of the translation is, in
the original text, put before the account of the "treasured books (gtcr-ma or
grer-chos)-see Grub-mtha'-;el-gyi-me-Ion, book ii, fols. 1 2a I - 1 3a 3. Some
Tibetan names have been distorted by S. C. Das in his translation.
460. S. C. Das, Conrributions on ..., JASR, 1881, pp. 187-188.
461. See the detailed biography of Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-'Tii-ma (mentioned
supra, note 449), bLa-brali edition, vol. i, (vi), fol. l l a 6-1 l b 2, and the Debther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 77" 1-2.
462. S. C. Das. Contributions on ..., -JASB, 188 1, p. 187.
Vos. 22/a
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judgment that the information given in this work about the publication, during the
period o f Ch'ien-lung, of a Mongolian translation of the b1ia'-'gyur and bsTan-'gyur
should be regarded as a later addition because this work was completed, "as is
supposed, in A.D. 1741."483 It is a pity that the mistake of S. C. Das was not noticed
even by Prof. P. Pelliot whose works are a model of accuracy. Observing correctly
that "toutes les reductions chrol~ologiqueseffectukes par Sarat Cliandra Das sont
suspects", Professor P. Pelliot corrected a number o f dates quoted by S. C. Dasparticularly the date of birth (as erroneously converted by S. C. Das into European
calendar) of Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-Ei-ma. But here, he failed to notice that
the mistake committed by S. C. Das in the conversion of this date was not that of
three but of sixty-three years. The date as corrected by Professor Pelliot, therefore,
differs from the actual date by exactly sixty years. The Fire-Serpent year of the xii
cycle, according to him, corresponded to A.D. 1677, whereas it actually corresponds to
1737.464
We shall not dwell here on other mistakes in this work of S. C. Das-though
they are there in plenty in the field of chronology (as pointed out by Professor P.
Pelliot46" and even in the translation itself (as already indicated, to some extent, by
B. L a ~ f e r ~and
~ O B. Ya. V l a d i m i r t s o ~ ) . ~ ~ ~
Coming to the Tibetan works on the history of Buddhism in other countries, we
must first of all mention the well-known work on the histori of Buddhism in India
(rGya-gar-chos-'byuri) colnposed in 1608 by the famous Tiirangtha or, as he is otherwise called, Kun-dga'-sEin-po (b. 1575).468 This work is entitled [/Pal-gj)i-'byuri-gncrs-

- -. -

463. B. Laufer, Ocherk mongol'skoi literotury [Essay on Mollgolian Literature],
p. 55.
464. P. Pelliot, LC cycle sexng6naire . , -JA, 1913, v. i, pp. 618-645.
465. Ibid., pp. 649-650.
366. B. Laufer Ocherk mongol'skoi literatury, p. 54, notes 1 & 2.
467. S. Ya. Vladimirtsov, Nadpisi nu sltalalck /t/~alk/~askogoTsoltfu-taiclzhi. Stat'jla
pervaya,-"Izvestiya Akademii nauk SSR", 1926, p. 1273, note 5.
468. As seen from the table of contents, the first volunle of the "Collected Works
of Tiiraniitha contains his detailed autobiography undcr the title rGyal-khamspa-tli-rSi-/la-(has-bd~lg-Zid-kyirnanz-rho,.-nes-par-brjod- pa'i-dc b-gter-!in-/ti-slrih muma-bcom-lhug-pa'i-rrogs-brjod(33 1 fols.) ; but this autobiography is ~ a n t i n g
in the copy of this "Collected Works'' available in the Iustitute of Peoples of
Asia (Tsyhikov Colleczion, No. 15). Brief biographical data on TZranBtha are
given by bLo-bzan-'phrin-las in his thoh-yig [Peking edition, vol. iv (ria),
fols. 55" 4 ff]. The date of birth of T5ranZtha is also mentioned in the
Chronological Tables" ; the table o f Sum-pa-mkhan-po gives even the date of
conlposition of the rGya-gar-chos-'byini.
These dates were mentioned by
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darn-pa'i-chos-rin-po-che-'phags-yul-du
ji-lrar-dar-prl'i-rshul-gsal-ba~~~on-Pa-dgos-*dod-k
'byuti,QBBbut is better known in Tibetan literature by its short title Taraniirha'i-rgya-garchos-'byun. i t was translated into the Russian language by V. P. Vasil'ev, who already in
1866 had presented his translation t o the Academy of S c i e o c e ~ . ' ~By
~ using this
translation, Academician A. Schiefner brought out in 1868 an edi~ion of its Tibetan
text.471 In 1869, he translated it into German.Nz Schiefner's translation, however, does
not substantially differ from the translation of V. P. Vasil'ev published in the same
year, viz. 1869,473 and agrees with the latter even in individual errors.'"
At present,
these translations have of course already become somewhat ouHated ; but for the
middle of the last century, the translarion.of such a text as the work of THran5tha was
a task of exceptional difficulty and was brilliantly performed.
Thereafter, we ought to mention another n o less known work on the history of
Buddhism in Mongolia, the Hor-chos-'byun, composed in 1819 by some Gushi [Gu-kri]
bLo-bzan-tshe-'phel in the monastery of bKra-gis-dga'-Idan-biad-sgrub-glin. This work

469.
470.

47 1.

472.
473.

474.

V. P. Vasil'ev in his Buddizm : ego dogmaty, istoriya i literatura [Buddhism :
Its Dogmas, History and Literature ; pt. iii, p. xviii]. After Iiim, these were
also mentioned by A. Schiefner (see A. Schiefner, TiiranZtha's Geschich~edes
Buddhismus in Iridien, St. Petersburg, 1869, p. vi). However, as Correctly
not iced by B. Laufer (see B. Laufer, The Application of rke Tihctari scxagenary
Cycle,-"T'oung
Pao", 1913, pp- 572-73), A. Schiefner wrongly gave the date
of birth of TSirrrnZtha as 1573 instead of 1575 repeating the mistake committed
by A. Csoma de Koros in the conversion of Tibetan dates into European
calendar.
This work is available in vol. xvi of the Complete Works of TZranHtha
published in the dGa'ldan-phun-tshogs-gliri monastery. It covers 143 folios.
A. Schiefner himself mentions this in the preface to his translation (see
A. Scliiefner Tiiraniitha's Geschickfe des Buddhismus in Iridien, p.v).
A. Schiefner, TiirariTithae de docrrinae Buddhicae in Itidia propagatione narrario,
Petropoli, 1868.
A. Schiefner, Tiiraniifha's Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indiew. St. Petersburg,
1869.
V. P. Vasil'ev, Buddizm, ego dogmaty, istoriya i literatura ; pt. iii, Isfori).a
Buddizrna v Indii,sochinemie Doranat}), Perevod s ti bets kogo [ Buddllris~n: As
Dogmas, History and Literature ; pt. iii, Tiiraniitha's Hisfor-v of Buddhism in
India, tr. from the,Tibetan]- St. Petersburg, 1869.
See, for example, A. Griinwedel, DerWeg nach Sambhala, Miinchen, 1915,
p. 91. Here, A. Griinwedel directly states that A. Schiefner "oft nur das
Russische iibersetzt".
Cf. also Th. Stcherbatsky (F. I. Shcherbatskoi),
Buddhist Logic, vol. i, Leningrad, 1932, p. 45, n. I .
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bears the title Chen-po-hor-gyi-yul-du-dclm-pa'i-chos-ji-Itar-byuri-bo'i-tshul-b~ad-pa-rg~~a
ba'i-bstan pa-rin-po-che-gsal-bar-byed-pn'i-sgrort-me
and exists in the form o f a separate
xylograph consisting of 162 folios of usual Tibetan f ~ r m a t . ~ ~ " t was published and
translated into German by G . H ~ t h . ~ ~ ~
Unfortunately, G. Huth's translation leaves much to be desired. G . Huth did
not even understand who the author o f the text was. The colophon explicitly states
that the author of this text is the "unworthy monk" (brsun-gzugs-gyi-nu-ba) Gu-8ri-dka'
-bcu-su-dhai-a-yu-lwa-rta (sic !) or, as he is otlierwise called, dByaAs-can-sgeg-pa'i-blogros-'jigs-~ned-rig-pfl-rdo-rje.The first of these names is a bad translation, into
I t is by this name and by the
Sanskrit, of the Tibetan name bLo-bzab-tshe-'pI~el.~~~
short name Gushi [GU-8ri)-tshe-'phel that the author of this work is also known to
Tibetan and Mongolian histori~graphy."~ Gu-8ri-tshe-'phel wrote his work, as stated
in the same coloplion, a t the request of a famous Lama from Amdo-Zam-tsha-skushabs-rin-po-che 'Jigs-mcd-nam-mkha' ( 1768- 182 1 ),478-who is regarded as the incarnation of Nam-mklia'-bzan-po, the 55th Head of the dGa'-ldan monastery in Tibet

475. Copies of this xylograph are available in the Institute of Peoples o f Asia
( Old Collection, No. 43gb ), in the Asiatic Department (No. 505) and in the
Library of the University of Leningrad. The Leningrad University Library
also has a manuscript copy made from the original of this work referred to by
V. P. Vasil'ev (0 nekotorylcli lcnigakh, otnosyashchilchsya k istot.ii buddizma v
biblioteke Itaztl~~skogo
utiiversi~eta,-"Uchenya Zapiski Akadelnii nauk", 1855,
vol. iii, No. I , pp. 13- 14).
476. G. Huth, Geschickte drs Budd/~ismzrsin der Morigolei vol. i (text), vol. i i
(Ubersetzung), Strassburg, 1892-1896.
477. See the author's and publishers's colophons to a work of this very author
entitled r G y u d - t h a m s - c c ~ d - l c y i - r g y a l - p o - ' p h o g s - p a - ' j a m - d p ~ - ~ a r ~
brjod-pa'i-'grel-pa-tshig-dot?-gsnl-ba
(bLa-bran edition, fols. g b 3-59b 6). In the
author's colophon, the author calls hiillself by one of the names mentioned
here-'Jigs-med-rig-pa'i-rdo-rje.
In the publisher's colophon, he is called by
his usual name-Gu-8ri dKa'-bcu bLo-bzan-tshe-'phel. Cf. also the translation
of the 'name "Nag-dban-blo-bzari" as "VB-gi-ndra-Z-yu varta" in the dragbsam-oon-bzali (fol. 1 89b 7 ) etc ...
478. He is mentioned under this name in the "List of historical literature" in the
Deb-!her-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fol. 7b 5) where one of his works entitled Gu-iir!she-'phel-gyi-cheti-po-1101.-gyi-r.gy01-a
is listed.
479. A short biography of Zam-tsha-sku-shabs-rin-po-che 'Jigs-med-nam-mk11a'also called Zam-tsha-sprul-sku 'Jigs-med-nam-mkha'-is given in the Deb-therrg1.a-mtsho (vol. ii, fols. 170b 6-17ja 6 ) , for he is regarded as the previous
incarnation of the 53rd Head of the bLa-brari monastery, Zam-tsha-sprul-sku
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(during the time of Sum-pa-rnkhan-po).OBO As is usual in such cases, the author, in his
colophon, writes tlie name of Zam-tsha-sku-shabs-rin-po-che 'Jigs-med-nam-mkha' in
full with appropriate honourable titles, calling him Yons-rdsogs-bstan-pa'i-m~'-bdagkhri-chen- mchog- sprul- zam-tsha- sku- shabs- rio- po-che- rigs-kun- khyab- bdag-rdo-rje'chan-chen-po-'jigs-med-nam-mkha'. This long title of one and the same person, the
sponsor of the work, was arbitrarily broken into two parts by G. Huth-understanding, by these parts, two different names. By the first part (Yons-rdsogs-bstan-pa'imna'-bdag-khri-chen-mchog-sprul-zam-tslia-sku-shabs-rin-po-che)~
he understood tllc
name of the sponsor of the work : "der Furst der ganzlich vollkornmenen Lchre Krichen mchog-sprul Zarn-tsa Sku-Zabs rin-po-che". By the second part (Rigs-kun-khyabbdag-rdo-rje-'cli~nric!~en-po-'jigs-med-na~n-mkha')
he misunderstood the proper nanie
and title of the author, whereas the name Zam-tsha-sku-shabs-rin-po-che or Zam-tshasprul-ba'i-sku-rin-po-che is only a common title for all the well-known incarnarions
from Amdo, one of whom was 'Jigs-med-nam-lnkha'. The real nanie of tlic autllorGu-6ri bLo-bzan-tshe-'phel-was
converted by G. Hutli into one of the sources of his
own work.4e1

'Jigs-med-bsam-'grub-rgya-m tsho (b. 1833). According to this biography, he
was born in the Earth-Mouse year (1768) and he dicd in the Iron-Serpent year
(1821). His biography is also gi\.cn in the Nor-clros-'h~uti (see G. H u t h ,
Geschicltte des Buddilismus iri der Mongolei, vol. i, p. 225, 1. 3-p. 22H, 1. 9 ; tlle
biography of Nam-mk1ia'-hzan-po, who is regarded as his immediate incarnation,
is alsc given here-p. 225, 11. 6-18). However, G. Huth, in his translation
(ihid., pp. xvi, 356)' mistakes this biography of Nam-mk1ia'-bzan-po for that
of tlie author, though the whole context and, above all, the great reverence
with which Ram-tsha-sku-shabs-rin-po-che 'Jigs-rned-nam-mkha' is spoken of
positively contradicts this.
480. See tlie aforementioned biography (Deb-ther-rgjra-mfsho, vol. ii, fols. 170" 3170b 6) and dPag-bsarn-lion-bzan (fol. 1 90a 4-7).
481. The Tibetan original of the colophon reads (see G. Huth, Geschichte dcs
Buddl~ismusin der Mongolei, vol. i, pp. 284-285).-Yons-rdsogs-bstan-pa'i-mna'bdag-khri- chen- mchog- sprul- zam- tsha-sku- shabs-rin-po-che- rigs- kun- khyabbdag-rdo-rje-'chan-chen-po- 'jigs-med- nam-mkha'i- shal- sna-nas-de- Zid-ran-re'ithu-nied-~og-gi-bstan-pa'i-spyin-hdag-chen-pope'i-se-no-yon-gyidgrn-par-gdan'dren-shus-pa- Itar-phebs- pa'i-skabs- su-nos- kyis-n~jal-bar rje-:id-kyi-slial-naskhyod-kyis- hor-yul- du- rgyal-rabs- dan-rgyal- ba'i-bstan- pa-ji- Itar-dar- tshul-gyiroam-bshag-bod-kyi-yi-ge-dsn-sog-po'i-ye-- kas-rtsoms- big-pa'i- gsun-gi- metog-spyi-bor-lhun-ba-la nos-kyis-de-dag-gi-khu~s-rtsad-gcod-dka'-bas-mi-thub-~a'dra-slius-par thub- mod-'bri- dkos-ces-pa'i- gsun-lci- ba-Ian- giiis-gnan- ba- dan-dublans-te don-gyi-slad-du-mtshan-nas-smos-te-pan-chen-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-blo-
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In spite o f the fact that the lobaur spent by G . H u t h over the coloplion becomes
-- -

--. -- - --

bzai-dgal-ldan-ye-~es-dba~i-po'i-shal-stia-nas-deti
'jams-dbyans-chos-kyi-rgyal-porje-btsun-dkon-~nchog-'jigs-mcd-dbali-po-yab-sraskyi-shabs- rdul-spyi-bo'i- rgyandu-'dsin-pa'i- btsun- gzugs-gyi- na-ba- gu.6ri-bka'- bcu- su- dlii-ii- yu- varta'nigshan-dbyalis-can-sgeg-pa'i-blo-gros-'jigs-med-rig-pa'i-rdo-rje-'b~d-~ashor-gyirgyal-rabs- rnams-ni-hvo- thog-tha'i- se-chen- livori-tha'i- ci'i- sk 11- tsha-sc- chen-sasnai-tha'i-cis-mdsad-pa'i-rgyal-brgyi~d-kyi-gt~m-metog-gi-tshonis- mthc n-ba-donldan-sogs-hor- gyi-yig-cha- rnams-la- bshir-bshag bstan-pa-rin- po-che- rgyas-parmds~d-pa'i-skyes-mchog-rnams-kyi-rnan~-par-thar-pa-ni-bod-kyi-mkl:as-grub-dampa-rnams-kyis-mdsad-pa'i-legs-~ad-dag-ls-in-tu-~~-bar-bsdus-te
rab-byuh-bcubshi-pa'i-legs-sbyar-gyi-skad-du-pru-mii-dB bsil-ldan-gyi-ljcnj-su-nlyos-ldan mrhl-tsi-na'i-yul-du-gyi-ma'u-shes- pa'i-sa-yos-lo'i- khrums-zla-ba'i- dkar-phyogs-kyidga'-ba-gsum-pa'i-'iiin-bkra-6is-dga'-ldan-tgad-sgrub-glin-du-rd
sogs-par-sbyar- ba'i.
G. H u t h translates : "Der Fiirst der ganzlich volkommenen Lelire Khri-chen
mchogs-spul zam-tsha sku-zabs rin-po-che, lud eben jenen Rigs-kun Kliyb-bdag
rDo-rje chan chen-po Jigs-med nam-mkhai zal-sna-nas hoeflich in das Kloster des
grossen Gabenspender : der Lehre. des Pei-se Noyon unseres Tliunied-sog, ein.
Als ich (Jigs-med-nam-mkha') daraufhinkam u i ~ d ihm meine Aufwahrtung
machte, fie1 ails dem Munde dieses Herrn folgende Anrede auf mein Haupt :
"Verfasse d u in gesonderten Abschnitten die Geschichte der verbereitung des
Koenigsgcsclilechtes und derjenigen der Jina-Lehre in d e r Mongolei, sowohl in
einem tibetischen wie in einem mongolischen We1 ke". Als ich hierauf elwiderte,
ich wurde wegen der Scliwierigkeit der Erforschung der Quellen f u r dirse
(Werke) wohl nicht imstande dazu sein, wiederholte er seine Rede mit Nachdruck. "Du n ~ u s s t(die Werke) verfassen s o gut d u es vermagst." D a gab ich
denn unterthanen nach. Darauf habe icli im Interesse der Sache einen Mann,
den ich niit Name11 nennen will : den des Pan-chen thams-cad nlkhyen-pa Blobzafi dpal-ldan
dban-poi shal-sna-nas und des J a m - d b y a i s choi-kyi rfj alp o rJe-btsun d K o n mchog jigs-n:ed dbati-po-des Vaters und des Sollnes (i.e.
des Meisters und des Jungcns)-Fusstaub z u n ~ Scheitelschn~uck riel-menden,
an dern verehrungswiirdigen leibe krankenden ~ u 6 r idKa-bcu Sudhi Ayuwarta
oder, rnit anderem Namcn, dByais-can sgeg-pai blo-gros Jigs-med rig-pai rdorje berufen, die mongolische Koenigsgeschichte auf die von den1 Enkel des
Hwothogtai Sccen Hwon T'aici, verfasste Geschichte des Koenigsgeschleclites,
die dem Zwecke den Blumenhof zu sehen dient, und andere mongolische
Geschichtswerke basiert, die Biographieen der Mahiipuri~sha's, welche das
Kleinoed der Lehre zur Blute gebracht haben, aus den vorziiglichen tibctischen
Gelehrten verfassten Subhiishita's sehr kurz zusammcngefasst und in dem in der
Sanskrit sprache Pramldi, in dem kalten Lande (Tibet) Myos-ldan, in
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quite obvious even o n a preliminary acquaintance with the work, this work has

-

Mahiicina-Lande Gyi-mau genanntcn Erde-Hasen-Jahr dcs 14. Cyklus (1 818),
im Monat Bhsdrapada, arn 3. Tage, dGa-ba, der lichtcn Haelhe, in bKra-iis
dga-ldan bead-sgrub glin die Abfassung (des vorliegeodes Werkes) beeodet."
(ibid.,vol. ii, pp. 446-447).
A correct translation of this text is : "When the sovercign of the most
perfect religion, the exalted incarnation of the Head (of the monasteryof
dGa'-ldan), the precious master Zam-tsha (Zam-tsha-sku-shabs),-the sovercign
who embodies in himself all (the five) births (gotra of the Buddhas of con~emplation),-Vajradhara
named 'Jigs-ined-nam-mkha' arrived, on an invitation, a t
the monastery of our benefactor of religion, Pe'i-se No-yon, I met him, and
there fell on my head the following flower o f his speech : 'You (he told me)
must set forth, in Tibetan and in Mongolian, a genealogy of the kings of
Mongolia and a n account of how Buddhism was spread in this country.*
(To this,) I said, 'It appears that I cannot (do so), because it is difficult to
ascertain the sources of both these.' But he said, 'You probably can ! D o
write.' On listening to this repeated command and consenting to it, and
taking, for the decoration of my head, dust from the icet of the omniscient
Pan-clien bLo-bzan dPal-ldan-ye ies (the third Panchen Lama) and (the veritable) MaZjughopa, the king of the religion, the venerable d Kon-mchog-'jigsmed-dbati-po (the secorld 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa) and his pupils (all these
called here by name on business), I, the unworthy monk Gu.bri bKa'-bcu
Sudlii-gyuvarta (otherwise called dbYans-can-sgeg-pa'i-blo-pros 'Jigs-med-rigpa'i-rdo-rje), have compiled the genealogies of the Mongolian kings. (For
this,) I have depended upon the account of the Mongolian kings written by
Se-chen-hwon-tha'i-ci'i, the descendant of Hwo-thog-tha'i Se-chen-hwon-tha'ici'i [Secen Hwon Thaici], upon a (work entitled) 'Good-to-look-at Bouquet of
Flowers' and upon other Mongolian texts. Besides, I have also made a brief
selection of the biographies of great people,-who
had spread the (Buddhist)
religion,-from the works of distinguished Tibetan scholars. (My work) was
completed in the monastery of b~ra-iis-dga'-ldan-biad-sgrub-glin
on the third
day of the Nanda category (i.e. 11th) of the bright half of the month of
Bhidrapada of the Earth-Hare year (1819) which in Sanskrit is called Pramiidi".
Obviously enough, G. Huth did not know that the author could not use the
expression shal-sin-nus for himself. This expression is used only when one has
to pronaunce th: nam: of on='s teacher, which generally a pupil should not. In
this conn:ction, the ~urup3iTcaiikii (bLa-ma-/no-bcu-pa) contains a special

Vos. 23
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somehow escaped the attention 'of the scholars. Beginning with L. Feera8a and
A. G r i i n ~ e d e l 4who,
~ ~ in their time, wrote special reviews o f G . Huth's work, and right
up to such autllors as B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, 484 C.
and L. Ligeti,4" who repeathe
translation
but
also
the
text
publised
by G . Huth,-all repeat the
tedly used not only
erroneous statement of G . Fluth that the author of the Hor-rhos-'byun was 'Jigs-mednarn-rnkl~a'.~~~
- -- - --

482.
483.
484.
485.
486.

487.

-

direction which reads' : De-yi-nttshan-smos-b!jod-na-ni min-mthar-shal-sria,--Idanpas-bya gshan-dmi-gus-par-bya-ba'i-phyirkhyad-par-gyi-ni-tshig-kyari-brjon[see
hsTarz-'gyur, rGyud-'grel, vol. lxxii (nu), fol. 2-14a 7, 34th line of the text]. The
t verses of this text (which has 50 verses in all)
Sanskrit original of the f i ~ s33
was found in Nepal by S. Lkvi and published by him along with a French
translation (see Sylvain Lkvi, Autour d' ~ 4 v a g h o s u , - J ~ , 1929, pp. 259-263).
This direction, when translated, reads : "If it is necessary to call him (i.e. the
teacher) by name, one must add the word shal-slia in the end of the nanie and
also say (a few) words on his outstanding qualities to arouse veneration in
others." Thus this direction explains the great abundance of epithets which the
author uses in the colophon for his teacher 'Jigs-med-nam-mkha'. Another
such expression not understood by G. Huth is don-gyi-sll~d-du-mtshan-nus-smoste (called by name on business). According to a direction in the Vinaya~ijtra
('Dul-ba'i-mdo), which reads : Don-gyi-slad-dir-mtshan-rrns-smos-tc-shes-bj~a-badun-bcas-par- ma- smras- pal-- mkhan- po'i- miti-mi-gzun-ti o (=the name of an
Upiidhyiiya cannot be pronounced without using the expression "called by nbme
on business")-see
bsTon-'gyur, mDo-'grel, vol. lxxxii (zu)-this expression is
used when calling an Upiidhyiiyn by name. The expression btsun-gzugs-gyi-nn.ha
translated by G . Huth as "an dem verel~rungswiirdigen leibe krankender",
actually means "unworthy", "low", "paltry" (gyi-nu-ba) monk (btsun-gzugs).
The expression me-tog-gi-tshoms-mthon-ba-don-ldan is a Tibetan translation of
the title of a Mongolian chronicle to which Sagan Setsen also refers (see I. J.
Schmidt, Geschiclzre der Ost-Mongolerz ..., p. 298, 1. 10).
JA, 1893, pp. 367-368 ; 1897, pp. 159-165.
"Wiener Zeitschrift fur die kunde des Morgenlandes", xii Bd , 1898, pp. 70-74.
B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, Nadpisi na skolakh khalkhaskogo Tsoktu-taidzi~i,-"lzvestiya
Akademii nauk SSSR", 1926, p. 1266, 1271, note 2, 1275.
See C . Bell, Religion of Tibet, p. 213 and also the notes to pp. 65-66, 97 a.0.
See L. Ligeti, Rapport prk/iminaire d'un voyage d' exploration fair en Mongolie
chinoise 1928-1931, Budapest, 1933, pp. 55-56. Cf. idem., Les tloms mor~gols de
Wen tsong des Yuan,-"T'oung
Pao", vol. xxvii, 1930, p. 59.
For example ; B. Laufer, Applicarion of the Tibetan Cycle,-"T'oung Pao", 19 13,
p. 585, n. 1 ; A. H. Francke, At~tiquilies of Indian Tibet, pt. ii, p. 98 a.0. ;
G. Schulemann, Die Gescitickie der Dalai-lamas, p. 209, etc.
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In the translation of G. Huth, there are other errors too.w In particular, as
rightly shown by Professor P. P e l l i ~ t : ~he~ is throughout committing a mistake of one
year in the conversion of Tibetan dates into European calendar. But we shall not
examine these mistakes here, and shall only remark that one general defect of the whole
work of G. Huth is the complete lack of any explanatory notes and indices.
As already stated by Academician B. Ya. Vladimirtsov,Pgo there also exists, in
Tibetan language, another work on the history of Buddhisn~in Mongolia, written in 1889
by some Dam-chos-rgya-mtsho-or, as he is otherwise called, Dharma-tBla. This work
which bears the title Chen-po-hor-kyi-yul-du-dam-pa'i-chos-ji Itar-dar-ba'i-tshul-gsol-barbrjod-pa-padma-dkar-po'i-phreribo, is not available in our collections. However, I could
'
see a copy of this work-though casually-in
the Aginsky darsan in B ~ r y a t i a . ~ ~To

488. See, for instance, section 8 of the present chapter. See also B. Ya. Vladimirtsov,
Nadpisi nu skalakh ...,-" Izvestiya Akademii nauk SSSR", 1926, p. 1275.
489. P. Pelliot, Le cycle sexagk~zaire...,-JA, 1913, t. i, pp. 655-657.
490. B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, Nadpisi nu skalakh.. , p. 1279.
491. It was only recently that I was able to have a first-hand acquaintance with the
Dam-chos-rgya-mrsho through the kindness of B. I. Pankratov. This xylograph
(the same as was referred to and used by B. Ya. Vladimirtsov) has 281 folios
of large format, and contains :
Introduction, fols. I I -4b I .
General part-On the appearance and spread of Buddhism in the world,
fols. 4b 1-21b4.
I . 011 the appearance of Buddhism in India, fols. 4b 2-1 l a 1.
2. On the appearance of Buddhism in China, fols. 11" 1-15" 6.
3. On the appearance of Buddhism in Tibet, fols. 15b 1-21" 6.
Special part-On the appearance and spread of Buddhism in Mongolia.
I. General information on the Mongols, fols. 2 I b 5-30b 6.
11. Genealogies of the Chinese and Mongolian dynasties, fols. 30b 6-80" 1.
1. Information on dynasties : A brief report on the dynaslies of
ancient China, fols. 31" 2-34" 3 ; A report on Yuan Mongolian
dynasty, fols. 34" 4-47" 5, and on its Epigoni, fols. 47" 5-52" .
Brief information on Ming dynasty, fols. 52" 2-54b 6, and more
detailed information on Tsing dynasty, fols. 54b 6-62a 3.
2. General view of the princely surnames of the Mongols :
Princely surnames of individual
1) princes of 49 internal regions and Khalkha, fols. 62" 5-6Sb 6, and
2) some Khans and princes, fols. 65b 6-77b 3.
Vos. 231a
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the learned Lamas, this work is better known under tha title Gu-iri-tii-la'i-chos-'b~ufi
and the previous Hor-cl~os-'byuri under Gu-iri- she-'phel-gyi-chos-'byun ~n common
parlance, therefore, these works are often known a s the historical treatises of the "two
GU-bri".
Along with the works on the history of Buddhism in Mongolia, there also exists,
in Tibetan, a special work devoted to the history of Buddhism in China-rGya-nagchos-'byuri. This work, called in full as rGya-nag-gi-yul-du-dam-pa'i-chos-dar-tsh~~l-~rsobor-bind-pa-blo-gsal-kun-dga'-ba'i-rtin-rgyan,was written by mGon-po-skyabs (18th
century), a Mongolian prince (gun), the great translator (lo-chen) under thc Chinese
~ ~ work, published in the sDe-dge monastery, covers
emperor C h ' i e n - l ~ n g . ~This
An excursus on the titles of the nobility and priesthood, etc.,
fols. 77b 3-7gb 2.
111. Spread of Buddhism in Mongolia
1. Beginning o f the spread (of Buddhism) and the relevant
"prophecies", fols. 80" 2-P8" 1.
2. History of the spread (of Buddhism).
a) about the Buddhist Lamas who worked in Mongolia, fols.
88" 2-227b 5 ; about the Lamas of Sa-skya-pa and Karma-pa
sects, fols. 88" 3-1 1 I b 4 ; and about the Lamas of dGe-lugs-pa
sect : 1) about the advantages o f this sect, fols. I I l b 4-1 19" 1 ;
2) about the Tibetan Lamas of dGe-lugs-pa sect who worked
in Mongolia, fols. 119" 3-203"3 ; and about the Lamas of
Mongolia proper, fols. 203" 4-227" 6 ;
b) about the translation of Buddhist works into Mongolian,
fols. 227b 5-247b 3 ;
c) about the Buddhist Monasteries of Mongolia, fols. 247b 3261" 5 ;
d) about the persons who patronized the Buddhist religion,
fols. 261" 5-27Zb 6.
3. Conclusion, fols. 272b 6-27gb 2. Colophon, fols. 279"-281a 4. The
date of composition of the Dam-chos-rgya-mtsho-the Earth-Cow
year of the xv cycle (1889)-is given in the colophon (fol. 280b 4-5);
the names of this year are also given in Sanskrit, Chinese and
Mongolian. Besides, the colophon also mentions the numbers of
years that had passed from the dates of various events to the year
of composition of this work.
492. See the colophon of the sDe-dge edition of this work, fols. logb 5-6 and I 10" 4-5.
the Chinese
The author o f rGya-nag-chos-'byuh, dGon-po-skyabs,-whom
emperor gave the title of "mi-jiof first degree" and later that of gun-was the
senior chief (spyi-dpon) of the ruling Tibetan school (bod-k~~i-bslab-graw)
and is
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110 folios of usual f o r n ~ a t . " ~ It falls into three main sections : the first section gives a
general account of the Chinese history (fols. 2. 3-25b 5 ) , the second contains a short
history of the Chinese philosophy and science (fols. 25b 5-2ab 1 ) and a history of
Buddhism in China (fols. 2gb 1-73" 5). and the third section is a catalogue to the Chinese
tripitaka (fols. 73n 5-107b 2) ; Besides, in Tibetan language was also written a special work
on the history of Buddhism in the kiogdon~of the Tanguts-Mi-ilag-clios-'hyun. But we
know nothing of it so far except a simplc reference to it in the "List of Tibetan
Historical Li t e r a t ~ r e " . ~ ' ~
As already indicated by C. BellPPDS
among the Tibetan historical works there also
are some on the history of Buddhism in Bhutan and in Sikkim. In the same way,
. there are works on the history of Buddhism in individual regions, provinces and specific
kingdoms.
Of such local historical works, one must, first of all, mention the one on the
'

known for his translation work. In particular, he was one of the most active
members of a commission which was engaged, in 1741-42, on a Mongolian
translation of a Tibetan dictionary entitled Dug-yig-mkhas-pa'i-'byun-gnus(which
had just been compiled by ICan-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje, arid which was intended
for establishing the main principles of translation of the Tibetan bsTan-'gjur.
Besides, this author, jointly with T5-bla-nia bsTan-'dsin-chos-dar and others,
compiled an extremely important Tibetan-Mongolian dictionary-Bod-kyi-brmyig-!.togs-par-sla-ba-which was revised and published in 1737 by a group of
scholars led by Gu-6ri ies-rab-rgya-mtsho (for an account of this person, see
B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, 0 tibetsko-mongol'skorn ... [On the Tibetan-Mongolian
dictionary ~ i - & h igu-khan],-'.Doklady
Akademii nauk SSSR",1926, p. 27).
Besides, to dGon-po-skyabs is also attributed an extremely interesting work in
Mongolian language on the history of Buddhism in Mongolia. This work
is dated 1725 ; a manuscript copy of this work is available in the Institute of
Peoples of Asia. Finally, to the same author is also ascribed an annotated
translation, in to Chioese, of a small Tibetan treatise entitled Sans-rgyos-kyi-sku'igzugs-brAan-gyi- mtshan- Aid- mrho- bcu-pa- iin-nya- gro-dha- Irar-chu-sheit- gab-pa
(bsTan-'gyur, mDo-'grel, vol. cxxiii [go], fols. 5" 5-7" 6). This translation is
included in the supplements to the Chinese Tripi!aka, and i t also exists as a
separate individual work (a copy of such a separate edition is alailable in the
Institute of Peoples of Asia, Chinese Collection, D. 891). This translation is
dated 1742.
493. A copy of this publication is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia
( Baradiin Collection).
494. See Deb-ther-rgya-mtslto, vol. i, fo1.7" 1.
495. C. Bell, Religion of Tibet, pp. 213-215.
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history of Buddhism in Amdo-the
Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho-which has been frequently
quoted by us. The Deb-(her-rgya-mtsho was published in the monastery of A-mchogdgon-pa in A n ~ d oand
~ ~covers
~
three large volumes o f usual Tibetan long format.
The first volume, which bears a general title Yul-mdo-smad-kj~i-ljoris-su-rhub-bstan-rinpo-che-ji-ltar-dar-ba'i-tshul-gsal-bar-brjod-pa-deb-~lier-rgya-mtsho,
contains a brief history
of Amdo and a history of the spread of Buddhism in this region-set forth in the form
o f a history of individual large monasteries and their leaders (412 f0ls.).~~7 The

496. A copy of this work is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin
Collection). In European literature, the earliest scholar to mention the existence
of Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho was B. Baradiin-see
his Slaruya Mairrei v Zolorom
khrame v Labrame [Statue o f Maitreya in the Golden Temple in bLa-brati], p. 05.
However, the name of the place o f publication of this work (mDsod-dgedgon-pa) given by B. Baradiin is not correct. The date of birth of the author
and that of co~npositionof the work as mentioned by B. Baradiin are also not
correct.
497. The contents of the first volume of the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho are :
1) a brief introduction, fols. 1-4" 5 ;
2) a list of Ti betan historical works-chos-'byuli-rnam-rhar-pyi-rho-bkodp a (which we have frequently quoted), fols. 4 " 5-19" 4 ;
3) a general account of the history of Buddhism in Amdo from the
earliest times-spyir-biad-pa'i-skabs, fols. 19" 4-32" 6 ;
4) the main text of the work, which expounds the history of numerous
monasteries (large and s n ~ a l l of
) Amdo-gshun-drios-'chd-pa, fols. 32"-412" 3.
The main text falls into two parts : 'the history of the monasteries located
on the left, northern side of the river rMa-chu', fols. 32b 1-273" 4 ; and 'the
history of the monasteries on the right, southern side of this river', fols.
273" 4-4 12" 3.
The history of the monasteries of the northern group (byan-r'gyud)
includes :
- a ) the history of the Kokonor princely families and that of the monastery
of Grwa-tshan-dgon dGa'-ldan-cl~os-'khor-glin-li-mdo'i-thog-ma-mtsko-siion-gyiskabs, fols. 32b 1-64a 6 ;
b) the history o f the monasteries on the left, northern side of the river
Tsoh-chu-chiefly,
such as dMar-gtsati-brag, dGon-lun, Chu-bzan-dgon dGa'ldan-mi-'gyur-glin, gSer-khog-dgon dGa'-ldan-dam-chos-glih, etc.-tsni-chubyali-rgyud-clmar-grsari-brag dgon-luri chu-bzan gser-dgon-sogs-1cyi-skabs,fols.
61b 1-129" 1 ;
c) the history of the monasteries in the northern and north-eastern region
of Amdo-yu-lag-rgyud-dati
dpa'i-ri-pho-rod kun-luri-;us-gsum-sogs-kyi-skabs,
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second volume, which bears the sub-title Chos-sde-chen-po-bkra-4is-'kliyil-gyi-dkar-chagsgdan-robs-kha-skor-dun-bcas-pa,
expounds the history of the nlonastery of bLa-bran
and its Heads and also of the Heads of its individual dcltsan-s (2 16 folio^).'^ The third

fols. 12ga 1-181a 4 (these monasteries include Kan-chen-dgon Theg-chen-thar-paglin, mChod-rten-than, etc.) ;
d ) the history of the monasteries on the right, southern side of the river
Tson-chu but on the northern side of the Tson-la range (which scrves as the
watershed between the rMa-chu and its tributary, the Tson-chu)-chiefly, the
monastery of SKU-'bum-sku-'bum-Jgon-ma-lag-bcas-dun gro-rshan-brag tltari~in
ba'-jo'i
stod- du- ston- 'khor- dgon- sogs- tson- la- byan- rgyud- kyi- skabs,
lols.
181a 4-22Ia 1 ;
e) the history of the monasteries located on the -couthern side of the
Tson-la range-chiefly,
the monastery of Bya-khyuu Thegchen-yon-tandar
rgyas- glib-bya- khyun- dgon- ma- lag- sogs- tson- la- lho- rgyud- kyi- skabs,
fols.
221a 1-273a 4.
The history of the monasteries of the southern group includes :
a ) the history of the monasteries located on tlie upper rMa-chu in the
province of mGo-log, etc.-lho-rgyud-kyi-thog-ma-rma-stod-mgo-log-sogs-kyiskabs, fols. 2; 3" 4-3 1 1a 5 ;
b) the history of the monasteries located on the lower rMa-chu, from the
point where this river turns its course to the East (these monasteries include
La-mo bDe-chen and the monasteries of the province of Khri-ka)-rma-chu'ismad-la-mo-dan-khri-ka'i-skabs, fols. 3 1 la 5-35 l a 2 ;
c) the history of the monasteries located on the river dGu-chu (chiefly,
the monastery of Ron-bo-dgon bDechen-chos-'khor-glib) and in the adjoining
provinces-dgu-chu-rgyud-ron-bo-dgon-grub-sdebco- brgyad-dun- bear-pa khri-rrsebshi'i-dgon-dari mgar-rtse-dgon-ma-lag rmo-khar-grogs-pa-mar-nari-tsho-lria'idgonsgrub-sde-rnams-dai bis-mdo-dgon-ma-lag-Ina gcu-'khor bse-chan-dgon /.do-bis-dgonma-lag-bcu-gsum ii-lhtsho stag-luri-dgon-lc-lag-&-bcas-pa'i-ska fols. 35 In241 la 3.
As seen from this table of contents, tlie author gives us a great deal of
valuable geographical inl'ormation in addition to the extensive material on the
history of the monasteries of Amdo. He also sometimes expounds, though
briefly, the general history of individual provinces and the genealogies of their
rulers.
498. The contents of the second volume of tlie Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho are :
1. Biography of the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa Bag-dban-brt~on-'~rus,
and an account of the history of the establishment of the monastery of
bLa-bran (A.D. 1710), fols. 1-loa 4.
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volume having the sub-title K/ia-gya-tsho-drug-nas-rgya1-mo-tsha-ba-ro~-gi-bar-gyi-dgon
sgrub-sde-phal-che-ba'i-dkar-chags-tho-tsam-bkod-pa
contains a short historical account
of the numerous monasteries-large and small-in the province of Amdo (272 fols.).4Qe
-

-------

-

2. Biography of his incarnation dKon-nlchog-'jigs-med-dban-po, who
contributed greatly t o the development of the bLa-bran monastery, and a history
of the development and fortification of this monastery, fols. 10" 4-368 1.
3. Biographies of the Heads of bLa-bran, beginning wit11 the second
Head (the first Head of this monastery was its founder, 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-Pa
Nag-dbati-brtson-'grus) and ending with the 53rd Head ; fols. 36" 2-181" 5.
Many of these biographies are also'supplemented with the biographies of
persons, who are regarded as the previous o r successive incarnations of the
person concerned.
4. A Chronicle of the faculty of Occult Sciences (dpal-ldan-srnad-rgyudgrwa-tshari), founded in A. D. 17 16, fols. 1 81a 5-1 9 l 5.
5. A chronicle of the faculty of Astrology (dus-'khor-grcc~a-tshatie-va-chos'khor-gliri), founded in A.D. 1763, fols. 191b 5-202" 3.
6. A chronicle of the faculty of Medicine (sman-pa-grwa-tskari-gso-riggsharz-phan-gliti), founded in A D. 1 784, fols. 202" 3-2 1 2b 5.
7. A report on various temples of bLa-bran and on the surrounding
small monasteries, fols. 2 1 2b 5-2 16" 4.
499. The contents of the third volume of the Deb-lher-rgya-mtsho are :
1. History of the monasteries located along the river bSan-chu and on its
left side (in the provinces of Kha-gya-tsho-drug and mDsod-dge) ; a list of
small monasterizs i n Hor-tshan etc. ; a history of the monasteries of sGo-mogbkra-iis-bde-chen-glin and sGan-iul-dgon Chos-'khor-glin, and a list of other
small Chinese m o n a s t e r i e s - K h a - g y a - t s h o - d r u g - m d s o d - d g a hor-tshnkche-chuli-sogs-kyi-sgar-sgrub-J~I]
sgo-mog-bk1.a-;is-bde-chen-gliri sguri-iul-ri-dgorzsogs-rgya1i-dgon-phran-du-ma-danbcas-pa'i-sgubs, fols. 1-5 1a 1.
2. History of the monasteries located on the upper gLu-chu (Chos-'khorsgar-gsar-dgaY-ldan-chns-'khor-glin,etc.) and of the monasteries (large and small)
in the vicinity of sfion-po-than, sKyis-tshan, r ~ u g - i o i iand Rcb-tsha-Ckos'khor-sgur-gsar-sogs-glu-~od-rios
6-mchog-dgon-stion-po-tlzan
rmug-ion rab-tshargyul-mo-dgon-sgruh-sne-dan-bcas-pa'idabs,
fols. 5 1 a 2-96" 3.
3. History of the monasteries located on the lower gLu-chu-chiefly,
Co-ne-dgon-chen dGa9-ldan-biad-sgrub-gli~i-glu-chu'i-smadco-i~e'i-Xhul menju-chos-sde-chos-rdsoli iiri-kun-dgon-ma-lag gru-gu-stod-smad mgal spen-le-danbcas-pa'i-skabs, fols. 96" 3-19ja 5.
4. History of the monasteries located on the southern side of the
upper gLu-chu-Lha-mo-Xin-srib rhe-bo-stod-smad zuil-ju-khul dmu-dge-dan-bcaspa'i-skabs, fols. 195" 5-240b 5 ;
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The author, Brag-dgon-shabs-drub dKon-rnchog-bstan-pa rab-rajas (b. 1801), the 49th
Head of the monastery of bLa-bran, worked hard over this work for over 33 years. In
1833, he wrote a work on the history of Buddhism in Amdo at the instance of dKonmchog-rgyal-mtshan. But this work was considered too inadequate, and the author
therefore enlarged it by supplementing it with additional data. The work as revised
was completed towards the end of 1865, thus including also the dates and accounts of
historical events up to this period."O
There also exists an earlier account (though short) of the histo~y of Buddhism
in Amdo, compiled partly in verse and partly in prose by some Grub-chen sKa1-ldanrgya-mtsho ( 1 607- 1677).601 Besides, there exist a special work on the history of

1

5. History of the monasteries located in the provinces of rBa-ba (Rnaba), Rwa-khog and Tsha-ba-rria-ba-stod-smad-bar-gsum rwa-khog tsha-ba-khaggsum-dari-bcas-pa'i-skabs,
fols. 240b 5-265' 3.
6. Geographical account of the countries lying on the south of Amdo,
fdls. 265' 3-26gb 6.
7. Concluding verses and colophon, fols. 26gb 6-272" 6.
The third volume, i n its exposition, does not substantially differ from the
first. It is only somewhat more concise. Like the first volume, this volume, too,
expounds the history of the monasteries in Amdo, and gives, besides, much
valuable material on the geography of Amdo, historical information on individual provinces and principalities of this country, and sometimes brief chronicles
and genealogies of local interest.
500. See Deb-rher-rgya-mtslto, vol. iii, colophon, fols. 271b 4-272" 6. The date of
completion of the work-the Wood-Cow year corresponding to A.D. 1865-is
mentioned in the colophon and often in the text itself (cf. vol. ii, fols. 109' 4,
1 81" 4 etc). After the erronems statement of B. Baradiin (see B. Baradiin,
Statuya Maitrei v Zolotom khrame v Lavrane, p. O j ) , I, too, in my article
K bibliograjii tibetslcoi literatury [For a Bibliography of Tibetan Literaturelin "Bibliografiya Vos\oka", Nos. 2-4, p. 27 (cf. alsr, A. Vostrikov, Some
Corrections and Critical Remarks on Dr. Johan vam Manen's Contribution ro the
Bibliography of Tibet,-BSOS, vol. viii, 1935, pt. i, pp. 51-76)-wrongly placed
the date of composition of Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho at A.D. 1833.
501. A biography of Grub-chen sKal-ldan-rgya-mtsho-entitled Gruh-chcn-skal-ldanrgya-mtsho'i-rnam-rhar-yid-bshin-dban-gi-rgyal-po-waswritten iu 1708 (EarthMouse year) by his pupil Byan-chub Rag-dban-bsod-narns. It is included in
the first volume of the collected Works of Grub-chen-skal-ldan-rgya-mtsho
and it covers 74 folios. (A copy of this 'Collected Works' is available in the
Vos. 24
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Buddhism in the province of Myan (which also includes a description of this
province),602 a work on the history o f Buddhism in r G y a l - r t ~ e , ~aOwork
~
on tlie history
of Buddhism in sTag-lun, compiled by sTag-luxi-sliabs-drun Nag-dban-rnanl-rgyal
(b. 1571) in n ~ D o - k h a m s , ~ O
and
~ various other works mentioned in the Tibctan
sources.
O f the works devoted to the history of individual sects of Tibetan Buddhism,
the one best known in Tibetan historical literature is that on the history of bKa'-rgyudpa sect compiled in 1640 by SZ-kya-lha-dba* (1585-1655).605 Another work-no less
known-is
that on the history of bKa'-gdams-pa sect written in 1494 by Las-chen
Kun-dga'-rgyal-n~tshan."~ This work, in 417 folios,607is also sometimes called as the
"Great History of the bI<a'-gdams-pa Sect" (bKa'-gdams-chos-'bytrli-chen-p0).~08As
, ~ ~ work
~
served as a source for the brief history of
mentioned by S u m - p a - m k h a n - p ~ this

502.
503.
504.
505.
506.

507.

508.
509.

Institute of Peoples of Asia, Baradiin Collection, No. lo). Besides, brief
biographical data on him are available in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho (vol. i,
fols. 3j3b 5-355b 2). According to these sources, Grub-chen sKal-ldan-rgyamtsho was born in the Fire-Sheep year of the x cycle (A.D. 1607) and lie died
in the Fire-Serpent year (A.D. 1677) in the 71st year of Iiis life. His mo1.k on
the history o f Buddhism in Amdo is found mentioned in the aforementioned
biography (fol. 41" 1 ) and in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fol. 7b I , where
two works, one in verse and the other in prose, are mentioned ; and vol. iii,
fol. 271b 5). Unfortunately, this work has not come down to us.
See Deb-ther-rgjla-mtsho, vol. i, fols. 6b 6-7" 1. C. Bell was able to obtain a copy
of this historico-geographical work ( ~ e C.
e Bell, The Religio/z of Tibet, p. 214).
See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsh, vol. i, fol. 7" 1.
Ibid., fol. 7".
The dates of birth and death of k5kya-lha-dbaxi along with the date of composition of his work are given in the "Chronological Tables".
The date of composition of this work is given in tlie "Chronological Tables".
it is also mentioned in the Deb-tl1c.r.-/-ua-mtsho (vol. i, fol. 4b6) and in the dPergyun-dlcoil-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-lho-yig(fol. 3b I ) . Sum-pa-mkhan-po, in his historical work, criticizes some of the reports of this work (see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari,
fol. 285' 2-6).
See V. P. Vasil'ev, 0 nekotorykh knigakh, otnosyashchikhsya k istorii
buddizma, b biblioteke kazanskogo universiteta,-"Uchenye
zapiski Akadcniii
nauk", 1855, vol. iii, No. I , p. 13. From the library of the Uliiversity of Kazan,
this text (along with other oriental manuscripts and books) was transferred to
the library o f the Leningrad University but was apparently lost a t the time of
the floods of 1924.
Such a name has been given to it in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fol. 4b 6).
See dPag-bsam-ijon-bznri, fol. 186b7 (S. C. Das, Pag Sarn Jori Zang, p. 291).
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this sect compiled in 1 529 by Pan-chen bSod-nams-grags-pa ( 1478-1554),'1° -the fifteenth
Head of the dGa'-ldan monastery. This brief history is entitled bKa'-gdamrgsarrh'ih
gi-chos-'byun-yitl-kyi-mclres-rgyon.The first edition of this text is not known to me.
The second edition-the xylograph edition-was brought out in Potala (Phyogs-las-rnam
par-rgyal-ba'i-pho-bran-chen-mo-po-ta-la) in 1762 ; the colophon Ipar-byan) to this
edition was written by the regent of Tibet, De-mo-no-rnon-han Nag-dban-'jam-dpal
bDe-legs-rgya-mtsho. In this edition, the work has 103 fol~osof the usual fcjrmat."l
Another work that may be mentioned here is that on the history of the sTag-lun-pa
sect compiled by sTag-lun-shabs-drun Hag-dban-rnam-rgyal in 1609.bla
There also exist numerous other works-no less importarit and interesting than
the ones just mentioned-on the history of these and othcr sects of Tibetan Buddhism,
but we shall not enumerate these here for reasons of space. Of course, there is a
particularly large nuniber of works devoted to the exposition of the history of the
dominant "yellow-cap" sect of l'ibet (and of Mongolia)-the dGelugs-pa or dGe-Idanpa sect. In particular, to the history of this sect is devoted an extensive work (in 419
wa-ser-cd-pan-'chc~ri-ba'ifoli 0s) entitled d~al-mXom-med-ri-bo-dga'-ldu~i-po'i-bsran-pa-sh
ri~-lugs-chos-thams-cad-kyi-rrsa-ha-gsa-bar-byed-ba-vaidyo-ser-po'i-me-lon,
but better
'rliis work was written in 169bbl4 by the
known by its short title Void~rya-ser-p0.~1~

510. The dates of birth and death of bSod-nams-grags-pa along with t l ~ cdate of
composition of his work are mentioned by Sum-pa-mkhan-po rn his 'Chronological table'. These dates (except the date of birth) are also given in the
'chronological table' of the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa. Besides, the date of
composition of the work is also mentioned in the colophon (fol. 103" I).
51 1. A copy of this edition is available in the books transferred from the Kazan
University to the library of the University of Leningrad (xyl. C. 2 15).
512. See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 6b 6. The date of birth of sTag-lun-shabsdrun Bag-dbari-rnam-rgyal is mentioned in the 'chronological table' of the firat
'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa. The date of composition of his historical work is men.
tioned in the 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po.
513. A copy of this work is available in the institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybikov
Collection, No. 30).
514. The date of composition of the Vaidfirya-ser-po is mentioned in the colophon of
this text (fol. 417b 4) and in the 'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mklian-po. The
author worked over this work for about six years (he started writing it i n 1692
and completed it in l698)-see the colophon, fols. 414" 1-4198 2, which gives
not only the cyclic names of both the dates but also the numbers of years
expired till then from the time of various events.
\

Vos. 24/a
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sDe-srid

Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho ( 1653-1705 ) . 6 1 V h e r e is also an

515. The contents of the VaidJryo-ser-po are :
-1. Introduction, fols. 1-5" 4.
2. Panegyric to the founder of the dGe-lugs-pa sect, Tson-kha-pa, and to
his teaching,-full of various prophecies on this leader of Tibetan Buddhism but
very poor in historical and biographical materials, fols. 5" 4-60" 3 (sDe-srid
Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho has meritcd just reproach from the later authors for his
fascination for prophecies which he tried to look for even where these were not
there-see, for instance, dGa'-ldan-chos-'byun-nor-bu'i-phren-ba-rrsom-'plr~~o,
fols.
1 2b 4-1 3" 1).
3. History of the spread of the teaching of Tson-kha-pa in various
provinces of Tibet,-set
forth in the form of a list of monasteries (large and
small) of the dGe-lugs-pa sect located in these provinces, along with the names
of their founders and sometimes (though rarely) the dates of their establisl~ment,
the names of their previous and the then Heads, and the number of monks in
them a t the time of the composition of the text. These lists sometimes also
give short biographical data on the founders and thc mo;k distinguished Heads
of large monasteries. The present section of the text covers folios 60" 3-271b 3.
The section begins with some historical informaaion on the monasteries of the
dGe-lugs-.pa sect in the Ui province, located near Lhasa (partly in Lhasa itself)
-chiefly, the monasteries of dGa'-ldan (f. 1409), 'Bras-spuns (f. 14 16), Se-ra
(f. 1419), etc. (fols. h0" 3-127" 4). This is followed by some historical information on the spread of the "yellow-cap" sect in the p r ~ v i n c e s of sTod-lu~i(fols.
127" 4-13 I b 6 ) and sKyid-smad (fols. 131b 6-132b 3), in the estate of rGya-ma
(fols. 132b 3-14 l a 6), in the province of 'Phan-yul (fols. 14 l a 6-1 43b 6), in the
estate of dbU-stod 'Bri-gun (fols. 1 43b 6-154b 6), in the provinces of 'Ol-kha
(fols. 15Jb 6-162b I), Dwags-po (fols. 162b 1-165" 3), Ae (fols. 165" 3-168" I ) ,
gRal (fols. 168" 1-172" 6) and Lho-brag (fols. 172" 6-175" 5 ) , in the district of
Yar-kluns of the Phag-gru principality (fols. 175" 5-185" 5), in the province of
Tsang (fols. 185" 5-2 1 8a 6), in the three districts (slcor-gsum) of the mNa'-ris
province (fols. 218" 6-223a 3). in the province of Man-yul (fols. 223" 3-226b I),
in the provinces of man, Lon (fols. 226b 1-230b 1) and Koli (fols. 230b 1-247" 6 )
and finally, in various regions of the mDo-khams province (fols. 247" 6-27Ib 3).
The last portion of this section contains, among other things, a historical survey
of the monasteries of Amdo (fols. 264b 6 ff.).
4. Historical account of the activities of the Fifth Dalai Lama, Rag-dban
bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho, for the spread of the views of the dGe-lugs-pa sect (fols.
271b 3-352b 5). This account is written in a panegyric tone and begins with an
explanation as to why the Fifth Dalai Lama is called ~valokiteSvara. Then are
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unfinished work o n the history of the dGe-lugs-pa sect,-entitled dGe-lrlan-chos-'bMthe s e c o ~ ~ d'Jam-dbyab-bshod-pa
dKon-mchog 'Jigs-med-dban-po (1728- 1 791).G1a Then, there is a small work by the
aforementioned Co-ne Grags-pa-bead-sgrub (b. 1685). This work, con~piled in 1744,
is entitled Hi-bo-dga'-lda~~-pc~'i-hstan-pa-Bla-rabs-dun-hcas-pu-chos-~byun-gsul-bar-s~on-p
sgron-me (in I h folios), and also provides, incidentally, some informatitm on the history
of Buddhism in C ~ - n e . ~ l 'We can mention many othcr large and small, detailed and
nor-bu'i-phr~ln-ba-rrsom-'phra (in 85 folios),-by

-

-- - - .
--

given the twelve deeds, of which (as in case of Buddha) his biography is composed. One of these deeds-the
eleventh-is the propaganda o r the Buddhist
; the author pays his primary attention to
doctrine (dIiarma-cakra-prava~.ta~ta)
the exposition o f this deed. This exposition includes, among other things. a list
of the monasteries founded by the Fifth Dalai Lama with the dates of thcir
establishment, names of thcir Heads and the number of monks in each of them
(fols. 3 14" 5-326" 6). Besides, a list of various other acts (donations, etc.) of
the Fifth Dalai Lama in favour of the Buddhist religion is also given here.
5. Account of the activities of the author of the present work, sDe-srid
Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho. in tlie field of the spread of the views of the dGc-lugs-pa
sect, and a report on the appearance of the new, sixth Dal:~iLama bLo-bzanrin-chen-tshans-dbyans-rgya-mtsllo (fols. 352b 5-402b 4). This account of the
activity of slle-srid Salis-rgyas-rgya mtsho, which also begins with numer,Jus
prophecies, gives, among other things, a list of the monaster~es establishcd by
him (fols. 364" 5 ff.).
6. Concluding verses, fols. 402b 5-410a 4.
7. Colophon, fols. 410a 4-41ga 5. The contents of the text of the
Vaidiirya-ser-po as given above are not the chapter-headings of the text in the
strict sense of tlie word. The chapters of this text do not have any special titles
and cannot be easily demarcated. The entire text is one organic whole, in
which only the aacounts of the spread of the monasteries of the dGe-lugs-pa
sect in various regions of Tibet are separately marked. Incidentally, these
accounts were made much use of by Sum-pa-mkhan-po, who reproduced the
materials from these accounts in his historical work (see dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari,
fols. 190" 7-228a 5). Some such reports of the Vaidiirya-ser-po were supplemented with additional information by Sum-pa-mkhan-po in his work ; for
instance, the report on the monasteries of Amdo.
516. The work dGe-ldan-chos-'byun-nor-bu'i-phren-ba-tom-pro
mentioned here is
available in the fifth volume (ca) of the Collected Works of dKon-mchog
'Jigs-med-dban-po. The account in this work abruptly breaks off a t the
biographical data on the pupils of Tson-kha-pa.
517. This text is available in vol. x (ii) of the Collected Works of Co-ne Grags-pabshad-grub. The date of composition of the text-Wood-Mouse year of the
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concise works on the history of this dominant sect of Tibet, but are constrained to stop
because of the fear of enlarging the size of our work.61R
The types of works already described still d o not exhaust the vast and extremely
branchy class of Tibetan historical literature denoted by the term chos-'byun (lit. "history
o f religion"). This also includes works on the history of individual sciences and philosophical disciplines. In particular, the "List of Historical Literature" repeatedly quoted
by us enumerates several works on the history of medicine (gso-rig-chos-'byuri), as for
instance, g~o-rig-chos-'byuri-ies-bya-rab-gsal,
Gso-rig-clros-'byun-pud-tshal-bsl~ad-pa'i
Einbyed, written by some Hyari-srnad-pa bSod-nams-ye-ies-rgqal-mtshan61g
etc. The work
entitled d~al-ldar~-~so-pa-rig-pa'i-kho~'bu~s-legs-bvtri~iirya'i-nze-lon-dra~-s~~
pn'i-dga'-ston (in 293 folios) written in 1702-03 by sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsh06~0is
extremely rich in information on the history of Tibetan medicine. This work, known by
its short title slle-srid-kyi-gso-rig-khog-phub,
is also mentioned in the "List of Historical
Literature."jZ1 The same List indicates the existence of a special work on the history
of sceptical philosophy of Miidhyamil<a(dBu-ma'i-chos-'byuri), written by Pan-chen kg-kyamcbog-ldnn, and of works on the history of Vinaya-'Dul-ba'i-chos-'byun composed by
Pan-chen bSod-nams-grags-pa ( 1 478-1 554) and Yolis-'dsin Ye-6es-rgyal-m tshan (b. 17 1 3),
et~."~
The work of Yons-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan is available in the seventh volume

xii cycle (A.D. 1744)-is mentioned in the colophon (fol: 16" 2-4). This work
is a simple list of the monasteries of the dGe-lugs-pa sect and gives, besides
the names of the I-leads of some of the more inlportant ones. The dates are
rarely mentioned. The last folios of the text (fols. 13b 1-15b 4) give a list of the
monasteries of Co-ne kingdom and a short history o f the foremost of thescthe b ~ a d - ~ ~ r u b - or
~ l iTiri-'dsin-dar-rgyas-gliri
ti
monastery [founded in the end
of the viii Tibetan sexagenary cycle according to the author of the aforementioned text and in A.D. 1459 (at the place where, according to a legend, the
foundation of the monastery was laid in 1295) according to the statement of
the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. iii, fols. 12 1 2- 122" 51.
518. A list of some of these is given in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fols. 5" 1-5,
5b 2-3 and 7" 5-6.
5 19. See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 7" 3-4.
520. A copy of this work is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsyhikov
Collecrion, No. 74). The date of composition is meutioned in the colophon
(fols. 287" 1-293" 1), which states that this work was started in the Water-Horse
year of the xii cycle (A.D. 1702) and completed in the Water-Sheep year
(A.D. 1703'.
521. See Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 7" 4-5.
522. Ibid., fol. 5b 3-4.
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( j a ) of the Collected Works of this author (154 folios).6La 11 is callcd : rGyal-bo'ibstan-pa'i-nari-mdsod-dam-pa'i-chos-'dul-ba'i-byuri-tshul-brjod-pa-rgyal-bstat~-rin-po-che*i-g~olbyed-Zin-mor-byed-pa'i-snari-ba and is dated as 1 789.624
Lastly, to this class of literature belong the works on the history of individual
doctrines and cults. O r these, one may mention the four works of thc famous Bu-ston
Rin-chen-grub (1 290-1364). One of these, bearing the title rNal-'hyor-rgyd-kyi-byuntshul-gru-bzitis expounds the history of the origin of the Yoga-tantra s) stcm ; another
is devotcd to
entitled ~sari-'dus-~a'i-chos-'Dyuri-r.g)~ud-kyi-h~od-pa'i-srion-'gro'i-bs!abs
the history of the origin and spread of mystic teaching (guhjla-samiija). A third work hDemchog-chos-'byuri-don-gsol-zab-don-gsal-byis devoted to thc history of Samvara
(Sambara) system and the fourth one entitled dPal-dus-kyi-'khor-lo'i-chos-'byuti-rgyudkyi-stton-'gro-'g~al-byed~~~
deals with the history of the famous astrological system
523. See Tsybikov Collection, No. 17.
524. This work is divided mainly into four parts.
1. Report on how the teaching of Virtajra was preached by Buddhaston-pa-thub pa'i-dbari-po'i-sa- dam-pa'i-clros-'dul- ba-ji-ltar- gsuns-tshul-bstan-pa'iskabs, fols. 2" 2-3Sb 1.
2. History of spread of this teaching, which incli~des:
a) a report on the three Buddhist councils-rGyol Da-myn-nan-lar-'cIu,rpa'i- rjes- su- hka"- bsru- rim- pa- gsutn- ji- Itar- Dyuri- t.~hul-bstan- pa'i- skahs, fols.
3bb 2-4bb 4 ;
b) a report on the persons who preached .the Buddhist doctrine in India
-rGyal- bas- lun- bsran-pa'i- dam- pa-rnams- kyis- rgyal- ba'i- bstan-pa-ji Itar-bzurirshul-biad-pa'i-skabs, fols. 4Sb 4-6Ia 4 ;
c ) a history of the spread of Vina-va in Tibet during thc period of the
initial spread of Buddhism in this country-Bod-yul-du-bstan-pa-siro-dar-la-dampa'i~chos-'dul-ba-ji-Itar-dar-tshul-biad-pa'i-skabs,
fols. 6 1" 5-80" 3 ; and
d) a history of the spread of Vinaya in Tibet during the period of the
later spread of Buddhism there-bsTan-pa-phyi dar-la-dam-pa'i-chos-'dul-ba-jiltar-dar-tshul-biad-pa'i-skabs; fols. 80" 3-108b 3.
3. a brief exposition of the contents of Vinaya ~iirra-'Dul-ba'i-mdo'ibsdus-don-bstan-pa, fols. 108b 3-137b 3.
4, Directions as to how to preserve the precepts and.behests of Buddhist
moral- Vinaya (Lun-1as-gsuris-po'i-bslnb-khr.ims-m~Itar- bsruri -rslrul-gyir n a n - r i ~ ~ - b s t a n fols.
- ~ ~ ;I 37b 3-152" 6.
The date of composition of this work-the
Earth-Hen year of the xiii
cycle (A.D. 1789)-is mentioned in the colophon (fol. 154" 2-3). The date of
birth of the author is also taken from the colophon (which states that the said'
year of con~positionof the work is the 77th year of the life of the author).
525. These works of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub are mentioned by kLon-rdol-bla-ma in
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Kiilacakra. Here should also be mentioned similar works by TZranBtha (b. 1575),particularly on the history of the KBlacakra systen~,the dPal-dus-Icyi-'khor-lo'i-chos-skorgyi-'byuri-khuris-Xer-mkho-bsdus-pa
(22 folios), 620 on the history of Yamantaka teaching,
(74 folios,
the r~~od-rgyal-iin-rje-gied-skor-gyi-chos-~byuri-~~g~~as-pa-yed-clres-rio-mtshar
written in 1631)627 and lZran3tha3s work devoted t o the exposition of the history
of the teaching and cult of TZrZ-sgrol-mu'i-rgyod-gyi-'byuri-khupa'i-lo-rgyus-gscr-'phren (20 folios).528 I t will not be superfluous also to mention the
major work cn the history of teaching and cult of Bhairava (Yamantaka)-dPal-rdo-rje'jigs-byed-kyi-ckos-'byuri-khams-gsum-la-rnampar-rgyal- ba-dnos-grub- kun-kyi-gter- md\.od,
which was written in 1718 by the famous 'Jam-dbyahs-bshad-pa'i-rdo-rje-nag-dbanbrtson-'grus ( 1 6 4 8 - 1 7 2 2 ) . 5 2 V h i sworks is av;ilable in the Complete Works of the

526.
527.
528.
529.

his "Catalogue to the Collected Works of the teachers of bKa8-gdams-pa and
dGe-lugs-pa sects"-bKa9- gdams-pa- dari-dge- lugs-pa-bla- ma-rags- rim-gyi-gsuri'bum-mrshan-rho, fols. 4" 1, 5" 2, 5b 2 and 6" 2. This catalogue gives the titles
of all the texts included in the Complete Works of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub,
which have not come down to us. According to kLon-rdol-bla-ma, the four
works mentioned here are included in vols. x, xi, xii and xv respectively of this
"Complete Works". These four works are also mentioned in the Deb-fher-rgyamrsho (vol. i, fol. 5b 4), where they are briefly called Bu-sron-gyi-bde-gsan-dusyog -gi-chos-'byuri-bslii.
This work is included i n vol. ii of the Collected Works of TZranZtha available
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybikov Collection, No. 15).
This work is available in vol. x of the aforementioned Collected Works o f t h e
author. The date of its composition is indicated in the colopl~on.
Available in vol. xii of the aforementioned Collected Works of the author.
The contents of this work are :
Introduction, fols. I b 1-3b 6.
Chapter I. On how the Vajrabhairava-tantra was preached, fols. 3b 6-44b 3.
Chapter 11. On the text of the tantra-s and commentaries, fols. 44b3-46b 6.
Chapter 111. On the origin of this teaching in UdyZna, fols. 46b 6-79b 5.
Chapter IV. On the appearance of this teaching in Tibet, fols. 79b 5-81b 5.
Chapter V. On the persons who successively passed on this teaching in
the treatise of Rwa-lo-tsZ-ba rDo-rje-grags, fols. 8 l b 5-96= 5.
Chapter VI. Biographies of Tson-kha-pa and his pupils and of the pupils
of the latter, fols. 96" 5-18Ia 3 ; a list of persons who passed on this
doctrine to 'Jam-dbyahs-bshad-pa-s, fols. 18 l a 2-184" 1, and their biographies, fols. 1 84a 2-334b 4.
Chapter VII. On the spread of the doctrine, fols. 334b 4-40]" 3. This
chapter mainly contains a history of the Heads of the 'Rras-spulis
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author (gsuk'bum) published in bLa-bran, in Amdo, and occupies a whole volume
having 417 folios.530 There also exist other such works devoted to the history of the
~ ~ lwe shall not dwell on these here.
same and other teachings and c u l t ~ , but
Such are the general features of the main types of the extensive class of Tibetan
historical works called chos-'byuri.
As already stated, such works-particularly
those on the general history of Buddhism (spyi'i-chos-'byuri) in a specific o r in many
countries-are not stuffed with church-historical material alone ; they also frequently
expound, together with the history of Buddhism, the secular political history of the
country. Being works of composite or synthetic nature, they sometimes also include
-in toto, without any alterations-materials drawn from various individual works of
Tibetan historiography. Such composite works on the history of Buddhism in Tibet
and her neighbouring countries undoubtedly deserve to be carefully studied, published
and translated-more so because the materials from which they are compiled have, in
a number of cases, not come down to us in original. But, of course, these when
publised and translated should be provided with the necessary critical and reference
apparatus-which, unfortunately, many existing European works cannot at present claim
to have.

monastery, beginning with 'Jam-dbyans-chos-rje-bkra-6isdpal-ldan(13791449), the founder of this monastery.
Concluding verses, fo1. 401a 3-6 ; author's colophon, fols. 401" 6-402" 3 ;
publisher's colophon (written by dKon-mchog-'jigs-med-dban-po, the incarnation of the author), fols. 402a 4-404" 3.
530. As already ptated, the Institute of Peoples of Asia does not a t present have the
Complete Works of 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa'i-rdo-rje Rag-dbad-brt~on-'~rus. But
there is a stray copy (published in Peking) of this historical work (in 404 folios)
among the xylogrnphs which V. P. Vasil'ev had sent to the Academy of Sciences
from Peking (See Old Collection, No. 436b ). The date of composition of this
work-the Earth-Dog year of the xii cycle (A.D. 1718)-is given in the colophon
(fols. 401b 3-402a 2).
531. Some of these are listed in the Deb-rher-rgya-mt~ho,vol. i, fols.Sb 4-6b 4.
Vos. 25
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8. Biographical Literature
The numerous biographical works-the
so-called rnam-thar-s-must also be
classed under Tibetan historical literature. The mum-thar-s are biographies either of
individuals,-written by their ownselves o r by their pupils or even by later authors,o r of groups of persons linked together in a continuous philosophical or religious
tradition. The latter complex works (viz. biographies of groups of persons) are usually
called bla-ma-brgyud-pa'i-rnam-thar-s, i.e. "biographies of successive teachers". In their
character, these works are quite closely allied to the gdan-rubs-s and 'khruis-rabs-s
(described earlier) which also are virtually collections of biographies of various persons.
are
However, unlike the latter, the biographies in the bla-ma-brgyud-pa'i-rt~am-thar-s
linked not on the basis of the succession to the headship of a monastery (as in the
gdan-rubs-s) or of the succession of incarnations (as in the 'khruizs-rabs-s), but on the
basis of the succession in receiving and imparting some doctrine or cult from one
tradition to the other (brgyud).
One example of a work of this kind is that of the voluminous work entitled Byahchub- lam-gji- rim-pa'i-bln-ma- brgyud- pa'i-rnam-par-thar- pa-rgjval-bstuil-~ndses-pa'i-rgyanmchog-phtrl-byuri-\lor-bu'i-phren-ba,
which contains biographies of the Indian and Ti betan
authors who taught the "stages of the path of enlightenment" (BodhimZrga-Byahchub-lam-rim). This work was written i n 1787 in Potala by the well-known author
Yons-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan (b. 17 13)' the teacher of the eighth Dalai Lama 'Jamd p a l - r g y a - m t ~ h o . I~t~is~ included in the Complete Works of this author and occupies
~ ~ canvas
~
for
only two volumes-the fourth (475 fols.) and the fifth (499 f ~ l s . ) .The
this work was provided by a small work entitled Byan-chub-lam-gyi-rim-pa'i-brgyud-par n a m s - l a - g s ~ l - b a - ' d e b s - p a ' i - r i m - p a - l ~ e d ~ ~ ~ - c o m by
p i the
l e dfamous Tsonkha-pa bLo-bzari-grags-pa ( 1 357- 14 19),635the founder of the "yellow cap" dGe-lugs-pa
Buddhist sect (the dorninant sect of Tibet). Being the author of two (a big one and a
small one) treatises "about the stages of path of enlightenment",63B Tson-kl~a-pa,in tlie
.

-

---

-

532. The date of composition o f this text-Fire-Sheep
year of the xiii cycle
( A . D. 1787)-is mentioned i n tlie colophon [see vol. ii ( 5 ) , fol. 437" 5-61.
533. A copy of the Collected Works of Yofis-'dsin Ye-ies-sgyal-mtshan is available
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybikov Collecfion, No. 17).
534. With this work begins (fols. 1-3b 4) a collection of small works of Tsoh-kha-pa
-bKaY-'bum-tlzor-bu-included i n the second volume of the Collected Works of
Tsofi-kha-pa published in b~ra-iis-lhun-po (Two copies of this publication are
available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia ; Tsybilcov Collection, No. 1, and
Nova).
535. About the biographies of Tson-kha-pa, see itifra, note 561. The principal dates
of his life and work are given in the "Chronological Tables."
536. The big treatise entitled Byah-chrrb-lam-gyi-rim-pa-clzen-po
(481 fols.) covers
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above-mentioned sinall text, enumerates and eulogizes his predecessors in the propagation of this teaching right from the Buddha &kyarnuni himself. This text is widely
known in Tibet and Mongolia and is included in works marked for compulsory mass
reading in spiritual schools ( ~ h o s - s g r a ) . Thus,
~ ~ ~ every school adds sometliing to these
works, which enumerate, in chronological order, and eulogize the persons expounding
tlie teaching about the "path" in the particular school. The work of Yons-'dsin Ye-fesrgyal-mtslian, therefore, is like a commentary on such a supplementary text of Tsonkha-pa and besides giving the biographies of persons enumerated in the text itbelf and
in its supplement, also includes the biographies of other persons right up to the immediate teachers of Yons-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan himself (vol. i, fol. I-vol. ii, fol. 409b 4).
The author concludes his work with an exposition of tlie teaching of the path of
salvation,-which finds expression in the 'Jam-dpal-shal-lun (fols. 29jb 4-40Yb4),ba"he
- --.- .-.
..
. -.-...
-.- -.

the whole of vol. xiii (pa) of the Collected Works of Tson-kha-pa published
in b~ra-6is-lhun-po, and exists in many separate editions. Besides, some
Mongolian translations of this work are also available. The first part of one
such translation was published, along with an incomplete Russian translation,
by G. Tsybikov (see G. Ts. Tsybikov, Lam-rim chen-po, vol. i. nos. i-ii,
Vladivostok, 19 10-191 3). The small treatise entitled Byari-chub-lam-gyi-rim-pachun-ba (201 fols.) is available in vol. xiv of the Collected Works of Tson-kha-pa.
It is called s Kyes-bu-gsum-gyi-iroms-su..hlari-pa'i-lam-g~~i-rim-pa-la-b10spyan -ba'itshul-gsal-bar-byed-pa.
537. These works are called Chos-spyod-rob-gsal or simply Rub-gsal. Each monastery
has its own collection of such works. The institute of Peoples of Asia has
some such collections from various monasteries (see Old Collection, No. 437445). In the catalogue (see I. J. Schmidt und 0.Bohtlingk, Verzeichniss der
Tibetiscl~ertHandschrifteri und Holzdriicke im Asiatisclzen Museum), all these are
wrongly recorded as historical texts. This error is evidently due to the fact
that the list of Tibetan books, which Csoma de Koros gave in his Grammar
(see A. Csolna de Koros, A Grammar of the Tibeiarl Language, p. 180) and
which was reproduced in toto in the Grammar compiled by Schmidt, mentions
a work of encyclopaedic character->e~-bya-rab-~sal, the title of which has
been wrongly translated by Csoma de Koros as "very clear science, history".
Since the list of Csoma de Koros mostly mentions only the comnlon names,
Schmidt obviously mistook this name, too, for a common name for historical
works.
535. Its full title is B y a n - c h u b - l a m - g y i - r i m - p o ' i - k h r i d - y i g - ' j .
It was composed i n 1658 (Earth-Dog year) and it is available in vol. xii of the
Collected Works of the Fifth Dalai Lama, where it covers 92 folios.
Vos. 25/a
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work of the Fifth Dalai Lama,-and gives, besides, the biographies of persons who had
successively expounded the special (zur-du-bkol-ba) teaching about the training of mind
for the path to bodhisattva-the so-called theg-chen-blo-sbyori (vol. ii, fols. 40gb 4-47gb 3).
Thereafter, he enumerates the names of persons who had expounded the secret (gsaiba) esoteric (thurt-mori-ma-yitl-pa) teaching about the path of enlightenment (the socalled Zams-lea-byill-dabs)-especially the teaching of Guhyasamiija, Cakrasamvara,
Vajrabhairava and the secret teaching of Ati6a and his school known as bka'-gdamstheg-le-bcu-drug (vol. ii, fols. 47r 3-494b 3).
A similar work-though considerably shorter-was composed still earlier by the
second Panchen Lama Pan-chen bLo-bzan-ye-6es (1 663- 1737),638 the teacher of the
aforementioned Yons-'dsin Ye-6es-rgyal-mtshan. This work, called Byari-cl?r!b-lam-gyirin-pa'i-bla-ma-brgyud-pa'i-r.nam-par-thar-pa-padma-dkar-po'i-'phreri-ba,
is available in
the third volume of the Complete Works of the author and covers 61 folios.640 There
also exist works by other authors on this subject.

539. A detailed autobiography of Pan-chen bLo-bzari-ye-s'es, entitled Sii-kya'i-dgeslori-blo-bzan-ye-ies-kyi-spyod-tshul-g~al-bar-~ed-pa-~od-d/(ar-can-g~i-~hych-ba,
is
available in his Collected Works published in b~ra-6is-lhun-po,where it covers
the whole of vol. i (100 fells). This autobiography covers the period up to the
beginning of 1732. A copy of the Collected Works of this author is available
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybikov Collection, No. 11). This b i ~ g r a p h y
was further continued by the third Pan-chen-bla-ma dPal-ldan-ye-6es (1738-1780),
and this extended portion is contained in the Collected Works of the latter
(vol. iii) under the title rDo-rje-'chah-cherz-po-pa~-chen-fhums-ctrd-ml~hyerr-publo-bznn-yc-ies-dpal-bzmi-po'isku- gsun- ;hugs- kyi-mdsad- pa-ma-lus- pa-gsal- bar-Oyrd-pa'i-rna~n-par-tha~~-pa-'od-dkat.-can-gyi-'phren-hn'i-smad-clra
( 1 3 8 fols). (A
copy of this 'Collected Works' is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia ;
Tsybikov Collection, No. 12). Tl!e dates of birth and death of Pan-clien
blo-bzai-ye-ges are taken by me from this biography. He was born in WaterHare year of the xi cycle (A.D. 1663)-see the autobitlgraphy, fols. 7bb 5-87" 2.
He died in Fire-Serpent year of the xii cycle (A.D. 1737)-see the exterided
portion of the biography just mentioned, fols. 7gb 5-87b 2. These dates are also
inentioned in a short biography of his given in the Larn-rim-bla-ma-brgpud-yo'irnam-thar [vol. ii ( 5 ) , fols. 128" 6 and 179b 41. However, the 'cl~ronolcgical
table' of Sum-pa-mkkan-po somehow gives his date of death as 1739 (EarthSheep year).
The
order of arrangement of material in this work is the same as in the afore540.
mentioned work of Tson-kl~a.pa-Byan-chub-lam-gyi-rim-payi-brgyud-p-r.namsla-gsol-ba-'debs-pa'i-r~im-pa-lam-mchog-sgo-'byed.
The usual introductory verse
is followed by a report on Buddha s3kyarnuni (fols. 1" 4 - 2 9 ) , who is regarded
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These and other such biographical collections are important because they furnish
historical information on persons whose individual biographies have not reached us.
Besides, even with regard to persons otherwise known to us, these works frequently
give such useful information as is not found in tlie biographies at our disposal. In
particular, the work of Yons-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan referred to abovc is rich in historically valuable material and gives fairly detailed biographies of many distinguished
Buddhist leaders like NLgBrjupa, A r y ~ s a n g a ,Vasubandhu, Candrakirti and other Indian
writers, Atiia and his pupils, Tson-kha-pa and his pupils, Dalai Lamas, Panchen Lamas
and many other personages of Tibetan history.b41
--

as the founder of the doctrine of the "stages of path of enlightenment" (by&chub-lam-rim). This is then followed by some information on the reprcsenttatives of the so-called "broad active tradition" (rgya-chen-spyod-rgyud) in the
exposition of this doctrine from the Bodl~isaffva Maitreya and the Indian
philosophers Asanga and Vasubandhu to ~ t i i awho carried this tradition from
India to Tibet, and from ~ t i 6 aand his pupil 'Brom-ston-pa to Lho-brag NammkhaY-rgyal-mtshan, the direct teacher of Tson-kha-pa (fols. 2" 2-2Ib I). The
succeeding 14 folios-from
21b 2 to 35" I-give
informatioti on persons who
represented the so-called "deep meditative tradition" (zab-ma-/ha-Drpjud) in the
exposition of this doctrine from Bodhisattva Maiijughosa and the Indian
philosophers NLgLrjuna and Candrabirti to Atiia and 'Brom-ston-pa. Froni
here, this tradition bifurcates. One trend-the
so-called trend of the
"protagonists of the principal doctrine of the bKa'-gdams-pa sect" (bKaY-gdamsgshun-pa)-goes from Po-to-ba, the pupil of 'Broin-ston-pa, to k a - r a - p and
further on to Chos-skyon-bzan-po, the teacher of Tson-kha-pa (fols. 35= I-42b 5).
Another-the
so-called trend of the "protagonists of special precepts of tlie
bKa'-gdams-pa sect" (bKaY-gdams-man-nag-pa)-goes from spyan-sna Tshul'khrims-'bar to Bya-yul-pa gShon-nu-'od and further on to the aforementioned
' Lho-brag Nam-mk11a'-rgyal-mtsl~an
(fols. 42b 5-46" 1). The brief bic?graphical
data on persons enumerated in the aforementioned work of Tson-kha-pa end
here. Then follows a report on persons added to this list by the aulhor
himself, the second Panclien Lama, who describes the subsequent representatives of this doctrine from Tson-klia-pa and his pupils to rDo-rje-'dsin-pa
dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan, the direct teacher of the author (fols. 46" 1-6bb2).
Folios 60b 3-618 2 contain a list of the persons who had preached (one after the
other) the treatise Dyad-chub-lam-gyi-rim-pa-cheti-mo coniposed by Tsoi-kha-pa,
followed by the colophon (fol. 61" 2-4).
541. The main part of the work of Yons-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan expounds the
biographies of the same persons as enumerated in the aforementioned works of
Tsob-kha-pa and the second Pan-clien-bla-ma bLo-bzan-ye-ies. But these
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All collections of this kind do not, of course, have the same historical significance. Even in the same collection, the materials on different persons differ widely in

biograpllies are far more extensive than those given by the aforesaid scholars,
and often include not only the life-history of a particular person but also brief
biographical information on his pupils. Besides, the list of these biographies
has been extended further and also covers the period from the second Panchcn-bla-n~a to the immediate teachers of the author-fiag-dban-byan~s-pa
(1638-1 762) and the third Pan-chen-bla-ma d~al-ldan-ye-ies( 1738-1780).
The order of arrangement of material in this work is son~ewhat different
from that adopted in both the works referred t o above. Distinguishing the two
traditions in the history of Lam-rim-the
"broad active tradition" and the
"deep meditative traditionw-Yohs-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan, on the basis of
the hKa'-gdams-glegs-bum (vol. i, fol. 391b 4-392" 2), adds one more special type
of "active traditionw-the so-called "violent, active tradition" (rlobs-clten-spyodrgyud) supposed to have been preached by the Bodhisattva MaEjughosa to the
well-known Illdinn philosopher k n t i d e v a (see the aforementioned work of
Yons-'dsin ye-6-s-rgyal-mtshan, vol. i ; Collected Works, vol. iv, fols 145-146).
Considering that all these "three trends!' (chu-po-gsum) originated from
68kyamuni and inerged in Atiia, whose views were later passed on in Titset
in three different ways (which again merged in Tson-kha-pa), the author, too,
based his exposition accordingly.
The work of Yois-'dsin Ye-ies-rgyal-mtshan first describes the Buddha
68kyamuni (vol. i ; Collected Works, vol. iv, fols. 3b I-70b 6) and then the
1 ) the
representatives of the aforementioned three Indian traditions-namely,
represe~itativesof the "broad active tradition" : Maitreya, Asaiga, Vasubal:dhu,
etc., right up to Suvarnadvipin Dharmakirti who taught Atiia (ibid., fols. 70b 6118" 5) ; 2 ) the representatives of the "deep,
meditative tradition" :
Maiijughosa, NSgBrjuna, BuddhapBlita, Candrakilti, Vidyiikokila (Senior) and
studied (ibid., fols. 118" 5-145b 1 ) ;
VidySkokila (Junior) from whom, too,
and 3) the representatives of the "violent, active tradition" : Sgntideva, etc.
right up to Suvarnadvipin (ibid., fols. 14Sb 1-152b 2). This portion of the text
(covering about 150 folios of the first volume) is of very little historical interest,
because most of the legends on the Indian teachers of Buddhism given here are
already known to us from the works of Bu-ston and T8ranBtha.
Of far greater interest is another portion of the text which expounds the
biographies of various Tibetan authors. This portion begins with a biography
of ~ t i i a in
, the end of which are given short biographical data on his pupils,
Lo-chen Rin-chen-bzan-po (958-!055), Nag-tsho-lo-ts5-ba Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba
(b. 101 1) and others (ibid., fols. 152b 33-192" 1). Then follows a biography of
I
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quality. The biographies of the earlier-especially the Indian-preachers of Buddhism
are so full of legendary material that one has to be very cautious in depending upon
them. Generally, the importance of some of these biographical collections, which are
typical "life-histories of saints", is more folkloristic than historical. One such wellknown work is that by TZranHtha-the
bKa9-babs-bdun-ldan gyi-rnam-rkar-which
expounds the life-histories of the Indian yogin-s (siddha-s). The full title of tbis work,

'Brom-ston-pa rGyal-ba'i-'byun-gnas (1004-1064), in the end of which is given a
short biography of his pupil, Khams-pa-luh-pa S ~ k ~ a - ~ o n - t(1025-1
an
1 15)ibid., fols. 192" 1-219" 3. Next come the biographies of the representatives of
three various traditions,-namely,
1) representatives of the tradition, which
has no special name : dGom-pa-pa d ~ a f i - ~ h ~ u ~ - r ~ ~ a l - r h(1062-1082)
tshan
and
his pupils, sNelu-zur-pa Ye-ges-'bar (1016-1 138) and others (ibid., fols. 219' 323ga 1) ; 2) the so-called "protagonists of the principal teaching of bKa'-gdamspa (bKal-gdams-gshun-pa) : Po-to-ba Rin-chen-gsal (1027-1 105) and his pupils,
ia-ra-pa Yon-tan-grags (1070-1 14 1 ), gTurn-ston bLo-gros-grags ( 1 106-1166).
'Chad-kha-ba Ye-ies-rdo-rje (1101-1 175) and others right up to mKhan-chen
Chos-skyabs-bzan-po, the teacher of Tson-kha-pa (ibid.. fols. 238" I-28Elb 2 ) ;
and 3) the so-called "protagonists of the precepts of bKa'-gdanis-pa" (bKa'gdams-pa-man-tiag-pa) : sPyan-ana-ba Tshul-khrims-'bar (1033-1 103) and his
pupils, Bya-yul-pa gShon-nu-'od (1L75-1138), rJe &am-po-pa ( 1079-1153).
dGyer-sgom-pa gShon-nu-grags-pa (1090-1 17 1) and others right up to Lho-brag
Nam-mkha'-rgyal-mtshan (1326-1401), the teacher of Tsnfi-kha-pa (ibid., fols.
288b 2-325" 2).
Then follow the biographies of Tson-kha-pa and his closest pupils, rGyaltshab Dar-ma-rin-chen (1364-1432), 'Dul-'dsin Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (13741436 ; the "Chronological Tables" give the date of death as 1434), etc., along
with the biographies of his later followers right up to the third Pan-chen-bla-ma
d~al-ldan-pe-ies(vol. i ; Collected Works, vol. iv, fol. 325' 2-vol. ii ; collected
Works, vol. v, fol. 295b 4).
Here, the main part of the text ends. Then, the author gives biographical
data on persons, who had expounded the special teaching of training the mind
on the path t o bodhisaftra (theg-chen-blo-,rbyon)-ibid., fols. 409"-447b 3.
Stating briefly that this teaching passed on from the philosopher igntideva (in
the third Indian tradition) to Atiia, from ~ t i i ato 'Brom-ston-ph, Po-to-ba and
further (as per second Tibetan tradition) on to Se-spyil-bu-pa, and finally,
through a number of persons (of whom the author knows nothing more than
Inere names), to mKhan-chen bDe-ba-dpal (1231-1297), the author expounds the
biography of this person along with the biographies of the subsequent representatives of this tradition right up to Ren-mda'-ba gShon-nu-blo-gros (1349-1412),
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written in 1600, is b Ka'-babs-bd~rit-ldan-gyi-brgyud-pa'i-rnam-tl~ar-no-mtshar-rma~rin-po-che, and it covers 70 f a l i o ~ ~ ~ " nthe sixteenth volume of TSrauZi tha's Complete
Works. It was published (though very carelessly) by S. C. Dasbd3and translated into
German by Professor A. G r i i n ~ e d e l . ~ ~ ~
As regards the individual biographies, these fall into two main categories : the
usual "general" biographies (thun-mon-pa), in which the authors describe all aspects of
their own life or of the life of another person ; and private biographies (thun-mon-mayin-pa)-also called "secret" biographies (gsan-ba'i-rnam-thar-s)-in which the authors
narrate, generally very briefly, the individual mystic events of their own life or sometimes (though rarely) of the life of another person intimately known to them as, for
instance, the perception of some occult doctrine, miraculous dreams and various
"suparnatural" phenomena. Normally, such works form a special part of the general
biographies, but sometimes they do exist independently too. Thus, for instance, there
are short "secret" biographies of TZranBtha (written by him himself),645 "secret" biogra~ ~ of
~ various other persons.647 Of course, only the works
phies of T s o ~ i - k h a - p aarld

542.
543.

544.
545.
546.
547.

the teacher of Tsoti-kha-pa. The later representatives of this tradition have
been simply enumerated by him.
As regards the persons who expounded the esoteric teaching of the path of
enlightenmen t-tanira-s
and bka'-gdams-thig-le-blu-drug-Yon-'dsin Ye-Besrgyal-mtshan gives nothing more than their mere names. Short biographical
data are given only on Phu-chun-ba gShon-nu-rgyal-mtshan (1031-1106), the
pupil of 'Rrom-ston-pa (ihid., fols, 479b 3-494b 3).
The work ends, as usual, with concluding verses (ibid., fols. 49-lb 3-496b 2 )
and colophon.
The date of composition o f this work is given in its colophon which states that
it was written in the 26th year of the life of the author.
S. C. Das, Kah bah durl drrr.2, the Boolc of Seven Mystic Revelations, Bengal
Secretariat Press, 1901. For the inadequacies of this publication, see A.
Griinwedel, TSiralriitha's Edelsteinmine, p. 3.
A. Griinwedel, Tii:.anfirha's Edelsteinmine, das Buclz von den Vermiitern, der
Sieben Inspirationen, Petrograd, 1914 (Bibliorheca Buddhica, xviii).
See the Collected Works of TBranBtha, vol. i, which contains his three "secret"
biographies.
See the Collected Works of Tson-kha-pa mentioned earlier, vol. i.
See the Collected Works of the second 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa, vol. i ; the
Collected Works of rGyal-mkhan-po
Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshau (Baradiin
Collection No. 5), vols. iv and v, which contain the "secret" biographies of
dKon-mchog bsTan-pa'i-sgron-me ; the Collected Works of sDe-pa-sprul-sku
'Jam-dbyans-thub-bstan-iii-ma (Baradiin Collection, No. 6 ) , vol. i, which contains
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of the first category can be regarded as biographies in the real sense of this word.
Usually, such biographies-found in plenty-are simply called rnam-thar-s, and occupy
one of the most important places in Tibetan literature.
Sometimes, the works of a special nature-the
so-called rhob-ylg-s or gsan-yig-s,
which we shall discuss in the next section of this chapter, are also reckoned as
"biographies" (rnam-rhar-s), in which case we get three types of biograpliies : I) the
biographies proper which, as distinct from other two types, are called "external
biographies"-phyi'i-rnam-thar-s
; 2) the thob-yig-s o r gsan-yig-s, which are
called "internal biographiesm-nun-gi-rnam-thar-s ; and 3) the "secret biographieswgsan-ba'i-rnam-thar-s. This division has been followed by sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgyamtshos4e and, after him, by some other Tibetan authors in respect of the life-history
(in a number of volumes) of the Fifth Dalai Lama, Nag-dban bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho
(1617-1682).640 According to the classification of sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho as
adopted i n the Complete Works (gsun-'bum) of the Fifth Dalai Lama, the life-history of
the latter comprises a "secret biography" (gsan-ba'i-mum-thar) which is a "sealed"
(rgya-can) forbidden book and is therefore not included650 in the usual Collected Works
of the author, an "internal biography" (nun-gi-rnam-rhur), i.e. the rhob-yig (in four
volumes) under the title Zab-pa-dnn-rgya-che-pa'i-dam-pa'i-chos-k~*i-fhab-yig-gang~'ichu-rgyud compiled by the Fifth Dalai Lama
and a general (thun-mon-pa)
"external biography" (phyi'i-rnam-thar). As a matter of fact, only the last one is,
properly, a biography. It bears the title Za-hor-gyi-bandt7-hag-dbari-blo-bzan-rgyamtsho'i-'di-srzan-'Ichrul~pa'i-rol-rtsod-rtogs-brjod-kyitshul-du-bkod-pa-du-kii-la'i-gos-bzclri,
but
is often briefly called rCyaI-ba-Iria-ba'i-rnum-rhar-du-kii-la'i-gos-hzan.
It consists of six
volumes of the usual Tibetan format. Of these, three volumes (having 364, 281 and
246 folios) are written by the Fifth Dalai Lama himself and are included in his Collected

-
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the "secret" biographies of the third 'Jam-dbyabs-bshad-pa and dKon-mchog
bsTan-pa'i-sgron-me etc.
See the supplement of sDe-srid Saris-rgyas-rgya-mtsho to the biography of the
Fifth Dalai Lama (mentioned infra), vol. iii (6), fols. 377b6-378" 1.
See bKa'-gdams-pa-dun-dge-lugs-pa-bla-marags- rim-gyi- gsuri- 'bum- mtshan- rho,
fol. 56' 6-56b 2.
See the supplement to the biography of the Fifth Dalai Lama, vol. iii, fols.
377b6-3788 1, and tbe table of contents (dkar-chug) of volumes i-vii of the
aforementioned Collected Works of the Fifth Dalai Lama. The "secret"
biography is, however, wanting in this collection and in the table of contents
referred to.
About this work, see irifra.

Vos. 26
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Works.652 The exposition follows the usual chronological order and ends with an
account of the evenis which took place on the sixth of the ninth Mor~golianmonth of the
Iron-Hen year (i.e. 1681). The remaining three volumes (having 360, 338 and 383
folios) are a supplement ('phros) to this unfinished (rtsom-'phro) autobiography and are
written by sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho. This supplement was started by him in
1692 and completed in 1696.&" The biography of the Fifth Dalai Lama (including the
supplement) is the largest of all the Tibetan biographical works known to us and is,
of course, one of the most interesting ones, for it essentially constitutes detailed
memoirs of the two vrell-known leaders of Tibetan history.
There is actually no dearth of biographical works in Tibetan language. There
are large biographies, small bio,graphies, detailed or brief biographies and then
autobiographies-compiled
in Tibetan language by the Tibetan and non-Tibetan
scholars. In fact, the number of such works is constantly on the increase, though all
these works d o not of course have historical importance. Apart from the fact that all
the persons described in these works are not equally important, the volume, nature and
historical authenticity of the biographical data given also differ widely. The Tibetan
authors d o not draw any clear line of demarcation in the biographical works. T o them,
on the other hand, any life-history is co ipso a description of the movement of a person
on the path of deliverance (rnam-par-tkar-pa) from the present o r future transi~ory life,
for, from the Buddhistic viewpoint, everything done in this life is directly related to this
ultimate deliverance. Therefore, besides the biographical warks which are really useful
for a knowledge of tlie personal history of some person and in some cases, for that of
the whole period, the term rlzam-thar (biography) in Tibet is also applied to the
"life-histories of saints", which are full of legends and are interesting not from tlie

552. These constitute the fifth and sixth volumes, and the first part of the seventh
volume of the aforementioned Collected Works of the Fifth Dalai Lama. According
to the testimony of sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho (vol. iii, fol. 378" 1-2)'
the last portioi~of this autobiography was written by a pupil of the Fifth Dalai
Lama-'Jam-d byans-grags-pa.
553. This supplemelit of sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho was published in the state
printing-liouse at Shol-par-khan in Lhasa. A copy of this publication is
available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsybilcov Collection, No. 24) and
is entitled D~~in-can-rtsa-ba'i-bla-ma-riag-dbari-blo-bzari-rgya-mtsho'i-tl~un-mo
phyi'i-rnam-thar-du1~ii1ayi-gos-bzari.
The date of composition of this supylement is mentioned in the colophon (vol. iii, fols. 37Yb 5-38 l b 4), which gives
the cyclic dates of the beginning and completion of the work, and also the
numbers of jrears that had passed from the time of various events up to these
dates. The work was started in the Water-Monkey year (1692) and completed
in tlle Fire-Mouse year (1696).
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historical but only or almost only from the folkloristic and literary standpoint. The
numerous biographies of Buddha and his pupils, the life-histories of the king Sron-btsansgam-po (included in the Ma-ni-bka*-'bum) and Padmasambhava (Paaha-hkal-thari) and
other similar works of apocryphal nature are also of this type. The other works, which
also, to a certain extent, are of this kind are : Jo-bo-rin-po-che-rje-dpal-ldan-a-ri-s!a'i-mam
thar-rgyas-ba-yoris-grags
(a detailed biography of Atiia) included in the b&'-gdums-glegsbum ;664 the biography of Mar-pa-lo-tsii-ba Chos-kyi-blo-gros (1012-1097),666the founder
of the bKa'-rgyud-pa sect ; and the biography of the pupil of the latter-the famous
poet Mi-la-ras-pa (1040.1 123).658 In all these, the narrative and didactic material is so
dominant over the historical canvas that these works can be (rather must be) regarded
not so much as biographies in the proper sense of this word as literary works. Rut such
biographies are comparatively few in number. In a majority of cases, the mom-tltar-s can
be considered real biographies. It is true that some of these-particularly those which

554. About the bKa'-gdams-glegs-bum, see supra.
555. I have, in view, a biography of Mar-pa-lo-ts5-ba entitled sGra-bsgyur-mar-palo-tsa-ba'i-rnam-thar-mrhon-ba-don-Ida,
which is extremely popular in Tibet
and abroad. This biography (in 101 folios) is published in [he monastery of
bSam-gtan-chos-'phel-glin in Amdo. A copy of this publicatio~iis a\ailable
in the I~lstituteof Peoples of Asia (Bnradiin Collrctio~~,
No. 33, iii).
556. The reference here is to the well-known biography of Mi-la-ras-pa entitled
rNal-'byor-ui-dbari-plzyugchen- po-rje-btsun- mi-la-ros-pa'i-rnam-pau-rho/.-padonthams-cad-mkliyen-pa'i-lam-ston. This biography and the "Collection of Songs"
(mgur-'burn) of this greatest Tibetan poet (entitled rJe-btsun-mi-lu-ras-pa'i-rnumrhar-rgyas-par-phye-ba-mgur-'bum)exist in many editions and have been
translated into Mongolian. These have frequently attracted (and will also
attract in future) the attention of the Europea~ischolars (see H. A. Jaschke,
Probe11 aus den tibetischen Legenden-buche ; die hundert-tausend Gesange des
. Milaraspa-ZDMG,
1869, pp. 543-558; W. W. Rockhill, The Tibefa11
"Hundred Thousand Songs" of Milaraspa, -JAOS, 1884, xi, Proc., pp. 207-2 1 1 ;
B. Laufer, Zwei Legenden des Milaraspa, Wien, 1902 ; Graham Sandberg,
Tibet and the Tibetans, London, 1906, pp. 250-272 ; B. Laufer, Milaraspa, 1922 ;
B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, Iz liriki Milaraiby [From the lyrics of Mi-la-ras-pa],"Vostok", 1922, i, pp. 45-47 ;J. Bacot, Le poire tibitaine ~ i l a r i p a Paris,
,
1925 ;
W. Y. Evans-Wentz, Tibet's Great Yogi Milarepa. A Biography from the
Tibetan ; being the Jetsun-Ka'bum o r biographical history of Jetsiin-Milarepa
according to the late Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdup's English reridering, Oxford,
University Press, 1928.
Vos. 26/a
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describe the life and work of the earlier and highly honoured teachers of Buddhism-are
not without legendary material, but this shortcoming does not prevent them from
being basically important and fully authentic historical monuments.
We shall not make any attempt here to enumerate all biographical works existing
in Tibetan language, and shall restrict ourselves only to a general statement that one can
also find, among these, many biographies of the Tibetan leaders of the 11th-13th
centuries-as, for instance, those of individual learned representatives of Sa-skya-pa
sect,557 o f scholars like Phywa-pa Chos-kyi-senge (1 109-1169),658 the founder of Tibetan
eristics and one of the earliest Tibetan writers on logic, the great translator
Rin-chen-bzati-po (958-1055),55eBu-ston Rin-chen-grub (1290-1364), etc., and numerous
biographies o f various spiritual and partly secular leaders of the later period.560 To
take a specific case, there are numerous biographies of Tson-kha-pa (1357-1419).661

557. See supra. Cf. also Deb-ther-rgya-mtslto, vol. i, fols. 12b 5-13" 1 which mention
the five bi\)graphies of Sa-skya-pandita Kun-dga'-rgyal-nltshan and the biographies of 'Phags-pa-bla-ma bLo-gros-rgyal-mtslian.
558. See Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 1 2b 1-2.
559. See Deb-ther-rgyu-rnr~ho, vol. i, fol. 12b 2, which mentions the biography of
Rin-chen-bza~i-pncon~piledby his pupil, mNa'-ri-khri sTen-pa hi-dsila'n.
560. See the list of biographical literature in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fols.
11" 3-19" 4). Cf. also dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-Jhig-gi-tho-yig,
fols. 3b 2-9" 1 .
561. Of the biographies of Tson-kha-pa, the following are the most pop~llar:
1. A short autobiography, in verse, known under the title rnDun-legs-ma.
It is available in the second volume (fols 52b 3-55b 1 ) of the Collected Works
of Tson-kha-pa published in b~ra-6is-lhun-po. Besides, it also exists as an
independent work i n many separate editions and is regarded as one of the
so-called rub-g.ral-s-works meant for mass reading in philosopl~ical schools
(chor-grwtl). One Rag-dban-byams.pa (1682-1762) from the small monastery
of Phur-bu-lcog wrote a com~nentaryon this autobiography,-which
is entitled
rTogs-brjod-rin-po-che-mdi~n-Icgs-ma'i-'grel-pa-m1chas-pa'i-gshu-larn
(76 folios) and
which comprises the first book (Ica) in the Collected Works of its author
published in Phur-bu-lcog monastery (see Tsyhikov Collection, No. 23).
2. rJe-brsun-bla-ma-tson-kha-pa-chen-po'ino-rnrshar-man-du- byuri-ba'i- rnarnpar-rhar-pa-dad-pa'i-j'ug-riogs. This biography is written by mlchas-grub dGelegs-dpal-bzan-po, a pupil of Tson-kha-pa, and is available in the first volume
of the Collected Works of Tson-kha-pa (published from b~ra-!is-lhun-po).
This biography covers 71 folios. Another biography-in 16 folios-is entitled
rJe-rin-po-cke'i-gsari-ba'i-rnarn-thar-rgya-rnfsholta-bu-Ins-cha- ;as-Xuri-riu-shig-j.arissu-brjod-pa'i-gtarn-rin-po-che'i-sire-ma.
3. r~e-btsun-tsori-kha-~a'i-rnam-~har-chen-rna'i-zur-'dcbs-r~am-rhar-legs-b~
kun-'dus. This biography is written by 'Jam-dpal-rgya-mtsho ( 1 356-1428), and
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is also included in the first volume of the Collected Works of Tson-kha-pa. It
covers I1 folios.
4. rJe-tlzams-cad-m1chyen-pa-tson-kha-pa-chen-po'i-rnam-thor-go-sla-bar-brjodpa-bde-legs-kun-gyi-'byun-gnus(in 9 books, with an appendix containing a list
of the most important events in the life of Tson-kha-pa). This biograplly
occupies the whole of the second volume of the Collected Works of its author
-Cha-har-dge-b6es bLo-bzan-tshul-khrin~s-published in Peking. (A copy of
this 'Collected Works' is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia, Nova).
This biography was composed by its author not only in Tibetan but also in
Mongolian.
The Mongolian text was published as a separate xylograph (in 9 books)
in the Aginsky datsan in Buryatia. (Copies of this Mongolian text are also
available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia, Mong. Xyl. H. 328). In Mongolia,
this biography is extremely popular. Of its nine books, only the first seven
contain the biography of Tson-kha-pa ; the very first book, however, is not on
him but on his previous incarnations. The remaining two books briefly expound
the later history of the dGe-lugs-pa sect : the eighth book contains biographies
of the pupils of Tson-kha-pa, rGyal-tshab-dar-ina-rin-chen (1304-1432) and
mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po ( 1 385-1438), etc and a history of the Heads
of the monastery of dGa'-ldan ; the ninth book contains a biography of 'Jamdbyans-chos-rje b~ra-6is-dpal-ldan ( 1 379-1449) and a historical account of the
'Bras-spuns monastery founded by him in 1416, a biography of 13yams-chenchos-rje !kkya-ye-6es (1354-1435) and a description of the Se-ra monastery
founded by him in 1419, a biography of dGe-'dun-grub (1391-1474) and a
description of the b~ra-6is-lhun-po monastery founded by him in 1447, a
biograplly of mK11as-grub ies-rabs-senge (d. 1445) and a l~istory of the
emergence of the Srad-rgyud and sMad-rgyud tantric schools, a history of the
rGyud-stod tantric school, and finally the conclusion.
5. Rkyab-bdag-rje-b~sun-bla-ma-dam-pathub- dban-rdo-rje-'chan-dari-no-bodbyer-ma-mchis-pa-'jam-mgo~z-chos-kyi-rgyal-po-tson-kha-pa-chen-po'i-rnam-~ar-tharpa-thub-bstan-mdses-pa'i-rgyan-gcig--a,
written by bLobzan-'phrin-las-rnam-rgyal of the Lower datsan of the Se-ra monastery (Se-rasmad-thos-bsam-glin), The compilation of this biography was started in 1843
(Water-Hare year of the xiv cycle) and completed in 1845 (Wood-Serpent year).
This biography is known in two editions : one published by the Tibetan
Government in Lhasa (in 376 folios), referred to by G. Tsybikov (Lam-rim
chen-po, vol. i, no. ii, p. v) ; and the other from the monastery of gTsos-dgon
dGa'-ldan-chos-glin in Amdo (in 406 folios). This latter edition is available in
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the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin Collection, No. 35). This biography
is considered extremely authentic and is regarded as the most comprehe~isive
and complete of all the existing biographies.
6. rJe-thnms-cad-mkhyen-pa-~sori-kka-pa-chen-po'i-rnam-thar-gyi-bsdus-dor~
cari-zad-brjod-pa. A list of the principal events in the life of Tson-kha-pa,
similar to the one appended t o the Tibetan version of the biograpl~y,written by
the aforementioned Cha-har-dge-bies bLo-bzan-tshul-khrims (but containing
lesser information). The author of this biography is A-kya-sku-skye bLo-bzanbstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan. It com prizes the 1 2th book (nu) in the above-men tioned
Collected Works of the author, and contains 12 folios.
The biographical data on Tson-kha-pa have been frequently expounded in
the European literature (see, in particular, C. F. Koeppen, Die Larnaische
Hicrarchie und Kirche, pp. 108-1 l2R ; K. F. Golstunsky, Mongolo-oiratskie
Zakony 1640 goda, p. 78-94 ; G. Tsybikov, Lam-rim chen-po, vol. i, no. ii,
p. xii-xxix etc). E. E. Obermiller also set forth the biography of Tson-klia-pa,
mainly from the point of view of his career as a scholar (see E. Obermiller,
Tsori-klta-pa le andi it,-"Mklanges chinois et bouddhiques publibs par 1'
Institute Belge des Hautes Etudes Chinoises", 0 1 i , Bruxelles, 1935,
pp. 319-338). This last work is based exclusively on the material given in the
aforementioned biography of Tson-kha-pa compiled by his pupil, mKhas-grub
dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po, and is a n abridged expositioli of the latter.
562. The "List of Rare Books" (dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-tho-yig,
fols. 3b 2-4" 1 )
enumerates the following rare biographies of Tson-kha-pa :
1. rJe-rsori-kha-pa'i-r.nam-thar-gser-gyi-rnchod-sdori,
with a supplement
(khn-skori) under the title gSer-gyi-myu-gu. Author : Zan-zin-ne-rin-pa 'Chimed-rab-rgyas.
2. tnK11as-btsun-hzan-gsum-gyi-bstod-pa.
Author idem.
3. 'Chad-rtsad-rtsom-gsum-gyi-bstod-pa.
Author idem.
4. Biography, written by Legs-bzan-pa.
5. Biography, witten by rJo-gdan bSod-nams-lhun-grub.
6 . Biography, written by gNas-r'iiin Kun-dga'-bde-legs (d. 1469).
7. Biography, written by Ku-cor rTogs-ldan (1386-1445).
8. Biography, written by Brag-sgo-rab-'byams-pa Pliun-tshogs-rgyalmtshan.
9. Biography, written by mBa'-ris-~a~ag-dban-'jam-dbyans-Zi-ma-bstanpa'i-rgyal-mtshan.
10. Biography, written by sMar-khams-'od-zer-bla-ma dKon-mchog-rgyalmtshan.
I
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11. rJe'i-mum-thar-no-mtshar-ba*i-gm. Author : rTa-tshag-rje-drun Bagdbad-chos-kyi-dbsn-phyug.
12. rJeli- rnam- thar- luri- rigs- rgya- mrsho. Author : gSer-khan-chos-rje
Gu-na-ma-ti.
13. rJeli- rtogs- brjod- thub- bstan- rin- po- che'i- rgyan- me- tog- chun- ma-po.
Author : Ra-ron ~ag-dban-chos-grags-rgya-mtsho-dkon-mchog-grub-pa'i-sde.
14. Biography under the title d~ug-bsam-'khri-;in, which the second 'Jamdbyans-bshad-pa quotes.
15. rJe'i-rnam-fhar-legs-biud-%in-mori-byed-pa.Author : Brag-ya b bLobzan-bstan-pa o r fiag-dban-dge-legs-dpal-bzan. Besides, many biographies of
the pupils of Tson-kha-pa are also mentioned.
The Deb-ther-rgya-mfsho (vol. i, fol. 1 l a 3-6) enumerates nlainly the same
biographies (except those a t S. Nos. 2, 3, 13 and 14 supra). The additional
biographies named in this work are those by : Lhu-la-dka'-bcu, mKhas-pa Sesrab-rin-chen, Yons-'dsin Ye-6es-rgyal-mtshan, 'Brug rGyal-dban-sprul-sku, and
Guli-ru rGyan-bzan. The last one of these has been named as the author of a
commentary on the autobiographical verse of Tson-kha-pa.
,
The b K a ' - g d a m s - p a - d a r i - t I g e - l u g s - p r l - h l a - ~ - ' b u m - m r s h a n tho (fols. 46" 5-47b 3) gives the follo\ving list of the collection of rare biographies of Tson-kha-pa (and his pupils) :
ka) Table of contents.
kha) Biography, compiled by 'Jam-dpal-rgya-mtsho, 1 1 fols.
ga) Biography, compiled by gNas-riiin Kun-dga'-bde-legs, 62 fols.
ria) Biography, written by Pan-chen bLo-gros-legs-bzan, 19 fols.
Biography, written by mNa'-ris-shabs-drun bsTan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan,
ca)
13 folios.
cha) Biography entitled gSer-gyi-mchod-stori, written by Ne-rin-pa 'Chimed-rab-rgyas, 15 fols.
ja)
Supplement to the above biography-entitled
gSer-gjd-myu-gu,
3 fols.
%a) mKhas-btsun-bzari-gsum-gyi-bstod-pa,
by the same author, I0 fols.
la)
'Chad-rtsod-rtsom-gsum-gjli-bstod-pa,
by the same author, 7 fols.
tha) Biography en titled No-mtshar-smad-du-b))uri-pa'i-glum-brgya
written
by rJe-drun Rag-chos, 36 fols.
da) Commentary on an autobiographical poem of Tson-kha-pamDun-legs-ma written by Gun-ru rGyal-mtshan-bzan-po (1383-1450),
47 fols.
nu) rJe1i-rnam-thar-btsori-kha-brgyad-cu*i-rtsa-'grel,
30 fols.
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rGyal-ba-tsori-kha-pa'i-mamthnr-gsol-'debs-mi-'gyur- mchog-yaris-ma'i.
'grel-pa, 28 fols.
pha) Biography written by sMar-khams-'od-zer-bla-ma dKon-mchogpa)

rgyal-mtshan, a pupil of the first Panchen Lama, bLo-bzali-choskyi-rgyal-mtshan, 40 fols.
ba) Biography written by bLo-bzan-bstan-pa, 47 fols.
ma) Biography of rGyal-tshab-dar-ma-rin-chen, written by the same
author, 30 fols.
rsa) Biography of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzaA-po, by the same
author, 35 fols.
tsha) Biography of mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po, written by gSafimda7-ba Chos-ldan-rab-'byor, 1 1 fols.
dsa) History of the Silver suburgan (dhul-'dus) of the monastery of dGa'Idan, and a report on the Head of this monastery, 23 fols.
va) Biography o f mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po, written by Se-rarje-btsun Chos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan (1469-1 546) from the words of Kilndga'-bde-legs-rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan.22 fols.
6 fols.
sha) mK11as-grub-pa'i-rrogs-brjod,
As we have seen, most of the biographies of Tso~i-kha-pa mentioned in
this list are also repeated in the "List of Rare Rooks" and in the "List of
Historical Literature."
563. Biography of the first Dalai Lama, dGe-'dun-grub (1391-1474)' under the title
rJe-thams-cad-mkhyen-po-dge-'dun-grub-pa-dpal-bzan-po'i-rnam-thar-rio-mtshar-rmad
-byuri-nor-bu'i-phreri-ba, was written by ye-ies-rtse-mo in 1494. It is included in
the fifth volume of the Collected Works of dGe-'dun-grub published in b ~ r a - i i s Ihun-po (see the copy of this 'Collected Works' in the Institute of Peoples of
Asia-Tsybikov Collection, No. 4), and covers 63 folios. Another, more concise
biography of dGe-'dun-grub, under the title bLa-ma-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa7i-rnamrhar-no-mlshar-mdsad-pa-bcu-gZis-pa
(in 22 fols.) was compiled by Kun-dga'-rgy almtshan (see ibid.).
An autobiography of the second Dalai Lama, dGe-'dun-rgya-mtsho (14761542),-entitled rJe-brsun- thams- cad- mkhyen- pa'i- gsuri- 'bum-tlzor- bu-las- rje-Zidkyi-rnam-thar (38 fols.),-is available in the first volume of the Collected Works
of dGe-'dun-rgya-mtsho (see Tsybikov Collection, No. 5). This autobiography
covers the period up to A.D. 1528.
The biography of the third Dalai Lama, bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho (1543-1588)'
was written in 1646 by the Fifth Dalai Lama. This biography is entitled

-
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rJe- brsun- thams- cad- mkhyen- pa- bsod- nams- rgya- mt~ho'i-morn- rhar- dnos. grubrgya-mtsho'i-jin-rta (109 fols.), and is available in the eighth volume of the
Collected Works of the Fifth Dalai Lama. Four more biographies, which served
as the sources for this work, are mentioned in its colophon (fol. 108b5-6).
The biography of the fourth Dalai Lama, Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho (1589-1616).
is also written by the Fifth Dalai Lama, and is available in the Collected Works
of the latter. This biography bears he title : 'Jig-rren-dban-phyug-tharns-cadmkhyen-pa- yon-tan- rgya-mtsho- dpal-bzari- po'i-mum par- thar-pa-nor-bu'i-phreri-ha
(52 fols.). Two more biographies, which served as its sources, are mentioned in
its colophon (fol. 52" 1-2).
The biographies of the Fifth Dalai Lama have already been referred to
(see supra).
The biographies of the sixth Dalai Lama, Tshahs-dbyans-rgya-mtsho
(b. 1683), written by sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho and Dar-rgyas No-monhan-referred
to in the Deb-[her-rgya-mtsho, vol. i, fol. 12" 2 (see also dPergyun-dkon-pa-'gay-shig-gi-tho-yig,
fol. 8" 5-6) -have not come down to us.
The biography of the seventh Dalai Lama, sKal-bzan-rgya-mtsho ( 1 7081757), entitled rGyal-ba'i-dban-po-thams-cad-mkh~~en-gzigs-rdo-~je-'chari-blo-bzari
skal-bzan-rgya-mtsho-dpal-bzan-po'ishal-sria-nus- kyi-morn-par-thar-pa-mdo-trambrjod-pa-dpag gsam-rin-po-che'i-s%-ma is attributed to the famous 1Ca n-sk ya
Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje (17 17-1786). This biography was taken up for compilation in
1758 and completed in 1759. It is included in the first volume of the Collected
Works of ICan-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje published in Peking, and covers 588 folios
(see the copy of this 'Collected Works' in the Institute of Peoples of Asia ; Old
Collection, No. 31 l a ). This biography is also available in the Collected Works
(vol. 9, 588 fols.) of the seventh Dalai Lama (a copy of this 'Collected Works'
is also available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia ; Tsybikov Collccrion, No. 7).
Besides, the "List of Historical Literature" in the Deb-rher-rgya-rntsho (vol.
i, fol. 12" 2-4) mentions :
A biography of the eighth Dalai Lama, 'Jam-dpal-rgya-mtsho ( 1 75 '-1 804),
written by rTa-tshag-rje-druh and entitled rGyal-ba-'jam-dpal-rgya-mtsho'i-rnarnthar-'dsam-gliii-mtha'-gru-))an
s-pa'i-rgyan.
A biography of the ninth Dalai Lama, Lun-rtogs-rgya-mtsho (1805-1815),
written by De-mo bLo-bzan-thub-bstan-'jigs-med-rgya-mtshoand entitled rGj-alba-lu~-rtogs-rgya-mtsho'i-rnam-thar-dod-pa'i-yid-'phrog.
Vos. 27
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the development of her science, philosophy, religion and literature. Besides, there
also are, in Tibetan language, many biographies of the Mongolian Lamas. There also

However, these last two biographies are not available in our collections.
Besides, I could not so far find the biographies of the subsequent Dalai Lamas,
though these d o exist. The list of the biographies of the Dalai Lamas given by
me here is in no way exhaustive. The biography of the tenth Dalai Lama,
Tshul-khrims-rgya-ntsho (18 16-1837), is given by L. A. Waddell (see L. A.
Waddell, Tibetan Manuscripts and Books etc. Collected during the Young Husbar~d
Mission to Lhasa,-"The
Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review and Oriental
Colonial Record", 3rd series, vol. xxxiv, July-October 1912, p. 112, N 439).
The biographies bf the Dalai Lamas have been frequently set forth in
European literature. Of tlie greatest interest are : the history of the Dalai
Lamas set forth in Koeppen's work (see Koeppen, Die lamaische Hierarchie und
Kirche, pp. 130-236) ; very valuable (for the accuracy of dates) but brief biographies of the Dalai Lamas expounded by Tsybikov on the basis of the Tibetan
sources (G. Tsybikov, Buddist-palomnik u svyalyn' Tibeta, p. 251-272) ; and a
long article written by Rockhill on the basis of the Chinese sources (see W. W.
Rockhill, The Dolai Lornas of Lhasa and Their Relations ndth the Manchu
Emperors of China, 1644- 1908,- "T'oung Pao", vol. xi, 19 10, pp. I - 104). Besides,
a work of Scliulemann (see G. Schulemann, l,*ie Geschichte der I;alni-Lrrn~as,
Heidelberg, 191 1 ) is exclusively devoted to this subject, though this work, based
on European sources and translations, repeats the errors of the previous scholars
(especially, in respect of the chronological dates).
564. The autobiography of tlie first Panchet~Lama, bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-rgyal-nitshan
(1 570- 1662), entitled Chos-tsmra-ba'i-dge-slon-blo-bzari-chos
kyi-rgyul-mtshan-gyispyod- tshul- gsal- bar-ston- pa-nor- bu'i- 'phreri- ba,-along
with its last port ion
written in 1720 by tlie second Panchen Lama, bLo-bzan-ye-6es (1663-1737)-is
included in the first volurne of the Collected Works of Pan-chen bLo-bzan-clioskyi-rgyal-nitshan, aod covers 225 folios (see the copy of this 'Collected Works'
in the Institute of Peoples of Asia ; Tsybikov Collection, No. 10). Its last
portion, cavering fols. 19 l a 1-225, is also available separately in the third volume
of the works of the second Panchen Lama, under the title Pan-chen-blo-bzanchos-kyi-rgyal-mtshnn-gyi-rnam- thar-gsal-bar- ston-pa- nor- bu'i- 'pkren-bn'i- smadcha (35 fo1s.)-see Tsybikov Collectio~~,
No. 11.
The biography of the second Panchen Lama has already been referred to
(see supra).
The biography of the third Panchen Lama, b ~ o - b z a l i - d ~ a l - l d a n - ~ e - 6 e s
(1740-1780), was written by his pupil, the second 'Jam-dbyaris-bsliad-pa dKonmchog-'jigs-med-dbari-po (1728-179 1 ). It is entitled rJe-bla-ma-srid-shi'i-gtsug-
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&ist Tibetan biographies of some important Lamas from Buryatia, as for instance : the
biographies of the first paydita (mkhan-po) of the Buddhist Order of Eastern Siberia,

rgyan-pan-chen-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-blo-bran-dpal-ldan-ye- ies-dpal-bran-po'i-shlsna-nus-kyi-mum-par-thar-pa-3i-ma'i-'odze
and is dated 1786. This biography
covers two volumes-the third (358 folios) and the fourth (291 folios)-in the
Collected Works of its author. Besides, it is also available in the Collected
Works of the third Panchen Lama (in the copy of this 'Collected Works' available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia-Tsybikov
Collection, No. 12-only the
first part of @is biography is given).
The biography of the fourth Panchen Lama, bLo-bzad-bstan-pa'i-3i-maphyogs-las-mam-rgya1 (1781-1854), was written by bLo-bzan-spyin-pa in 1883.
This biography bears the title Rub-'byams-rgyal-ba'i-spyi-gzugs-skyabs-mgon-pqclien-thams-cad-mkl~yen-pa-rje-btsun-blo-bzandpal-ldan- bstan-pa'i-Xi-ma-phyogs-losrnam-~gyai-dpal-bran-pa'i- shal-sria-nas- kyi-sku- gsun- thugs- kyi- rnam-par. fhar-pa'dsam-gliri-mdses-rgyan (414 fols.), and is available in the first volume of the
Collected Works of the fourth Panchen Lama (see Tsybikov Collection, No. 13).
The biography of the fifth Panchen Lama, bLo-bzan-dpal-ldan-chos-kyigrags-pa-bstan-pa'i-d ban-ph yug ( 1 855- 1881 ), is attributed to bLo-bzan-bstan'dsin-dban-rgyal, and is called rJe-btsurt-blo-bzari-dpal-lda~i-chos-k~~i-grugs-pa-bsfatipa'i-dbari-plzyug-dpal-bzan-po'i-rnam- thrrr-dad-ldan- pad- tshal- bsharF pa'i-%in-bycdst~ari-ba. It was begun in 1888 and completed in 1889. The biography is available in the first volume of the Collected Works o r the fifth Panchen Lama (see
Tsybikov Collection, No. 14), and covers 303 folios.
The biographies of Panchen Lamas have been frequently set forth in
European literature. In particular, the biographies of the first three Panchen
Lamas along with those of ten persons regarded as their previous incarnations
were set forth by S. C. Das (see S. C. Das, Contributions on ...,- JASB,. 1882,
pp. 15-52. Most of the dates given by S. C. Das according to the European
calendar, however, require rectification). A short exposition of the biographies
of all the five Panchen Lamas mentioned here may also be found in Tsybikov's
work (see G. Tsybikov, Buddist-palomnik u svyatyn' Tibeta, pp. 370-74).
565. The autobiography of the first ICan-skya-bla-ma sag-dban-blo-bzan-chos-ldan
( 1642- 17 14)-under the title rJe-btsum-bla-ma-riag-dba~-blo-bza~-chos-ldan-dpalbzari-po'i-mum-par-thar-pa-dad-pa'i-rol-mto-s published in the fifth volume
of his Collected Works (see Tsybikov Collection, No. 35).
The biographies of the second ICan-skya-bla-ma-Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje-have
been mentioned earlier. There is no doubt that the biographies of subsequent
incarnations are also existing, but I have not seen these.
Vos. 27la
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bsTan-pa-dar-rgyas (Zayaev) (171 1-1776)
the interesting autobiography entitled
Ash-spyod-ran-gsal-ran-gi-thems-yig (in six separate volumes) written in 1864-1872
by the Head of the small bKra-gis-chos-'phel-glin monastery, Bag-dban bLo-bza* sKalbzan-spyin-pa Dylgirov (b. 1816),6°8who is known for his Mongolian translations of
various Tibetan works ;and the biography of the teacher of the latter, the well-known
founder of the Tsugol datsan, blo-bzan Lhun-grub Dandarov (178 1-1 859),6a8 etc,

566. The biographies of the first three 'Jam-dbyahs-bshad-pa-s have already been
mentioned. I have not come across any biographies of the subsequent
incarnations.
567. A short biography of bsTan-pa-dar-rgyas (Zayaev), written on the basis of his
autobiograph;, is attributed to the Buryat ~ a r n a bLo-bzad-rgya-rntsho
(Batszaron). This biography is entitled dBali-pkyogs-po-rifi-kyi-yul-du-dgon.sdedpul-Idan-'bras-spuiis-blab-nus-'jam-mgon-rgyalba-g'iiis-pa'i-rin-lugs-spel-bar-mdsadpa-po-rgyal-ba'i-sras-mchog-mkhan- che~l-pandita-bstan-pa-dar-rg~as-dpal-bzan-po'irnam-thar-mdor-bsdus. It was writ ten in 1891 in bLa-brad. The Institute of
Peoples of Asia has a copy made by B. B. Baradiin from the manuscript of
the author himself [see "Musei Asiatici Petropolitani Notilia", vii, No. 1 I (3)].
This copy is written on letter-paper and it covers 6 pages (without counting
the title-page).
Besides, the Institute of Pecples of Asia also has a manuscript copy of
the interesting autobiographical account of bsTan-pa-dar-rgyas (Zayaev)
himself on the construction of the Tsugol datsaii in Buryatia. This manuscript
and is written on European
is entitled ~i-phu-th~d-pandita-rnkhan-po'i-bka'-stsal,
paper (6 folios).
568. This autobiography is published in the Tsugol datsan in Buryatia.
569. The biography is entitled rNam-'dren-bsrat~.pa'i-rtsa-lag-mtshuns-zla-med-pa-tjebtsun-blo-bzaii-ll~un-grub-dpalbzari- po'i-rtogs-pa- br-jod-pa- dad-pa'i-'khri- iiri.
Its
author is the fourth 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa sKal-bzan-thub-bstan-dbaIi-pliyug
(b. 1856). It is published in the Tsugol datsan in Buryatia and it covers 21
folios. A copy of this publication is available in the Institute of Peoples of
Asia-see "Musei Asiatici Petropolitani Notitia", vii, No. 1 1 (33).
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A quite distinctive class of Tibetan works is that of the so-called thob-yig-s
or gsan-yig-s. Although these works, as we have already seen, are sometimes classed

under biographical literature, they essentially comprise a special and highly extensive
class of Tibetan works.
In their simplest and most prevalent form, these works are more o r less
systematized lists of disciplines, precepts, directions and consecrations of all types taken
by the author and indicate as to from whom exactly these were taken. In this sense,
they are like special supplements to autobiographies. However, these works d o not
only indicate the name of the person from whom these disciplines, directions o r consecrations were taken ; they endeavour to establish a more or less complete succession
of persons giving these precepts o r directions, beginning with the founder himself and
ending with the author of the yig-s. Being typical historico-literary works o r records
of oral and written traditions (rgyud-rim), grouped on an autobiographical basis (in a
systematic though not chronological order), these works are, of course, far beyond the
framework of autobiographies.
These works, in their simplest form, are nothing more than bare lists of disciplines,
directions and consecrations taken and of the persons giving them. Such, for instance,
are the gsan-yig-s compiled by 'Phags-pa-bla-ma bLo-gros-rgyal-mtsl~an (about 22
folios),670Tson-kha-pa (27 folios)571 and his pupil mKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po
(44 foli0s)s7~and some others. But this concise form apart, there also exist more
extensive forms, in which the lists of traditions are supplemented by various data of
literary and historical nature.
One of the largest works of this type is the aforementioned rhob-yig of the
Fifth Dalai Laina-Zab-pa-dan-rgya-che-pa'i-dom-pa'i-c~~os-k~~i-tliob-yig-gang~'i-ch~rg~unconsisting of four large volumes (of 418, 385, 366 and 367 folios of usual formit).6i3
This work, started by the author in 1665 and completed in 1670,m4 follows a strict
-- -

.---

-

570. This work, under the title

57 1.

572.

573.
574.

Luri-dan-brgyud-pa-sna-tshogs-ihob-pa'i-gsanig,
is
included among other works of 'Phags-pa-bla-ma bLo-gros-rgyal-mtshan in the
Collected Works of Sa-skya scholars. See Sa-skya-bkaY-'bum, vol. xv (ba),
fols. 361b 4-383a 5.
This work, under the title rJe-rin-po-che-blo-bzan-grags-pa'i-dpal-i-san-~ig,
is
available in the first volume of the Collected Works of Tson-kha-pa bLo-bzahgrags-pa.
This work, under the title mKhas-grub-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-dge-legs-dpal-bzanpo'i-gsan-yig, is included in the first volume of the Collected Works of mKhasgrub d Ge-legs-dpal-bzai-po.
See the Collected Works of the Fifth Dalai Lama, vols. i-iv.
See Thob-jjig-gaigTi'i-chu-rgyun,vol. iv, colophon (fols. 366b 4-367a S), which
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systematic order. After a small introduction jvol. i, fols. 1-8b 6), this work describes
when and by whoin the I ifth Dalai Lama took orders first in dGe-tshul and then in
d(;e.slon and gives the traditional succession of the person who consecrated him-the
first Panchen Lama, Pdn-chen bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan ( I 570-1662)b76-right
upto Buddha himself. Besides, this work contains an account of the tradition of the
orders taken by him up to Vinaya etc. (vol. i, fols. 9" 1- I Zb 3), the genaral sciences
studied by him and the respective tradition of each of them (vol. i, fols. 12b 3-2Gb 6).
The rest of the text sets forth the main content of the work, viz. the traditions of
Buddhist doctrines, directions and orders accepted by the author. I t falls into an
account of the traditions of various ~eachings of philosophy (mtshan-Eid-gyi-zheg-pavol. i, fols. 21" 1-50" 6 ) , of Taiitrism (snags-gyi-theg-pa-vol. i, fo1. 50" 6-vol. iv, fol.
143b 4), and of individual texts 'of the bKa'-'gyur (vol. iv, fols. 143b 4-362b 4). The
second section-the largest and the most important-includes inter alia an exposition
of the traditions of the study of the texts written by various Tibetan philosophers and
4). However, despite the large number of
religious leaders (vol. ii, fols. 42b 3-1.56~
historical personages mentioned, this extensive work has little historical significance,
for it gives nothing more than mere naines of these persons. This work nonetheless
has soine bibliographical importance as it gives the titles of a very large number of
works along with the names of their authors and sometimes even the circumstances
under which they were compiled. In particular, we find, in this work, materials on the
history of colnpilation of the catalogues of the b K a ' - ' g y ~ r and
~ ~ ~of 100 treatises of
~ t i g a ~ '(voI.
'
i, fols. 443 I-4Yb 5) and other data of similar nature.
Another equally larse work of this type is the thob-yig bearing the title Zab-pada~-rgya-che-pa'i-dom-pa'i-cl~o~-liyi-thoh-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-lon
(or Thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-melon), which is also in four volumes (having 297, 315, 319 and 303
The author

575.

576.
577.

578.

states that this work was started by the author in the 49th year of his life in
the Wood-Serpent year (1665) and completed in the 54th year of his life in the
Iron-Dog year (1670).
The autobiography of Pan-chen bLo-bzan-chos-gyi-rgyal-intshan, and its supplement written by his incarnation, the second Pan-chen-bla-ma blc-bzan-ye-ies,
are mentioned earlier (note 564). Besides, his biography is also given in the
Lam-rim-bla-ma-brgyud-pa'i-r~zam-thar(pt. ii, fols. 44b 1-118" 6). The dates of his
birth and death are also given in the "Chronological Tables".
vol. iv, fols. 1 43b 4-146" 5.
See Thob-yig-gariga'i-cI11i-rgyun,
lbid., vol. i, fols. 44a 1-4gb 5, where 103 treatises are enumerated. Of these,
only the first 26 are the works of Atiia himself (see ibid.,fol 45" 1-2).
This work is published in Peking. Its full title is ~ i i ~ ~ ~ a ~ i - b t s u n - ~ a - b l o - b z a r i - ' ~ h r
1as-kyi-zab-pa-dan-rgya-che-ba'i-dum-pa7i-cos-ki-thoh-i-gsa1-bo'i-me-1on.
Copies
of this publication are available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Old
of Leningrad.
Collection, No. 287-290) and in the library of the U~~iversity
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of this work was bLo-bzan-'phrin-las (b. 1642). the pupil of the Fifth Dalai Lama ; the
latter had given him the rank of Dsa-ya-pandi-ta-khu-thug-thu (see vol.iv, fols. 29ab62998 I).m?D This work, compiled by bLo-bzau-'phrin-las in 1702,680was first taken up
in Europe by Academician V. P. Vasil'evbB1 who rated it very highly-though not
without sufficient grounds. In its structure, the Thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion is almost
fully identical to the aforementioned thob-yig of the Fifth Dalai Lama. Here.
too, the introductory part (vol. i, fols. 1-57" 1) is followed by an account of
the consecration of the author iu dGe-slon-s etc. (vol. i, fols. 57' 1-60b I). Then follow
the section on general information (vol. i, fols. 60b 1-122b3) and that on specially
Buddhistic disciplines,-which covers the entire remaining part of the text (vol. i, fols.
122b3-vol. iv, fol. 289) except the Conclusion and Colophon (vol. iv, fols. 289-303).
The main section, i.e. the section on Buddhist disciplines, also falls into an account of
the traditions of various philosophical doctrines (vol. i, fols. 122'~3-174b 3). of Tantrism
(vol. i, fol. 1 74b 3-vol. iv, fol. 175" 3) and of various texts in the bKa'-'gyur (vol. iv, fols.
1 7 9 3-289). Besides, as in the thob-yig of the Fifth Dalai Lama, the section on Tantrism
also expounds the traditions of the study of original Tibetan texts (vol. ii, fol. 259? 5vol. iv, fol. 175" 3). However, the present work is distinguished from the previous
one,-which has served not only as a model but also as a source for our auth0r,6@~primarily in that here the original Tibetan literature has been given a more important
place. In this work, the Tibetan literature has been divided into two periods : the
literature before Tsoh-kha-pa and that after him. The work gives first a brief biography
of a Tibetan author and then a list of his works ar;d that of the persons. through whom
the knowledge of these works reached the compiler of the thoh-jig. Some~imcs, bLobzah-'phrin-las does not limit himself to the biograpliics of authors only and also gives

579. See Tl~ob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-lhn,
vol. iv, colophon. The date of birth of bLo-bzan-'phrin-las has been established on the basis of his own statement that he
composed his work in the 61st year of his life (A.D. 1702).
vol. iv, colophon (fols. 29gb 4-303' 4), which gives
580. See Thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-lori,
not only the cyclic date of the composition of the work-Water-Horse year
(A.D. 1702)-but also the numbers of years that had expired up to this date
from the time of various events.
581. V. P. Vasil'ev, 0 nekotorykh knigakh, ot~~osyashchikhsyak isrorii buddizma, v
biblioteke kazarsslcogo universireta, [On Some Books, Relating to the History
of Buddhism, in the Library of the University of Kazanl-"Uchenye
zapiski
Akademii nauk", vol. iii, no. I , pp. 7-8.
582. See Thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-loii, vol. iv, colophon (fol. 29gb 2). which mentions
the work of the Fifth Dalai Lama (Thob-)pig-gahgii'i-chu-row) as one of the
sources of the present text.
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short biographical data on persons who are regarded as their previous incarnations.6~3
The biographical materials given by bLo-bzan-'phrin-las d o not always have the same
importance. Sometimes, as he has himself confessed, he could not search out the
biographies required by him and had, therefore, to be satisfied with the most superficial
data.68"ut
somehow or the other, he does manage to give biographical data on about
hundred persons. And this undoi~btedlyimparts to his work no small significance as a
bio-bibliographical reference work of its kind. The tendency of bLo-bzan-'phrin-las
to fill his work with various historical data is also manifest in the brief account of the
history of Buddhism, with which he has prefaced the section on the texts in the
b K a ' - ' g y ~ r . . ~Generally
~j
speaking, however, this work also cannot be assigned to Tibetan
historical literature without certain reservations, for it gives almost n o information on
general history. The biographical data given are also limited to the minimum
necessary for a historical survey of Tibetan literature. Other thob-yig-s d o not contain
cven this much of data and o n e can therefore assume that the rhob-yig-s are not usually
given proper place in the Tibetan bibliographies of historical literature. Nevertheless,
it would be unfair to igoore completely the historical importance of thob-yig-s, for they
contain much interesting inaterial not only for characterizing the academic activity
of their compilers but also for a history of Tibetan literature arid Tibetan traditions
in general.

10. Reference Worlrs
Apart from all the genres of Tibetan literature just surveyed by us, there are two
extremely useful works of reference from the pen of kLon-rdol-bla-ma Nag-dbariblo-bzan (b. 1719)-the author of a number of remarkable reference books. Like other
reference works of this author, both these works are known by a coiumon name miti-gigratis (i.e. "List of N a m e s W ) a rmlskan-rho (i.e. "List of Titles").
One of these works, entitled bsTan-'dsin-gyi-skyes-bu-r.gya-bod-du-bj~on-ba'i-miti-gigratis, contains a list of the teachers of bKa'-gdams-pa sect (fols. l a 6-4" 6), a list of the
incarnations of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub (fols. 4" 6-4b 4) and Tsofi-kha-pa (fols. 4b 4-5b 5),
a list of the teachers and pupils of Tsoi-kha-pa (fols. 5b 5-9" 3) and the pupils of these
latter (fols.'ga 3-1 l a 5), a list of the incarnations of Panchen Lamas (fols. 1 l a 5-1 1 4 )
and Heads of the dGa'-ldan monastery (fols. l l b 4-13b 4), lists of the distinguished
583. See Thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-loti, vol. iii, fols. 248b l-253a 5, and
10" 3-21" 6, 2La 6-30b 3 and 30b 3-78b 3.
584. See ibid., vol. iii, fols. 26b 1-4, 148b 1-3 etc.
585. See ibid., vol. iv, fols. 175" 2-196a 6.

vol. iv, fols.
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leaders of the most important Tibetan monasteries of dGa'-ldan, b~ra-iis-lhun-po,
'Bras-spuns, Se-ra and others according to their datsans, (fols. 13b4-lgb I), a list of
the incarnations of Dalai Lamas (fols.. l y b 1-21" 4) and a number of other hierarchs of the
Tibetan Buddhism (fols. 21" 4-2Sb 6 ) , a list of the Heads of Chab-mdo monastery (fols.
268 1-27b 6). lists of most important leaders of the bKa'-rgyud-pa sect according to its
sub-sects-'Bri-gun-pa, 'Brug-pa, sTag-lun-pa and Ka-rma-pa-and particula~.ly,the lists
of incarnations of both the "black-cap" (shwa-nag-pa) and "red-cap" (shwa-dmar-pa)
hierarchs of Ka-rma-pa (fols. 27b 6-30b 2), a genealogy of the famous dynasty of rulers
and scholars from Sa-skya monastery (fols. 30b 2-3 lb 6),a list of the incarnations of
Tshar-chen bLo-gsal (fojs. 31b 6-32" 4), a list of the seven successive representatives of
the katis-pa-bka*-rgyud tradition (fols. 32" 4-32b 5 ) and lastly, a list of the 25 pupils of
Padmasambhava (fols. 32b 5-33" 4). In many cases, along with the names of the leaders
of the Buddhist Order, the dates of their birth and death, the names of their parents, the
places of their births, etc. are also mentioned. This work comprises the 22nd book (za)
o f the Complete Works of kLoh-rdol-bla-ma published in Kun-bde-glin monastery in
Lhasa and also in Peking. In the Lhasa edition it occupies 33 folios, and in the Peking
edition it covers 31 folios of the usual Tihetan format.688
The other work entitled bsTan-pa'i-spyitl-bdag-b~~un-tshul-gyi-min-gi-ras
contains
brief information on Indian and somewhat more detailed information on ancient
Tibetan kings who had patronized Buddllisn~(fols. I b 3-gb 4), brief information on the
Chinese emperors including the Mcngolian dynasty (fols. 9b 4-12b 2), a list of the
representatives of the largest feudal dynasties which had ruled Tibet-Sa-skya-pa, sNegdon-pa or Phag-mo-gru-pa, and Rin-spuiis-pa (fols. 12b 2-1 jb2)- and fi~iallya report on
the transition of power to the palace of the Dalai Lama (dGa'-ldan-pho-bran) and
a list of the regents, which indicates the work done by them for the welfare of the
Buddhist Order (fols. 15b 2-19a I ) . In the end is given the traditional division o f the
Buddhist era into cycles of five-hundred years ; the number of years expired from this
era to the Fire-Hen year o f the xiii cycle (i.e. up to 1777) when this work was begun is
also mentioned (fols. 19" 1-20" 4). This work forms the 23rd book ('a) in the Complete
Works of kLoh-rdol-bla-ma, and occupies 20 folios in the Kun-bde-glin edition and
19 folios in the Peking edition.

586. The Institute of Peoples of Asia has both the editions of the Collected Works
of kLon-rdol-bla-ma : the Kun-bde-glin edition in the T.rybikov Collection
(No. 20) and in the Nova c\~llection(the former is an incomplete copy ; both
the works surveyed here are wanting in it) ; and the Peking edition in the
Old Collection (No. 311B). All our references are to the Kun-bde-glin
edition.
Vos. 28
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Both these works were probably compiled from individual notes and extracts
of chronological and genealogical order, which the author might have made in the
course of his study of Tibetan historical literature: Such notes made for one's memory
are called brjed-tho in Tibetan and consist of most diverse topics including the
historical ones. As an example, one may mention the collection of such notes entitled
brJed-rho-sna-fshogs, i e. "Various Notes" available in the 5th volume of the Complete
Works of ha-har-dge-bges bLo-bzan-tshul-kliri~ns.~~~
In this collection, which covers
15 folios, we find, in addition to the notes on individual problems of pl~ilosopl~y
and
religion, a short list of the principal dates of the life of Atiia (fol. 4b 2-6), information
on the seventeen most important feudal dynasties of Tibet (fols. 6q-9"2), information
on the conquest of Tibet by Gushi [Gu-hi] Khan and on the dynasty founded by the
latter (fols. 9" 2-10" 2), information on the ancestors of Genghiz, on the principal dates
of his life and on his descendants, on the Mongolian rulers in China (fols. 10" 2-12b 3),
various historical notes (fols. l Z b 3-13" 3) and finally, the chronological lists of the
emperors of the Ming and Tsing dynasties of China (fols. 13" 3-14" 6). Such notes may
also be found in the works of other authors.

I I. Works on Various Individuul Topics
Lastly, in Tibetan language, one also comes across works devoted to the
exposition of individual historical events-the
so-called lo-rgyus ("history" or
"historical account"), gclam-rgyud (legend), etc. However, we shall not take these up
here, and shall only remark that under precisely these nanies, there figure in Tibetan
language, numerous works which are purely narrative in character and which have
either no relation or a very distant relation to history.

587. See the copy of the Peking editiotl of the Collected Works of ha-har-dge-bie9
bLo-bzan-tsllul-khrirns available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Nova).

Chapter Four

HISTORICO-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS
O F TEIE TIBETAN BUDDHIST CANON

The descriptions of both the Tibetan canonical collections of translated
literature,-viz., the catalogues of the bKa'-'gyur (bKa'-'gyur-ro-cog-gi-dkur-chug)
and
bsTatz-'gyur (bsTan-'pyur-ro-cog-gi-dkar-chag)-should also, to a certain extent, be
regarded as historical works of Tibet.
The earliest catalogues of this type date back to the period of the initial spread
of Buddhism ia Tibet. But since these are not extant, it is difficult to say as to what
extent these early works contained any historical information.
We learn from the Tibetan sources that during the reign of the king Sad-na-legs
(son of the king Khri-sron-lde'u-btsan), the translator Ka-pa dPal-brtsegs, jointly with
Chos-kyi-siiin-po and others, compiled the earliest6se catalogue of the canonical literature. This catalogue lists the texts available in the palace of 'Phan-than-ka-med, and
has accordingly come t o be known as the dKar-chags 'Phari-rhari-ma. This work has,
however, not come down to us. This was soon followed by another catalogue, known
as dKar-chag IDan-dkar-ma,588-a catalogue of the texts in the palace o r sTon-t han Idandkar-,compiled by the same translator (dPal-brtsegs) jointly with 'Khon glu'i-dban-po
588. The Tibetan writers differ on this point. A great majority of them regards the
dKar-chags 'Phari-than-ma as the earliest catalogue of the Tibefan Canon-see
Thob-yig-garigii'i-cliu-rgyun,
vol. ivy fol. 145" 1-2 ; the catalogue to the sNar-than
edition of the bKa'-'gyur, fol. 248 1-2 ; the catalogue to the sDe-dge edition of
bKa'-'gyur, fol. 107" 3-6 ; and also the aforementioned work of Sum-pa-mkhanpo entitled gSuri-~ab-rnam-grags-cku'i-dri-ma-sel-byed-or-bu-ke-ca-ka,
fol. 3" 2-3.
According to others, however, the earliest catalogue is the dKar-chug IDan-dkarma (also sometimes written .as Lhan-dkar-ma). One representative of this latter
view is Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub. According to him, the catalogue was first
compiled in the castle of sToh-than-ldan-dkar, then in bSsm-yas-'chin-bu, and
thereafter in 'Phan-thail-ka-med (see Bu-ston, Chos-'byuli, fol. 24Ib 1-3). The
former point of view being more prevalent, I stick to it.
vol. iv, fol. 149' 2-3 ; the catalogue to the sNar589. See Tltob-yig-garigii'i-chu-rgyun,
than edition of bKa'-'gyur, fol. 24* 3-4 ; the catalogue to the sDe-dge edition
of the bKa*-'gyur, fol. 107" 6-7 ; gSuri-rob-rnam-grags-chu'i-dri-ma-sel-byed-nor
bu-ke-fa-ka, fols. 3-4. Cf. also Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 142" 4-5.
Vos. 281a
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and others. ?'his catalogue is preserved in the bsTan-'gyurKBOunder the title Pho-brahsrori-rhair-ldan-dkar-gyi-bka'-da~-bstan-bcos-r~-~~g-gi-dkar-chag,
but it is nothing more
than a mere list of books (with the volume of work of their authors). Later, during the
reign of Ral-pa-can (9th cent.), son of Sad-na-legs, a new catalogue was compiled. It
was a rCsum6 of the grand work of the special commission of Indian and Tibetan
scholars engaged in editing and unifying (in respect o f language) the then existing
translations.501 This catalogue, again, is not extant. I t is possible that some more
catalogues may also have appeared during this period, but we know nothing of these at
present .
Many catalogues of the still later period, mentioned by the Tibetan authors, have
also not come down to us-for
instance, the catalogue of the collection of canonical
literature of the sNar-thah monastery, compiled by bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri692 (or
bCom-ldan-rig-ral, a s he is briefly called-or
simply Rig-ral-who
lived in the second
half of the 13th and the beginning of the 14th centurym3) ; the catalogue of the bKa''gyur of the monastery of Tshal-gun-than, compiled by the scholar-historiographer,

590. See bsTan-'gyur, Peking edition, n1Do-'grel, vol. cxxvi (cho), fols. 352b 5-3738 8.
The catalogue is dated 'Dragoil year'.
591. See Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fols. 144b 6-145" 4 (for a tr$nslation, see E. Obermiller,
History of Buddhism, pp. ii, pp. 196-1973, the catalogue of the sDe-dge edition
of the bKa7-'gyur, fols. 1 07a 7- 107 2, gSlrn-rob-rnam-grags-chu'i-dri-ma-sel-bycdnor-bu-ke-fa-ka, fol. 3" 4-5.
592. The Deb-ther-rgya-mfsho (vol. i, fol. 9b I) and dPe-rgyun-dlcon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-rhoyig (fol. 3" 5-6) mention two catalogues of the Tibetan Canon compiled by
bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri-namely,
the catalogue to the bKa'-'gpr entitled
bKaY-'gyur-dkar-chug-Ei-ma'i- W-zer, and the catalogue to both the bKal-'gyur
and bs Tan-'gyur en titled b Kal-bstan-dkar-chug-bsran-pa-rgyns-pa.
Besides, the
first of these two catalogues is mentioned in the Thob-yig-ganga'i-chu-rgyun
(vol. ivy fol. 146" I), in the catalogue of the sNar-than edition of the bKa'-'gyur
(fol. 26" 3-1) and in the gSuri-rab-rnam-grags-chu'i-dri-ma-sel-byed-~~or-bu-ke-r~i-l
(fol. 3b 1). The other is referred to in the Deb-ther-srion-po (vol. i, fol. 177" 5).
593. Brief biographical data on bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri are given in the Deb-[hersrion-po (vol. i, fols. 176b 3-177" 5). His pupil, 'Jams-pa'i-dbyais, was at one
time a Lama in the court of Buyantu Khan (reigned 13 12-20). From there,
'Jams-pa'i-dbayns despatched to his teacher various materials required for
preparing a manuscript copy of the Canon, thus ~.econcilingwith his teacher
who was displeased with him. See Deb-ther-srion-po, vol. i, fol. 177" 1-4 ; cf.
also Grub-miha'-gel-gyi-me-Ion,book 12, fol. 5" 4-5 (this passage was published
and translated by S. C . Das ; see S. C. Das, Cor~tributiouson .., -JASB, vol. li,
pt. i, 1882, pp. 61, 69) ; and Hor-chos-'byun (G. Huth, Geschichre des Buddhi~mus
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Tshal-pa Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros ; the catalogue of both the collections (bsTan-'gyw
@ ~catalogue of the bsTanand bKa'-'gyur), compiled by one dbUs-pa b L o - g ~ a l , ~tbe
'gyur, compiled by some Thugs-sras-rin-~hen-mam-rgyal,~~~
and published in sNc-gdod
by the order of TB'LSi-tu Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan (b. 1302) ; the catalogue of the b W 'gyur, compiled by one Thugs-rje-dpalbD8
jointly with other scholars and issued in rGyalrtse by the ruler of this province, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-'phags (end of 14th-beginning
of 15th cent.).'jo7
.

.
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in der Mongolei, vol. i, p. 105 [text], and vol. ii, p. 165 [translation]). This
means that bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri worked in the second decade of the
14th century. On the other hand, the Tibetan sources indicate that he composed
his epigram on 'Phags-pa-bla-ma about A.D. 1267 (see Hor-chos-'byun, ibid.,
vol. i, pp. 98-99, where this epigram has been quoted along with 'Phags-pabla-ma's reply to it).
In the translation made by G,Huth (ibid., vol. ii, p. 155), the first line
of the epigram is distorted. A correct translation on the basis of the Mongolian
translation was, however, given by B. Ya. Vladimirtsov (B. Ya. Vladimirtsov,
Nadpisi nu skalakh khalkhaskogo Tsok~u-taidzhi. Stat'ya vtoraya,-"Izvestiya
AN SSSR", 1927, p. 238). Thus, bCon1-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri worked from
the second half of the 13th century to early 14th century.
According to the Deb-ther-snort-po (vol. i, fol. 177' 4ff.), dbUs-pa bLo-gsal was
a pupil of bCon-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri and 'Jams-pa'i-db>ans, and was one of the
most active builders of the sNar-than collection of translations of the Buddhist
Canon. The catalogue compiled by him is mentioned in the catalogue of the
Co-ne edition of the bsTan-'gyur (fol. 238' 2-4), in the Deb-ther-rgy-mtslto
(vol. i, fol. 9b 3). and in the dPe-rgyun-d!<ort-pa-'gas-shig-gi-tho-yig
(fol. 3" 5).
This catalogue is mentioned in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho (fol. 9 b 2).
This catalogue is mentioned in the catalogue of the sNar-than edition of the
bKa'-'gyur (fol. 26b 1-2) and in the gSuri-rub-rnam-grogs-chu'i-dri-ma-sel-bjednor-bu-ke-fa-ka (fol. 3b 3).
Some information on prince Rab-brtan-kum-bzan-'phags, the ruler of the
principality of rGyal-rtse, is given in the rGyal-ba-/ha-pa'i-deb-Aer(fol. lOOb 4-6;
S. C. Das, Contributions on , -JASB,
vol. I, pt. i, 1881, p. 249). The
author of this text, the Fifth Dalai Lama, opines that this prince had rendered
greater services to Buddhism than all other princes of both the central provinces
of Tibet. In particular, he was the admirer of the famous mKhas-grub dGelegs-dpal-bzan-po (1385-1438). the pupil of Tson-kha-pa, and he established the
dPal-'khor-bde-clien monastery where he built the famous subwgan of b ~ r a - & i s sgo-man having many doors. (For a descriptim of this monastery and
suburgan, see G. Tsybikov, Buddist-palomrrik u svyatyn' Tibeta, p. ?80ff.).
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There is, however, little doubt that in a t least some of these old catalogues,-as
systematic list of the canonical texts translated was
in those of the modern times,-the
accompanied by a more or less detailed historical, religious and philosophical introduction. In particular, the two catalogues bKa'-'gyur-dkar-chug-ni-ma'i-'od-zerand bKa'bstan-dkar-chug bsfan-pargyas-pa compiled by bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri60"re
obviously of such type, for Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub, in his historical and bibliograpbical
work, has frequently cited and reproduced the views of this author o n the history of
Buddhism in Tibet.600 Both these catalogues-like those compiled by dbUs-pa bLo-gsal
and Thugs-sras-rin-chen-roam-rgyal, and like tlie catalogue of the bsTan-'gyur of the
the BragSha-lu nionastery compiled by the famous Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub-mention
dgon-shabs-drun-dgon-mchog-bstan-pumb-rgyaso0
among the Tibetan historical works.
It is highly probable that many such catalogues were extant in Tibet, for some of these
have served, in the eighteenth century, as handbooks for the compilation of new catalogues of various editions of the Canon.e01 The "List of Rare Books" mentions only
the catalogues compiled by bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri and dbUs-pa b L o - g ~ a l 6in~ ~
addition, however, to the earliest works mentioned above.
The Institute of Peoples of Asia, U.S.S.R., has, a t present, four Tibetan catalogues ; namely, the catalogues of the sNar-than and sDe-dge editions of bKa'-'gyur and
~ ~ last one
those of the Peking and Co-ne (or Co-ni) editions of the b s T a n - ' g ~ u r . ~The
is, o f course, in the same form in which it is included in the Complete Works of its
author, i.e. in the form of an extensive historical and philosophical introduction to the
Co-ne edition of bsTan-'gyur without the list of the texts included in this edition.
Of these, the most interesting from the historical point of view is tlie catalogue of

598.
599.
600.
601.

602.
603.

According to the Vrridii~.ya-dkar-po (fol. 21"), this suburgan was constructed
in A.D. 1439.
See supra (note 593).
See Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fols. 15 l b 5 ff and 152" 2 ff (E,. Obermiller, History of
Buddhism, pt. ii, p. 21 1 f f ) .
See Deb-tker-rgyo-mt.rho, vol. i, fols. 9" 6-9b 5.
Thus, for instance, the catalogue of the Co-ne edition of the bsTun-'gyur
contains many quotations (in verse) from the catalogue, compiled by dbUs-pa
bLo-gsal (fols. 23ba 4-23ab 1 ) and from the catalogue of the bsTan-'gyur of the
Sha-lu monastery compiled by Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub (fols. 238b 5-240" 6).
See dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-shig-gi-~ho-yig,
fol. 3" 5-6.
Various indexes of the bKa'-'gyur and bsTan-'g~urenumerated from the catalogue
(see I. J. Schmidt und Bohtlingk, Verzeichniss der ribetischen Ha~idscltrifren und
Holzd~.iickeim Asiatischeri Museum, N 262-284) are catalogues on the European
model, prepared in the datsarz-s of Buryatia in 1830-1831 at the instance of
P: L. Schilling von Constadt. These d o not contain any historical introductions.
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the Co-ne cdition of bsTan-'gyur, bearing the title bDe-bar-gdegs-pa'i-bka'i-dgoits-'grelbstan-bcom-'gyur-ro-cog-par-du-sgrub-pa'i-tshul- las-ne-bar-brfsams- pa'i-gram- )pan-bg-parbrjod-pa-dkar-chug-yid-bshin-nor-bu'i-pa. It was compiled in 1773 by the second
'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa, already known to us as d Kon-mchog-'jigs-mcd-dban-po (17281791).804 As has just been stated, this catalogue, without the list of the texts themselves,
is included in the Complete Works of the author published at bLa-bran in Amdo, and
covers 264 folios of the Tibetan format.606 It is divided into six cllapters (le'u), of which
the first three form the general and the remaining three the special part. The contents
of the general part are :
Chapter 1-On Buddha (fols. 4" I-20b 6) ;
Chapter 2-On the Buddhist Doctrine (fols. 21' 4-5Zb 6) ; and
Chapter 3-On tlie history of Buddhism in India (fols. 53' 5-IOSb 5 ) ' Tibet
(fols. logb 5-lf14~I ) , iambhala (fols. 164b 2-167b 5). Khotan (lols.
167b 5-170" 3), Central provinces of China (fols. 170" 3-182" 21, and
Mongolia (fols. 182" 3-1 87b 6).
The second, special part contains :
Chapter 4-On the founder of the Co-nc edition of bsTan-'gyur, the princess Rin-chen-dpal-'dsom [tire widow of tlie Co-ne prince, 'Jarndbyais-nor-bu ( 1 703- 175
on the grandson of the last bsTansrun-tshe-rin (b. li44),807including a brief description of the province
of Co-ne (fols. 188b 5- 1 89b 3), inforn~ation on the origin of Co-ne

604. See colophon, fol. 264" 4-6.
605. See the copy of the Collected Works of dKon-mchog-'jigs-med-dban-po available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Burudiin Collecrion, No. I), vol. v (ca).
606. The biography of prince 'Jam-dbyans-nor-bu occupies folios 218b 3-22P 6 in the
text surveyed here. According to this biography, 'Jam-dbyans-nor-bu was
born in the Water-Sheep year (A.D. 1703) during the reign of the emperor
K'ang-hsi, and he died in the Iron-Sheep year (A.D. 1751) o r about the same
time. These very dates are given in the Deb-ther-rgya-mrsho (vol. iii, fols. 141" 3
-and 141b6), which gives short information on him and on other princes of
Co-ne. Besides, the date of birth of 'Jam-dbyans-nor-bu (the year of the
reign of K'ang-hsi), which is not correctly given in the catalogue of the Co-ne
bsTan-'gyur, has been rectified in the Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho. Cf. the report of
the catalogue of the Co-ne bsTan-'gyur that the younger brother of 'Jamdbyais-nor-bu, bLo-bzai-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan,was born in the 47th year
of the reign of K'ang-hsi, in the Earth-mouse year (1708)-fol. 226b 6.
607. Brief biographical data on bsTan-srun-tshe-rin are given in the catalogue being
surveyed here (fols. 234" 4-234b 5) and in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho (vol. iii, fols.
142" 2-142b 4). The Deb-fher-rgya-mlslto mentions the existence of a biography
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princes (fols. 18gb 3-190" 6), dynastic history of Co-ne kingdom (fols.
190" 6-231a I ) , an account of the virtues of the founders and sponsors
of the publication, the princess Rin-chen-dpal-'dsom and the prince
bsTan-sruri-tshe-rii (fols. 23 I n 1-23P 2) ;
Chapter 5-A description of the publication itself-establishment o f the
date of its publication [according to our calendar, it was started in
1753 and con~pletedin 1773 (fols. 236" 3-237b 4)],60e information on
the sources of the publication including a brief history of the compilation of the Tibetan bsTan-'gyur (fols. 237b 4-241" 3), an account of the
work done on the Co-ne edition of bsTan-'gyur (fols. 241" 3-243b 2),
and a detailed list of all the texts included in this work, i.e. a catalogue in the real sense of this word, from which only the Introduction
and Concluding verses have been left out in the Colnplete Works of
the author (fols. 243b 2-244b 5) ; and
Chapter 6-Col~cluding words about the necessity and use of the publication, good wishes (smon-lam) and desires (bsrio-bu) (fols. 24ja 2-263b 6).
In its character, this work essentially is very close to the chos-'byuri-s ("histories
of religion") which, too, often contain, as we have seen, surveys of ca~ionicalliterature.Bog But unlike the chos-'byuri-s, it contains not a survey of the Canon in general,
but a study of one specific edition of the Canon along with a history o f this edition.
This work is particularly interesting and important because it gives us the dynastic
history of the Co-ne kingdom ; there being very few sources for a history of this
region.
The introduction to the catalogue of the sDe-dge edition of bKa'-'gjur zlso contains extremely interesting historical infol-mation in spite of the fact that this introduction is, on the whole, more religious and philosophical in nature than historical. As
stated in this introduction, the publication of the bKa'-'gj~ur in sDe-dge was taken up in
of this prince and a history o f the princely family, compiled by one Mu-ne-dponslob Sans-rgyas-dpal-bzarias-1-ban under the title dBon-rab-rfogs-brjod-mlthas-pa'i-n~ds~srgyan (ibid., fol. 1 4 2 b 4-5). This work Iias, however, not come down to us. The
date of birth of bsTan-sruh-tshe-rih-the Wood-Mouse year of the xii cycle
(A.D. 1714)-is given in both the texts.
608. The publication was undertaken in the 17th year of (the reign of) Ch'ien-lung in
the Water-Hen year, 336 years after the death of Tsod-kha-pa (A.D. 1419,
Earth-Pig year)-fols.
236b 6-237" 2. Besides, the catalogue indicates the
numbers of years that had passed from the various eras of nirvzna. Thus, on
conversion to our calendar, it comes out that the catalogue was taken up for
publication in A.D. 1753. The year of conlposition of the catalogue, i.e. A.D.
1773, should be regarded as the date of its completion.
609. See supra.
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and was
1729@1°under the orders of the sDe-dge prince, bsTan-pa-tshe-tin (b. 1678)@11
completed in five years (in 1733).61a A catalogue to this edition was compiled in 1733'la
by Si-tu gTsug-lag-chos-kyi-snan-ba (b. 1700),a14 the celebrated author of an extensive
and most authoritative Tibetan grammar. This catalogue bears a long title : bDe-bargiegs-pa'i-bka'-gatis-can-gyi-brdas-drans-pa
phyi- mo'i- tsltogs ji-said pa-bar- du- bsgrubspa'i-tshul-las-Ze-bar-brtsams-pa'i-gram-branpo-blo-ldan-mos-pa'i-kunda-yons-sukha-byedba'i-zla-'od-gshon-n~'i-'khri-&n,~~
and covers 171 folios of large format. It is divided

610. See the catalogue referred to (fol. 106b I-2)'-which
states that the publication
of the sDe-dge edition of the bKa'-'gyur was started in the year of the Earth-Hen.
This year, which in Sanskrit is called Saumya and which is the 7th year of the
reign of Yung-cheng, is the 52nd year of life of the patron of the publication,
the sDe-dge prince bsTan-pa-tshe-rin. On conversion to our calendar, this date
comes to A.D. 1729.
61 1. The date of birth of: bsTan-pa-tshe-rin is based on a reference in the text (quoted
in the previous note) that the 7th year of the reign of Yung-cheng [reigned from
1723 to 17351 is the 52nd year of the life of this prince,
612. See the catalogue referred to (fol. 1 12a l),-which directly states that the publication of the bKa'-'gyur in sDe-dge took five years from the Earth-Hen year
( 1 729) to the Water-Ox year (1733).
613. See the colophon of the catalogue (fol. 171" 1-3),-which states that it was
compiled in the year of the Water-Ox, 2613 years after the nirv@a of Buddha
(which, akcording to the Pad-dkar-shal-lun, is dated 881 B.C.). On conversion
to our calendar, this date comes to A,D. 1733.
614. The date of birth of Si-tu gTsug-lag-chos-kyi-snan-bais taken from the colophon
of his grammar, en titled Yul-guns-can-pa'i-brda-yon-dug-par-sp)kyi-bye-brag-sum-cu-pa-dan-rtags-kyi-ug-pa~i-gshugi-1.11am-par-biad-pa- mkhaspa'i-mgul-rgyan-mu-tig-phrei-mdses(better known by its short title, Si-ru'i-sumrrugs?. This grammar was published (unfortunately, with numerous misprints)
by S. C. Das in his An Introduction ro the Grammar of the Tiberari Language with
the Texts of Situhi Sum-rtags, Dag-je sal-wai me-long and Situhi shal-lung
(Darjeeling, 1915). The colophon of this grammar states that it was written in
the Wood-Mouse year of the xii cycle (i.e. in A.D. 1744) in the 45th year of the
life of the author (see Si-tu'i-sum-rtags, fol. 1 lga 3 ; S. C. Das, An Introduction ...,
p. 88, 1.13). This implies that the author was born in 1700.
615. This catalogue forms a special, supplementary volume of the sDe-dge edition of
the bKa'-'gyur. A copy of this edition of the bKa'-'gyur is available in the
Vos. 29
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into five chapters (without taking into account the introductosy verses and colophon).
The first chapter gives a survey of the Buddhist doctrine, in general, and of its main
trends o r cycles-chos-'khor (dharmacakra)-and also narrates the legends as to how the
Buddhist Canon of Hinayiina and Mahiiyiina was compiled (fols. 4" 2-50a 5). The
second chapter gives a brief history of Ruddhism in India and Tibet (fols 50b 1-98"].
Chapter 3 tells us about the founder and sponsor of this publication-the sDe-dge
prince, bsTau-pa-tshe-rin-and
also as to how tbis publication was accomplished by
him (fols. 9gb 1-1 12b 7). The story of bsTan-pa-tshe-rin includes a short account of
the sDe-dge region (fols. 99" 5-101" 5), information on the lineage of the royal family of
this region (fols. 101" 5-103" 4), and a description of the virtues of the prince bsTanpa-tshe-rin (fols. 103" 4-105b 7). T h e description of the publication itself tells us
about the date when it was begun (fols. 106a 1-107a 2), its sources, history of Tibetan
bKal-'gyur (fols. 107" 2 - I l l a 6), and how the bKaY-'gyur was published in sDe-dge
(fols. 11l a 6- 112" 6). The fourth chapter contains the catalogue itself (fols. 1 13" I-157a 7).
The fifth chapter contains the concluding words about the llecessity and use of the
publication of bKa'-'gyur and expresses good wishes and desires (fols. 157b I-170b 5).
Of the greater interest from the historical standpoint is the third chapter which gives
separate-though very brief-data on the history of sDe-dge and a n exposition of the
history of the Tibetan bKa'-'gyur.
Interesting historical material, especially on the history of bKaY-'gyur,may be
found in the catalogue to the sNar-than edition of bKo'-'gyur, which was brought out
in 173O6l0by the order of the well-known regent of Tibet, Mi-dban Pho-lha-pa bSodnams-stobs-rgyas (reigned from 1728 to 1748).617 This catalogue is entitled : bKa'-'gyur-

Institute of Peoples of Asia (Old Collection, Nos. 1-101). The catalogue is
available under No. 101.
616. See the catalogue referred to, fols. 55b 4 ff and 62" 3-4. The entire voluminous
publication was brought out in an unusually short period-in one-and-a-half
year, from the 26th day of the 8th month of the Iron-Dog year (A.D. 1730) t o
the 26th day of the 1st month of the Water-Mouse year (A.D. 1732). This is
why this publication has come to be known as the "Magic Vehicle" (rJu-'phrulgyi-;in-,.fa)-see ibid., fols. 59b 4-60" 1.
The gSuri-rubs- rnam- clog- cku'i-dri-ma- sel-byed- nor-bu- ke-fa-ka (iol. 3b 6)
mentions the year of the beginning of the publication as Iron-Hen year (Icngsbya) instead of the Iron-Dog year (Icags-lthyi), which, in all probability, is a
simple misprint.
617. The dates of the reign of Pho-lba-pa bSod-nams-stobs-rgyas along with brief
information on his work are given by Sum-pa-mkhan-po (see drag-bsam-ljonbzai, fol. 108" 3-7 ; S. C. Das, Pag Sam JOII
Zang, p. 166),-who states that he
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rin-po-che'i-gsun-bar-srid-gsum-rgyan-gcig-rsu-phrui4in-rta'i-dkar-chugdo-mtsharhkodpa-rgya-mrsho'i-lde-mig.ale Leaving aside the supplements which have separate
pagination, it covers 124 folios of broad format. This catalogue is incomplete ; the
fourth, concluding section and the colophon are wanting.b1n No definite information
is available on its author. As regards the three sections available of the catalogue, the
first section states the necessity of the edition (fols. 3" 2 - 9 6). the second section deals
with the deeds of Buddha and the history of the spread of Buddhism in India and Tibet
(fols. 5" 6-22" 4), and the third (the largest) section gives the history of the formation
of the Tibetan bKa'-'gyur (fols. 22" 6-26b 6), information on the founder of its sNar-than
edition, Mi-dban-bsod-nams-rgyal (fols. 26b 6-50a 4), the history of this edition
(fols. 50" -81b 7), the catalogue of the edition (fols. 82" 1-1 17"),
concluding words on
the use of the edition (fols. 117" 6-12Ib 7) and good wishes (12Ib 7-124" 2).
As regards the catalogue to the Peking edition of the bsTan-'gyur, we shall not
discuss its contents here because it is a catalogue only in the narrow sense of this word.

was the regent of Tibet for 21 years from the F~rth-Monkey year (A.D. 1728)
to the year of his death, viz. the Earth-Dragon year of the xiii cycle (A.D.
1748). In European literature, information on him may be found in the writings
of Rockhill (see W. W. Rockhill, The Dalai Lamas of Lhusa and Their Relations
Pao", vol. xi, 1910,
wirh the Manchu Etnperors of China, 1644-1908,-"T'oung
pp. 42-44) and Tsybikov (see G. Tsybikov, Buddisr-palom~riku sv!,atyn' Tibeta,
241-242). He has also been mentioned by Georgi (see Georgi, Alphabeturn
Tibetanurn, 1762, pp. 338-339; also quoted in : F. Hackmann, izresriya ogeograficheskom, isroricheskom ... -"Sobranie
sochinenii vybrannyk h iz mesyatseslo\~ov
na raznye gody", pt. v, St. Petersburg, 1790, pp. 262-263). Bogle, too, had
heard of him -(see C. R. Markham, Nnrratirtes of the Missiori of George Bogie to
Tibet and of the Journey of Tltomns Manning to Lhasa, London, 1879, p. 194).
618. This catalogue forms a special volume of the sNar-than edition of bKa8-'gyur.
A copy of this edition of the bKa'-'gjjur is also available in the Institute of
Peoples of Asia. 619. Like many other Tibetan works, the entire text of this catalogue is divided into
subjects (sa-bcad). One folio in the beginning (fol. 3" 1) gives the most general
dhision into four parts or chapters, namely : 1. dgos-pa-brjod-pa (an exposition
of the need [of the publication]), 2. spyir-bstan-pa (general remarks), 3. bye-bragtu-biod-pa (special exposition), and 4. mjug-bsdu-pa (conclusion). This last,
fourth part is wanting in the text. It is, however, difficult to understand what
this "conclusion" might have contained, for the purpose of the "conclusion"
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Besides, a fine description of its contents has already been given by P. Cordier.020 We
shall restrict ourselves only to a few remarks on the author of this catalogue and on
the date of its compilation. As is well known, the catalogue of the Peking edition of
bsTan-'gyur was published under the title bsTan-bcos-'gyur-ro-cog-gi-dkar-chug-'jig-rtengsum-gyi-bde-skyid-pad-tshal-bshad-pa'i-in-byed
( 145 f ~ l s . ) ~in~ 17
l 24,82a but this was
a simple reproduction of a much earlier Tibetan work. The colophon of the catalogue
indicates that its author was Za-l1or-gyi-ban-rgan-gdo6-drug-sAems-pa'i-lari-tsho,
who
wrote this work under the orders of sDe-srid Saris-rgyas-rgya-mtsho (1653-1703) in
the Earth-Dragon year, 2648 years after the birth of Buddha (i.e. in A.D. 1688).029
P. Cordiera4 does not elucidate this information of the colophon any further.
Nonetheless, some clarification is certainly required, for the colophon gives only the
conventional nick-name of the author and not his full name. In fact, the nick-name
"Za-hor-ban-rgan" (The Old Monk from Za-hor) or simply "Za-hor-bande" (The
Monk from Za-hor) is a special name (gdon-drug-sXems-pa'i-lab-tsho)-one of the names
given to the scholars of grammar and poetics. This clearly shows that the author of
this catalogue is the Fifth Dalai Lama, bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho (1617-1682), for both
these names are from among those attributed to this famous writer and are incidentally
found in the colophons of his
In Tibetan literature, this catalogue is even
known as the work of the Fifth Dalai Lama. This is also quite clear from the
supplement to this catalogue itself, written by some sag-dban-chos-rgya-mtsho in the
temple of the sandal-wood Buddha in Peking,62e and from the aforementioned
catalogue of the Co-ne edition of bsTan-'gyur, which directly states that the catalogue
was compiled by the
entitled 'Jig-rten-gsum-gj~i-bde-sl~yid-pad-tshal-'byed-pa'i-Xin-byed
Fifth Dalai Lama and that the Peking edition was based on it.e27 The Fifth Dalai Lama
is, however, known to have died in 1682, i.e. six years before the date mentioned in

620.
621.
622.
623.
624.
625.
626.
627.

has been fully served by the last paragraph of the third part. It is possible that
during the course of his work, the author might have changed the original plan
of the work without incorporating the necessary changes on folio 3a 1.
P. Cordier, Catalogue du fonds tibitain de la Bibliothique Nationale, IIeme et Illemc
parties. Index du bsTan-'gyur. Paris, 1909-1915.
Appended in the form of a special volume to the Peking edition of the bsTan'gyur, a copy of which is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia.
See P. Cordier, Catalogue du fonds tibitain .., pt. iii, p. 534 et suiv.
See the catalogue referred to, fol. 145" 5-7.
See P. Cordier, Catalogue du fonds tibitain ..., pt. iii, p. 536.
See supra, note 117.
See the supplement referred to, fol. gb 2-3.
See the catalogue of the Co-ne edition of the bsTan-'gyur, fol. 240b 2-6.
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the colophon of this catalogue. Therefore, if he really was its author,-as stated in the
colophon and other sources,-one has only to surmise that the date of the colophon
is not correct. It is possible that this date may have been distorted deliberately by the
client of the work-sDe-srid Sahs-rgyas-rgya-mtsho-who, as is known, tried to conceal
the death of the Fifth Dalai Lamaaesfor a long time from the Peking court.

628. See W. W. Rockhill, The Dalai Lamrrs of Lhasa,-"T'oung
Pao", vol. xi, 1910,
pp. 2 1-30. The fact that sDe-srid Saris-rgyas-rgya-mtsho concealed the death of
the Fifth Dalai Lama for many years, has been known to the European scholars
right from the time of Georgi (see Georgi, Alphabetum Tibera:iurn, p. 329).
However, the date of this event as given by Georgi is, as usual, not correct. This
fact is also stated by Koeppen (see C. F. Koeppen, Die Iamaische Hierarchic und
Kirche, SS. 173-174), G. Schulemann (see G. Schulemann, Die Geschichre der
Dalai Lamas,S. 163), G. Ts. Tsybikov (see G. Ts. Tsybikov, Buddist-palomrrik
u svyatyn' Tibeta [A Buddhist Pilgrim in the Holy Places of Tibet], p. 261), and
many other authors.

Chapter Five

HISTORICO-GEOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE

'

In surveying the various genres of Tibetan historical literature we simply cannot
ignore the geograpllical literature of Tibet,-not because the Tibetan authors themselves
classify geographical works under historical literature but because these works do,
sometimes, give much useful historical information.
Like all other countries a t a similar stage of development, Tibet too has, in fact,
no geographical literature in the modern sense of this word. What is conventionally
termed as Tibetan "geographical" literature, consists either of the descriptions of
monasteries or temples and other holy places, or of more o r less brief and primitive
works on geography in general, or, finally, o f the accounts of the routes to various
countries. Of all these, the works of the first type, viz. the special descriptions of the
monasteries, temples, sacred statues, stiipa-s, etc.-which,
1ike.the descriptions of the
Buddhist Canon, are usually called "catalogues" (dkar-chug-s)-are the least geographical and most historical in importance. These works contain a list of the most important
objects, worthy of attention, located a t the place described,-particularly, a complete
list of those objects which are inlmured inside a statue, stiipa or any other sacred
structure. But such a list is normally accompanied by a more o r less comprehensive
account of the history of the building-up of the particular monastery, temple, statue
etc-sometimes, even by an account of the earliest history of this monastery, or accordingly an account of the whole history of the cult to which the temple, statue, etc. is
dedicated.
There are many such works devoted to a description of either one particular
monastery, temple, statue, etc. or to that of a whole group of them. With the latter we
are quite familiar, for we have alreadyeae surveyed a work on the history of Buddhism
by Brag-dgon-shabs-drun dKon-mchog-bstanin Amdo-Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho-written
pa-rab-rgyas. The third volume of this voluminous work-Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho-las Khugya-tsho-drug-nas-rgyal-mo-tsha-ba-rori-gi-bar-gyi-dgorrsgrub-sde-phal-che-ba'idkar-chagrho-rsam-bkod-pa (272 fo1s.)-is, as already stated, a brief historical description of a
number of monasteries in Amdo. The second volume of this work,-which mostly
contains the history of the Heads (gdan-rubs) of the bLa-bran monastery and of its
individual darsan-s (grwa-rshari-s)-is also regarded as a description (dkar-chug) of this
monastery ; this is why the folios of this volume mention both the titles : dkar-chug and
gdan-rubs.
629. See supra.
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Another instance of such a description of a group of n~onasteriesis that of G,was a - c h e n - p o - b s h i - d a n - r g y u d - p a - s t o d - s m a ~ - p a G 3 0 , - w h i cish a
brief account of the four largest monasteries o f Tibet (Se-ra, dGa'-ldan, 'Bras-spuns, and
bKra-gis-lhun-po) and of th: two iantric schools, rGyud-pa-stod and rGyud-pa-smad.
This work, which is extremely popular in Tibet, was written by 8ag-dban-byams-pa
(1682-1762)631-otherwise known as Byalns-pa-rin-po-che-from the s n ~ a l lmonastery of
Phur-bu-lcog. T!~iswork is dated 174463a,and is included in the Complete Works of its
author published from Phur-bu-lcog, where it covers 62 folios of usual format.633

630. The work begins, as usual, with the introductory verses (fols. l b 1-2" 1) followed
by :
1. a description of the monastery of dGa'-ldan, which includes a history
of its establishment (fols. 2" 1-8" l ) , a brief report on its Heads (fols. 8 a 1-10" 1)
and a description of its sacred places (fols. 10" 1-lXb 4).
2. a description of the monastery o f 'Bras-spuris, which includes a history
of its establishment (fnls. 18b 4-24a 4) and a description of its sacred places
(fol. 24" 4-29" 2).
3. a description of the monastery of Se-ra, which includes a history of the
establishment of this monastery and of its d a t s ~ n - s (fols. 2 9 2-36" 6) and a
descriptioo of its sacred places (fols. 36b I-43n 5).
4. a description of the monastery of b~ra-iis-lhun-Po, which includes
a history of the establishment of this monastery (beginning, as usual, with a
biography of its founder, dGe-'dun-grub)-fol 43a 5-52a 5-and a desc~iption
of the sacred places of this nlonastery (fols. 52" 5 - 5 5 a 6).
5. a history of the establish~nentof the monastery of Srad-rgyud and of
its first, "lower" faculty of occult sciences (rgyud-smad)-fols. 52a 5-59" 6.
6 . a history of the establishment of the second, "upper" faculty of
occult sciences (rgj)ud-stod)-fols. 59" 6-61a 5.
7. the concluding verses (fols. 61" 5-62" I), and
8. the colophon (fol. 62" 2-3).
631. The biography of &ag-dbali-byams-pa is set forth by his pupil, the aforementioned Yolis-'dsin ye-ies-rgysl-mtshan, in the Lam-rim-bla-ma-rgyud-pa'irriam-thr~r (pt. 2, vol. vi, fols. 275" 3-272b6). According to this biography,
he was born in the Water-Dog yesr (A.D. 1682), and he died in the 81st year
of his life, viz. in the Water-Horse year (A.D. 1762).
632. See the colophon, fol. 62" 3, which states that this work was composed on
the 5th day of the 8th month of the Wood-Mouse year (A.D. 1744).
633. This work of mag-dban-byanis-pa forms the 45th (be) book in the Collected
Works of the author published from the small monastery of Phur-bu-]cog.
A copy of this 'Collected Works' is available in the Institute of Peoples of
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The number of texts devoted to the description o f individual monasteries, temples,
statues, etc. is unusually large. These descriptions of individual monasteries often
include more o r less detailed histories of their Heads, and are thus, in their subjectwhich
matter, quite close to the aforementioned monastery chronicles-gdan-rubs-s-in
the histories of the monasteries and their Heads are also sccompanied by the descriptions
o f various holy places. An example of such a work is that of the work of Thu'u-bkwan
bLo-bzaxi.chos-kyi-%ma (1737-1802), the incarnation and the Fead of dGon-lun
monastery-b~ad-sgrub-bstan-pa'i-'b~~~-gna~-~h~-sde-~he~~-P~-dgon-~~nbyams-pa-glin-gidkar-chag-dpyod-ldun-yid-dban-'gugs-pa'i-ph~-Za.~~~
This work, written in 1775,*8 gives
a n account of how the dGon-Ion monastery was founded (fols. 3' 6-10" 6), a
history of its thirty-nine successive Heads (fols. loa 6-6ga 2), a description (i.e. dkarchug in the real sense of the word) of its holy places (fols. 69" 2-76b 5 ) . and information
on the personages, who patronised the monastery (fols. 76b 5-7aa 6). This work (along
with its appendix) is available in the third volume of the Complete Works of Thu'ub G a n bLo-bzai-chos-kyi-'ii-ma published in dGon-luh, and covers 88 folios. The
(fols.
appendix is entitled sBas-yul-dkar-po-ljotis-kyi-gnas-bs~od-ka-ka*i-sgra-dbyoris
79b 3-88a 2), and is a description of the place in verse, con~posed by rGyal-sras-sprulsku bLo-bzan-bstan-'dsin (17th century).636

Asia (Tsybikov Collection, No. 23). The work discussed here is extremely
popular and is also often printed separately from other works in the same
Collection. One such separate copy is available in the collections of the
Institute of Peoples of Asia ( Old Collection, No. 43aC).
634. This work is included in vol. iii of the Collected Works of Thu'u-bkwan
bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-%-ma published in the monastery of dGon-lun (see the
copy of this 'Collected Works' in the library of the Leningrad University,
xyl. Q. 344).
635. This date of composition o f the text-Wood-Sheep
year (A.D. 1775)-is
mentioned in the colophon (fol. 79b 2).
636. rGyal-sras-sprul-sku bLo-bzan-bstam'dsin, the incarnation of the founder of the
dGon-lun monastery,
rGyal-sras Don-yod-chos-kyi-rgya-mtsho, arrived
at dGon-lun in 1665 (see Deb-ther-rgj~u-mtsho, vol. i, fo1. 6gb 1-2, and the
'chronological table' of Sum-pa-mkhan-po). He died in the early 90's of
the 17th century (in 1696) when, according to the 'chronological table' of
Sum-pa-mkhan-po, his incarnation, bLo-bzah Nag-dban 'Jigs-med-ye-ies-gragspa, was born. A list of the incarnations of rGyal-sras-rin-po-che is given by
kLon-rdol-bla-ma in his reference work, hsTon-'dsin-kyi-~kjles-bu-rgya-bod-dubyon-pa'i-miil-gi-gratis (fol. 2 la 4-2 1 2). Cf, also Deb-ther-rg)3a-mrsho, vol. i,
Vos. 30
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O f similar nature is the description of the SKU-'bum monastery-Phyogs-thamscad-lr~s-mam-~ar-rgyal-ba'i-chos-sde-chen-po-sku-'bum-byams-pa-glin-gi-r~en-don-br~
hcas-pa'i-dkar-chag-ched-du-brjo~i-pa'i-gfam-san-rna-pa'i-bcud-len-wri
t ten in 1 832637 by
the forty-seventh Head of this monastery, gSer-tog-mkhan-po (also, gser-tog-ho-thogthu) ye-ges-thub-bstan-rgya-mtsho (b. 1786).e3e I t was published in SKU-'bumin one
volume along with the aforesaide30 chronicle of this monastery compiled by the second
'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa. This volume bears a conlposite title, gDan-sa-chen-po-sku-'bumbyams-pa-gliri-gi-gdan-rubs-muf i g - ' p h r - ba-dun- rfen-dun- brten-par- bcas-pu'i- dkar-chug\
ched-nu-brjod-pa-ma-ba'i-bcud-len,
and covers 105 folios.640 Of these, folios 1-42a 6
cantain the chronicle of the second 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa, and the rest the description
proper. The latter which, in its structure, is not much different from the former is
divided into four parts (apart from the introductory and concluding verses and the
colophon). The first part (fols. 45" 6-5gb 3) gives a brief history of the rise of SKU-'bum
and of its development under the first thirty-three Heads whose particulars are given in
the chronicle. The second part (fols. 59b 3-86" 6) contains the biographies of the next
eighteen Heads. The third part (fols. 86" 6-103b 2 ) contains the description proper of
the sacred places of SKU-'bum. The fourth part (fols. 103b 2-104b 3) dwells on the use
of worshipping them. As a matter of fact, this description can be and is regarded as a
continuation
continuation of the chronicle of the second 'Jam-dbyalis-bshad-pa-a
which by itself is independent and complete. At the same time, a further continuation
of this work may be seen in the chronicle of SKU-'bum, compiled by gSer-tog-hothog-thu bLo-bzan-tshul khrims-rgya-nlts110,-which ccntains the biographies of the
Heads of the monastery from the fifty-second Head onwards. The first fifty-one
Heads, who have been dealt with in the two earlier works, are only casually
men t i ~ n e d . ~ " l
Such descriptions (dlcar-chug-s) which not only enumerate the appanages of a
monastery but also expound the biograpies of its successive Heads are, however, rare.
. .

637.

638.

639.
640.
641.

.

fol. 6Bb 1-4. Of these incarnations, the Indian philosopher, k n t i d e v a , the son
of a king ( r g y a l - ~ m s ) ,was the foremost (see the work of kLnn-rdol-bla-tna
referred to here, fol. 21" 4).
See the colophon, fol. 105" 4-6, which states that this work was written in the
Water-Dragon year, 475 years after the birth of Tson-kha-pa (A.D. 1357) and
249 years after the establishment of SKU-'bun1 (A.D. 1583)-viz., in A.D. 1832.
The author himself gives his bio-data in the work discussed here (fols 7gb 381" 6). According to this report, he was born in the Fire-Horse year of the
xiii cycle (A.D. 1786).
See supra.
A copy of this work is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia, Nova,
1914.
See supra.
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In most cases, the historical part of the dkar-chug-s is restricted to an exposition
of the history of the building-up of a particular object and to some most general infor.
mation on its future fate ; the whole attention is paid to its description and glorification.
Of the various dkar-chag-s of monasteries, the one which gives a detailed description of the old Tibetan monastery of bSam-yas, erccted after the earthquake, deserves
special attention. This work, entitled RaD-'byams-dog-pa'i-shin-gi-yon-ron-kun-tshan-lugsgsum-mi-'gyur-lhutz-gyis-grub-pa'i-gfsuglag-khan-rten- don-brren- par-bcas- pa-legs- gso'i-srishu~i-ltar-bsgrubs-pa'i-tshul-gyi-kkyad-par-brjod-pa'i-dkar-chag-skal-bzan-dan-pa'i-sko-'byedno-mtshar-rgya-mtsh~'i-le'u-mig~~~
(in 247 folios of usual format), was written in 1854 by
the eminent l'ibetan statesman, dBan-phyug-rgyal-poPm a prince (gun) from the family
of bgad-sgra-pa and one of the ministers (bka'-blon) of Tibet. Another description
(dkar-chug) that can be mentioned here is that of Utaishan composed by the aforementioned 1Cah-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje. This description, known under the title Ri-bo-dwansbsil-gyi-dkar-chug-mjug-ma-tshan-ba, is included in the seventh volume of the Collected
Works of the author,-where it covers 28 folios.644
Besides, the Tibetan historians refer to the existence of two different descriptions
of the monastery of Rwa-sgrens, of a description of Pha-bon-kha written by 'Khon-ston
dPal-'byor-lhun-grub (1561-1637),646and of various descriptions of gNas-chun, Gun-than,
Than-bo-che and various other places,64e but these descriptioos have not yet been
available to n e .

642. A copy o f t h i s work is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Tsyhikov

Collecrion, No. 46).
643. See the colophon.
644. A copy of this description is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia. I t
is included in the Collected Works of ICan-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje (Old Collection,
No. 31 l a ). It is also available as a separate monograph (B.1953).
645. The biography of 'Khon-ston dPal-'byor-ll~un-grub is given in the aforementioned
(note 31 1 ) collection of the biographies of incarnations of ICan-skya Rol-pa'irdo-rje and in the Lam-rim-blo-ma-rgyud-pa'i-rnam-thar
(pt. 2, vol. vi, fols.
362a 4-364a 4). The dates of birth and death of 'Khon-ston dPal-'byor-lhungrub are also given in the "Chronological Tables".
646. See Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fols. 9b 6-lob 3), where a list of some such
descriptions (dkar-chug-s) is given. As regards the descriptio~~
of Lhasa written
by '~am-db~ans-d~a'-ba'i-b6es-giien,-whicl~,A. Griinwedel assumed (see
A. Griinwedel Die Temple von Llmsa, p. 5). was some special work that had not
come down to us,-it
is actually the well-known (translated and published, in
Vos. 30/a
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Of the numerous dkar-chug-s of individual temples and holy places, mention may
first be made of that of the main temple of Lhasa,-bearing the title Lha-ldan-sprul-ba'i.
grsug-lag-khafi-gi-dkar-cha~el-dkar-me-lon,B47-~hi~h
was composed in 1644 by the
Fifth Dalai Lama, $lag-dbaxi bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho 'Jigs-med-go-cha-thub-bstan-Ian-'tsho.
This work is a brilliant account in verses, each verse being followed by a detailed
exposition of the same theme in prose. I t is included in the Complete Works of the
Fifth Dalai Lama,648where it occupies 21 folios of the usual format. The prose part of
this work, which is widely known in the Tibetan world, was first translated (though,
unfortunately, with omissions and errors) by Waddel1640in 189 5. In 19 19, Professor

part, by A. Griinwedel himself) description of the Lhasa temple written by the
Fifth Dalai Lama ; for, " 'Jam-dbyai~-dga'-ba'i-b6es-~Een" is one of the
many names of this Dalai Lama (see supra, note 115). This description is
mentioned by sMin-grol-bla-ma in his geographical work (see V. P. Vasil'ev,
Geografiya Tibela ..., St. Petersburg, 1895, p. 2h), where the name of the Fifth
Dalai Lama is preceded by the usual epithet of the Dalai Lamas : ihams-cadmkltyen-pa (=omniscient).
647. This work is included in vol. xix of the aforementioned Collected Works of the
Fifth Dalai Lama. The date of its coniposition-sa-skjqon (Piirfhiva) year,
which is the 19th year in the Byhaspnficalcra and which corresponds to the
Wood-Hen year (A.D. 1645) of the Tibetan sexagenary cycle-is mentioned in
the colophoii (fol. 21" 6). The same Wood-Hen year as the year of the
composition of the work discussed here is mentioned in the autobiography of
the Fifth Dalai Lama [vol. i (6), fol. 131b3-41. In the introduction to his
translation, A . Grunwedel wrongly states that this work was composed "Im
Jahre 1647 nach der Ruck-kehr vom chine-sischen Hofe" (see A. Grunwedel,
Die T ~ t ~ t p lvolt
e Lhasa. p. 9). As is known from the Tibetan and Chinese
sources, the Fifth Dalai Lama, Nag-dban bLo-bza~i-rgya-mtsho,left for the
Chinese court only in 1652 and came back in 1653 (see W. W. Rockhill,
The Dalui Lamas of Lhasu. -"T'oung Pao", vol. xi, 19 10, pp. 14-18). Cf. also
the "Chronological Tables".
648. A. Griinwedel-according to his own statement-heard
from somewhere that
only the prose part of this work had been written by the Fifth Dalai Lama
and that the verses had been composed by others. But this report is not well
founded. The colophon of this work and the autobiography of the Fifth
Dalai Lama (pt. 1, vol. vi, fol. 13Ib 3-4) mention this description as the Fifth
Dalai Lama's own work.
649. See L. A. Waddell, Description of Lhasa Cathedral, translated from Tibetan,JASB, vol. xiv, pt. i, 1895, pp. 259-283.
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A. Griinwedel published en regard the full Tibetan text (in traasliteration) along with a
German translation of the entire

650. A. Grun wedel, Die Temple von Lhasa. Gedichr des ersren Dolai-lama, fiir Pilger
bestimmr,-"Sitzungs-berichte
der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaftcn,
Philosophisch-historische Klasse, Heidelberg, 1919, 14 Abh. [Like some othcr
European authors, A. Griinwedel calls the Fifth Dalai Lama the first, for this
Dalai Lama was the first to rise to the position of the supreme sovereign of
Tibet-a position, which was also retained by his successors].
This work of A. Grunwedel is much better than the work of Waddell,
though it is not absolutely free fiom mistakes. The prose portion of the text
which separates the first four lines in verse from the subsequent ones, has been
turned by A. Grunwedel into a verse. Besides, A. Grunwedel did not properly
read many words. In place of the expression lus-chan-kwn-la-ris-su-mchad in
the beginning of these verses, A Griinwedel has wrongly published lus-can-kunrigs-sum-chad, which has distorted the meaning. In the third line, he has
interpolated an extra word-bdag.
Again, in the last but one of these verses.
A. Griinwedel reads zabs in place of za-bas. The translation of the colophon
as made by Griinwedel is worse than the one made by Waddell. The Tibetan
text of the colophon reads :
'Di-yan gtsug-lag-khan-rten-brten-pa-la-ri-kong7ier-rnanis-kyi-bskul-ba'i-nor gna~i~-bskos-kyi-rgyaI-po-phag-mo-gru-pa'i-blon-po
rgya-gar-gyi-rgyal-rigs-sZ-la-pa-chen-POza-hor-gyi-rigs-las-son-pa'i-lo-rgyus-smrapa'i-btsun-pa-nag-dban-blo-bzail- rgya- n~tsho-'jigs- med- go- cha- thub- bstan. Ian.
tsho'i-sdes sa-skyon-gi-lo-rgya-nag-gi-rgyal-khab-chen-por-1o-o- gsar- du- chis- pa
'iin-byed-dban-po-gshu-khyim-du-iie-bar-spyod-pa'i-phyo@s-sna-ma'i-b
n-po-danpo dbyaiis-ai-'chan-ba'i-tshes-la-dga'-ldan-phyogs-thams-cad-lns-rnam- par-rgzalba'i-pho-bran-du-sbyar-ba'i-yi-geba-ni-v8gri-ya'o.
Waddell translates : "This catatogue ...has been written by sag-dban-hlobzan-rgya-mtsho, the fearless one armed with the doctrine, who is descended
from the race of Zahor and once (in a former birth) the minister of Phag-niogru-pa the king of gNam-bskos and (formerly) the great Sahlapa of the Indian
royal race, at the palace of dGa'-lda~~-phyogs-thams-cad-las-rnam-par-rg~al-ba.
a t the request of the stewards in charge of the images of the Viltiira, at the
beginning of the year of Sa-skyon, in the Chinese court, on a most auspicious
day o f the first glorious part of the course of the Zodiac around the constellation
Re, Vagendras' seyo !" A. Griinwedel translates : "Dieser Katalog ... ist vom
Dalai bla-ma &ag-dbah-blo-bzan Abhayavarm:, dem Lehrer der Jugend uber
Buddhas Religion, dem wir sein Vorgeburtslegenden erwahnen, den Erwurdigen,
da er, um zu opfern und seine Verehrung zu bezeugen, von den fungierenden
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Then, one may mention a number o f works "devoted to the description of the
various temples and holy places of bLa-bran. These include, in particular, the descrip-

Tempelpriestern aufgefordert, den Tempel gekehrt hat und dafur als Kaiser
von China, als Ratsherr in Phag-mo-gru, als MahZgZli aus indischem
Ksatriyageschlechte und endlich im Geschlechte von Za-lior erschienen ist,
verfasst worden am ersten Tage des Neujahrs BhtipZla nach Palastverfugung
des chinesischen Kaisers, am ersten giinstigen Tag der nach dem Bogenhaus
des StiryarZjZ inklinierenden Region, an einem Tage, wo es mit dem Laute i
regnete, da er ja schriftstellert im Tempelpalast dGa'-ldan, der alle Welt
ubertriff 1".
Both these translations are wrong. A correct translation of the Tibetan
text would be : "This description has been written a t the instance of the
stewards (dkon-gZer-s) engaged in the service and worship of the images of the
temple, by the monk-historiographer, s a g - d b a n bLo-bzan-rgya-nitsho 'Jigs-medgo-cha-thub-bstan-Ian-tsho'i-sde [the full name of the t ifth Dalai Lama], the
descendant from the race of Za-hor-the
Indian ksutriya race like the great
Sdla tree and the race of the ministers of the heaven-appointed king, Phag-mogru-pa. (It has been written) in the Piirthiva year (A.D. 1645)-when a new
year began in China-on
the first day of the category of "the good ones"
(i.e. on the second day), denoted by the vowel "i", of the first half of the month
in which the sun entered the sign of Sagittarius, in the castle of dGa'Idan-phyo~s-thams-cad-las-rnam-pa~-rgyal-ba'i-pho-bran
[full name of the castle
of Dalai Lama in 'Bras-spuns]. The scribe is VZgindra-hi".
About his descent from Hor gShon-nu-bzan-po-the
minister to the
founder of the Tibetan Phag-mo-gru-pa dynasty, T i ' i Si-tu Byan-chub-rgyalmtshan-the
Fifth Dalai Lama speaks in details in his biography (see the
Collected Works, vol. v, pt. i, fols. I l a 5-21b 3), where lie traces his lineage right
to tile Indian kings, ~ h k and
a ~ a g a r a t h a . The expression rgyu-gar-gyi-rg~ulrigs-sii-la-pa-che~i-po,which we have translated as the "Indian ksatr.iya race like
the great Siila tree", is a simple corruption of the expression rgyul-rigs-.\!ili-siila-lta-bu which is an exact translation of the Sanskrit expression ksatl.ij.a-rnahli&la-kulam. This Sanskrit expression is found in the Mahiivyutpatti ( N 3862),
Lali~avistara(See the Sanskrit text in : S. Lefmann, Lalita Vistara, vol. i, S. 117,
Z. 17 ; and the Tibetan text in : P. E. Foucaux, Rgya tch'er rolpa ou
~ 6 v e l o ~ ~ e mdes
e n tJeux, p. 104, 1.2) and other texts. This is also mentioned
by the Fifth Dalai Lama it] his autobiography (pt. i, fol. I l a 2). The expression
gnam-bskos (=the heaven-appointed) is a title of honour, which was earlier used
for the Chinese emperor and is now also employed for others. This title can
also be and is used for Tibetan kings.
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tion of the temple (suburgan) in bLa-bran conlposed in 180441 by the twenty-first Herd
of this monastery, the well-known scholar Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'i-sgron-me
(1762-1823).eba This work (in 35 folios) is entitled bDe-bar-gdegs-p'i-Jku-gsuri-rhugs-kyirren-bshens-pa-dan-phyag-mchod-skor-pa'i-phan-yon-bstan-pa-rnam-dkur-las-la-skul-byed-dka
-chug-lha'i-rria- hen,^ and is included in the Complete Works of its author. However,

651. See the colophon (fols. 34b 6-35" 3), which mentions the cyclic date of the
composition of this description-Wood-Ox
)ear ofthe xiii cycle (A.D. 1805)and the numbers of years expired up to this date from the dates of various
events.
was
652. A comprehensive biography of Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'i-sgron-me
written in 1831 by the aforementioned dPal-man dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan
(1 764-1853). This biography (entitled 'Jam-dbyans-hla-m-rje-brsun-dkon-mchogbsran-pa'i-sgron-me'i-rnam-par- thar-pa- brjod-pa'i-gram-dad- po'i- p a h - bshad-pu'i.
%in-byed) is included in vol. vi of the Collected Works of its author, where it
covers 205 folios.
A short biography (in verse) of Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'i-sgronme was written by rGyal-mkhan-po Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1762-1837). This
biography (entitled rJe-bla-ma-mrsha~i-hrjod-par-dga*-ba-dkon-mchog-hstan-pa'isgron-me-clpal- bzan- po'i-rtogs- pa-brjod-pa- no-mishrrr-Ilra'i- rol-mo- mkhas- pa'i-].id'phrog) is included in vol. v of the Collected Works of its author, where it covers
1 I folios (see the copy of this 'Collected Works' in the Institute of Peoples of
Asia, Baradiirt Collection, No. 5). To the same author (viz. to rGyal-mkhan-po
Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan) are also attributed two "secret" biographies of this
scholar. One of these, entitled rJe-btsun-dkon-mchog-bsmn-pa'i-sgron-me-dpalbzari-po'i-shal-s~a-nas-kyi-gsan-ba'i-rnam-thar-dno-grub-kyi-se(in 9 folios), is
dated A.D. 1825, and is available in vol. v of the author's Collected Works. The
other, entitled rJe-btsun-bla-nta-dkon-mchog-hstan-pa*i-sgron-me-dpl-b:ari-po'i.
gsari-ba'i-rnam-par-rhar-pa-nor-bu'i-do-al (in 3 folios), is available in vol. iv of
the author's Collected Works.
Another, third "secret" biography of Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'isgron-me-enti tled rJe-btsun-dkon-mchog-b.~tan-pa'i-sgron-me-dpl-bzari-po'i-g.~oriba'i-rnam-par-rhar-pa-rdsogs-ldan-sp.vin-gi-sgra-dban~
(in 5 folios)-was written
by sDe-khri 'Jam-dbyans-thub-bstan-%-ma (1779-1 62). [See the bLa-bran
edition of the Collected Works of this author in the Institute of Peoples of Asia,
Baradiin Collection, No. 9, vol. i].
It is possible that there may also be some more biographies of Gun-than
d~on-mchog-bstan-pa'i-sgron-me.
653. This description is, however, wanting in the copy of the Collected Works of
Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'i-sgron-meavailable in the Institute of Peoples
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half the text in this work is simply a discourse on the use of the buildinging and worm
shiping of the suburgan. To the history proper o f the construction of the suburgan are
devoted only eight folios (fols. 4* 3-1 l b 2), half of which, again, contain some legends
on the origin of the stiipn cult itself. T o the same author is ascribed a brief description
of the statue of Maitreya, which bears the title Luri-ston-byams-pa'i-dkar-~hag-~dafissiinn-chos-kyi-gandi. This small work (in 12 folios)664is also included in the fifth volume
o f the Collected Works of the author.
Another such dkar-chug is that of the so-called Golden temple of bLa-bran. A
major portion of this work, which is entitled gSer-lchari-chen-mo-rten-duri-rt~n-~arbcas-pa'i-dkar-chag-byari-chen-thar-lam-7grod-pa'i-tem-skas
(5 1 folios in all), was translated
into Russian by R. B3radiir-1.~~~
It was composed in 1825 by the twenty-third Head of
the bLa-bran monastery, rGyal-mkhan-chen Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1762-1 837),666 and is
included in the Complete Works of this
T O the same author is also attributed
the description of the temple of AmitZbha Buddha-entitled
'Od-dpag-med-kyi-lha-kharirten-da~-rten-par-bcas-pa'i-dkar-chag-nor-bu'i-7lchri-i~i-which
is found mentioned in the

654.
655.

656.

657.

+

of Asia (Baradiin Collection, No. 4) despite B. Baradiin's statement (in his work,
Statuya Maitrei ... , pp. 08 and 10) that he had brought this work and had even
prepared a translation of it for the press.
A copy of this work is available in the Institute of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin
Collectiorr, No. 4).
B. Baradiin, Stattrya Mailrei v Zolotom khrame v Lnvrane, Leningrad, 1924
(Bibliotheca Buddhica, xxii).
The biography of rGyal-mkhan-po ~ r a ~ s - ~ a - r ~ ~ a l - h is
t s hset
a n forth in the
Deb-ther-rgyu-mtsho (vol. ii, fols. 44a l-49b 6). According to this biography,
he was born in the Water-Horse year of the xii cycle (A.D. 1762), and he died
in the Fire-Hen year in the 76th year of his life (A.D. 1837). Some information
also been given by
on him--apparently, on the basis of this biography-has
B. Baradiin in the introdu~tionto his work (see B. Baradiin, Sfatuya, Maitrei.. ,
pp. 11-12).
I have not been able to trace this work so far in spite of a specific report by
B. Baradiin that it is available in the Asiatic Museum (now Institute of Peoples
of Asia) of the Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R. amidst the books brought by him
from Amdo (see B. Baradiin, Statuyn Maitrei . , p. 10). According to the
'Table of Contents' appended to the copy of the Ccllected Works of rGyalmkhan-yo Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (bLa-bran edition) in the Institute of Peoples
of Asia (Baradiin Collecrion, No. 51, this work should be available in vol. vi
(cha) of this 'Collected Works', but it is not found there. I could not, therefore,
compare B. Baradiin's translation with the original.
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table of contents of the fourth volume of the Collected Works of the author.Besides,
rGyal-mkhan-chen Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan is also the author of Grub-pa'i-slob-dpon-chew
po-mtsho-skyes-rdo-rje'i-sku-brZan-mthon-ba-don-ldan-r~en-dan-brten-par-bcas-pa'i-dkar-chagmkhas-pa'i-yid-'phrog (17 f o l ~ . ) a, ~description
~~
of the statue of Padmasan~bhavain the
b~ra-8is-byams-brtse-lha-khantemple in bL3-bran, and of a collection of various small
descriptions entitled dKar-chug-dad-pa'i-sgo-byed
(-14 f o l ~ . ) . ~
Of all such texts available in our collections, one more that can be mentioned
here is the dkar-chug of the suburgan having the remains of the seventh Dalai Lama at
Potala in Lhasa. This work composed by the third Panchen Lama, d~al-Idan-ye-bes
(1738-1780)' is available in the third volume of the Collected Works of the author,
and is en titled ,Rigs-dan.dkyil-'khor-kun-gyi-bdag-po-rdo-rje-'cha~-khams-gsum-*groba'ibla-ma-mchog-gi-sku--gdun-yid-bshin-nor-bu-sZin-por-bshugs-po'i-lharbcas-skye-dgu'i- mchodsdon-chen-po'i-thog-mtha'-bar-gsum-gyi-che-ba'iyon-tan-brjod-par-bya-ba'i-gram-rdru-'phrul'od-zerphyogs-brgyar-'byed-pa'i-snan-bye
(usually cited by its short title, rGyal-dbanbskal-bzah-rgya-mtsho'i-gser-gdun-dkarcha)and covers 79 folios.ba1 From the historical
standpoint, however, it is of little interest. There are many more works of this type,
which, however, we shall not enumerate here. It may, however, be observed that such
-works are not restricted to the holy places of Tibet alone. There are similar works
in Tibetan language, which give the descriptions of various holy places or objects in
China, Mongolia and even Buryatia-as, for instance, the description of the statue of
Maitreya in the Aginsky darsnn (dGa'-ldsn biad-sgrub-glifi) in Buryatia. This
-

658. This description is wanting in the copy of the Collected Works of the author
available in the Institute o f Peoples of Asia, though B. Baradiin states that he
had brought the text (ibid., p. 10). Thus, none of the three descriptions mentioned by B. Baradiin could be located in the collections of the Institute.
According to the 'Table of Contents' appended to the Collected Works, the
present text should be available in vol. iv (ria).
659. Included in vol. iv of the Collected Works of the author available in the Institute
of Peoples of Asia (Baradiin Collecrion, No. 5). A major portion of the text
(fols. 3b 3-10'' 5) is occupied by the biography of the builder of the temple, bLobzan-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan, along with a history of the construction of this
temple.
660. See Baradiin Collection, No. 5, vol.
As such collections of minor descriptions are not important from historical standpoint, we shall not discuss these
here (though many authors do have such collections of their minor works).
'661. See the Collected Works of Pan-chen d ~ a l - l d a n - ~ e - i in
e s the Inbtitute of Peoples
of Asia (Tsybikov Collection, No. 12).
\ti.
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description, entitled A.~~-b~~ants-chen-gyi-dkar-chag-rab-gsal-mlon~002
was composed in
1915 by one of the Lamas of this dafsan (grwa-fshari), bLo-brtan.
Apart from such descriptions which are intended to serve as subject-indexes or
catalogues to a particular place o r temple and are accordingly called dkar-chug-s, there
also are certain descriptions of a more general geographical nature, usually known as
gnus-biad-s (=Descriptions of a Place). These works, too, frequently contain useful
historical material. These are normally written with a view to glorify some
monastery-big or small-and also contain therefore an account of the leading personages
of these places in addition to the description of the place itself. One example of a
work of this type is the description of the famous monastery of Jo-nan-entitled
JO-nafi-gignas-biad (in 13 f o l i o ~ ) ~ ~ ~ - a v a i l a bin
l e the Complete Works of Lama
TZraniitha. This work contains a description of nature (fols. 2b 1-5" 4), a list of those
distinguished persons who "blessed" (byin-gyis-brlabs) this cloister with their presence
(fols. 5" 4-Bb 4) and an exposition of the continuous tradition of meditaters of the
cloister (fols. Llb 4-12a 6). Such works also include Lama TBranZtha's brief description
o f 'Khyog-po, a small monastery-entitled
'Khyog-po-ri-khrod-gyi-gnus-biad(3 fols.)e64
-and a still shorter description of sKyid-phug bDe-ldan, a place of meditation (entitled
s~rub-gnus-skyid-phug-bde-Idan-gyi-gnusbiad) .ss5 However, the historical material
available in all these three works is highly insignificant in quality as well as quantity.
Of interest from historical standpoint is another work,-included in TZranZtha's Complete
Works,-which is devoted to a description of the well-known monastery, rTag-brtandam-chos-glin. [This monastery was a strongl~oldof the Jo-nali-pa sect, but was later
turned by the Fifth Dalai Lama into a monastery of the dGe-lugs-pa sect (the dominant
This work,-which, in
sect of Tibet) and renamed as dGa'-ldan-phun-tsh~gs-glin].~~~
-

- -

662. See the manuscript of this work brought in 1935 by S. D. Dylykov-available in
the Institute of Peoples of Asia.
663. See the Collected Works of TBranItha available in the Institute of Peoples of
Asia-Tsybikov Collection, No. 15, vol. xiv (pho).
664. See ibid.
665. See ibid.
666. This is also mentioned in the Vaidij/-ya-ser-po (fol. 31 Sb 4), where the date of
this event-Earth-Dog
year (A.D. 1658)-is also recorded. The former name
of the monastery has been given in this text in a short form : "rTag-brtan".
The GI-ub-mthn'-.(el-gjji-me-Ion(book vii, fol. 4a 35), which also refers to the
conversion of this monastery, gives its former name as rTag-brtan-phun-tshogsglin. This name as the old name of the monastery is also nlentioned by sMingrol-bla-ma in his "Geography of Tibet". But the text of the description being
surveyed here specifically and repeatedly calls this monastery as rTag-brtan-damchos-glin (see fols. 4b 1-2 and 19" 2). Here, i t is interesting to note that this
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xylograph edition of TiiranBtha's works, is en t itlcd dGaD-l&n-phun-rshogs-glih-gi-gnushiad (19 f o l ~ . ) , ~ ~ ~ -very
i s much similar to the descriptions of the special catalogues
described above, viz. dkar-chug-s. Like the dlcar-chug-s, it first expounds the history
of the rise of the monastery and then enumerates its most important temples along with
the objects and images centered in them. Besides these specific works of Tibetan
geographical literature, there also are, in Tibetan language, works on general geography
-the so-called "General Descriptions of Jambudvipa" ('Dsam-gliri-spyi-biad). Two
such works are known t o me. One, which is comparatively older and shorter, is called
'Dsam-glin-spyi-hiad-no-mtshar-gfam-siia11.
It was written in 1777868by the well-known
scholar, Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-6es-dpal-'byor (1704- 1788)-whose historical work has
already been discussed above-and
is included in his Complete Works. This work,
which covers 14 folios of large Tibetan format,6BDdoes not contain any historical
material. It is a collection of bits of information on the geography of the world known
to the author ; one-third of this work is devoted to India (fc)ls. 3b 6-'ib 5). This work
did not remain the only expression of the views of the author on the geography of the
world. The reply of Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-Ses-dpal-'byor sent in 1779 to thethird
Panchen Lama, deal-ldan-ye-ies (1738-1780),-who
had posed some questions and
raised ce'rtain objections against the historical and geographical views of the author,-

description was published before the re-naming of the monastery, for it gives
many indications to this effect. The title given t o the text is different : dGuSIdan-pltun-rskogs-gliri.gi-gnus-bJad.The same new name of the monastery figures
on the first folio of the text (see the text, fol. I b 5), for which the earlier block
of the xylograph has been clearly tampered with. A longer expression-"dGasIdan-phun-tshogsn-is found carved in place of the earlier expression, "rTagbrtan-dam-chos". At all other places-in the body of the text and at the endthe old, original name of the monastery is preserved. The margins of the folios
also carry the word "rTag", which conclusively shows that the earlier title of
this xylograph was rTag-brtan-dam-rhos-gliri-gi-gnus-bJad.
667. This text is available in vol. xiv (pha) of the Collected Works of the author
cited here.
668. See the colophon, fol. 14a 2, which states that this work was written by Sum-pamkhan-po in the Fire-Hen year (A.D. 1777).
669. This text is available in vol. ii (kha) of the Collected Works of Sum-pa-mkhanpo. Since this text is extremely popular, it is also frequently found as a separate
monograph. A copy of such a monograph is available in the Institute of
Peoples of Asia (Old Collection, No. 44jB).
Vos. 3 1/a
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is included in the collection entitled Nari-dot~-tha-siiad-rig-gnas-kyi.gshun-gi-do~s-~n
'ga'-slrig-dris-pa'i-lan-phyogs-gcig-tu-bris-pa-rab-dcar-pa-sans
(100 f 0 l s . ) , ~ ~among
0
other
replies of his to various questions and objections. In this reply which covers 6 folios
of large format (fols. 5 b 1-1 l a 2), Sum-pa-mkhan-po Ye-ges-dpal-'byor also quotes some
historical data, though even here the main emphasis generally is o n the list of peoples
inhabiting the earth in various directions from India and Tibet.
Considerably more interesting from historical as well as geograpllical standpoint
is another, much more detailed work entitled 'Dsam-gliri-spyi-biad-me-Ion
which was
written half a century later by sMin-grol-sprul-sku 'Jam-dpal Chos-kyi-bstan-'dsin-'phrinlas (1789-1838).871 We were able t o examine-though cursorily-a
manuscript copy
of this work in Aginsky datsan in Buryatia. Like the previous work, it is an essay on
general geography. However, what is important for us in this work is only the
geography of Tibet and partly that of India, written on the basis of true Tibetan
notions, for a great deal of interesting historical references and local legends is scattered
in the description of these countries. Besides, the geographical data on Tibet as given
in this work are also fairly important. As regards the remaining part of this work, it
is almost unimportant, for,-as already pointed out by V. P. Va~il'ev,67~-it is written
on the basis of European and mainly Russian sources. That this work has greatly
depended on the Russian works on geography is clear from the fact that many
geographical names given in the Tibetan text have not even been translated ; these
are mere transliterations of the corresponding Russian names (for instance, "Kuril'skie
ostrova" [Kuril islands] etc). However, to supple~nent the materials taken from the
Russian and other European works on geography, the author gives some totally
fantastic reports.673 This leads us to beliele that he was directly acquainted only with
the maps and that for everything else, he depended upon the most fantastic accounts
and rumours.

670. This text is available in vol. viii (iia) of the Collected Works of Sum-pa-mkhanyear (A.D. 1779)-is menpo. The date of composition of the text-Earth-Pig
tioned in its concluding note (fol. I l a I ) .
67 1. A biography of sMin-grol-sprul-sku 'Jam-dpal Chos-kyi-bstan-'dsin-'phrin-las is
set forth in the Deb-ther-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fol. 120" 1-6). This biography also
mentions irrler alia the geographical work surveyed here (ibid., fol. 126a 5). The
dates of birth and death of this author as g i v a by me are borrowed from here.
He was born in the Earth-Hen year (1789), and he died in the 50th year of his
life, viz. in the Earth-Dog year (1838). V. P. Vasil'ev, possibly by mistake, gives
the date of death as A.D. 1839 (see V. P. Vasil'ev, Ceografiya Tibeta, p. 1 I).
672. V. P. Vasil'ev, Ceografiya Tibeta [Geography of Tibet], p. ii.
673. See C. Bell, Tlzc People of Tibet, Oxford, 1928, p. 8. The fantastic accounts of
Corsica and Sicily given by C. Bell are, I think, taken from this work.
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A portion of this work (which is of comparatively greater interest and is certainly
worthy of being published and studied) devoted to the geography of Tibet war
translated into English by Sarat Chandra Dase7' and into Russian by V. P. Va~il'ev.~'
The latter also supplemented his translation of the portion concerning the geography
of Tibet with that of relatively more interesting and important extracts from this
work relating to the georaphy of Nepal and India. Though V. P. Vasil'ev's translation,
made mainly in the forties of the last century, does
- have certain discrepancies, it is
ch
than
nevertheless,-as rightly remarked by Professor A. G r i i n ~ e d e l , ~ ~ ~ - m u better
the above-mentioned translation of S. C. Das. Unfortunately, neither the chapter on
the geography of Tibet nor that on the gcography of India has been published in
Tibetan original. A manuscript copy of both these chapters made in Peking by
V. P.-Vasil'ev, is available in the library of the Leningrad Uni~ersity."~ A copy made
from it is also there in the Institute of Peoples of Asia of the Academy of Sciences,
U.S.S.R.e78
One may also often find some more or less interesting historical materials in the
so-called "travel notes"-lam-yig-s.
Tibetan sources me;tion some such works,
namely : "Description of a route to India" (rGya-gar-lam-yig) written by Cbag-lochosrj&; "Description of a route to Nepal" (bLa-yul-gyi-lam-yig) by Lha-mthon-lo-ts3-ba
bSes-giien-rnam-rgyal ; the rDo-rje-gdan-lam-pig ; 0-rgyan-lam-yig, etc.e7gHowever, I
could not see these works and am, therefore, not in a position to say anything definite
about their contents and historical importance.
The only work of this kind that I have been able to examine personally, is the
famous "Description of the route to (the country of) iambhala (so-mbha-la'i-lam-jig)
written in 1775 by the third Panchen Lama, dPal-ldan-ye-6es (1738-1780).m0 The full
title of this work is G r u b - p a ' i - g n a s c h e n - p o - s ' a - m b h a - l a ' i - m a r brjod-dai-hcas-pa-io-mtshar-bye-ba'i-'by-gas. It is incl~ldedin the Collected Works of
the author and covers 50 folios of usual Tibetan format.6e1 As is clearly seen from the

674. S. C. Das, A Brief Account of Tibet from "Dsam Ling Gyeshe", the Well-known
Geographical Work of Lama Tsanpo Noman-khan of Amdo,-JAS B, vol. Ivi, 1 887,
675.

676.
677.
678.
679.
680.
68t.

pt. i, pp. 1-30.
V. P. Vasil'ev, Geografiya Tibeta ..., St. Petersburg, 1895.
A. Grunwedel, Der Weg nach $ambhala, S. 91.
Tibetan Collecrion, Nos. 875 and 876.
Old Collecrion.
See the Deb-fher-rgya-mtsho (vol. i, fol. lob 4-5). which mentions some lam-yig-s
("travel notes").
The date of composition of this text-Wood-Sheep year (A.D. 1775)-is mentioned in the colophon (fol. 50' 3).
This text is available i n vol. viii (:a) of the aforementiwed Collected Works of
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full title of this work and especially from the study of its contents, the short title
So-mbha-~a'i-larn-~i~
is too narrow. Actually, the text consists not only of a description
of iambhala but also of that of India. In fact, the latter-the
historico-geographical
account of India-occupies
more space in this text than the account of the mythical
country of iambhala, though iambhala does form the main theme of the whole work.
Besides the introductory verses (fols. 1-5b 4) and brief remarks on general geography
(fols. 6a 1-8b 4), this text contains : 1) a description of India which falls into a description of the country (fols. 8",5-20b4), a short history of the Indian kings (fols. 20b 4-27b 4)
and a brief historical account of the philosophical and religious teachings of India
(fols. 27b 4-34' 2) ; and 2) a description of iambhala which again falls into a description of the route to this country (fols. 34" 2-4 I b 5 ) : a description of the country itself
(fols. 4 I b 5-44" 5) and a short essay on the history of her kings and of the Buddhist
religion in this legendary kingdom (fols. 4da 5-4gb 1). As rightly observed by Professor
A. G r i i n ~ e d e l the
, ~ ~ description
~
of India given in this work is largely based on the
reports of G. B ~ g l ethe
, ~ British
~ ~ Ambassador to Tibet, and his companion, A. Hamilton,
who were in the court of the third Panchen Lamaee4from November, 1774 to 1775, and
on the accounts of the pilgrims, who had been sent to India by this famous Tibetan
hierarch. However, the chief sources for this work on the whole have undoubtedly
a s well as translations from
been the various Tibetan literary masterpieces-ociginal
Sanskrit. Professor Griinwedelee5published this work in Latin transcription along with
his annotations and a parallel G e r n ~ a ntranslation.

the third Panchen Lama. Besides, copies of this text (in the same edition) are
also often found separately. One such separate copy is available in the Institute
of Peoples of Asia (Collection of the Asiatic Department, No. 516). The Institute
also has a manuscript copy of this text (Old Collection, No. 445C).
682. A. Griinwedel, I?er Weg nach Sambhala, S. 5.
683. See C. R . Markhani, Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet and of
the Journey of Thomas Manning to Lhasa, London, 1879.
684. T h e author himself refers to Abhidharmakoin, Kiilacakra-tantra and its commentary (fol. 6a 1-2). the biography of the first Dalai Lama jibid, fol. 17b 5), the
lam-yig-s written by 'Phags-pa Don-yod-lcags-kyu, the commentaries on the
KZlacaIcm system, written by the Tibetan authors, niKhas-grub dGe-legs-dpalbzan-po and the first Dalai Lama, the history of India from ~ i o k to
a Pralitasena (ibid., fol. SOa 1-2), and other texts.
685. A Griinwedel, Der Weg nach Sambhala des dritten Gross-Lama von b~ra-;islhun-po bLo-bznn d~al-ldan-ye-ies,-"Abhandlungen der konigl bayerischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften", Philosophisch-philologische und historische
Klasse,-xxix Bd, 3 Abhandlung, Miinchen, 1915.

CONCLUSION

Such are the most common features of the main genres of Tibetan historical
literature and allied works of historico-bibliographical and historico-geographical nature.
As we see, there are a great number o f various types of works written by the
Tibetan authors. These works, in spite of certain shortcomings,-entirely explained
by the fact that Tibetan historical literature emerged and developed in the conditions of
feudal Middle Ages,-are the most important source for a study of the history of the
Tibetan peoples and partly also of the other peoples.
The ever increasing interest in Tibet, her history and culture, and the need for
taking up the study of the historical texts in Tibetan language for knowing the history
of the Tibetan people themselves and also for a knowledge of various details of the
history of the other peoples are, I think, enough to justify the time spent on and attention
given to the study of the monulnental works o f Tibetan historical literature. In the
present account, our object was merely to find out what had already been done in this
direction, to eliminate certain obvious discr'epancies and errors fourd in the opinions
expressed by various scholars and to chart out-though
most roughly-the
outline
of the vast material awaiting investigation.

POSTSCRIPT
In resuming the publication o f the Bibliorlteca Buddhica series, the editors have
decided to bring out the works, which have been lying unpublished in the archives o f the
editorial office of the series. Professor A. I. Vostrikov's work, completed in 1937 and
now passed on to the editors by N. P. Vostrikova, is an exceptionally brilliant contribution to the Tibetan studies. If this work has not lost its importance till this day, this is
because the author has drawn upon extreniely rich material, which hithertofore had
remained either obscure o r totally unknown. In fact, a work of such a magnitude
could be prepared only on the basis of the rich Tibetica of the Institute of Peoples of
Asia, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R.
Since the completion of this work by A. I. Vostrikov, the Tibetan studies have
made a further advance. Many written monuments-particularly
those of the early
medieval (I I th-14th centuries) and ancient (7th-9th centuries) periods of the history of
Tibet-have since been published and made available to the academic world. Thus, the
yearwise chronicles presently preserved in the libraries of London and Paris have been
published and translated (J. Bacot, F. W. Thomas, et C. Toussaint, Documents &
Touen-houang rklatifs a I'l~istoiredu Tibet, Paris, P. Geuthner, 1940). The Tibetan text
o f the chronicle, sBa-bshed, has been prepared for publication (along with a brief
synopsis of the text) by Professor Stein. So far as we know, there are, at present, two
versions of this chronicle-the
original or the so-called "pure" (gtson-ma) ; and the
revised or the one with interpolations (shabs-brags-nta). (See G. Roericb, Tlte Blue
Annals, p. i, Calcutta, 1949). The publication of the epigraphic monuments of Central
Tibet has also made a considerable progress. Richardson has published and translated
the so-called "Lhasa edicts" and many other inscriptions on the stone obelisks in the Ui
proviuce (H. E. Richardson, Ancient Historical Edicts a t Lhasa, London, 1952 ; Idem.,
Three Ancient Inscriptionsfrom Tibet,-JASB, Letter, vol. xv, No. 1, 1949).
The text of the Sino-Tibetan peace treaty of A.D. 821-22 has again attracted the
attention of the learned scholars (Hisashi Sata, A Study of the Sino-Tibetan Treaty of
the T'arig Dynasty,-"Toyoshi
Ken-Kyu", x, 4, 1949, pp. 1-45 ; Fang-kuei Li, The
Inscription of rhe Sino-Tibetart Treaty of 821122,-" T'oung Pao", xliv, 1-3, Leiden, 1956,
pp. 1-99 ; H. E. Richardson, Ancient Historical Edicts a t Lhasa, London, 1952).
We know now that the Deb-ther-dmar-po [Red Annals] exists in two versions :
the original (mfshal-pa-kun-dga'-rdo-rje).
dated A.D. 1346 (Fire-Dog year) ; and the later
one (gsar-ma) revised by the Tibetan scholar, bSod-nams-grags-pa ( 1478-1554), dated
A.D. 1538 (Earth-Dog year). This work is being edited and translated by Professor
Tucci (See Yu. N. Rerikh [G. Roerich], Mongolo-tibetskie otnosheniya 13-14 vv,"Filologiya i istoriya mongol'skikh narodov", Moscow, 1958).
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Tucci has also published his monumental work, Tibetan Painted Scrolls (Rome,
1949), where the historical literature of Tibet has been discussed in the chapter on
chronicles (chos-'byuri-s) and on the history of monasteries.
Professor A. I. Vostrikov has, in his work, elucidated that the well-known chroniwas published in 1478 by Legs-pa'i-ies-ra b.
cle, rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion,
The rGya-nag-chos-'byun is now also available in a new xylograph edition from
Lhasa.
Many catalogues of the Tibetan xylographs have also been published after 1937 :
Shyiki Yoshimura, The Denkar-ma, an Oldest Calalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon,
Kyoto, 1950 ; A Cafalogue of the Tohoku University Collecfion of Tibetan Works on
Buddhism, Tohoku University, Sendai, 1953 ; Lokesh Chandra, Tibetan Works Printed
by the Shol-par-khari of the Porala, New Delhi, 1959.
Of the historico-geographical works discussed by A. I. Vostrikov, some texts have
since been published and translated by Ferrari and Professor Tucci (G. Tucci, T/.aeels
of Tibetan Pilgrims in the Swat Valley, Calcutta, 1940 ; Ferrari, Mkhyen-bt-tse'~Guide to
, Rome, 1958). The text of
the Holy Places of Central Tibet, Serie Orientale ~ o m a xvi,
the "Travels of Chag-lo-tsZ-ba in India", mentioned by Vostrikov, has also been published and translated (G. Roerich, The Lve of Chag-lo-tsii-ba, with an introduction by
Dr. A. S. Altekar. Patna, K. Jaisawal Research Institute, 1960).
A. 1. Vostrikov was the first to discover the error of G. Huth and ascertain the
real name of the author of the Hor-chos-'byun-Rig-pa'i-rdo-rje -(tshe-'phel). (See also
G. Roerich, The Author of Hor-chos-'byu?i,-JRAS, 1946, pp. 192-196).

Yu. Rerikh*
December 7, 1959.

*

Yurii Nikolaevich Rerikh [George Roerich],-the late editor of the revived Bibliotheca Birddlrico
series, in which the present work of A. I . Vostrikov was originally published.
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~valokiteivara 28-30, 54-5, 68-9, 149, 174
sBa-sgom Ye-s'es-byan-chub 134
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Baidiir8)'a- ... See Vaidiirya- ...
Ba/-~~uI-gj.i-lam-yig
23 1
Bande Chos-kyi-blo-gros 102
dBati- phyogs- po- riri- lcyi- yul- du-dgon- sdedpal- Idan- 'bras- spurir- blab- nas- 'jamrngon-rgyal-ba- gifis-pa'i- rin- lugs- spelbar-mdsad-pa-po-rgyal-ba'i-sras-mchognlkhan-chen-patdita-bstan-ya-dar-rgyas
-dpal-bzah-po'i-rnc~rn-thar-mdor-bsdus
198
dBa h-pliyug-rgyal-po 22 1
' Baris-bshed 2 5
Bar-do-thos-grol 57
sBa gSal-suan 24
sBa sari-& 24
r Ba-bslzed See s Ba-bshed
s Ba-bslretl (also r Gyal-rubs s Ba-hshed) 24,
26, 64, 139
Be'u-biitn-stion-po 1 3 5
Bliuirava (also Yamiintaka) 178
Bodllimiirga 180
Bodhisat t viivadiitra-kalpala~ii 12
Bod-lcyi-brdu'i- bsrarz-bcos- l e g s - p a r - b i ~ d - ~ a rin-po-che'i-za-ma-tog-bkod-pu
37
Bod-kyi-brta-]jig-rlogs-par-sla-ba
167
Bod-kyi-rgjwl-rubs (by Gsags-pa-rgyaln ~ t s h a n )64, 145
Bod-Icj~i-rgyal-rubs (by 'Phags-pa-bla-ma
bLo-gros-rgyal-mtshan) 65
Bod- Iyi- rgyal- rubs- deb- her- rdsogs- ldangskon-nu-ma
See rGyal-ba-lria-pa'i-drb-theta
Bon 83, 155
dBori-rah- rrogs- btjod- mkhos- pa'i- mdsesrgyarl 2 10
Brag- sgo- rab- 'byams- pa Phun-tshogsrgyal-mtshan 192
Brag-dgon-shabs-druh dKon-mchog-bstanpa-rab-rgyas 15, 73, 83, 90, 99, 139,
171, 208 (see errata), 217
Brag-yab bLo-bzali-bstan-pa (also &;lagdbali dGe-legs-dpal-bzai 1 93

'Bras-spuns 25, 45, 53, 75, 130, 133, 174,
178, 191, 203, 218, 224
Byhaspaticakl-a 222
'Bri-gu li See 'Bri-gun-dgon-pa
'Bri-gun-dgon-pa (also 'Bri-gud) 51, 92
'Bri-gun-pa 50, 79, 87, 203
'Bri-gun-skyob-pa 'Jig-rten-mgon-po (also
Kin-chen-dpal) 50
'Brog-mi Lo-ts5-ba 51
'Brom-ston-pa See 'Brom-ston-pa rGyalba'i-'byuli-gnas
'Brom-ston-pa rGyal-ba'i-'byun-gnas (also
'Brom-ston-pa) 5 I, 94-5, 183, 185-6
Bru-sha 102
'Brug rGyal-dpan-sprul-sku 193
'Brug-pa 1 10, 203
'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po (also Padmadkar-po) 25, 108, 117, 119, 150
Bu-chos (also rNog-chos) 94-5
Buddhapalita 99, 184
Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub (also Bu-ston)
passim.
Bya-ba Khri-dpon SO, 87
Bya-bra1 Sans-rgyas-phun-tshogs 150
Bya-khyud Theg-chen-yon-tnn-dar-rgyasglin (also Bya-khyuli) 169
Bya'i-khri-dpon b~ra-Lis-dar-rgyas149
Bya-yul Sans-ston Tshul-khrims-senge 132
Bya-yul gShon-nu-smon-lam 132
Bya-yul-dgon-pa 51, 135
Bya-yul-pa Sans-rgy as-jo-ba 123
Bya-yul-pa gSlion-nu-'od 183, 185
Bqan~s-clien-chos-rjcS ~ k ~ a - ~ e -98,
& e19
s1
Ryams- pa- rin- po- che See Nag- dbanbyams-pa
Byail-bdag 108
Byan-bdag r Nam-rgyal-grags-bzan 108
Byan-chub ~ a g - d b a n - b s o d - n a m s171
Bjlari-chub-lam-gj~i-rinl-pa-chert-po
180, 183
Byafi-clzub-lam-gvi.rim-pa-cltufi-ba
18 1
Bjlufi-chub-lam-gyi-rirn-pa'i-brgj.ud-pa-rnnms
-la-gsol-ba-'debs-pa'i-rim-palam-mchog
-Sgo-'bjWd 180, 1 82
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Byati-chub-lam-gyi- rim-pa'i- khrid-yig-'jampa'i-dbyaris-kyi-shal-lun (also 'Jamcipal-shal-luri) 181
Byan-chub- lam-gyi-rim-pa'i- bla-ma-brgyudpa'i-mum-par-thar-pa-padmadkar-po'i'phreti-ba 182'
Byan-chub-lam-gyi-rim-pa'ibla-ma- brgyudpa'i-rnam-par-thar-pa-rgyal-bstan-mdses
-pa'i-rgyan- mchog- phul- byuri- nor-bu'iphreri-ba 180
Byan-chub-lam-rim (Bodhimirga) 180
Byan-chub-'od See Lha-bla-ma Byanchub-'od
Byan-chub- sems- dpa'i- rtogs-pa- brjod- pa'idpag-bram-gyi-'khri-;in ( Bodlzisatt viivadiina-kalpalatd) 12
Byan-chub-rtse-mo
See
Byan-chub-rtse-mo

dPafi-lo-tsZ-ba

Byan-pa-bdag-po 79, 87
Byali-rin 51-2
Byair-sems Ses-rab-bznh-po 97
Byan-smad-pa bSod-nams-ye-s'es-rgyal
mtshan 176
I

Cakrasamvara 182
Candragupta 142
Candrakirti 99, 183-1
1Can-skya f;Iag-dban bLo-bzan-chos-ldan
See 1Can-skya-bla-ma I
1Can-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje
See ]Can-skya-bla-ma I1
ICan-skya ye-s'cs-bstan-pa'i-sgron-me
See ]Can-skya-bla-ma 11
1Cah-skya-khutu khta
See ICati-skya-bla-ma
]Can-skya-bla-ma 194
1Cai1-skya-bla-ma I : ~ a g - d b a r ibLo-bzaichos-ldnn (also 1Can-skya-rin-po-che
~ag-dbaii-chos-ldan)98, 197
I I : Ye-ges-bstan-pa'i-sgron-me (also

--

ICali-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje ; Rol-pa'irdo-rje) 97-8, 101, 157, 167, 195, 197,
22 1
- -

1Can-skya-rin-po-che ~ag-dban-chos-ldan
See ICan-skya-hla-ma 1
Chab-mdo (also Cl~ab-mdo-chos-'khorglin) 97, 12 1. 133, 203
'Chad-kha-ba Y e-des-rdo-rje I85
Chag Chos-rje-dpal (also Chag-lo-chos-rje ;
Cbag-lo-tsZ-ba) 132, 23 1, 236
Chag-lo-chos-rje
See Chag Chos-rje-dpal
Chag-lo-tsB-ba
See Chag Chos-rje-dpal
Cha-har-dge-bies blo-bzan-tshul-khrims
10, 32, 191-2, 204

Cken-po-hor-gjii-j-ul-du-dam-pa'i-chos-ji-Irar(Jar-ba'i-tsltul-gsal-bar-h~jodpa-pahcllcar-po'i-phreri-ba 165
Ch'ien-lung 166, 21 0
~ n C h i ~ nNam-mkha'
s
See mChims Narn-mkl1a'-grags
mChinls Nam-n1kha'-grags (also mChirns
Nan.1-mkha') 12 1, 143
mChims-thams-cad-rnkhyen-pa 95
Chitigirn See Jim-gyim
mChod-rten-than 169
Chos-dban-lhun-grub 136
Ch0.r-'bj)un (by Bu-ston) passim.
Chos-'byuil-mkhas-pa'i-dga'-ston 1 49-50
Chos-'byuri-mum-thar-mi-tho-bkod-pa (also
"List of Tibetan Historical Works" ;
"List of Historical Literature", etc.)
1 68, passim.
-Chos-'byuri-bston-pa-rin-po-che'i-gsal-byed
146
Chos-'byun-bsmn- pa'i-padma- rgyas-pa'i-iiiribyed 150
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Chos-'khor-sgar-gsar dGa'-ldan-chos-'khorglin 170
Chos-liyi-rje-kutz-mkhjletz-'jum-dbyaris-bshadpu'i-rdo-rje'i- mom- par-thar- pa-dad-padali- I a n - pa-dag- la-gtam-du- bya-ba-nomrshar-garigii'i-chu-qyun18
-Chos.k j~i-rje-sa-skya-papditakun-dgu'-rgyalmtshan-gyi-rtogs-pa-brjod-pa-dri- za'i-glu
-dbyaris 1103
Chos-ky i-sii tn-po 205
Chos-la-j'ug-pa'i-.vgo 39-10, 102, 104-5, 119,
128, 140
Chos-rje Grags-pa-'od-zer 98
Chos-rje dKon-mchog-lhun-grub
See Nor-pa dKon-mchog-lhun-grub
Chos-sde- chew po-blcra- ;is- 'khyil- gyi-dlcar
chug-giian-rabs-khu-skori-dari-bcas-pa
90, 169
Chos-scle-chen-po-sku-'bum-byams-pa-glin-gigclan-rubs-rten- dali- brten-pur- bcas-pa'idkar- chug- ched- du- brjod- pa- don-ldanrshans-pa'i-dbyaris-sZan 9 1
Chos-skyon-bzan-po 183
Chos-smra-ba'i- dge- slori- blo- hzari- cltos-kj'irgyal- mtshaiz- gyi-spyod tshul- gsul-barston-pa-nor-bu'i-'phren-ba 196
Chos-spyod-rub-gsal (also Rab-gsal) 18 1, 190
"Chronological Tables" (of Sum-pa-mkhan
-po and the first 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa)
(See also bsTa~l-rlsis-re'u-mig)passim.
Chu-bzail-dgon dGa'-ldan-mi-'gyur-glin
168
Chu-bzan-pa mag-dbaii-thub- bstan- dbanphyug 97
gCod 149
bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri (also Rig-ral ;
bCom-ldan-rig-ral) 206-8
Co-ne See Co-ne-dgon-chen dGa'-ldanbiad-sgrub-glili
Co-ne Grags-pa-biad-sgrub (also Gragspa-biad-sgrub) 127, 15 1, 175

Co-ne-dgon-chen dGa'-ldan-biad-sgrubglin (also Co-ne ; Co-ni ;Co-ne'i-dgonpa) 126-7, 151, 170, 175-6, 208-10
Cunda 98
Dad-pa-mkhan-po
See bLo-bzan-t hugs-rje
b Dug-Zid-chen-po- mkhas-mchog- dpa'- posmdsad-pa'i- skyes- rabs- so- bshi'i- clodrnam-par-biad- pa-theg-chen- gsal-ba'isgron me'i-bsdus-don 93
Dag-yig-mkhas-pa'i-'byuli-gnus167
Dalai Lamas 194-6 (also passim)
Dalai Lama I : dGe-'dun-grub 136, 191,
194, 21 8, 232
- I1 : dGe-'dun-rgya-mtsl~o 194
- - I11 : bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho
43-4, 154, 194
- - I V : Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho

-

-

-

-

124, 195
V : ~ a g - d b a l ibLo-bzan-rgyam tsho 'Jigs-med-go- cha-t hubbstan-Ian-'tsho (also ~ a g - d b a n
bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho ; g Dondrug-siiems-pa'i-Ian-tsho; bLobzan-rgya-mtsho Za-hor Banrgan ; Za-hor bande ; Za-horgyi
Ban-rgan gDon-drugsiiems-pa'i-Ian-tsho ; 'Jamd byans-dgaY-ba'i-biel-gEen)
passim
- VI : bLo-bzan-rin-chen-tshansdbyans-rgya-mtsho (also Tshansdbyalis-rgya-mtsho) 175, 195
- VII : sKal-bzan-rgya-mtsllo
195, 227
- VIII : bLo-bzan-bstan-pa'i-dbailphyug-'jam-dpal-rgya-mtsho
also 'Jam-dpal-rgya- mtsho)
93, 95-6, 101, 180, 190, 195
- 1X : Lun-rtogs-rgya-mtsho 195
- X : Tshul-khrinis-rgya-mtsho
196

-
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Dalai Larna XI11 : Nag-d ban bLo-bzan
Thub-bstan-rgya-mtsho 38,49,
100

s De-st.id-kyi-gso-rig-khog-phub

Wal-ldan-gso- pa-rig-pa'i- khog'bugs-legs- bs'ad- vaidiirya'i-meIon-dran- sron- dgyes-pa'i- dga'Dam-chos-rgya-mtsho (Dharmatsla) 165-6
ston
Dam-chos-rgya-mtsho 165-6
Deb-rher-rgya-mtsho
passim
Dam- pa'i-chos- kyi- byun- rshul- bstan- pa'iDeb-rher-dmar-po 25, 77, 80-83, 146, 235
rgya-mtshor-'jug-pa'i-gru-chen150
Deb-rher-siron-po
passim
g Dan-sa-chen-po-sku-'bum- byams- pa- gliri~ h a r m a k i r ~10,
i 184
gi-gdan-rubs-mu-rig-phreri-ba
30
mDo-khams
172,
174
g Dan-sa-chen-po-sku-'bum- bj~ams-pa-gliri-gim Do-smad-bstan-pa'i-'bjsun 88
gdan-rubs- mu- rig-'phreri- ba- dun- rrendari-brten-par-bcas-pa'i-dkar-chug-ched- rDo-rin 88
rDo-rin-pa Kum-bza6-chos-kyi-%-ma 96
du-brjod-pa-ma-ba'i-bcud-len 220
r Do-rje-'chair-lean- skjya-rol-po'i-rdo- rje-yeDar-dkar-gsal-ba 28-9
iel-bsran-pa'i-sgron- mo-dpal- bzan-po'i-'
Dar-rgyas No-mon-han 195
rnam-par-thar-pa-dad-pa'i-padma-rnam
~ a s a r a t h a224
par-'byed-pa-Zi-ma'i-'od-zer 98
br Da'-jlig-mii-don-gsal- bar- byed- pa'i- zlar
Do-rje-'chan-ehen-po-pa?-chenthams- cadba'i-'od-snan 10
mkhpn-pa-blo-bzan-ye-ips- d p a l bzanbDe-chen-lhun-grub-glin
po'i- sku- gsun- thugs-k1.i-mdsod-pa-maSee dGa'-ldan-biad-sgrub-glib
Irts-pa-gsal-bar-byed-pa'i-rnam-por-rltarsDe-dge 64, 88, 151, 156, 166, 208, 210,
pa-'od-dkar-can- gji- 'phr-en- ba'i- sntad21 1-2
cha 182
sDe-khri 'Jam-dbyans-thub-bstan-Ei-ma
r Do-rje-gdutl-lam-yig 23 1
See sDe-pa-sprul-sku 'Jam-dbyansr Do-rje-'dsin-pa dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan
thub-bstan-Ei-ma
183
bDe-legs (Svasti) 120
rDo-rje-rin-cllen 84
De-mo bLo-bzan-thub-bstan-'jigs-med-rgyarDo-rje-thogs-med-rtsal
nltsho f95
See %ag-dban bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho
De-mo-no-mon-han 3 a g - dban-'jam- dpal
Dol-ba Ses-rab-rgya-mtsho (also Rog-dmar.
bDe-legs-rgya-mtsho 95, 173
shur-pa) 135
sDe-snol-gnam 144
gDon-drug-sEems-pa'i-Ian-tslio See Dalai
sDe-pa '01-kha-pa 80
Lama V
sDe-pa-sprul-sku 'Jam-dbyans-thub-bstan~rin-can-rtsa-ba'i-blnma-nag-dbari
+lo-bran'ii-ma (also sDe-khri 'Jam-dbyafis-thubrgya-mtsko'i-thun-n~un-pl~yi'i-mum-tharbstan-Zi-ma) 186, 225
dukiila'i-gos-bzan 188
sDe-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho 25, 45-6,
100, 116, 125-6, 174-6, 187-8, 195,
2 14-5
See

I

vos. 37
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rTag-brtan-phun-tshogs-glin)46, 94,
Dsa-ya-pandita-khu-thug-thu See bLo-bzan159, 228
'phrin-las
dGa'-ldan-phun-tshogs-gliri-gi-gnus-biad
229
'Dsen Dharma-bodhi 134
rDsod-dge See rnDsod-dge-dgon-gsar dGaY- dGaY-ldan-phyogs-thams-cad-las-rnam-parrgyal-ba'i-pho-brali 224
Idan-rab-rgyas-gliA
d~a'-ldan-bhd-sgrub-glin (also Aginsky
rDsod-dge-dgon-pa See musod-dge-dgondatsan, in Buryatia) 93, 108-9, 123,
gsar dGa'-ldan-rab-rgyas-glii~
165, 191, 227,230
mDsod-dge-dgon-gsar dGa'-ldan-rab-rgyasGo-riiirgyalpo-la-rtsisbsdurdu- btan-ba'iglin (also ~nDsod-dge; mDsod-dgeyi-ge 84, 101
dgon-pa) 16. 94. 147, 168, 170
Garis-can-yul- gyi-sa-la- spyod- pa'i- mtho- /.isrDsogs-chen-pa 157
lcyi- rgj~ul-blon-gtso- bor-brjod-pa'i- deb' Dul-baYi-c/~os-'b~~z~ri 1'76
ther See 1.Gya1-ba-lria-pa'i-deh-ther.
'Dul-ha'i-mdo ( Vinayasiitra) 164
s
~
a
n
- i u l - d g o nChos-'khor-glin 170
'Dul-ba-rgya- mtsho'i- si'iiri-po'i- rlgon-rab-tudGe-ba'i-blo-gros See Tshal-ba Si-tu dGesnaii-ba~.-bycd-pa'i-sgron-me
1 27
ba'i-blo-gros
'Dul-'dsin Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan 185
'Dul-'dsin blo-gros-spas-pa-grags-pa-dpaldGe-ldao-pa (also dGe-lugs-pa) passim
ldan (also 'Dul-'dsin blo-spas-gragsrlGe-lhn-chos-'byun-nor-bu'i-phreri-ba-rtsomdpal) 136
'ph1.0 174-5
'Dul-'dsin bLo-spas-grags-dpal See 'DuldGe-'dun-grub See Dalai Lama I .
'chin bLo-gros-spas-pa-grags-pa-dpa1dGe-'dun-rgya-mtsho See Dalai Lama I1
dGe-slon 135, 200-1
ldan
Dus-'khor-ti/<-chen 103, 1 13, 12 1 , 143
dGe-lugs-pa (also dGe-ldan-pa) passim
Drrs- ,qsum- rgyal- ba'i- sppi- gz~rgs-rjc~-hwundGe-tshul 135, 200
dkon-mchog-'jigs-inen-dbari-po'i-.~Iial-sfi~
mGo-log 169
-na.~-li17i-rnnm- par- tlror- pa- rgyal-s;.a~- sGo-man 130
rgya-mtsho'i-jit~g-iogs 90
sGo-mog b~ra-iis-bde-chen-glin170
Dwags-po 174
'Gos-lo-rsl-ba gShon-nu-dpal See 'Gos-loDwags-po bKa'-brgy ud-pa I49
tsl-ba Yid-bzan-rtse-ba gS11on-nu-dpal
Dwags-po gShon-smon 133
'Gos-lo-tsa-ba Y id-bzan-rtse-ba gShon-nuFifth Dalai Lama See Dalai Lama V
dpal (also 'Gos-lo-tsB-ba gShon-nudGa'-ldan 95, 121, 133, 160, 163, 173, 191,
dpal ; Yid-bzan-rtse-ba) 25, 31, 104,
194, 202-3, 2 t 8
106-7, 1 10, 112-4, 146
dGal-ldan (in U r g a , in Mongolia) 156
dGom-pa-pa d Ban-phyug-rgyal-mtslian 1 b5
dGaY-ldan-chos-'khor-glib See A-mchog
dGon-lun See dGon-lun-byams-pa-glin
dGaY-ldan-chos-'khor-glin
dGon-lun-bpams-pa-glin (also dGon-lun)
dGa'-ldan-pa dMag-dpon bSod-nams-rgyal18, 97, 133, 154-5, 168, 2 19
PO 80, 87
dGon-luri-dlcar-chug 18
dGa'-ldan-pho-brati 203
dGon-po-skyabs 166-7
dGa'-ldan-phun-tshogs-glin (also rTagsGra. hsgyur- mar- pa- lo-tsii- ba'i- rnam-thar.
brtan ; rTag- brtan- dam- chos- gliti ;
mthnri-Oa-don-Ian 189
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Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (also Sa-skya-pachos-rje) 64-66, 79, 84, 101, 103, 105,
145
Grags-pa-biad-sgrub See Co-ne Grags-pabdad-snrub
-

Gu-ru-padma-'byun-gnus-kyi-skyesrabs-mom-

par-rhar-pa [ Padma-bka'-than] 35
Gu-ru U-rgyan-pa (See also Padmasambhava) 110

Gu-iri bLo-bzan-tshe-'phel (also GU-hi-tshe
'phel ; bLo-bzan-tshe-'pl~el; 'Jigs-medsGrol-ma'i-rgyod- gyi-'byuti- khuris- gsal- barrig-pa'i-rdo-rje) 1 54-61
byed-pa'i-lo-rgyus-gser-'phren 1 78
Gu-6ri bKa'-bcu Su-dhi-Z-yu-var~a
Grub-chen sKal-ldan-rgya-mtsho 17 1-2
See d bYa~is-can- sgeg- pa'i- blo. gros
Grub-chen-skal-Ian-rgya-mtsho'irn~m-rhar'J igs-med-rig-pa'i-rdo-rje
yid-bshin-dban -gi-rgyal-po 17 1
G - r i - ' i - C I O S - b u nSee Chen-po-horGrub-chen U-rgyan-pa See Grub-chen
gyi-yul-du-dam-chos-ji-/tardar-ha'i-tshul
U-rgyan-pa Rin-chendpal
- p a l - b a r brjod- pa- padnra. dkar- po'iGrub-chen U-rgyan-pa Rin-chen-dpal (also
phren-ba
Grub-chen U-rgyan-pa ; U-rgyan-pa
G~-iri-tshe-'~hel
See Gu-iri bLo-bzari-tsheRin-chen-dpal) 110, 132
'phel
s Grub-gnas-skyid-phug-bde-ldan-gyi-gtiasGudri- she- 'phel- gji- &en- po- hor-gyi-rgyulbiad 228
rubs [ Hor-chos-'h~uri]1 60
Grub-pa'i-slob-dpon-ehen-po-mrsho-skj~es-rdoGlc-hi-tshe- 'phrl- gj-i-chos-'h~wri See Horrje'i-sku-briian- mthoii-ba-don- /clan-rrcnclios-'bjquri
dari-br fen-par-bcas-pa'i-dl(nr-chug-mkhas
Gun-ru rGyal-mtsl~an-bzali-po(a1.c.oGun-ru
-paYi-yid-'phrog 227
rGyan-bza~i)193
Grub-pa'i- gnus- chen- po- iambha- la'i- rnamGuil-ru rGyan-bzan See Gun-ru rGyalbiad-'phags-yul-gyi-rtogs-brjod-hi-brasn~tshan-bzan-po
pa-rio- mtshar- bye-ba'i- 'bvuri- gnus See
Gun-than 103, 221
Sambhala'i-lam-)jig
Gun-thai~dKoo- mchog-bstan- pa'i- sgronGrub-mthn'-chen-mo'i-n~chan-'grel-dka'gnad
me (also dKon-mchog bsTan-pa'imdud-grol-blo-gsal-gees-nor 10
sgron-me) 90, 154, 186-7, 225
Grub-mtha'-;el-gyi-me-loti passim
Gun-than-pa 100
Grub- mtlia'- (hams- cad-kjji- kliunr-dak'dodrGya-bod-hor-sog-gilo-rgjiusZuh-nur-brjodtshul- stoti- pa- legs- biad-;el- gj-i-me-loti
pa-by is-pa-'jlrg-pa'i-'bab-.~tegs 1 53
See G~aub-m~lin'-;el-gji-me-loti
r Gya-bod-kyi-sde-pa'i-gyes-mdo
65
Grwa-chun Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho 115
rGjja-bod-).ig-rshon 82
Grwa- sa- chen- po- bshi- dun- rgyud- pa-stodrGva-gar-rhos-'bj~un1 58-9
smad-kyi-dkar-clrag-pod-dkar-phrenba
rGj3a-gar-lam-jig2 3 1
218
rGya-ma 174
Grwa-tshan-dgon dGa'- ldan- chos- 'khorrCjia-/lag-eltos-'byufi,166, 236
glin 168
rG~a'i-yig-tshnn12
rGjval-bu-'jnm-dpolrgya-mtsho'i- rnam-tharGrwa-tshan-pa See Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal
'dsam-glin-rnrlra'-gru-yans-pa'i-rg),on
dGu-chu 169
195
Gu-ru Chos-dbali 34, 37, 42
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rGyal-rabs-chos-'byun-gsal-ba'i-me-lon
See rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lon
rGj~a1-rubs-dun-'brel-ba'i-rgya-bod-kyi-chosbskal-pa-ma 100
'byun-dgos-'dod-kum-'byun15 1
rGyal-ba-lufi-rtog~rgya-mtsho'i- rnom- tllarrGj7al-robs-moms- kyi-byun- tshul-gsal- ba'i-medad-pa' i-yid-'phrog 1 95
lon-chos-'byun
rGyal-ba-tsoh-khn-pa'i-r~zam-thar-gsol-'debsSee rGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-lori
mi-'g~'~r-mch~g-)'~n~-m~'i-'gre~-p~
194
rGj1al-rubs-dpag-bsam-ljon-;in12
rGjra1-ba'i-dbnn-po-rhoms-cadmkhyen-g
zigsrGyal-rubs-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion [ rGjla1-rubs
!-do-rje-'chari-blo-bznri-skalbzan- rgyagSal-ba'i-me-lon ]
passim
mtsho-dpal-bzah-po'i- shal-sria-nus- kyirGyal-sras Don-yod-chos-kyi-rgya-mtsho
rnam-par-thar-pa- mdo- tsnm- brjod- padpag-gsam-rin-po-che'i-sZi-ma195
219
rGyal-sras-sprul-sku bLo-bzali-bstan-'dsin
r.Gyal-baSi - ' l i h r ~ f i ~ - 1r00
~b~
rGyal-ha'i-bstan-pa'i- naii- mdsod- dam- pa'i2 19
chos-'All-ha'i-byzrn-tshul-brjod-pa-rgy(11, rGyal-sras-rin-po-clle 2 19
r Gyal-bshed 25-6
hstan-rin-po- che'i- gsal- byetl- Zin- n:orrGyal-rtse 172, 207
byed-pa' i-snori-ba 1 77
rGyal-tshab Dar-ma-rin-chen 134, 185,
rGyal- dbari-bskal- bzan- rgya- mtsko'i- gsergdun-dkar-chug 2 27
191, 194
rGyal-bu-'jig-rten-dbaii-phyug-gi-skyes-rabs dGyer-sgom-pa gShon-nu-grags-pa 185
55
Gyi-jo 129
rGyod-rgyal-iiri-rje-gied-slior-gji-chos-'
hyuri
I-Gyal-lchams-pa-is-reif-nii-thus-brlag-Zicl-kyi-rgj'as-pa-yid-chos-no-mtshar 1 78
rnam-thar-nes-par-brjod-pa'i- deb- gter- rGyud-chen dKon-inchog-rgya-mtsho 99
Sin-tu-shib-ma-ma-bcm-l/iug-ya'i. rtogsrGyud-chen brTson-'grus-'phags 99
brjod 1 5 8
rGyud-pa-stod (also rGyud-stod) 191, 218
rGyal-mkhan-chen Grags-pa-rgyal-mtsl~an
rGyud-pa-smad (also rGyud-smad) 218
See rGyal-mkhan-po Grags-pa-rgyalrGyud-bshi 125
mtshan
r GJ-ud-thnms-cad-kyirgyal-po-'phags-pa-?ant
rGyal-mkhan-po Grags- pa-rgyal- mtshan
-dpal-gyi-mtsha11-yan-dug-par-brjod-pa'i
(also rGyal-mkhan-chen Grags-pa-rgyal-'grel-pa-tshig-da-gsal-ba 1 60
~ n t s h a n )186, 225-7
Hinayiina 2 12
rGyal-mkhar-rtse-ba 80
Hor bDud-'dul-rab-brtan 44
rGyal-po-bka'i-than-yig 49, 50, 7 0
Hor Mi-dbali bSod-nams-stobs-rgyal (also
rGyal-po-sron-b!san-sgam-po'i-bka'-'bum
bSod-nams-stobs-rgyal) 43-5
See Ma-vi-bka'-'bum
Hor gShon-nu-bzali-po 43-4, 110, 87, 224
rGyal-po'i-mdsad-pa-Zi-iu-17sa-gcig-pa
55
Hor bSod-nams-dar-rgyas (also bSod-nanlsrGyal-po'i-bka'-them5
dar-rgyas) 43-4
See bKa'-chems-ka-khol-ma
Hor-chos-'byun
40, 84, 101, 103, 135, 143,
rGjval-rubssBa-bshcd
145, 159ff, 161
See sBa-bshed
Hor-tshan 170
rGyal-rubs-bon-gyi-'by~h-~nas
83

rGyul-ba-lna-pa'i-deb-ther passim
rGyal-ba.lfia-pa'i-'khruns-rubs- m a d - byuri-
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rJe-btsun-dkon-mchog- bsran- pa'i-sgron- me'Jam-dpal-rgya-mtsho See Dalai Lama V l l I
dpal-bzan-po'i-gsari-ba'i-mam-par-thar'Jam-dpal-shal-lun 1 8 1
pa- rdsogs- ldan- spyin- gyi- sgra- dbyaAP
'Jam-dbyans-chos-kyi-mgon-po 108
22 5
'Jam-dbyaris-chos-rjer bKra-&is-dpal-ldan
rJe-bmurr-dkon- mchog- bstan-pa'i- sgron-me179, 191
dpal-bzari- po'i- shal- sita- nus-kyi- gsan'Jam-d byalis-dga'-ba'i-bges-g'iien See Dalai
ha'i-rnam-rhar-drios-grub-kjli-.rn'e-m
Lama V
225
' J am-'d byans-grags-pa 97, 188
rJe-btsun-bla-ma-nag-dbair-blo-bzari-chos-ldan
'Jutn-dbyaris-bla-ma-rjebtsun-dkon- mchog-dpal- bzari-po'i- mum- par thar-pa-dadbstun-pa' i-sgrotl-me- rnam-par- thar-papa'i-rol-mtsho
197
brjod-pa'i- gram-dad-pa'i- podmo-bshadrJe- btsun- bla- ma- dkon-mchog- bsran- pa'ipa'i-Zin-byed 225
sgron-me-dpal-bzari-po'i-gsan-ba'i-rnam'Jam-dbyans-nor-bu 209
par-thor-pa-nor-bu'i-do-ial225
'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa I : 'Jam-dbyansrJe-btsun-bla-ma-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-lcaribshad-pa'i-rdo-rje ~ag-dbari-brtsonskya-rol-pa'i-rdo-rje'i-'khruns- rubs- kyi'grus (also ~ag-dban-brtson-'grus)10,
phren-ba-gram-dubrjod- pa- no- mrshar18-9, 34, 5 8 , 86-7, 89, 99, 103, 114,
dad-pa'i-ljon-iiri 98
129, 169-70, 173, 178-9
rJe-btsun-bla-ma-tson-khapa- chen- po'i- rio- - I1 : dKon-mchog-'jigs-med-dbail-po
mtshar-mari-du-h)*trn-ha'i-rnam-par-rhar18-9, 89-90, 9 8 , 100, 108, 1 13, 163,
pa-dad pa'i-'jug- ri0g.c. 1 Y 0
170, 175, 179, 186, 193, 196, 209
rJe-brsun-blo-bzan-dpal-Idan-choskyi- grags- 111 : bLo-bzad-thub-bstan-'jigs-medpa- bstan- pa'i- dban- phjlug- dpal- bzurirgya-mtsho 89, 98-9, 187
po'i-rt~am-thar-dad-ldon-pad-tshal-bshad- - I V : ~Kal-bzan-thub-bstan-dbanpa'i-n'in-bged-snan-ba 197
phyug 16, 198
rJe-btsun-mi-la-ras-pa'i-rnamtlrar-rgj3as-pcrr'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa'i-rdo-rje *ag-dbanphye-ha-mgur-'bum 1 89
brtson-'grus See 'Jam-dbyans-bshadrJe-hfsun-re-mria9-hasrie- la- bskul- nus- rjePa I
Zid-kyis- 'jam- dbyans- la- dnos- su- shus'Jam-dbyans-bskad-pa'i-rdo-rje-sku-gori-may/
pa'i.rriags- phyogs- kyi- iinms- /en- las-gsun-'bum 129
brrsams-pa'i-dri-lan-g~vi-'grel-pa
1 27
'Jam-dbyaris-bskad-pa'i-'kl~ruris-rubs
98-9
rJe-btsun-(hams-cad-mkhy~npa- bsod- nams'Jams-pa'i-d byans 206-7
rgya-mtsho'i-rnam-rhor-dnosgrub- rgyaJam budvipa 229
. mrsho'i-iin-rta 195
Jiitakamiilii 93
rJe-btsun-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa'i-gsun-'bumrJe-btsun- 'jam- dbyaris- bskad- pa'i- rdo- rjethor-bu-las-rje-%id-kyi-nlom-thar
1 94
rrzam-fhar-bka'-rtsom-tshigs-bcad-ma
18
r Je-btsun-tson-kha-pa'i-rnam-thar-chen-ma'i
rJe-btsun- dkon- mchog- 'jigs-med- dbnn-po'izua-'debs-rnam-thar-legs-biad-kun-'dus
t.tiam-rhar 90
190

-

4
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'Jigs-med-rpam-rgyal 63
rJe sGam-po-pa 185
'Jigs-med-nam-mkha'
See Zam-tsha-skurJe-drun ~ a g - c h o s193
shabs-rin-po-che 'Jigs-med-nam-nlkha'
rJe-bla-ma-mtshun-brjod-par-dgo7-ba. dkon'Jigs-med-rig-pa'i-rdo-rje See Gu-Bri bLo.
mchog-bsran-pa'i- sglwt-me- dpal- bzaribzari-tshe-'phel
po'i-rtogs-pa- brjod- pa-no- mtshar- Ira'iJim-gyim [Chingim] 140
rol-mo-mkhas-pa'i-yid-'phrog 22 5
Jo-bo-ria-po-che-rje-dpal-Idan.a-ri-~a7i-rnamrJe-hla-ma-sriii-shi'i-gtsug-rgyatt-pan-chenthar-rgyas-pa-))oris-grags 1 89
thams-cad- mkhyen- pa-blo- bzuri- dpallclun-ye-ies. dpal-bzari-po'i-sltal-sria-nas- rJo-gdan bsod-nams-lhun-grub 192
liyi-rnc~m-par-that.-pa-Zi-ma'i-'oti-zer
Jo-nan 228
I97
Jo-nan-pa 107-9, 116, 156, 228
rJe-r.in-po-che-blo-bzan- grags-pn'i-dpal-gj7i.lo-nan-pa Mun-me-brag-kha-pa See Mungsan-yig 199
nie-brag-kha-pa Grags-sen
r Je-rin-po-che'i-gsan-ba'i- rnam- thar- rgyaJO-nan-gi-gnas-biad22 8
mtsho-lta-bu-las- cAu- ;as-iiuri- nu- shigJo-'od See r ~ o Jo-'od
g
yoris-su-brjod- pu'i- gtam- rin- po- che'iJO-ge 40
.$Fie-ma 190
r~11-'phrul-gyi-;in-rta["Magic Vehicle"] 212
rJe-tliams-cad-mkhyerr-pu-clge-'dull-grub-pa- Ju-tsa-btsan-po 8 1
dpal-hzuri-po'i- r nnm- iha~.-no- mrsharKa-ba dPal-brtsegs 98, 205
rmad-byun-nor-bu'i-phreri-Da I94
bKa'-babs-hdun-ldnn-gj~i-rnam-thar
1 85-6
r Je-thums-cad-mk Iiyen-pcr-tsori-khn-pa-chew
bKn'-'bum-thar-blr 1$0
po'i-rnam-thar.-go-FIU-barb:jod-per-bdehKn'-chems-deb-tlrer See Si-tu-rill-po-c-he'ilegs-kun-gyi-'bj~un-stids32, I 9 I
1~ka'-chems-dc>b-ther
rJe-thorn;\-cad-mkliyrn-pci-tsori-klrn-po-ckenbKa'-chems-ku-khol-rna (also bKa'-chems)
po'i-rnnm-thar- gyi- bvdus-doir- cun-zacl2 8 f f ,70, I05
Bijod-pn I92
bKu'-chems-kyi-yi-ge 3 1
rJe-rson-lcha-pa'i-rnarnthar-g\er-gj~i-~nchod- bKa'-chems-gsurn 28
ston 192
b Ka'-gdams-chos-'bjwi-chen-po1 7 2
brJed tho-sna-tskogs 204
h Ka'-gdams-glegs-barii See bKa'-gdirms-rinrJe'i-mum-tltar-lev-hied-Zin-mori-hytacl-pa
po-chr 'i-glegs-burn
193
r.Te3i-rnam-thar-lun-/.ig.~-rgj~a-mt.rho
19 3
bKa'-gdams-pa 19, 7 4 , 178, 183, 185
rJe7i-rnnm-thar.-rio-mtskar-ba7i-grnm19 3
b Ka7-gdams-pa-dun-dge-lugs-pa-bla-ma-ragsrJe'i-rnam-thar-htsori-klia-brgj~zmd-cu'i- rtsarim-gyi-gsun-'hum-mrsl~nn-tho
19, 74,
'grel 193
100,
126,
178,
187,193
rJe'i- rfogs- brjod- thub- bsran- rin- po- che'ib ~a'-gdarns-pa-dail-dge-lugs-pa-bla-ma-rag~rgyan-me-tog-chun-ma-po 193
rim-gyi-gsun-'bum-mtshan-tho["Cata'Jig-rten-dban-phyug-lhams-cadmkhyen-palogue o f the Collected W o r k s o f the
yon-tan-rgya-mtsho-dpal-bzah-po'i-rnamTeachers
o f bKa'-gdams-pa and dGepar-thar-pa-nor-bu'i-phren-ba 195
lugs-pa sects"] 19, 74, 100, 126, 178,
'Jig-rten-gsum-gyi-bde-skyid-pad-tshal-'byed187, 193
po'i-Ein-hyed 2 I 4
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bKa'-gdami-rin-po-che'i-glegs-bum
(also bKa'-gdums-glegs-bum)
94-5, 184, 189
bKa'-gdams-gsar-riiin-gi-chos- byun-yid- kyimdses-rgyan 1 14, 146, 17 3
b Ka'-gdams-theg-le-bcu-drug1 82, 1 86
b Ka'-dun-bstan-'gyur-gyi-dkar-chug1 4 1
b Kay-drin-mtshuns-n~edrdo-rje-'chon-dbatirje-brsun-ies-rab-rgya-mrsho'i-shal-snanus-kyi-rnam-par-rhar-pa-thar-'dod-sridmtsho-che-las-sgrol-ba'i-gru-gzihs1 6
bKu'-gyur passim
b Ka'-'gl~ur-dkar-chug-iii-m'i-'od-zer
206, 208
bKa'-'gyur-rin-po- che'i-gsun-bar srid-gsum.
rgyan- gcig- rdsu- 'phrul- iin-rta'i-dkarchug-no-mtshar- bkod-pa-rgya- mrsho'iIde-mig, 76, 2 12-3
b Kay-'gyur-1-0-cog-gi-dkar-chug205
bKa'-rgyud-pa 96, 155, 172, 189, 203
bKa-rgyud-pa'i-grub-mtha9-byun-tshul 50

b Kay-bstan-dkar-chag-bsran-pa-rgj7as-pa
206, 208
bKa'-rhati.sde-lna (also Than-yig-sde-lna)
49 ff, 56.7
bKa'-than-izl-brag See Padma-than-yig
bKa'- than- gser- phren See Than-yig-gserphren
b~a'-thems-';1-mo["Main Behest"] 29
bKa'-rshigs-cl~en-mu12
bKa'i-than-yig-chen-mo 72
sKal-bzan-l.gya-mtsho See Dalai Lama VI I
sKal- bzan- thub- bstan- dbau- phyug See
'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa IV
Kiilacakratantra 232
Kam-kam-pa Don-grub-dpal 146
Kan-chen-dgon Theg-chen-tharpa-glin 169
K'ang-hsi 209
dKar-chug lDan-dkar-ma (also sTon-thari
/Dan-dkar-mn) 205
dKar-chug 'Phan-than-ma 205

dKar-chag-dad-pa'i-sgo-byed227
Karma Chos-grags-rgya-mtsho 115
Karma Ran-byun-rdo-rje 39, 107
Karma-pa 1 15, 136, 166, 203
Kha-gya-tsho-drug 170
Kha-gya- tsho- drug- nos-rgyal- mo-fsha-baron -gi-bar-gyi-dgon-sgrub-sde-phal-cheba'i-dkar-chugs-tho-rsam-bkod-pa 1 70
Khams-pa-luu-pa See Khams-pa-lun-pa
SBkya-yon-tan
Khams-pa lun-pa b k y a - y o m a n 134, 185
mKhan-chen Chos-skyabs-bzan-po 185
mKhan-chen-[hams-cad-mkhyen-pa-bu-stonlo-rsd-ba'i-mum-par- thar-pa-brjod-pa'i
gram-sZim-pa'i-me-fog 140
m Khan-po-e-rte-ni-panditar-grags-p'i-spyodtshul-brjod-pu-sgra-'drin-bcud-len17
m Khas-btsun-bran-gsum-gjti-bsd-pa 193
rn Khas-gru b dGe-legs-dpal-bzan-po 108-9,
1 1 2-3, 120-1, 190-2, 194, 199,207, 232
mKlias-grub mKhan-po 10
m Khas-grub Nor-bzan-rgja-mtsho 1 14-5,
119
rn Khas-gru b kes-rab-seige 19 1
mKhas-grub-pa'i-rtogs-brjod 194
m Kltas-grub-thums-cad-mkhyen-pa-dgeIegsdpal- hzati- po'i-rtram- rltur-par- rhar-pa
I

120
m Khas-grub-thanis-cad-mkhyen-pa-dgeIcgsclpal-bzan-po'i-pan-yig 1 99
111 Kkas-grub-thorns- cad- mlihyrn-pa'i- rnamtlrar-mkltas-pa'i-j3id-'plirop
1 20
ni Khas-pa d Kar-Qag-pa 86
m Khas-pa $es-rab-rin-chen 133
mKlras-;in-grub-po'i-dban- ph.r*ug-kun-m A hy~n-'jorn-dhjlans- bshad- pa'i- rdo- rje'irnam-par-tharpa-nomshar-skal-bzan'jug-snogs 18
' K h o n dKon-mchog-rgyal-po 84
' K h o n dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan 64
' K h o n klu'i-d ban-po 84, 205
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bKra-iis-byams-brtse-]ha-khai~227
cKra-6i~-chos-'~hel
156
bKra-gis-chos-'phel-glin 198
bKra-6Is-dga'-ldan-b6ad-~grub-~lii1
159, 163
b~ra-6is-sgo-man207
bKra-6is-l11un-~o24, 97, 120-1, 133, 141,
180, 182, 190-1, 194, 203, 218
Kltri-srori-lde'u-btsan-bkal-therns
SKU-'bum 10, 90.1, 97, 169, 220
See Podma-bKo'-than
Ku-cor rTogs-ldan 192
Khri-thog-rje-tliog-btsan 144-5
Iiu-ke
74
Kliri-_et$ug-lde'il-btsan See Ral-pa-can
Ku-ke-yolis-'dsin bLo-bzan-bstan-'dsin 93
Khro-phu 1 11-2
Kulika
Sfirya (Rig-ldan-'iii-ma) 129
'Khrul-sel 3 1, 104-7, 1 13-5, 1 19-20
Kun-bde-glili 19, 96, 1 14, 147-8, 203
Khu-cI10.y94
Kun-dga'-bde-legs Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan
Khu-ston brTson-'grus-gyun-drun 94, 139
194
Khyab-bdag-rdo-rje-semsdpa'i. no- bo- dpalKun-dga'-rdo-rje See Tshal-pa Si-tu dGeIdarl-bla-ma-hrn-pa-1.e-i c ~ s bstanpa'iba'i-blo-gros
sgrott me-dpal-bzan-po'i-rtiarn-par.-that
Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan 194
pa- mdo- tsam-brjod-pa- dge-ldurr-bsranKun-dga'-blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan
(also Kunpa'i-md.~es-rgjian9 7
dga'- blo-gros) 1 44
Khyab-hdug-rje-btsun-blo- rrta-dam- pa- rhubKun-dga'-siiin-po
See Tiiran6t ha
dban- rdo- rje- 'chan- dun- no- ho- dbyerma-mchis-pa-yam-mgon-chos-kj~i-rgynl- Kun-sky on-glin-pa 4 2
po-tsori-klzn-prc-cherz-po'i-t.tiam-par-thar- Kun-span-chen-po bSod-nams-rgyal-~ntshan
133
pa-thub-hstart-mdses-pa'i-rgyan-gcig-nosKj~es-bu-dam-pa-rtlarns-lu-spriris-pa'i-)ti-ge
mtshar-nor-bu'i-phren-ha 19 1
24-6
'Khyog-po 228
sKj'es-bu-gsum-gj~i-ii(~m.~su- blan. pa'i- lam'~hyo~-po-r.i-khrod-gyi-gnas-biad
228
gyi-rim-pa-lu-blo-spyanba'i-tshul- gsalTChyun-po rNal-'byor 149
bar-byed-pa
1
8
1
Khyun-tshan-brag 42
sKj~es-rahs-kyi-rg~~ud
(Jiitakamiilii) 93
KO-brag-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan 149
s Kyes-rabs-rnam-thar-dad-pa'i-sgo-bjjed
96
Kon 174
s
Kyes-robs-so-bshi-pa'idon-rnamparbiucldKon-mchog 'Jigs-med-dbali-po
pa-theg-chen-gsal-ha'i-sgron-me
93
See 'Jam-dbyans-bshad-pa I1
sKyid-smad
174
dKon-mchog bs'ran-pa'i-sgron-11ie
sKyid-phug bDe-ldan 228
See Gun-than dKon-mchog-bstan-pa'isgron-me
s ~ ~ i d - g o d - p75,
a 87
dKon-mchog-rgyal-mtshan See dPal-man
sKyis-tshan I70
dKon-mchog-rgyal-ni tslian
bLa-bran 15, 18-9, 88-90, 99-100, 120, 129,
dKon-g7ier-dpon Legs-pa'i-6es-rab
(also
140, 154, 160, 169-71, 179, 195, 198,
Legs-pa'i-6es-rab ; gSho-khali-pa Legs209, 217, 224-7
pa'i-6es-rab) 74, 236
bLa-mchog-rdo-rje 85
'Khon-phu-pa 132
'Khon-ston dPal-'byor-lhun-grub 98, 22 1
Khri Dam-chos-dpal 132
Khri-ka 169
~ h r i - 6 r (i ~ i - h i 144.
)
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La-dwags-rgyal-rubs 5, 62ff
bLa-ma dbU-ma-pa dPa'-po-rdo-rje 99
bLa-ma-dam-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan
See Sa-skya-pa bSod- nams- rgyalmtshan
bLa-ma-gu-iri Rin-chen-grags-pa (also
Rin-chen-grags-pa) 12, 8 1
bLa-ma-rje-brswi-pa-chen-po'i-rnam-thar
39-40, 103, 105, 112-3, 119, 143
bLa-ma-thams-cad-mkhyen-pa'irnam. tharno-mrshar-mdsad-pa-bcu-giiis-pa I94
La-mo bDe-chen 169
Lalitavistara 12, 96, 224
Lam-rim-chen-po 73
Lam-rim-bla-ma-brgyud-pa'i-mum-rhar
114-5, 120, 200, 218, 221
gLan-dar-ma (also Tha-mu) H ,3 1, 50-1,
79, 81, 145
glan-ri-than-pa 98
rLans 85-6
r Laris-kyi-bo-ti-bse-rrr 86
Las-chen Kun-dgaY-rgyal-mtshan172
Legs-pa'i-ies-rab
See dKon-g'iier-dpon
~ e ~ s - p a ' i - i e s -br a
Legs-biad-nor-bu'i-ban-mdsod
1 1 3, 1 50
Legs-bzan-pa 192
Lha-dban-blo-gros [~ureiamatibhadra]
31, 39, 104, 106, 110, 112, 116-7

Lha-mthori-lo-tsP-ba b6ce-gilen-rnam-rgyal
23 I
Lha-btsun Tshul-khrims-bzan-po 82
Lhan-dkar-ma See dKar-chog l~an-dkar-ma
Lhan-thabs 125
Lho-brag 34, 174
Lho-brag Nam-mkha'-rgyal-mtshan 183
Lhu-la-d ka'-bcu 193
Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho See Phug-pa Lhun.
grub-rgya-mtsho
Li-than 36
Li-yul-chos-kyi-lo-rgyus 23
Li-yul-gyi-lo-rgyus 22
Li-yul-lun-bstan-pa 22
Lo-dgon-pa 135
bLo-grosthos-skyon 121
bLo-gros-rnam-dag I33
Lo-rgyus-chen-mo 53, 1 39
Lo-pan-bka'i-than-yig 38ff, 49ff
Lo-brtan 228
bLo-bzan Rag-d ban '~igs-med-ye-ies-gragspa 219
bLo-bzan Chos-kyi-rgyal-rntshan See
Panchen Lama 1
bLo-bzan Lhun-grub Dandarov 198
bLo-bzan-rgya-mtsho See Dalai Lama V
bLo-bzan-'jigs-med
(also Rigs-pa'i-ralgri) 93

Lha-bya-ri-pa 87
Lh2-ldan-sprul-ba'i- grsug-lag-khan- gi-dkarchug-iel-dkar-me-Ion 46, 74, 222

bLo-bzan- dpal-1 dan- chos- kyi- grags- pabstan-pa'i-dban-phyug See Panchen
Lama V

Lha-'dre-bka'i- than-jig 49ff
Lha-rgya-ri-pa 87
Lha-rje sGro-phug-pa 98
(also Byan-

bLo-bzan-dpal-ldan-ye-ies See Panchen
Lama 111
bLo-bzan-'phrin-las (also Dsa-ya-panditakhu-thug-thu) 141, 158, 201-2

Lha-thd-tho-ri-gzao-btsan (also Lha-thotho-ri) 79, 145

bLo-bzan-'phrin-las-rnam-rgyal 191
bLo-bzai-spyin-pa 197
bLo-bzan-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan209,227

Lha-bla-ma-byah-chub-'od
chub-'od) 74

Vos. 39
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sMar-khams '04-zer-bla-ma dKon-mchogbLo-bzan- bstan- pa'i- Zi- ma- phyogs- lasrgyal-mtshan 192
rnam-rgyal See Panchen Lama 1V
Mar-pa-lo-tsZ-ba Chos-kyi-blo-gros
bLo-bzan-bstan-'dsin-dban-rgyal 197
(also Mar-pa-lo-tsZ-ba) 149, 189
blo-bzati-ye-8es See Panchen Lama I1
dMar-gtsan-brag 168
s Lob-dpon-dpa'-pos- rndsed- pa'i-skyes-rubsMe-mkha'-rgya-mtsho 109
so-bshi-pa'i-'grel-biad-dad-pa'i-rin-chenMi-d
ban Pho-lha-pa bSod-nams-stobs'dren-pa'i-iin-rta 93
rgyas (also Pho-lha-pa bSod-namss~ob-dpon-biad-sgrubmin- can- gyi- rriumstobs-rgyas) 212
thar-zur-pa-gzur-gnus-dgaJ-byed
1 27
s ~ob-dporr-biad-sgrub-mtshtrn-can-gyi-rnatn-Mi-dban bSod-nams-rgyal 2 1 3
Mi-la-ras-pa 189
rlrar-rgyir-skar-rtiam-pat*-rtse-ba 127
Mi-Zag-chos-'byun 167
Log-gnon-chen-mo 1 39
Mi-pham bSod-nams-dbari-phyug-gragsLon 174
pa-rnam-rgyal 79
kLon-rdol-bla-ma Rag-dban blo-bzan
sMin-grol-sprul-sku 'Jam-dpal Chos-kyi(also kLon-rdol-bla-ma) 16, 19, 74,
bstan-'dsin-'phrin-las (also sMin-grol95, 100, 1 14, 177-8, 202-3, 219-20
bla-ma) 222, 228, 230
bLon-po-bka'i-(11ari.yig49ff
Saris-rgyas-dpal-bz3li
Mu-ne-dpon-slob
gLu-chu 170
210
Lun -gi-siie-ma 109
M u-tig-btsan-po 50
Luh-don- brgyud- pa- sna- tshogs- thob- pa'irMug-8ori
170
gsan-pig 199
Mun-me-brag-kha-pa Grags-sen (also JoLtrh- dun- rigs- pa'i- gter- clien- po-logs-parnan-pa Mun-me-brag-kha-pa) 132-3
biad-pa'i-nus- fsh igs-gsal-bur .byed-pa'ih4un-8i dPal-rgyas 63
Xi-ma 108
Myan 172
Lun-ston-byams-pa'i-dl;ar-chag-g(lati.~-~ii(~nNa-ga-lde
74
chos-kyi-guvdi 226
rNa-sgra 57
Lun-rtogs-~gya-mtshoSee Dalai Lama IX
gga'-khri-btsan-po
65, 145
rMa-cu 168-9
NZgirjuna 183
Ma-cig Lxb-sgron (also Ma-gcig Lab-kyigmal 174
sgron-me) 99, 134
rll'ul- 'byor- gyi- rlban- phyug- chen-po- rjeMa-cig-sha-ma 134-5
btsloz-mi-la-ras-pa'i-rnam-parthar-parMa-lo-tss-ba Chos-'bar (al.\o rMa-lo-ts8dun-f hams-cad-mkhyen-pa'i-lorn-s f on
ba) 134-5
189
Ma-ni-bkaY-'bum13, 52ff, 70, 94, 1 89
rNal-'byor-rgyud-lryi-byuri-tshul
gru-bzins
MahZsammata 140
177
Mahii vyutpaf ti 224
Maitreya 3 1, 149, 226-7
NZlandZ 150
Man-thos-klu-sgrub 25
r Nam-'dren-bs fan-pa'i- rtsa-lag-mishutis-zlaMan-yul 174
rned-pa-rje- btsurt- blo- bzali- Ihun- grubMandaravZ (Lha-lcam-mandar-ba) 34
dpal-bzati-po'i- rtogs- pa- brjod- pa- dadM a 5 jughosa 163
pa'i-'khri-iin 198 ,
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gNam-skas-brag 37-8
Nam-mkha9-bzan-po75, 161
rNam-thar-mhad-pa-bcu-gcig-ma 34

r Nam-thar-skyes-rubs-rgyas-pa See Padmabka'-than

Nan-sriugs-pl~yir-210-'khor-lo
57
Nari-dotz- rha- sZad- rig- gnus- kyi- gshuh- gidogs-gnus-'ga'-shig-dris-pa'i-Ian-phyogsgcig-tu-bris-pa-rub-dkar-pa-satis
230
Nandin (dGaS-byed) 142
Ran 174
Ran-ral 33-4
sNar-than 76, 205-8, 212-3
NIropa 149
gNas-chun 221
g Nas-r'iiin Kun-dga'-bde-legs 192
sNe-gdoi 207
sRe-than 28
Nel-pa-pandira sMon-lam-tsllul-khrirns
(also Nel-pa-pandita) 12, 105-7, 146
Ni-gu-ma 149
Nis-pa-kun-sel 57
Ni-thari-dus-tshigs l l I , 116
mi-rna-tha~-~a
~ e s - r a b - ~ ~ ~108,
i n -116
~a
rgi*.ma 134
rRin-ma Ku-mar 133
rfiin-ma-pa 136, 118, 155, 157
Nor-bzan-rgya-mtsho (also mKhas-grub
Nor-bzah-rgya-mtsho) 114-5, 119
g80s-skyi-khun-pa Ha b-jo-Sras-'jam-d pal
135
No-mtshar-smad- du- byuri-po'i- glum- hrgya
193
0-rgyan-lam-yig 23 1
'Od-dpag-rned-kyi-lha- kkari- rtelz- dori- rtenpar-bcas-pa'i-dkar-chugnor- bu'i- 'khriJiri 226

Od-gsal-rdo-rje-siiin-po 34
rfiog Jo-'od (also Jo-'od) 132,136
rfiog Jo-bsod 132, 136

r*og Legs-pa'i-des-rab 94
r Nog-chos See Bu-rhos
rNog bLo-ldan-ks-rab See r*og;lo-tsU-be
bLo-ldan-ks-rab
rfiog-lo-tsi-ba blo-ldan-&s-ra b (abo rftog
bLo-ldan-bes-rab) 39-10, 1 19,149
'01-kha 174
'01-kha-pa 80, 87
OF manipadme hum 68
sfion-po-than 170
Nor-pa-d~on-rnchog-lhun-grub(also Chosrje dKon-mchog-lhuo-grub) 85, I S 0
d Pa*-po [d Pa'-bo] gTsug-lag-pl~ren-ba
25, 150
Pa-tshab-lo-tsEba f%-ma-grags-pa 149
Pad-dkar-shal-luir 1 14-6, 1 34, 21 1
Padnta-bka'-chems 33
Padma-bka'-tlran 32 ff, 50, 189
Padnia-dkar-po See 'Brug-pa Padrna-dkarPO
Padniasarnbhava 27, 32-4, 46-7, 51.57 64,
110, 189, 227
dPag-bsam-ljon-bran passim
d~ag-bsam-'khri-gin 193
dPal bLo-brtan 133
d Pal-'byor-rgyal-po 75
dPal-ldan Tsho-rje (Chos-rje) 10

dPal-Idan-bla-ma-dom-pa-kun-spatis-chen-ponag- dban- blo- bzari- dpal- bzan- po'iranm-par-thar-pa-dad-po'i-rnyu-gu 1 9
dPal-ldan-gso pa- rig- pa 'i- khog- 'bugs-legsbind-~paidiirya'i-me-lori-dran-srori-dg)espa'i-dgaY-ston (also sDe-srid-kyi- TOrig-khog-pltub) 125, 176
d~al-ldan-ye-6esSee Pawhen Lama III
dPal- rdo- r j e 'jigs byen- kyi- chos- 'byunkham- gsum- las- mum- p a r rgyal- badnos-grub-kun-kyi-gter-mdsod 178

dPal-dus-k))i-'khor-lo'i-chos-'byuri-rgjwd-kjtisrion-'gro-'gsal-bjrcd 177
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yig
dPal-dus-kyi-'khor-lo'i-chos.skorgyi- 'b~~uri- dPe-rgyun-dkon-pa-'ga'-skig-gi-tho(also "List of Rare Books", List of
klturis-iier-mkho-bsdus-pa 1 78
dPal-dus-kyi-'khor- lo'i- grel- chen- dri- mamed-pa'i-'od-kyi-rgya- chen- cher- bsadpa-de-kho-na-Xid-snari-par-byrd-pa
109
dPal-'khor-bde-chen 207
dPal-'klios-btsan 65-6, 68, 73, 83, 102
dPal-man d Kon-mcl~og-rgyal-mtshan
(also dKon-mchog-rgyal-nitslian)
16, 88-9, 1 53-4, 2 2 5
dPal-mari-rshan-gi-deb-ther 153-4
dPal-mZam-med-ri-bo-dga'Idan-pa'i- bsranpa-sh~va-ser-cod-pan-'ckan-ba'i-rin-lugschos-rhams- cad- kyi- rrsa- ba- gsal- barbyed-bu-vaidiirya-ser-pa'i-me-Ion
See Vaidiirj.a-ser-po
dPal-brtsegs See Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs
pan-chen Byams-pa-glin-pa bSod-namsrnam-par-rgyal-ba 86
Pan-chen S8-kya-mchog-ldsn 176
Pan-chen bSod-nanis-grags-pa (also bSodnams-grags-pa) 76, 146, 173, 176
Pan-cken-blo-bzan--cl~osk j ~ i rgyalmrshangyi- rnam- fhar- gsal- bar- ston- pa- norbu'i-'phren-ba'i-smad-cha 196
d Pan-lo-ts8-ba Byan-chub-rtse-mo
(also Byali-chub-rtse-mo) 1 36
dPan-lo-ts8-ba bLo-gros-brtan-pa 136
Panchen Lama I : Pan-chen bLo-bzailchos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan
196, 200
- I1 : bLo-bzan-ye-6es 137,
182-3, 196, 200
- 111 : blo-bzan-dpal-ldanye-6es 163, 196
- IV : bLo-bzan-bstan-pa1i-.nl-ma- phyogs- las- rnamrgyal 197
- V : bLo-bzah-dpal-ldanchos-kyi-grags- pa- bstanpa'i-dbah-phyug 197

-

Bibliographical Rarities", etc.)passim
Pe'i-se Non-yon 163
Pha-bo~i-'klia221
Phag-gru 174
Phag-mo-gru 85

'Phags-pa-bla-ma bLo-gros-rgyal-mtshan
(also 'Phags-pa-bla-ma) 12, 5 1, 65-6,
82, 1 10, 140, 143, 190, 199, 207
'Ph(rgs-pa-za-ma-tog- bkod-pa- shes- bya- barheg-pa-chen-po'i-rn 54
'Phan-yul 174
'Phan-than-ka-med 205
~110-bran-padma-gel-gyi-phug-pa35
Pho-bran-stori-rhan-ldan-dulcr-gyibka'-dunbstun-bcos- ro- cog-gi-dkar-chug [dKarchug /Dan-dkar-ma] 22, 205-6
Pho-lha-pa bSod-nams-stobs-rgyas
See Mi-dban Pho-lha-pa bSod-namsstobs-rgyas
'Phrul-snan 69
~hu~-lu~s-k~i-rtsis-kyi-Ie~s-b6ad-mkhas-pa'i
mgul-rgya1l-vaidiirgya-dkar-po'i-do~aldpyod-Ian-sirin-nor
See Vaidiiryadkar-po
Phug-pa Lhun-grub-rgya-mtsho
(also
Lhun-grub-rgya-nltsho ; Phug-pa-pa)
114-5, 119
Phur-bu-]cog 190, 2 1 8
Phyag-ston-spya-ston-gi-gzuns54
Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal 136
Phyogs-las-riiam-par-rgyal-ba'i-pho-branchen-mo-po-ta-la [Potala] 173, 180,227
Pliyogs-thams~cad-las-rnam-par-rgyal- ba'i
chos-sde-chen-po-sku-'bum-byams-pagliri-gi-rten-dan- brten- par- bcas- pa'i-dkar-chag-clied- du- brjod- pa'i- gtamsiia n-rna-pa'i-bcud-len 220

- Tibetan Historical
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Rin-chen-dpal-'dsom 209-10
'Phyon-rgyas Hor-rigs-pa 87
Phywa-pa Chos-kyi-senge 190
Rin-chen-bza ti (also Lo-chen Rin-c henPo-to-ba Rin-chen-gsal (al.~oPo-to-ba) 51
bzan-po) 184, 190
Rid-spuns-pa 79, 86-7
Pratitasena 12, 232
Rin-spuns-pa Don-yod-rdo-rje 75
Pu-ri-phug-mo-che 47
sPuns-than 150
Rog-drnar-shur-pa (also Dol-ba hes-rabrgya-mtsho) 135
spyan-sna Grags-'byuli 132
Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje See ]Can-skya-bla-ma I1
spyan-sna Rin-chen-ldan 133
Ron-bo-dgon bDe-chen-chos-'khor-g)iir
spyan-sna-pa Tshul-khrims-'bar 185
169
sPyi-bo-thas-pa 132, 135
Kwa-sgrens 22 1
Ra-mo-che 69
Rwa-khog
171
Ra-ron sag-dban-chos-grags-rgya-rntshoRwa-lo=tsB-ba r Do-rje-grags 178
dkon-mchog-grub-pa'i-sde 193
Rub- 'byams- rgyal- ba'i-spyi- gzugs-skyabsSa-chen Kun-dga'-siiin-po 64
Sa-skya 38-9, 51-2, 64-6, 72, 84, 92, 1 11-2,
mgon-papchen-thams-cad- mkhyett-parje-btsun-blo-bzan-dpal-ldanbstan-pa'i
133, 199
. Zi-ma-phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal-dpal-bzati- Sa-skya-bka'-'bum 24-6, 64-7, 84, 140, 199
pa'i-shal- sna-nos- kyi-sku- gsuri-thugsSa-skya-pa 5 1, 65, 73, 79, 84-5, 109, 115,
kyi-mum-pnr-thar-pa-'dsam-glin-mdses120-2. 140-3, 148, 151, 155,
rgya17 197
166, 190
Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-'phags 207
Sa-skya-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-rntshan (also
RHhula 140
bLa- ma- dam-pa ; bLa- nia- dam- pa
Ral-pa-can (al.~oKhri-gtsug-lde'u-btsan)
bSod-nan~s-rgyal-mtshan; bSod-nams65, 79, 206
rgyal-mtshan) 65, 72-4, 98. 1 15-6, 119,
Ran-spyod-ran-gsal-ran-gi-thems-yig
198
132-3
Reb-tsha 170
Sa-skya-pa bSod-nams-rtse-mo (also bSodRi-bo- dwaiis-bsil- gyi-dkar- chug- mjug-manams-rtse-mo) 40, 64, 101, 140
ishati-ba 22 1
Sa-skya-pa-chos-rje See Grags-pa-rgyalRi-ho-dga'-ldan-pa'i-bstan-pa-bla-rubsdanmtshan
bcas-pa-chos-'bylcn- gsal-bar- ston-pa'iSa-skya-pandita Kun- dga'- rgyal- mtshan
sgron-me 127, 175
[Subhiisitaratnanidhi] 25, 39-40, 64-5,
11 1-2. 135, 190
Ri-phug-pa 96
Sa-skyo~i
Lha-rgya-ri-pa
80
Rig-ral See bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri
Sad-na-legs 205-6
Rin-chen-glin-pa, gter-ston 42, 48,
Sagan
Setsen 70, 164
Rin-chen-grags-pa See bla-ma-gu-6ri RinbSam-gtan-chos-'phel-glin 189
chen-grags-pa
bSam-yas 24, 26, 40-2,57, 64, 72, 79, 221
Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal 140-1, 144
bSam-yas-'chin-bu 205
Rin-chen-dpal See 'Bri-gun-skyob-pa 'Jigb
Sam-j7as-lo-rgj~us (a 1so b Sam-yas-dkarrten-mgon-po
Vos. 40
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rhag-cliert-mo) See rGj~al-rabs s Buhslted
gSah-snags-rEh-ma (also r h i - m a - p a )
gSan-chu 170
gSan.mda'-ba Chos-ldnn-ra b-'byor 194
gSan-phu 92
Sans-rgyas-sgom-pa 135
Sari r-rgyas-kyi-skrr 'i-gzugs-bt.Zan-gjli-tntshan%id-mtho- bru-pa- ;in- nya-gro- dha-/tarchti-sheri-gab-pa I h7
Sans-rgyas-glin-pa, gter-ston 47-9
Saris- ~.gj.as-.,:u-kj~a-tliuh-pa'i- hstatt- pa-lamdsrrd-pn'i-lo-rgyus 5 5
Sariy- rgyas- gshntt- gjli- hsran- pa- la-mdsadpa'i-101 gyus 55
Saumj-a 2 1 1
Se-ra 96, 133, 174, 191, 20-1, 218
Se-ra-rje-btsun Chos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan 98,
194
Se-skyil-bu-pa 185
Se-skyil-pa ~ 5 k - b s o d1 33
Sen-ge-rnaln-rgyd 63
gSer-gyi-myu-gu 192
g Ser-lihnn-chcn-mo- fen- a'ari-rterr- pur- bcaspa'i- dliar- chag- hjvori- (.hen- rhur- lam'grod-pa'i-them-skas 226
gSer-k han-chos-rje Gu-na-ma-ti 193
gSer-kliog-dpon tlGa'-lclan-dam-clios-glii~
168

gSes-tog-ho-thog-tlru hLo-bzan-tchul-khri111s-rgya-mtslio 91. 99, 220
gSer-tog-nikhan-po (also gSer-log-110-thoptliu) ye-6es-tliub-bstan-rgya-mtsho220
gSer-thog-pa Rin-clieii-rdo-rje 83
Sha-111 37, 208
Sha-lu-lo-ts5-ba Chos-sky on-bzan-po 37
Shan rGyal-ba-dpal 103
Sliail-shun-pa Chos-dban-grags-pa 121
Shi-byed-pa 149, 155
Shig-po-glin-pa, gfer-sfon 42
gShis-ka sNel-pa 75, 80

Shol-par-khan 25, 35, 38, 49, 188
Shun-ti See Togon Timur
Shwa-lu-pa Legs-pa-rgyal-mtshan 99
Si-si-ri-pa 98
Si-tu Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan 79, 146
Si-tu dGe-ha'i-blo-gros See Tshal-ba Si-tu
d Ge-ba'i-blo-gros
Si-tu g'rsug-lag-chos-kyi-snan-ba 21 1
Si-tu-rin-po-che'i-bka'-chems-deb-rher(also
bKa'-chems-deb-ther) 145-6
Si-tu'i-sum-rrags 2 1 1
gSo-ba-~.ig-pa'i-bstan-bcos-sman-bla'idgonsrgyall-rgjlud-bshi 'i-gsal-byed- vaid~r)lasnon-po'i-mllig See Vaidiirya-snon-po
g So-rig-chos-'byun-ies-hya-rub-gsal
176
g So-rig-chos-'byun-pad-mhal-bshad-pa'i- Zinbyed 176
bSod-nams-dar-rgyas See H o r bSod-namsdar-rgyas
bSod-nams-grags-pa (al.vo Pan-chen bSodnan~s-grags-pa)173, 176
bSod-nams-rgya-nitsllo See Dalai Lama I11
bSod-oa ms-rgyal-mtshan See Sa-skya-pa
Hod-nanis-rgyal-m tshan
bSod-nanis-stobs-rgyal See H o r Mi-dban
bSod-nams-stobs-rgyal
Sol-nag-than-chen 1 1 1-2
Srad-rgyud 191, 218
Sron-btsan-sgam-po 27-9, 3 1, 53-5, 65-6,
68-70, 77, 79, 81, 189
Sukliiivati 7 1
Sun?-pa-mkhan-po Ye-4es-dpal-'byor
(also Sum-pa-mklian-po ; Y e-ies-dpal'byor ; bLo-bzan chos-skynn)
passim
gS11ri-rah-rtlam-dug-chti'i-dri-ma- sel- byednor-bu-ke-fa-ka 56, 76, 137, 205-6,
207-2 12
63-kya-lha-dbati 172
$a-/cya-rnams-kyi-rgyal-rubs 65
$a-mhlta-la'i-lum-),ig 23 1
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,!$a- mbha- Iu'i- mum- hiad- 'phags- yul- gyirtogs-brjod 12
ha-ra-pa Yon-tan-grags (also Sa-ra-pa)
183, 185
bgad-sgra-pa 22 1
biad-sgrub-glifi 176
b ~ a d - ~ ~ r ~ r b - b s r a r i - ~ n ' i - 'gnas-chos-sdeb~uri-

chen-po- dgon- luri- byams- pa- glin- gidkar-chag-dpyod-ldan- yid- dban- 'gugspa'i-pho-%a 2 19
Siikya'i-btsun-pa-blo- bzari- 'phrin- las- kyizab-pa-dari-rgya-che-ba'i-durn-pa'i-choskyi-thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion
See Thob-yig-gsal-ba'i-me-Ion
h ~ k ~ a i r i b h a d r1 a10-3, 149
iambhala 129, 153, 155, 209, 231, 232
$ a h - p a bKa'-rgyud 203
~ a f i - bKa'-brgyud-pa
~a
149
gads-ston bLo-gros-legs-bzali 97
Sans-ston Tshul-mgon 132
~ g n t i d e v a184, 220
h ~ n t i r a k ~ i t142
a
kel-brag 35, 48
, $ e ~ - b r a ~ - ~ i - t h a rSee
i - ~Padmu-bka'rhari
i~
Sebphug 41
ies-bya-rab-gsal 12, 140, 1 8 1
ies-rab-rgya-mtsho 167
~es-rab-'od-zer43-4
~es-rab-senge(also mKhas-grub ies-rabsenge) 191
gib-pecog-la Tshal 102
Ti-bla-lna bsTan-'dsin-chos-dar 167
rTa-tshag-rje-drun sag-dbau-chos-kyi-dban.
phyug (also rTa-tshag-rje-drun) 193,
195
rTa-tshag-pa Ye-ies-blo-bzan bsTan-pa'imgon-po 147
sTag-lun 132, 172
sTag-luli Sans-rgyas-yarbyon 132
sTag-lun-pa 88, 173

sTag-luti-shabs-drun Bagd bad-rnam-rgyal

172-3
sTag-phu bLo-bza n-bs tan-pa'i-rgya-mtshan
(also tag phu) 100
s Tog-phu b Lo-bzan-bsran-pcr'i-rgyal-mtshangyi- ran- gi-skyes- rubs- pham-h&'-ljonpa-bskyed-pa'i-sa-pon 100
r Tag-brtan See dGa'-ldan-pbun-tshogsglin
r Tag-brran-dam-chos-glih-gi-gnus-biad
229
sTag-tshaii Lo-tsB-ba 6es-rab-rin-ohen 84-5
T i ' i Situ Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan 38, 43,
85-6, 207, 224
Ta'i-du 40
bs Tan-bcos-'gyur-ro-cog- gi-dkm- chug-'jigrten- gsum- gyi- bde- skyid- pad- tshalbshad-pa'i-ifin-byed 2 14
bsTan-dar sfiags-rams-pa 10
bsTan-dar Lha-rams-pa 10
b F Tali-'dsin-k)'i-skj-cr-brr-r.gya-bod-du-b)-onpu'i-miri-gi-gratis 6 5 , 202. 2 1 9
hr Ton-'gyur pa5sim
b~Tali-'gyur-ro-cog-gi-dX ar-chug 205
bsTan-pa-dar-rgyas (Zayaev) 198
bsTan-pa-tshe-rin 21 1-2
b,~Tan-pa'i-spjnitrhdag-bjluil- i.rhul- gyi-mingi-gratis 203
hv Tan-pa'i- gsal- bycd- clierr-po-bod- du-rimgyis- byuri- ba'i- lo- rshig- re'u- rnig- rubkod-pu'i-tsliigs-luri-rshigschuri-rtagsbyed-per- gyi- iii-ma- 'od- zer- bkra-ba
1 29
bs ran-srun-tshe-rin 209- 10
hs Tan-rrsis-'dod-spj7iri-grer-'bum40, 109- 10,
113, 115-8, 120, 143
b~Tan-rtsis-'phros-don-dun-bcas-pa127
bsTan-rfsis-re'u-mig 18
bsTan-rtsis-re'u-mig-s 129 ff
Tiranstha (also Kun-dga'-siiin-po) 156,
158-9, 178, 185-6, 228-9
Ta'rana'rha'i-rgya-gar-chos-'byuri159
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Tshans-dbyans-rgya-mtsho
See Dalai
Lama VI
Tshar-chen bLo-gsal 203
Tshul-nigon 132
Tshul-khrims-rgya-mtsho See Dalai Lama X
r T~is-skar-nag-/as-br fsams-pa'i- dris-lan-i'iinbyed-dban-po'i-snari-ba 1 16
r Tsis-kyi-bstan-bcos-'kltrul-sel1 14
Tson-chu 168-9
Tlloh-yig-gsrrl-bu'i-me-loti
14 1, 200f
Tson-kha-pa
bLo-bzan-grags-pa
(also
Thon-mi-sa-~nbho-ta69
T s o n ~ k h a - p a ) 32, 7 1-2, 75, 77, 90-1,
Thugs-rje-dpal 207
134, 174-5, 178, 180, 183, 186, 190,
Thugs-sras-si n-chen-rnanl-rgyd 207-8
192-4,
199, 201-2, 207, 210, 220
Thu'u-bkwan bLo-bzan-chos-kyi-%-ma
Tson-la 169
154-5, 157-8, 219
g'rsos-dgon
dGa'-ldan-chos-glin 191
Ti-plru-tltad-panti fa-nzkharl-po'i-bka'-stsal
gTsug-lag-clios-kyi-s~~an-ba
1 13
198
gTsun-mo-bka'i-than-yig
49
f
Tin-'dsi~i-dar-rgyas-glin176
gTum-ston bLo-gros-grags 185
s Tobs-kyi-'khor-10s- sgyur-pu- sde-srid- pkagmo-gru-pa-sop-bod-kyi-rgynl-blon-man- U-rgyan-glin-pa, gter-ston 34-5, 38, 41-2,
48-9, 51
po'i-gdun-rah.5-mdo-tsam-br:jod-pa'i-rubU-rgyan-pa Rin-chen-dpal See Grub-chen
trr-hyed-pa-!.a-roh.~-tngul-rg?:ait
87
U-rgyan-pa Rin-chen-dpal
STod-lun 174
dbU-stod 'Bsi-gun 174
Togon T i n ~ u r[Shun-ti] 40. 73, 83
d b U s (Uj province) 75, 85-6, 174
I.Togs-hrjoll-,.in-po-che- m ~ / ~ t n - l e g s - m a ' i - ' ~ r ~ ~ /
dbUs-pa bLo-gsal 1 15, 207-8
pa-nlkkrrs-pn'i-g,~hrrri-Ion1190
~ % g i n d r a : i r i224
sTon-than-ldan-d kar 205
Vaidgryn-(iliar-po 25, 5 1, 86, 114-6, 125-6,
$Ton-than-ldan-dltar-mn
See clKar-chug
208
IDan-dlcar-ma
Vaidijrya-snon-po 125
Tsan [Tsang] 174
Vaidgrya-ser-po 1 14, 1 2 , 173-5, 228
gTsali-ba-rin-po-che Nnm-ni kha'-dpal I35
Vaidiir.j*a-gj9a'-sel 25, 77, 1 15-6, 125-6
bTsan-phyug-lde 74
Vimalaprabhii 109
Tsen-tshe s l o b - d pon g e ~ - r a b - ~ e - i 8e s1
Vimalaprahhii-pariprcchii 2 1-2
rTses-thali 150
Ya-tse 74, 83
Tsha-ba 17 1
Yali-dben-pa 135
Tshal-ba 76, 79, 8 1, 87
d bYalis-can-sgeg-pa'i-blo-gros 'Jigs-medTshal-ba Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros
(also
rig-pa'i-rdo-rje 160, 163
Si-tu dGe-ba'i-blo-gros ; Kun-dga'
Yalis-pa-can 147
-rdo-rje) 76, 8 1 , 207
Yar-'brog-kh1.i-dp011 79, 87
Tshal-gun-than 206
Yar-rgyab-pa 80, 86-7
Tshal-gyi-dgon-pa 5 1
Yar-kluns 34-5, 82, 174
Tha-mu See gLan-dar-ma
Thag-dkar-pa 87
Than.po-che 22 1
Than-)jig-sde-lna See bKa'- fhan-sde-lna
Tltari-yrg-gser-'phreli (also bKa'-than-gser'phren) 35,46ff
~Iloh-~ig-~urigii'i-chub-rg!.un
29, 49, 187,
199, 200- 1, 205-6
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ye-ies-rtse-nio 194
Yig-gshun-chen-mo 1 2
Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho See Dalai Lama IV
Yois-'dsin Ye-Ses-rgyal-mtshan 1 14, 176,
180-3, 193, 218

Zab-pa-dun-rgya-che-pa'i-dam-pa'i-choskyifhob-yig-garigii'i-chu-rgyun See Thobyig-garigii'i-chu-rgyrtn

Zab-pa-don-rgya-che-pa'i-dam-pa'i-chos-k~lithob-yig-gsul-ba'i-me-Ion See Thob-yiggsal-ba'i-me-Ion
Yoris-rdsogs-bstan-pa'i-mria'-bdag-rje-brsun- Zam-tsha-sku-shabs-rin-po-che 'Jigs-med.
bla-ma-rdo-rje-'chart-dkon-mchogrgyalnam-mkha'
(also 'J~gs-med-nammtshan-dpal-bzari-po'i-shal-sna-nas-kyjmkha') 160-1, 163
mum-thud-'don-'jug- nogs 8 8
Zam-tsha-sprul-sku 'Jigs-med-bsam-'grubrgya-m tsho 160-61
Yu-mo 134
an-zin-ne-rin-pa 'Chi-med-ra b-rgyas 192
gYu-thog-pa Yon-tan-mgon-po 125 .
gZi-brjid-grags 133
gYun-ston rDo-rje-dpal (also gYun-ston)
Zla-ba-'dod-'jo 213-9
107-8, 1 17
gZo-dari.gso-ba skar-rrsis- rnams-/as- byuriYuog-cheng 2 1 1
ba'i-min-gi-graris 1 14
gzuns-'dus
54, 57
Za-ma-fog-bkod-pa 36-7

Vos. 41

ERRATA
( incomplete )

line

as printed

should be

12
9, 12, 17, 21
15
27-8
18, 64 33, 17, 4, 1
87, 109

1.
Sea-book
belongs to

fol.
Book-sea [Granrha-sigara]
is attributed to

Page

'Bans-bshed
miram-gdag-...
Yellow
who, in the notes to his
history of the MongolsSagan S e r s e ~ ~
Jo-po'i- ...
bSod-nams-rgyal
A-inchog-d kon-pa
belonging to
...-d/con-mchogs-med-...
dKon-luli
d Bu-ma-pa
'Jyams-dpal- ...
Sans-rgyas
r Tsi-kyi- ...
1057
dGe-'dun-grub-pa
Tibetan
dGa'-ldan-pa
dByans-can- ...
Gu-iir- ...
...-bslab-graw
dGa'-ldan-chos-'byuri- ...
...rtsom-'phra
... -bshad-grub
works

-

75

3

11
88, 89 33, 10-11
89.93 3, 10
90
24
97
34
99
35
101
25
27
114
2
130
13
136
12
139
27
155
12
160
8
34
166
last-line
174
9
175
2
last line
178
11

'Baris-bshed

mna'-bdag-. ..
Golden
who, in his notes to Sagan
Setsen's history of the Mongols,

attributed to

--dkon-mchog-'jigs-med- ...
dGon-lun
d bU-ma-pa
'Jam-dpal- . . .
ICafi-sky
r. Tsis-kji- . ..
1027
dGe-'dun-grub
Tibetans
dGe-ldan-pa
dbYans-can- ...
Gu-iri-. ..
...-bslab-grwa
dGe-ldan-chos-'byuri- ...
...rtsom-'phro
...-biad-grub
work

Se-spyil-bu-pa
Se-skyil-bu-pa
bCon-ldan
bCom-ldan
mention the Brag-dgon- .. are mentioned by Brag-dgon...among the Tibetan
shabs-drun dKon-mchog-bstanhistorical works
pa-rab-rgyas in his list of
Tibetan historical works
bLa-yul- ...
Bal-yul-...

("...-Snake year" and " ...-Cow year", wherever occurring, should be uniformly
read as "...-Serpent year" and .."-Ox year" respectively)

